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Abstract
This study examines instances of atrocity and extreme violence in civil wars, focussing
specifically on the case of conflict which took place in Sierra Leone between 1991 and 2002.
It outlines and identities a gap in existing analysis of violence with regard to addressing
seemingly irrational atrocities that cannot readily be understood as the outcome of calm
calculations of self-interest by perpetrators, nor simply as the manifestation of sheer
madness or anarchy. Incorporating a broad disciplinary approach to the study of violence,
this study draws on existing witness and victim accounts of atrocity and extensive original
material from interviews with perpetrators. It refocuses attention on the neglected role of
emotions such as shame and disgust, and the psychological processes and systems of
brutalisation, that promoted violence which was both irrational but inspired by and utilised
for rational ends. This provides greater understanding of apparently ‘senseless’ forms of
violence.
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1.
Introduction

In the realm of human experience, warfare and its attendant violence has been the site in
which the struggle to comprehend man’s inhumanity to man has come to the fore. Where
violence is to such an extreme that it is called atrocity, it may appear to defy description and
exceed the limits of our understanding. Such violence raises difficult questions, for which
there a few satisfying answers. Can these acts be understood as anything other than evil?
Indeed, can they be understood at all? For the most brutal and apparently senseless acts of
atrocity, to find rationality in the irrational and order in chaos appears to contradict the very
definition of the phenomenon we wish to understand. Yet for all of the challenges, and
though it can be tempting to shy away from closer examination of such dark subjects as
atrocity, the occurrence and reoccurrence of such horrors across centuries, cultures and
continents, does not allow us to escape the questions they pose.

This study aims to shed needed light on the causes and shaping forces of atrocities and
extreme violence, using the case study of the Sierra Leonean civil war that took place
between 1991 and 2002. The intention is not to rehash stories of suffering which now lie in
the past, seek justification for unjustifiable acts or reduce deeply disturbing events to a cold
academic subject of study. Rather, the purpose, and it is hoped, the value of this study, is
that by better understanding them, we might find more effective ways to prevent, respond
to and address the consequences of atrocities.

1.1 Atrocities and the Sierra Leonean Civil War
The civil war that took place in Sierra Leone between 1991 and 2002 has been characterised
as one of the most brutally violent conflicts of its time. Indeed, more than a decade after the
cessation of hostilities, mention of the ‘war-torn’ country in media reports invariably
9

includes a reference not only to the role of ‘blood diamonds’ in fuelling conflict, but to the
particularly shocking forms of violence which first captured international public attention.
Articles speak of ‘a vicious rebel army which specialised in hacking the arms and legs off
their victims’ and of ‘marauding militias’ who ‘using child soldiers, killed and raped across
the land.’1 For the widely reported trial of former Liberian president Charles Taylor, media
attention described ‘rebel’s crimes’ as they ‘pillaged, killed and raped, used children as
soldiers and hacked off hands to terrorize civilians.’2 The references to the past involvement
of children in atrocities, and the infliction of amputations upon civilians, remain particularly
common in coverage of developments in Sierra Leone. These practises, considered
representative of exceptional brutality and the breakdown of moral and social order, are
used to highlight, and indeed heighten, the sense of horror associated with the war. Indeed
during the conflict, reporting and accompanying images of child soldiers wielding AK-47s
became the ultimate expression of the war’s perversion of innocence. The apparent
inhumanity of perpetrators of atrocity was epitomised in nightmarish descriptions of
indiscriminate amputations against innocent civilians, where merciless and depraved
attackers revelled in cruel and bloody violence against their defenceless victims. News
accounts fixated on aspects of violence that appeared particularly bizarre to Western eyes,
such as the use of ritual magic or alleged acts of cannibalism, feeding an appetite for
exoticised tales of debauchery on the ‘Dark Continent.’3 Amidst such descriptions of
violence, it is little surprise that, as one news article notes, ‘the civil war in Sierra Leone
became a byword for savagery.’4

The popular association of Sierra Leone with brutal atrocities reflects the great extent to
which such violence, which has left highly visible physical scars on the population, did
indeed become routine during the conflict. From the earliest days of the war, after the rebel
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) group invaded south-eastern Sierra Leone in March 1991,

1

The Telegraph, ‘Sierra Leone targeted by Latin American drug cartels’, 27 February, 2009; The Independent,
‘UK Army Head Still Fighting for the Victims in Sierra Leone’, 15 December, 2009.
2
The New York Times, ‘Test for a Court as Prosecutors Face Liberia’s Ex-Leader’, 19 December, 2009.
3
Stephen Ellis notes the same tendency in reporting of the conflict in neighbouring Liberia: ‘Welcome to
Liberia, scene of one of the wackiest, and most ruthless, of Africa’s uncivil wars’, wrote one Washington
Post journalist (Ellis, 1999: 18).
4
The Independent, ‘UK Army Head Still Fighting for the Victims in Sierra Leone’, 15 December, 2009.
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the spectre of brutal violence against the local population was present.5 Potential support
for the RUF was quickly squandered as rebels executed local leaders and traders, forced
villagers to carry looted goods, abducted children and forcibly recruited young men and
women into its ranks (Amnesty, 1992: 2). Many acts of violence appeared to bear little if any
strategic value; acts of torture, rape, amputations and even alleged incidents of cannibalism
were attributed to the brutal whims of a number of violent Liberian and Burkinabe rebel
leaders, often acting at odds with Sierra Leonean rebel commanders (Keen, 2005: 37-39;
Peters, 2011a: 142-146).6 If initial acts of extreme violence could be attributed to the
influence of battle-hardened veterans of Liberia’s conflict, as the war progressed and the
RUF insurgency spread across the country, there could be little doubt that Sierra Leoneans
were engaged in atrocities against the civilian population. The burning of homes, often with
inhabitants within, became a signature of RUF attacks on villages. The amputation of
civilian’s limbs, the torture and execution of local leaders and alleged traitors, rape, and the
abduction of children, were all acts that increasingly accompanied RUF assaults. Child
recruits used to bolster the rebel group’s ranks, as in neighbouring Liberia, quickly earned
themselves a fearful reputation for exceptional brutality and indiscriminate violence (HRW,
1999). Soldiers of the Sierra Leone Army (SLA), tasked with protecting the civilian
population, were also increasingly implicated in brutal violence. Soldiers carried out
summary executions of suspected rebels and rebel sympathisers, and with many SLA
soldiers disgruntled over little or no pay and a perceived lack of appreciation by civilians,
they also began to loot villages (Amnesty, 1992). Sierra Leoneans quickly grew distrustful of
the SLA, and the resulting mutual enmity further perpetuated violence.

Towards the mid-1990s, brutal violence in the conflict, and the level of international media
attention it received, appeared to spike, in large part connected to the growing significance
of a third armed faction, the Civil Defence Forces (CDF) (Gberie, 2005: 14-15; Peters, 2011a:

5

In fact, attacks by Liberian forces along the eastern border had already begun prior to 23 March, 1991, a fact
confirmed during interviews and discussed in chapters three and six (See also Gberie, 2005: 59; Peters
2011a: 63).
6
My own interviews with early RUF recruits and combatants close to RUF leader Foday Sankoh and NPFL
leader Charles Taylor, as well as with victims of the earliest violence of the war, confirm that Liberian
combatants were behind many of the first major incidences of atrocity in Sierra Leone. This aspect is
examined in chapters three and six, bearing as it does important implications for how the evolution of
violence in the Sierra Leone conflict is understood.
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146-150). Throughout 1994 and 1995, continued RUF attacks, unchecked by an ineffective
and distrusted SLA, led to the growth of local defence militias typically composed of
traditional hunters, predominantly the Kamajoisia (commonly referred to as kamajors) of
the Mende ethnic group in eastern districts. The CDF proved particularly effective in
countering the RUF, but themselves became implicated in violent excesses. Added to the
common reports of CDF involvement in summary executions, amputations and torture of
those individuals and communities suspected of rebel ties, were widely reported rumours of
the use of kamajor black magic rituals and cannibalism. RUF reprisals were directed against
civilians perceived as supporting the CDF and betraying the rebel cause, whilst SLA soldiers,
resentful of the CDF for usurping their military role, similarly punished a population
perceived as ungrateful (Keen, 2005: 5, 80).

As attempts to bring the Sierra Leonean conflict to a negotiated end gathered speed,
violence and atrocities appeared to increase, rather than abate. A significant rise in
brutality, which caught international media attention, occurred during the run up to
democratic elections in 1996. Rebel combatants, as well as disaffected SLA elements,
carried out widespread amputations of civilian’s hands and thumbs in a stated effort to
deter them from voting, or punish them for doing so. In 1997, a further escalation in
violence occurred when the democratic government was unseated in a coup by a faction of
the SLA calling themselves the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC). The AFRC invited
the RUF to join them in power, bringing the conflict to the streets of Freetown, a city which
had hitherto remained largely insulated from the ‘upcountry’ rebel war. Violent abuses
marked the brutal stay of the military faction, but its forced exit in 1998 at the hands of
Nigerian soldiers – peacekeepers of the Economic Community of West African States
Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) – saw some of the most devastating civilian attacks as
retreating combatants punished those in their path for their lack of support. This violence
acted as prelude to a defining moment in the conflict, the notorious return of the AFRC/RUF
junta to Freetown on 6 January, 1999, chillingly dubbed ‘Operation No Living Thing.’ The
atrocities which took place during this offensive, carried out by both RUF and AFRC forces
(though often mistakenly attributed exclusively to RUF fighters) were particularly horrifying,
even for the standards of the Sierra Leone conflict. Amidst chaotic and seemingly mindless
violence, combatants were yet ruthlessly systematic as they used fleeing citizens as human
12

shields, carried out mass executions, mutilations and rape in the streets and burned houses
crowded with those seeking refuge (HRW, 1999). The devastation of this attack provoked
strong international condemnation and led to pressure on the civilian government of Sierra
Leone’s President Ahmed Tejan Kabbah to reach a peace agreement with the RUF.

On 7 July, 1999, the Lomé Peace Accord was signed, providing for power-sharing with the
RUF and offering rebel leaders immunity from prosecution for war crimes. Nevertheless,
peace remained beyond grasp with much of the country still in the hands of RUF and AFRC
factions unwilling to relinquish and alleging CDF breaches of the ceasefire. An important
turning point was the abduction of eleven British soldiers in August, 2000 by a rebel military
faction known as the West Side Boys. This precipitated the entry of British military forces
into the conflict, a threat to the RUF that was further heightened by the subsequent
deployment of forces from neighbouring Guinea. Following decisive military interventions
by British and Guinean forces in 2000, and the subsequent arrival of the largest UN
peacekeeping force of its time, peace was finally declared in 2002.

1.2 Explanations for Sierra Leone’s Atrocities
In the aftermath of the civil war, Sierra Leoneans and outsiders alike struggled to come to
terms with the violent events of the past decade. Whilst a wide array of explanations of the
causes of conflict had become familiar even during the war years, many questions remained
as to the nature of the violence itself, specifically the motives for some of the most extreme
and horrifying acts of atrocity. Indeed, it was not simply the severity of violence which
confounded, but that it was often entirely counter to stated political and ideological aims of
combatants, baring little apparent use to the aggressors beyond their own immediate
gratification. Could the grievances of marginalised youths, or the economic greed of soldiers
and rebels, offer explanation for those acts of brutal violence which, superficially at least,
appeared to have little to do with political or economic strategies? How could the particular
cruelty of many atrocities be explained? What were the rewards for combatants, many of
whom were children and teenagers, in inflicting misery and suffering on communities so
similar to those from which they had been abducted? For many victims, there could be no
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satisfactory explanation; the incomprehensible could not be comprehended. To reduce such
violence to the comprehensible, the explicable, would be to misrepresent what by its very
nature appeared beyond reason. Furthermore, to present violence as acts of strategy, of
calculation, could be in some way to excuse it, giving perpetrators motives and justifications
for cruelty which in reality had never existed. For others, atrocities were symptomatic of
irrationality and mindlessness; those who committed violence had been ‘crazy’, out of their
minds on drugs or victim to the collective madness which had descended on the country in
the form of war. Others still, saw atrocities as the work of ‘wicked’ minds, the extremes of
violence perpetrated by young combatants representing an aberration of nature. Such
violence was supernatural, beyond human; it was pure evil.

A series of competing explanations of the Sierra Leonean conflict grew up during and
immediately following the war which, through their treatment of the logic of conflict, also
included an attempt to answer the difficult questions concerning atrocities. These
explanations formed part of a growing trend in academic and journalistic analysis which
sought to adapt the understanding of civil war to the newly unfolding post-Cold War
environment, and saw the Sierra Leone conflict in particular as the archetype of what some
described as ‘new wars’ (Van Creveld, 1991; Enzensberger, 1994; Kaplan, 1994; Kaldor,
1999). If one reason for Sierra Leone becoming a ‘byword for savagery’ had been the sheer
extent and brutality of the violence committed during the civil war, another key factor was
the manner in which the conflict and its atrocities became central to this new wave of
academic analysis.

Perhaps the most influential of the earliest descriptions of the Sierra Leonean conflict, which
placed the extremes of brutality at its analytical heart, was that which came to be described
by its detractors as the ‘New Barbarism’ thesis.7 Promoted by those Stathis Kalyvas refers to
as ‘best-selling “lay” authors’, proponents such as Robert Kaplan and Hans Magnus
Enzensberger used graphic accounts of conflict in Liberia, Sierra Leone and the Balkans to
argue that such wars could not be understood as a conventional battle between armed
forces for political control or ideological supremacy, but as a fundamental and inevitable

7

Paul Richards coined the term 'New Barbarism' (Richards, 1996).
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eruption of criminal violence caused by the build-up of ecological pressures and ancient
hatreds, facilitated by the removal of Cold War constraints (Kalyvas, 2001: 100). The ‘new
and terrifying slant’, it was argued, was that they were ‘wars about nothing at all’ where
there was ‘no longer any need to legitimize your actions’ because ‘violence has been freed
from ideology’ (Enzensberger, 1994: 30). In Sierra Leone, the collusion of supposedly
opposing armed forces in the looting and killing of the civilian population was taken as
evidence of this new criminal opportunism, thriving on chaos. Describing Sierra Leone as a
microcosm of what was occurring throughout the West African region, Kaplan attributed
chaos to ‘the withering away of central governments, the rise of tribal and regional
domains, the unchecked spread of disease, and the growing pervasiveness of war’ (Kaplan,
1994). Nightmarish reports of atrocity and slaughter, of drug-addled child soldiers wielding
machetes and machine guns, seemed to support the argument that the collapse of the state
had walked hand in hand with the collapse of society, with moral order itself descending
into sheer anarchy.8 The combatants of Sierra Leone, Kaplan argued, had reverted to a
primitive stage of human development, with West Africa as a whole ‘reverting to the Africa
of the Victorian atlas’ (Kaplan 1994).

If New Barbarism was adept in describing the particularly chaotic nature of atrocities, it was
yet a deeply inadequate explanation of their cause and context within the wider processes
of conflict. Indeed in many respects, New Barbarism had substituted an explanation for
anarchic violence with a mere description of anarchic violence. This neo-Malthusian
approach, and the ‘new wars’ literature which habitually referred to the conflict in Sierra
Leone, naturally provoked a series of strong rebuttals in the academic community. In 1996,
anthropologist Paul Richards published a comprehensive treatment of the on-going Sierra
Leone war which began with the expressed purpose of countering the reductive analysis of
New Barbarism. Richards emphasised the rationality of conflict, rather than its apparently
anarchic nature, pointing to the role of long-term socio-political neglect in causing
grievances among the rural population, particularly youth. Extreme violence, under this
understanding, could be seen as a rational response stemming from this socio-political
8

Noting the role played by traditional beliefs in war in Sierra Leone and Liberia, Kaplan quotes a Minister:
‘Western religion is undermined by animist beliefs not suitable to a moral society, because they are based on
irrational spirit power. Here spirits are used to wreak vengeance by one person against another, or one group
against another’ (Kaplan, 1994).
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discontent. Describing the rebel amputation of hands of village women in 1995, Richards
argued that ‘behind this savage series of incidents lay, in fact, a set of simple strategic
calculations’ (Richards, 1996: xx). Amputations could therefore be understood as a terror
tactic used, for example, to deter voting in elections considered politically unfavourable.
Atrocities could also be understood as calculated attempts to punish or eliminate those
deemed responsible for decades of inequality and the marginalisation of youth. Beyond the
strategic use of violence, atrocities could also be understood as rational dramaturgical
expressions of deep seated anger and grievance, and as performances designed to draw the
attention of Sierra Leonean society, and indeed the wider world, to combatant’s grievances
and desperation (Richards, 1996: xxii-xxiii). In contrast to the reading of the Sierra Leonean
conflict as 'senseless' or 'anarchic' then, Richards saw it as a rational phenomenon,
interpreting atrocities not as irrational acts of senseless violence but as being ‘devilishly
well-calculated’ (Richards, 1996: xvi).

A second influential strand of analysis which used the rational-actor approach came in a
large body of literature which examined the political economy of war. Proponents such as
Mark Duffield, William Reno, and David Keen stressed the importance of conflict as an
alternative system to inequitable peacetime society, both economically, socially and
politically, emphasising that far from representing a ‘breakdown’ or a ‘collapse’, conflict
involved the establishment or refinement of processes which were to the benefit of certain
actors (See Keen, 2001b: 155-157; Duffield, 2000: 69, 73; Reno, 2000: 44; Berdal & Malone,
2000). Violence in Sierra Leone, in this understanding, not only served political purposes,
but served the individual machinations of those seeking to gain access to economic
resources, achieve greater social standing or simply to gratify psychological and emotional
needs such as a desire for a sense of physical security. The functions of brutal violence,
therefore, were key to understanding why and how atrocities occurred. Related to this
approach, though in many respects having more in common with New Barbarism, was a
movement by economists such as Paul Collier and Anke Hoeffler to focus upon ‘greed’
motives of the Sierra Leone conflict, increasingly referred to as a ‘resource war’ linked to
‘blood diamonds’ (Collier, 2000; Collier & Hoeffler, 1999). Using econometric analysis,
Collier in particular argued that the conflict became for many an end in itself, with violence
being the tool by which the profitable criminal enterprise of war was executed and
16

sustained. For Collier, political grievances and other functions of violence were largely
secondary, if indeed present at all, to the overall driving force of material greed inherent in
the warring parties (Collier, 2000: 96, 98, 100, 110). Atrocities under this understanding
were therefore either part of economic strategy intended to facilitate trade and resource
extraction, or were merely symptomatic of the irrelevance of popular support to apolitical
criminal gangs. Considerable academic debate emerged under the heading of ‘greed versus
grievance’, which many commentators noted represented a false dichotomy between
economic and socio-political incentives for violence (Berdal & Malone, 2000; Ballentine &
Sherman, 2003). Nevertheless, whether viewing conflict as grievance inspired, greed
inspired or a broad collective of interrelated political, social and economic factors, the
rational-actor approaches commonly explained violent atrocities (if often only by
implication) as functional calculations of strategy.

1.3 The Problem of Irrational Violence
As a response to the often demeaning and reductive conclusions of New Barbarism,
explanations of the Sierra Leone conflict which looked at the interaction of grievances and
economic incentives through the rational-actor lens were particularly effective. They clearly
demonstrated that much of the conflict was highly systematic, with violence ordered rather
than being the outpouring of sheer anarchy. As a result they have become prominent in
academic studies and popular media and NGO representations of the war. The violence of
the conflict is now typically understood in relation to economic predation and the merciless
economics of trade in ‘conflict diamonds’ (Smillie et al., 2000; Gberie, 2005) or the sociopolitical grievances of Sierra Leone’s marginalised and angry youth (Peters, 2011a).

The importance of rational strategies to many acts of atrocity in Sierra Leone’s civil war will
become evident in the course of this study. Analysis of the motivations of perpetrators of
violence, those who commanded them, and the functions of violence will show the
considerable merit behind rational-actor explanations of atrocity. Nevertheless, at the heart
of this study is the assertion that these explanations, in seeking to counter New Barbarism’s
emphasis on irrationality, moved too far to the other extreme, and as a result have failed to
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explain, or even consider, those instances of atrocity that bear little if any semblance of
rational calculation. Crucially, it is those seemingly irrational acts of violence which have
confounded, and for some, continue to defy explanation. An often described horror of the
Sierra Leone conflict was the brutal excesses of child soldiers ‘out of their minds on drugs’
(according to both victim and perpetrator testimony), indiscriminately maiming and killing
civilians without warning or provocation. Such violence, defined by its apparent
‘mindlessness’ rather than rationality, is poorly explained as the outcome of a calculation of
self-interest or strategy. In acts of extreme brutality whereby combatants tortured victims
for their own entertainment, socio-political grievances, or economic and military strategies
are also uncomfortably absent. How, for example, does the cutting open of a pregnant
woman as part of a child soldier’s wager on the sex of the unborn child fit into an
understanding of violence as strategy?9 One former child soldier interviewed explained: ‘I
was wanting the atrocity, to be killing people - I just loved that’ (RUF combatant G).10 In such
cases, the emotional and psychological condition of perpetrators, and how they came
about, is crucial to understanding their forms of violence. Whilst it may coincide with and be
utilised for the rational aims and strategy of their factions, this violence for violence sake is
poorly understood purely as a terror tactic, political anger or economic strategy.

This thesis seeks to address this major shortcoming in current analysis and highlight the
problem of the extremes of both irrationality and rationality when applied to atrocities. It
refocuses attention on the often neglected role of psychological and emotional factors in
the perpetration of violence, and also seeks to avoid the danger of a ‘rational vs irrational’
approach to atrocity by examining how such acts were often inherently irrational but
utilised and perpetuated for strategic ends. 11 A fundamental aim is to avoid the distortion
of the nature of acts of brutal violence by attributing to them strategic or rational
calculations which in reality were not present, without at the same time withdrawing to the
reductive and often demeaning conclusions of the New Barbarism thesis.

9

This is a commonly cited act of violence in journalistic, NGO and academic accounts of the conflict,
and was confirmed in my own interviews with former combatants. See also (Keen, 2005: 228); and The
Independent, ‘Sierra Leone Dissolves into Anarchy’, 31 January, 1995.
10
To protect identities, informants have been given alphabetical assignations (see Annex I).
11
See Cramer (2006: 95-99) for analysis of the division between ‘emotional’ and ‘rational’ centred
explanations of collective violence and how they are actually often intertwined.
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At this juncture it is important to note a number of recent contributions to the study of
violence in Sierra Leone’s civil war that represent important steps in addressing this
persistent gap in existing analysis. A significant contribution has come from David Keen, who
has noted the unsuitability of ‘a framework that conceptualises individuals as calmly
deciding between alternatives on the basis of their self- interest’ to incorporate and explain
‘the anger and fear manifest in the extreme violence in Sierra Leone.’ (Keen, 2002: 4) Keen’s
response has been to refocus attention on the psychological processes affecting
perpetrators of atrocities, examining the role played by shame in some of the most
seemingly irrational acts of violence (Keen, 2002; Keen, 2005: 54-81; Keen, 2012: 195-234).
Of particular value to this study is Keen’s examination of the interaction of the enclosed
world of the RUF with shame, and the manner in which the group inverted moral and social
codes so as to inure combatants to brutality. This study follows Keen in seeking to shed
further light on this neglected area, expanding his examination of the role of shame and
shamelessness in the perpetuation of extreme violence (See chapters Four and Six). In doing
so it finds considerable merit in the shame approach, yet acknowledges some key
limitations. To address these, attention is given to other important emotional and
psychological factors currently absent from the literature on Sierra Leone, such as the role
of disgust (see Chapter Five).

A second recent attempt to provide an explanation for non-strategic violence has come
from Krijn Peters in his thorough examination of the RUF (Peters, 2011a: Ch. 5). His account
of the rebel group has immediate value in its incorporation of perspectives of perpetrators
of violence themselves, a perspective that has been woefully absent in the literature. As
Peters notes, ‘for a long time little attention has been paid to the experiences and
interpretations of combatants in general – whether they were RUF, CDF or SLA fighters’
(Peters, 2011a: 5). Peters’ primary attention is given to shifting the stereotype of the RUF as
an inherently rag-tag criminal organisation devoid of sincere political or ideological motive.
He argues that the RUF was instead ‘an extremely violent revolt of marginalised young rural
Sierra Leoneans, triggered by weaknesses in a collapsing neo-patrimonial one-party state’
(Peters, 2011a: 14). In doing so he follows the vein of earlier works on political grievances
(Richards, 1996), and similarly accounts for some incidents of brutal violence as terror
tactics (Peters, 2011a: 172-174). However, Peters’ departure from previous political19

grievance studies is in recognising that not all rebel atrocities could be seen as the
outworking of strategy; in fact Peters views atrocities as being an RUF ‘malfunction.’ Noting
that the RUF was more coherent, disciplined, and regulated than has generally been
acknowledged, he asks ‘how then did it go so horribly wrong?’ Peters looks for answers in a
combination of factors, both external and internal to the RUF, that served to undermine or
weaken the group’s capacity to impose its ideological agenda and military discipline on its
own cadres.

Peters’ examination of the evolution of the RUF, and the manner in which discipline and
control were undermined as the war progressed, are valuable in demonstrating how the
violence perpetuated by RUF commanders increasingly lay beyond their control. This
dynamic is considered in Chapter Six in an analysis of the links between systematic
brutalisation and the perpetration of irrational violence. However, this study differs from
Peters in at least three key respects (discussed in greater detail in Chapter Three). First,
Peters’ treatment of atrocities as a malfunction, and as something that ‘went wrong’ with
the RUF, conflicts with the argument presented in this study that atrocities, including
seemingly irrational violence, were in part functional for the RUF. Whereas Peters argues
that atrocities show that ‘despite all the laws – something was inherently wrong with the
design of the RUF’ (Peters, 2011a: 15), this study argues that to a large extent, atrocities
were in fact part of the very law and design of the RUF. It was not simply that the RUF lost
its way or was misled by violent leaders, but that the very logic of its military campaign
necessitated atrocities from the start as part of systematic brutalisation. Second,
understanding acts of violence that appear contrary to political or ideological ends simply as
a malfunction gives insufficient attention to other important motives, such as shame or
disgust. In this regard Peters seems reluctant to engage in consideration of psychological
and emotional factors, committing instead to treat atrocities in ‘sociological rather than
psychological terms’, noting that ‘Even [David] Keen’s explanation for the atrocities as
disdain for the RUF […] is a psychologistic, not a sociological argument’ (Peters, 2011a: 15).
This study , however, contends that psychological explanations for violence are essential to
our understanding of atrocities in Sierra Leone, but have to date been sorely neglected. It
furthermore seeks to take an interdisciplinary approach to examining violence, recognising
the interrelation of various contributions from psychology, sociology and social psychology.
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Third, where instances of atrocity can be linked to the erosion of discipline and ideology,
what we are essentially left with is a reincarnation of the breakdown argument (discussed in
Chapter Two). Though we may understand what restraints to brutality have been removed,
we are given less idea about what has been introduced to motivate combatants to commit
such violence, or indeed render them capable of it. Again, greater appreciation of the role of
psychological and emotional aspects to violence, and the process of brutalisation instituted
by the RUF, proves more instructive in this regard.

A third recent contribution to the literature on Sierra Leone, and one which is invaluable in
addressing the role of brutalisation in atrocities, comes in the form of studies that have
focussed on understanding the transformative experiences of Sierra Leone’s youth through
rebel recruitment and conscription during the war (Maclure & Denov, 2006; Denov, 2010;
Coulter, 2009). These studies incorporate numerous individual testimonies from former RUF
combatants that tease out the essential conditions and practices of the rebel world that
encouraged and sustained violence as routine. By doing so they provide valuable insight into
systematic brutalisation and various psychological and emotional factors affecting the
decisions and behaviour of RUF recruits. Crucially, they avoid the common tendency of
many NGO and media accounts of child soldiering to ascribe combatants a lack of agency,
going beyond narratives of passivity and victimhood to consider how perpetrators of
violence shaped conflict and were simultaneously shaped by it. Though not specifically
aimed at explaining irrational violence, by allowing former combatants to speak for
themselves through numerous testimonies, these accounts expose the links between
atrocities and factors such as shame, disgust, and brutalisation. These accounts of former
combatants are used throughout this study.

1.4 Challenges in the Study of Civil War Violence
If one main aim of this study is to account for acts of violence that lie beyond the capacity of
the rational actor framework, in doing so another aim is to overcome a number of key
problems that pervade the study of violence in Sierra Leone’s conflict.
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The first problem to note is that the violence of the Sierra Leone civil conflict has rarely been
approached as a phenomenon in itself, distinct from the conflict as a whole; a problem
familiar in studies of war more generally (Kalyvas, 2006: 20; Horowitz, 2001: 475). Rather, it
has been treated as a secondary quality of the war, and atrocities have by and large been
interpreted through the overall framework of the explanation of conflict. Hence accounts
which stress the political, economic and social driving forces behind conflict struggle to
explain those atrocities which bear little or no strategic dimension. There is a particular
danger in formulating explanations for atrocities based solely on causes of conflict if, as in
the case of Sierra Leone, motives for conflict and violence are transformed by war itself
(Woodward, 2007; Keen, 2005). It can be argued that many motives and causal mechanisms
behind extreme violence are endogenous to conflict, rather than growing directly from prewar cleavages, grievances and other factors (Kalyvas, 2006: 77-83).12 Furthermore, studies
that maintain focus upon conflict causes and macro-dynamics are often silent concerning
the specific extremities and forms of violence. The failure of such approaches to
understand, or indeed address, the cruelty of atrocities which do not fit the stated logic of
conflict is a glaring inadequacy in the literature on Sierra Leone.

This study is a treatment of the violence of the Sierra Leonean civil war as a subject related
to but distinct from the study of the causes and dynamics of the overall conflict. It
recognises and benefits from the important departure made in this regard by Kalyvas, who
notes that ‘The causes of violence in civil war cannot be subsumed under the causes of civil
war; hence a theory of civil wars cannot be a theory of violence in civil wars – and vice versa’
(Kalyvas, 2006: 20). This important point, so neglected in the case of Sierra Leone, remains
at the forefront of analysis and is both a starting point and implication of this study. Clearly
the factors which shaped conflict were often important in shaping violence, as will become
clear, but it is violence itself, and more particularly, those instances of extreme violence
referred to as atrocities, which forms the subject of interest. Studying violence separately to
conflict is not the same as viewing violence as separate from conflict.

12

This is not to say that either conflict or violence can be understood without recourse to pre-war conditions,
since these determine the conflict environment. For instance, systematic brutalisation can be viewed as
endogenous to conflict and certainly not a cause of war, yet the mechanisms by which it worked were
entirely dependent upon pre-war social conditions and practices.
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A second problem is the general reluctance of studies of civil war within political science to
address emotional and psychological motives for violence. This reflects, in part, the innate
difficulty in examining complex individual states, as well as the considerable attraction,
particularly for economists, of readings of conflict that support models amenable to
empirical testing. Kalyvas, for example, accepts that individual motives for violence can
often be expressive – that is, violence ‘restricted to the consummatory rewards of inflicting
pain on one’s enemies or destroying a hated symbol’ (Rule, 1988: 190) – yet he views
individual motives behind violence as ‘extremely difficult to uncover with an acceptable
level of accuracy’ (Kalyvas, 2006: 24). For Kalyvas and many other analysts, ‘deducing motive
from behaviour is a bad idea,’ whilst establishing motive from the statements of actors
themselves is an even worse idea.13 This argument has often been made with regard to the
ethnographic method in particular, which has been most concerned with emotional
dimensions of violence and relies heavily upon witness testimony and anecdotal evidence.

Ultimately, Kalyvas believes that strategy, rather than violence for violence sake, is the
overriding shaping factor in civil wars (Kalyvas, 2006: 24-28). He notes a correlation between
non-instrumental individual motives and wider strategies of war, stating ‘Even a cursory
reading of descriptive accounts suggests the widespread strategic character of violence in
civil war contexts’ (Kalyvas, 2006: 27). There are two important points made about this
statement in the course of this study. First, whilst the majority of violence committed during
the civil war of Sierra Leone may indeed relate to strategy – and certainly strategy was a key
shaping factor – not all of it did. Indeed it is precisely those instances of atrocity which
appeared intuitively unrelated to strategy which remain largely unaddressed in existing
analysis. Whilst Kalyvas is quite right to question those accounts that describe a particular
atrocity as irrational when it is clear that the indiscriminate and apparently ‘mad’ nature of
this violence actually served a clear objective (as a tactic of terror, for example), this study
argues that many instances of violence in Sierra Leone’s conflict were yet born from the
psychological and emotional disposition of perpetrators. This disposition, though
engineered for strategic ends, ultimately led to violence divorced from strategy. Second,
where instances of expressive violence may also serve a strategic function, this is often
13

Paul Collier however, deduces from behaviour, but also severely criticises the acceptance of testimony of
actors (Collier, 2000: 92).
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neither its motive nor the process which shapes it. To view it as strategic in character is
therefore highly misleading. Ultimately, even where incidents of violence appear clearly
determined by rational strategy, emotions and psychology play an important role in shaping
violence. As Keen has noted, the extremity of violence that marked the infamous attack on
Freetown in January 1999 by AFRC/RUF forces was strongly shaped by psychological factors
pertaining to shame and humiliation; understanding this assault purely through a focus on
strategies of terror and subjugation therefore leaves us with only half the story (Keen, 2005:
219-247).

A third major shortcoming in existing literature on violence in the Sierra Leone conflict is the
common absence of perpetrator accounts and the dominance of the victim discourse. Krijn
Peters’ 2011 study notes: ‘conclusions about the nature of the war and the RUF are drawn
from accounts of civilians who became its victims, or are based on interpretations and
rationalisations offered by the enemies and opponents of the RUF’ (Peters, 2011a: 10).
Despite the clear opportunity for this research that has existed since the end of conflict in
2002, Peters notes ‘there is still a dearth of material’, and that ‘often there is no more than
a token effort – if there is any effort at all – to include information gathered from the RUF,
whether leadership or rank-and-file’ (Peters, 2011a: 10). Journalistic and NGO reports in
particular have focussed upon the stories of victims of violence, often providing only short
quotations which discuss the acts of atrocity themselves and stray little beyond that limited
immediate context.14 Therefore information is strongly weighted towards the perspective of
the victim and witnesses to violence, with events affecting the perpetrators prior to, during
and following violence remaining largely unknown. This has undoubtedly added to the
impression that some indiscriminate atrocities came out of nowhere, seemingly
unprovoked, and were related to the unpredictable violent nature of combatants rather
than a comprehensible series of causal events. Furthermore, with NGO’s focussing upon
human rights violations and conditions for victims and refugees, the victim-centred accounts
of violence in the Sierra Leonean civil war have often understandably included a narrative of
condemnation and been geared toward stressing the suffering of victims and the injustice
and brutality of atrocities. This has served to further demonise aggressors, portraying them

14

See for example Human Rights Watch (1998) and (1999).
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as diametrically opposite to the innocence and vulnerability of civilians. If violence is often
explained as relating to the dehumanisation of the victim, there is also a problem in the
dehumanisation of the aggressor, whereby acts that appear so incomprehensible and
inhuman lead to the conclusion that perpetrators are in fact subhuman. However,
dismissing violent actors as animals or ‘wicked devils’ risks failing to appreciate the very
human emotional, psychological and rational motives which may lie behind inhuman
actions.

The frequent absence of perpetrator perspectives in studies of civil war violence may reflect
reluctance by authors to be seen to be allowing perpetrators space to justify, dignify or
excuse their actions (Peters, 2011a: 11; Keen, 2005: 4). Perpetrators of atrocity themselves
are of course often reluctant to discuss acts of violence which constitute war crimes. It also
appears that some limits on perpetrator testimony may reflect a desire to avoid the retraumatisation of victims. Friedman notes that perpetrators testifying to Sierra Leone’s
Truth and Reconciliation Committee (TRC) were instructed not to go into detail over their
atrocities and to keep their testimonies general, so as to avoid causing distress to victims
(Friedman, 2012: Ch. 5). However, another reason relates to the dismissal by some
academics of perpetrator testimony as useful data. In his analysis of economic incentives for
the conflict, Paul Collier notably rejected the idea that combatants’ statements about their
own reasons for fighting might hold value when an examination of their actions and
behaviour would more reliably expose their true motivations (Collier, 2000: 92). This deeply
unsatisfactory methodology has been criticised as being part of a wave of analysis which
bore ‘scant regard to the insurgents’ own claims concerning the purpose of their movement’
and by doing so, fundamentally misunderstood the RUF of Sierra Leone (Richards, 1996:
xvii).

This thesis makes extensive use of perpetrator testimony, combining original material
gleaned from field interviews with invaluable contributions from recent studies, such as
Denov’s work on child soldiers (2010) and Peters’ examination of the RUF (2011a; 2011b). In
this regard it is hoped this study represents a small contribution to rectifying the dearth of
perpetrator perspectives on Sierra Leone’s violence. The presentation of perpetrator
testimony paints a much more detailed picture of atrocity in the Sierra Leone conflict,
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allowing a more accurate appreciation of the extent to which anarchy or order were present
in violence. Furthermore, replacing vague ‘rebel’ identities with real individuals allows for a
much more rounded account of how brutal violence is inflicted. This serves to reinforce a
disconcerting truth of violence; that whether appearing to behave as ‘animals’ or as drones
of rational strategy, perpetrators of violence were yet very human. The intention is not to
dignify perpetrators, but to provide real human accounts of inhumanity.

Finally, a fourth problem which pervades the previously mentioned shortfalls is the
understandable though unhelpful tendency of academic disciplines approaching the study
of war to remain firmly within the rigid bounds of their tradition. This has meant that the full
picture of violence has often been missed, and therefore resulting analysis has been equally
incomplete. An example can be seen in the traditions of economics or military history,
where approaches have tended to focus upon data amenable to statistical analysis, strategic
dimensions of violence and the behaviour of groups and communities, rather than on the
qualitative and complex compulsions of individual psychological and emotional states.
Conversely, as Whitehead has observed, disciplines focussed on the ‘psycho dynamics of
interpersonal aggression’ have likewise struggled to ‘adequately conceptualize the
organised, collective expression of violence over time that is military action or war’
(Whitehead, 2004: 56). Bridging the gap between macro and micro explanations of atrocity
may be a difficult task, but it is surely one worth undertaking. This study therefore draws
upon lessons and material from various disciplines that have to some degree addressed the
question of violence in the Sierra Leone conflict. Beyond literature from the fields of
anthropology and political science, it seeks to specifically consider and incorporate the
valuable contribution that can be made to our understanding of psychological factors in
atrocity by such disciplines as sociology, psychology and social psychology. The relevance
and utility of this literature becomes particularly clear in the chapters dealing with shame,
disgust and the systematic brutalisation of forced recruits.
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1.5 Methodology and Research Design
1.5.1 A Case Study of Sierra Leone

Case studies in the study of civil war violence are necessary to provide the detail and
contextualisation that can be seen as lacking in much previous analysis.15 Sierra Leone has
been central to academic debate over conflict violence and journalistic and NGO reports on
the country are still coloured by references to atrocities and the brutal excesses of diamondgreedy rebels. Importantly, the atrocities of the conflict are still approached in many
instances as mystifying in their brutality, resting beyond comprehension or indeed
explanation. This is not solely the case in media reporting, but in the accounts of violence by
many of the perpetrators themselves, as is reflected in this study. Therefore, to address the
question of extreme violence in civil wars, and in particular, of irrational violence, there is no
better place to begin than that which ‘became a byword for savagery’, Sierra Leone.

The considerable merits of a case study approach must be weighed against the limitations of
its scope, and generalising from the particular can often be a misguided and inherently
misleading exercise. Nevertheless, comparisons between processes and shaping dynamics
of violence in the Sierra Leone conflict with other conflicts can be highly instructive. The
systematic abduction of children, and their forced involvement in atrocities, has been
witnessed in conflicts such as that of neighbouring Liberia and more recently, in the
widespread violence of the Lord’s Resistance Army across the Great Lakes region. Sierra
Leone’s links with Liberia in particular remain important to an understanding of how conflict
and violence evolved; it was from Liberia that the RUF first launched its attacks, and
veterans of the Liberian civil war were implicated in many first instances of atrocity. In the
Democratic Republic of Congo, where military forces have been involved in violence against
civilian populations they have been tasked to protect, useful comparisons to Sierra Leone
can be made. Whilst in all cases it is crucial to appreciate, as Susan Woodward notes, that
‘civil wars differ and these differences matter,’ and an important lesson from this study is
the need to appreciate inherently local contexts for violence, a better understanding of the
15

The lack of detailed knowledge of the Sierra Leone context was a key weakness of journalistic New
Barbarism accounts.
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atrocities of Sierra Leone helps to shed light on the phenomenon of atrocities in civil war
more generally (Woodward, 2007: 149).

1.5.2 Qualitative Analysis

This thesis is primarily a qualitative analysis of detailed studies of the Sierra Leone conflict
and original interview material obtained during fieldwork. The use of interview material is
based on the premise that an examination of the micro-foundations of violence, covering
the complex inner terrain of psychology and emotion, is best served through the study of
detailed accounts of atrocity by individuals concerned, particularly perpetrators. The
inherent problem of subjectivity is the price paid for greater detail and investigation of
emotional and psychological factors, and this does not undermine the critical value of such
accounts to the field. They remain best able to capture the emotional dimensions attendant
to violence, and the overall adequacy or otherwise of existing explanations of atrocity in the
Sierra Leonean civil war are best judged against the testimony of those who were directly
involved. Furthermore, witness and perpetrator testimonies provide a more rounded and
vivid account of violence than removed factual descriptions of events, avoiding the
tendency of some academic analysis to portray atrocities in a distanced and cold technical
manner. This is not simply an aesthetic concern, but strikes at the heart of the importance
of understanding the full psychological and emotional content of such violence. Indeed, this
serves a key aim of the study; to address the question of what causes or motivates extreme
violence, without removing from it the very real sense of horror and brutality which defines
it. It is of course important to avoid an unnecessary revelling in gore, a problem in some
news reports that may reflect a certain Western fascination with graphic accounts of
grotesque forms of ‘African’ atrocity. This caveat applied, I follow a similar logic to Hugo
Slim, who in his introduction to Killing Civilians, states:

I want to make sure that the reader is emotionally affected by the subject at the
same time as she or he is thinking about it. In particular, I have tried to avoid an
overly abstract analysis which talks easily and intellectually about violence without
really recognizing it for what it is. This means that there are many painful
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illustrations in this book but I hope they are always necessary to the discussion and
respectful of those who suffered. (Slim 2007:8)

A determination to avoid any emotional association with atrocities so as to ensure against
polluting accounts with a discourse of condemnation biases the researcher by removing the
very real emotional value of such acts. Such accounts fail to understand violence by ignoring
moral, emotional and psychological values associated with it, and often appear detached
from the reality of conflict. Journalistic and NGO accounts, on the other hand, though
sometimes weak in analysis, are often seen to provide more human accounts of violence
because emotional and psychological factors are described. Their ability to capture the
shocking and traumatic nature of atrocities in Sierra Leone was a key reason behind the rise
of the New Barbarism thesis, whereas dry strategic accounts tended to misrepresent brutal
violence.

1.5.3 Fieldwork

In undertaking fieldwork in Sierra Leone, my main aim was to spend time with former
combatants who were directly involved with violence and atrocities during the civil war. My
intention was to ultimately come to a point where, having built trust and established a clear
understanding as to the nature of my research, I could interview these individuals to obtain
detailed and extensive accounts of their own experiences, not only of the war, but also their
lives beforehand. I anticipated that the extensive and detailed nature of these interviews,
and the general difficulty that might be encountered in finding those willing to talk about
their own atrocities at length, would naturally limit the number of accounts I could obtain.
Therefore I hoped to obtain at least a handful of highly detailed accounts of conflict,
essentially constituting mini-biographies, and to supplement these with other shorter
interviews. This focus and level of detail, I hoped, would allow me to move beyond the often
general and non-contextualised perpetrator accounts contained in NGO reports or groupinterview based studies. My intention was to present five or six of these short biographies
within this thesis, so that they might speak for themselves concerning factors such as
brutalisation and the role of shame, whilst also providing the reader with a detailed conflict
history. As is discussed in due course, it later became necessary to modify this approach.
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In September 2008 I undertook a preliminary visit to Sierra Leone to prepare for long-term
field work, spending time in the capital Freetown, and in the districts of Bo, Kenema and
Kailahun to the east. Through friends from Sierra Leone, fellow researchers, and contacts in
governments, the UN, and NGOs active in the country, I was able to quickly meet and
establish relationships with numerous ex-combatants. These initial introductions were
rapidly supplemented by daily encounters with ex-combatants in casual conversation,
particularly as I traversed the country on motorbikes and in taxis, often driven by former
fighters. The ease of meeting ex-combatants, and their eagerness to assist, was indicative of
the generous spirit of many Sierra Leoneans that would mark my fieldwork, and perhaps
more pointedly, of the fact that in a country of little over six million people, most had been
touched by the conflict in some way and knew someone they felt I should talk to.

I returned to Sierra Leone in November 2008, basing myself in Freetown, and remained in
the country until September 2009. Throughout this time I conducted interviews with a range
of individuals across the country, including chiefs, politicians, civil-society representatives,
UN staff and military officers. However, my most useful research came from spending time
with former combatants themselves. In Freetown I spent time with a group of men in their
twenties and thirties who lived in the east of the city and were involved in petty trade,
black-market trade, and prostitution in the city-centre.16 Many of these individuals were
former RUF combatants – some had been bodyguards to RUF leader Foday Sankoh, others
were former foot soldiers, and some continued to engage with their former faction through
the RUF political party. Although living in Freetown they came from various parts of Sierra
Leone, reflecting the fact that many former fighters chose to remain in the urban centres
following the end of conflict. Much of my time with this group was spent in informal
settings, sitting and talking on the bustling street corners of Freetown in their various social
hang-outs. These informal situations led to many lively conversations about the conflict, and
gave those I spent time with the chance to assess my intentions; a crucial element in
building trust. Whether I worked for the Special Court, whether I could provide people with

16

Working as ‘security’ in prostitution was a night-time activity for some that provided additional income to
daytime trade. They took payments from customers and colluded with local police (who frequently
harassed them for bribes) to provide protection from arrest.
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money, and most importantly, whether I was willing to listen to their side of the story, were
all questions answered through these meetings.

The attempt to break down barriers was a two-way effort, with ex-combatants equally as
concerned to draw me closer to their world as I was to understand it. As I spent time with
this group, they increasingly took on the role of teaching me about various aspects of their
lives and their country. I was reluctant to damage the casual nature of these interactions
through formal recorded interviews, which I had found risked encouraging a reversion to
well-rehearsed narratives of blame and victimhood. Furthermore, many of this group’s
engagement in petty trade was not only about surviving debilitating daily poverty, but was a
conscious effort to move on from the conflict. Nevertheless, some among this group proved
particularly keen to tell their stories, and to provide perspectives on the RUF that they felt
had been wilfully and consistently ignored. The manner in which I conducted these
interviews is discussed in due course.

Understanding the focus and objectives of my research, members of this Freetown group
also acted as intermediaries with other former combatants, including from military and CDF
factions. Through these former fighters, the majority of whom had been junior rank and file
(or junior commanders), I was introduced to a number of former commanders, including
some who had become members of the informal security apparatus of the main political
parties. Another group I spent time with and interviewed were former combatants and warwounded based in Grafton, to the east of Freetown. Here I was able to regularly discuss with
victims of amputation their perspectives on the conflict and its atrocities. Within Sierra
Leone’s military, I also benefited from the generous friendship of a major and former CDF
combatant, who introduced me to a number of soldiers and former CDF, SLA and AFRC
fighters.

Aware of the considerable differences in war-time experiences between Freetown and
other provinces of the country, and consciously seeking to avoid adding to a Western Area
and urban bias in narratives of the RUF, I also undertook research visits to the southern
districts of Bo and Moyamba, the eastern districts of Kenema, Kailahun and Kono, and the
northern district of Bombali. Through mutual contacts I was able to establish relationships
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with a number of former RUF and CDF fighters in Kenema and Kailahun, including former
commanders. During interviews in the latter stages of my 2009 fieldwork, it became clear
that a number of individuals would be willing and able to give some of the most detailed
accounts of atrocity. This led to a particularly productive third trip in 2010, focussing
primarily on Kenema and Kailahun. In April 2010, I returned to Sierra Leone for three
months, basing myself in Kenema and using the town as a platform to reach the more
remote rural regions of Kailahun. This allowed me to focus on many of the villages that had
been first affected by the conflict, in an area where many former combatants who had
partaken in the 1991 invasion remained. During this time I was able to strengthen existing
relationships with former fighters and gain much greater detail on the stories of individuals
who had committed atrocities. I was also able to speak to residents in the villages where
many of the attacks discussed in my previous interviews had taken place, and to retrace
stories and events and speak to witnesses and victims, to add their perspective and
corroborate accounts.

Finally, in April 2012 I made a brief three-week visit to Sierra Leone to meet contacts in
Freetown and Kenema and to monitor developments in the political parties. This trip had
not been intended for further interviews, but by looking into the re-establishment of the
RUF party ahead of November elections – an event that had largely gone unnoticed in Sierra
Leone at the time - I ended up spending time with a number of former senior RUF fieldcommanders. Though aiming to speak to them about their engagement with post-conflict
politics, these individuals frequently brought conversation around to the causes of the
conflict, and the ‘mistakes’ and atrocities of the war. I also met with former commanders
active in the security apparatus of the main political parties, as well as former NPRC
members and heads of state.

1.5.4 Interviews and Trust-Building

My aim of interviewing former combatants about their conflict violence was certainly aided
by the relative ease with which former fighters could be contacted, and their general
receptiveness to my research. However, whilst many were understandably keen to talk
about the challenges of their present situation and their post-conflict experiences, talking
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about atrocities was naturally a much less straight-forward affair. Confirming my
expectations before fieldwork, it quickly became clear that formal interviews with excombatants about violence would likely lead to the recounting of a standard narrative of the
war, in which generalisations abounded and little personal involvement was mentioned. To
avoid this problem, it was clear that building relationships with former combatants and
establishing trust would be essential. To some extent then, I found common ground with
Mats Utas’ experiences of conducting field-interviews in Liberia for an international NGO:

As part of the task, we spent five days in Southern Liberia undertaking close to 100
taped, semi-structured interviews with young people, many excombatants. This
compared with four months in the Palace [a place where ex-combatants were
squatting] where I had not gathered a single taped interview. In retrospect I can see
that the taped interview material I collected in Southern Liberia was almost entirely
a wasted effort, mainly because every interviewee complied with one of the pre-set
frames of victimhood. To tape any interviews in the Palace would have been out of
the question as their life realms were just too insecure. Such seems to be the case
in most Liberian postwar settings and indeed among excombatants worldwide, who
will not directly discuss issues involving their war crimes with just any outsider.
(Utas, 2003: 81)

Spending time with ex-combatants was therefore a critical element of my fieldwork. Not
only did it establish trust, but it allowed conversation about the conflict to flow naturally,
from the prompting of ex-combatants themselves. Nevertheless, I found the recording of
interviews a necessary, and indeed valuable, exercise. Necessary because my analysis would
ultimately require a careful consideration of detailed accounts of atrocity, and valuable
because I found not having to take notes as we talked helped me to concentrate on the
conversation itself, allowing it to flow more naturally as a discussion rather than inquisition.
The outcome of recorded interviews were a number of extensive accounts of conflict
violence, with a level of candour and detail that I believe would not have been possible had
trust not first been built over time. This trust also appears to have helped in avoiding the
reproduction of well-worn narratives of the conflict and victimhood, illustrated by
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interviewees often talking directly of their own atrocities, claiming personal responsibility
for them, and in many instances describing their enjoyment of such violence.

Throughout my field research I recorded a little over 40 interviews. These typically took
place in secluded and private areas, chosen by the interviewee where they would feel most
comfortable. They were typically one-on-one unstructured interviews, although a mutually
trusted research assistant and translator was occasionally present where necessary. There
were a number of occasions when group interviews were conducted, though I generally
sought to avoid these. These group interviews involved more general discussion about the
nature of violence during the conflict, not focused upon individual actions, and were useful
in that they allowed some to more confidently express opinions about the war due to the
presence of their friends and former comrades. They also allowed for comparisons between
factions; in one interview in Kenema, a mixed group of former RUF and CDF fighters broadly
agreed on the political grievances motivating the RUF, and interestingly, on the role of the
CDF in committing some of the worst atrocities. However, since group interviews are illsuited to the confidentiality required for discussion of atrocities in depth, and risk allowing
dominant individuals to bias and lead opinion, individual one-on-one interviews were
preferred.

My focus upon gaining ‘thick’ descriptive and biographical accounts from former
combatants strongly shaped my approach to interviews. Typically in the form of
unstructured conversations, I sought to establish a chronological narrative that began prior
to ex-combatants joining their faction, discussing in depth their home villages and life
before the war. By going into such biographical detail I was able to gain extremely useful
human context for the inhuman acts many ex-combatants would later commit, charting
their progression from victims of forced conscription to perpetrators of violence. Asking for
this level of detail was also a useful exercise in recollection; it established from the start an
attention to remembering details, dates, names and locations. Whilst not always accurate or
possible, as I will discuss in due course, I believe the act of remembering some of the
earliest events in their lives helped interviewees to recollect more clearly those that came
later. If there was a benefit to this level of detail and context, however, I quickly discovered
that there was a presentational challenge in the sheer space and time it occupied. One
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interview alone took more than three days and was transcribed to over 80,000 words.
Including such a lengthy interview as a narrative within this thesis would not be feasible,
unless considerable editing was undertaken to reduce its length. This I felt would reduce the
effectiveness of the narrative, benefiting as it does from details that would surely have to be
sacrificed. Following fieldwork and during transcription, I therefore dropped my original
plan to include five or six biographies, opting instead to distil interview material throughout
the study where relevant. Though I feel that in doing so, something may be lost from this
material, this hopefully has the benefit of ensuring greater concision, with the most
pertinent implications of these sources drawn out, ensuring analysis does not lose its way in
a thick forest of details. This also allows more space for discussion of material, moving
beyond a simple presentation of information.

1.5.5 Ethical Considerations

Do No Harm

Given the highly sensitive nature of the interview topic, extensive ethical research checks
were conducted prior to and during each stage of fieldwork. Considerable effort was taken
to ensure that participants were fully aware of the precise aims of research. Being open and
upfront about my focus upon atrocities, and about specifically seeking to speak to
perpetrators of atrocity, was crucial to building trust. It also meant that it became clear from
an early stage which former fighters would be willing to be interviewed about this subject,
and which would prefer to act as intermediaries or to talk in more general terms about the
conflict. I was particularly conscious of the disingenuous and exploitative behaviour ‘trustbuilding’ could constitute, where building ‘friendships’ could be a simple means to exploit
trust to retrieve information. Those interviewed were therefore made fully aware of my
focus upon atrocities, and how these interviews would be transcribed and reproduced in a
thesis. Before each interview began, these aims were again stressed, and interviewees were
encouraged only to continue if they felt comfortable with the subject matter. Interviews
were also conducted in a private and confidential manner, with the location of interviews
being decided by the interviewee as a place they felt safe and comfortable. Although many
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of those interviewed were happy to have their real names used, names have been
anonymised in this study to avoid identification of those involved.

In all cases interviewees were happy to be recorded by digital recorder, although it was
explained that no recording, either digitally or on paper, was necessary. In deciding who to
interview, consideration of the potential for discussion of the war and its violence to cause
emotional and psychological distress was paramount. Very young or vulnerable former
fighters were automatically discounted from being interviewed, as were those receiving
counselling or demonstrating signs of emotional distress related to the conflict. During
interviews, care was taken to allow interviewees to recount events at their own pace and
where they felt comfortable. In practice, interviews were often notable for the unflinching
candour of ex-combatants and victims of violence in talking about events. Only those who
appeared willing and able to talk about their experiences of conflict were interviewed, and
only after I had spent time with them and felt confident they were prepared and
comfortable with the subject matter.17 Ex-combatants often acted as intermediaries,
connecting me with potential interviewees, and in this respect they were adept at
identifying those they knew would be at ease with the topics discussed. Following
interviews, I maintained contact with those who had taken part, continuing to do so after
my fieldwork had been completed.

The Political Economy of Fieldwork

An important ethical consideration in fieldwork was to ensure participants in interviews
were aware of the strictly academic nature of research. That is to say, to put beyond doubt
the fact that interviewees would not receive financial inducements or other material
rewards for their participation. It was vitally important not to raise expectations beyond the
remit of the study. Ex-combatants were surviving in extremely difficult circumstances, often
supporting dependents through informal trade and manual labour, and were naturally eager
17

Interviewing female former combatants proved difficult for these reasons. Underlining the stigma that was
often disproportionately attached to female fighters, and the frequency of sexual abuses conducted during
the war, my identity as a male outsider meant many women would be uncomfortable talking about their
conflict experiences. Although some former female fighters were interviewed (after volunteering), this
study is indebted to other studies for this important and all too neglected perspective (see Coulter, 2009;
Denov, 2010).
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to see if their interaction with me might assist them in various ways. To raise any
expectations in this regard would have been profoundly exploitative, feeding an already
existing disillusionment among many former fighters of the perceived failure of outsiders to
deliver on promises of assistance. Though it was often painful to approach those in such
difficult and desperate circumstances for the purposes of research that ultimately, would
not be of material benefit to them, being honest about this meant wires were not crossed,
and that interviews were not shaped by an attempt to provide the ‘correct’ answers to
merit reward. By spending time with ex-combatants and talking about their daily
experiences and struggles, as well as enjoying more general conversations about football
and current events, former fighters engaged in conversations about the conflict less in terms
of a patron-client relationship and more as an extension of getting to know each other.
Clearly, however, the gulf in circumstances and my identity as an outsider meant that these
relationships were infused with a power imbalance. In as much as many ex-combatants
welcomed me into their daily working and social lives and sought to teach me about aspects
of their world, I could never be anything but an outsider and an observer, if at least a more
trusted one. This also reflected, as Krijn Peters experienced with his own fieldwork, that
bonds established as part of building rapport with informants were ‘constrained by the
demands of scientific dissociation’ (Peters, 2011a: xi).

In communities I entered it was clear that part of the footprint left by the post-conflict
activities of international NGOs and UN agencies was an expectation that Western outsiders
might be potential sources of assistance and investment. Again, making my research
purposes clear from the outset was imperative. For some, engagement in research that
would not bring development benefits or material rewards was wasteful. In the Freetown
slum of Kroo Bay, residents explained that their repeated interaction with NGOs,
development organisations, journalists and others, had left them disillusioned. I was
sympathetic to their perception that organisations and individuals, including academic
researchers, came to get what they wanted from the community and left giving little in
return. To ensure against partaking in this exploitation, I made clear to those I spoke with
the nature of my research, and interviews were only carried out with those who either felt
that the study of Sierra Leone’s conflict was valuable in itself, or that at least if nothing
much was personally gained by interviews, nothing was lost either.
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1.5.6 Fieldwork Challenges and Research Climate

Commanders

One of the key aims of my fieldwork was to gain the detailed perspective of atrocities from
the perpetrators themselves. Whilst I achieved this in my interviews with former rank-andfile and junior-level commanders, I was less successful in obtaining accounts from more
senior commanders. Although I was able to meet with and interview a number of former
mid-level and senior commanders, including RUF commanders who were directly involved in
the 1991 invasion and the conscription and training of the first generation of combatants,
questions concerning atrocities tended to hit a wall of denial. This was undoubtedly part
reflection of the need to build trust, and I was practically less able to regularly spend time
with all commanders as I was former rank-and-file. However, for those with whom I was
able to establish a degree of trust, other factors may have contributed to a reluctance to
discuss atrocities. One was the involvement of former commanders with political parties,
with some maintaining direct links (often unofficially) to the most senior political leaders in
the country. In some instances these commanders had been implicated in organising acts of
political violence, likely at the behest of political patrons, or had been directly involved in
violence themselves. One commander was called before a public inquiry into such violence
during my fieldwork. Although they often spoke frankly about their distrust of the politicians
they were aligned with, these associations were nevertheless an important source of
patronage and income for some former commanders. They were therefore highly cautious
in bringing attention to their role in conflict violence, a topic which in the run-up to the 2012
elections, became increasingly politicised and could render them a political liability to their
sponsors. As I spoke with former RUF commanders involved in the resurrected
Revolutionary United Front Party (RUFP), an instruction was given by the party chairman
that they should avoid talking about war-time abuses, focussing only on contemporary
political issues. Interestingly, such was their anger over the perceived treachery of
politicians during the conflict, and their belief that the RUF ideology applied now more than
ever, the war still repeatedly surfaced in conversation. I met with and attempted to discuss
RUF abuses with RUFP chairman Eldred Collins a number times between 2009 and 2012. He
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invariably alternated between denial of many abuses (blaming the CDF and
misrepresentation of the group by outsiders), to offering some interesting insights into
atrocities and developments within the RUF and AFRC. It was Collins, as spokesperson for
the RUF, who broadcast the RUF’s apology to the nation in June 1997, stating: ‘We looked at
our brothers and killed them in cold blood, we removed our sisters from their hiding places
to undo their feminity [sic], we slaughtered our mothers and butchered our fathers’
(RUF/SL, 1997).

Aside from political considerations, fear of prosecution by Sierra Leonean courts or the
Special Court for Sierra Leone also played a role, as is discussed below. It is also possible, of
course, that some commanders truly believed reports of atrocities during the war had been
exaggerations, or that the majority of acts of violence had come from AFRC and CDF
factions. Though interviews with former commanders inform this study, the accounts of
junior level commanders and rank-and-file fighters who fought beside and under the
direction of senior commanders contain valuable insights into their role in violence. Peters’
examination of the RUF (2011a) also contains testimony from senior commanders and this
material is used throughout.

War Crimes and The Special Court

The Special Court for Sierra Leone was a major factor affecting the research environment
during my fieldwork. Upon its establishment the court was mandated to try those who bore
the greatest responsibility for crimes against humanity committed after 30 November, 1996.
Thirteen indictments were issued in 2003, and by the end of my fieldwork in 2010, the trials
of three former AFRC leaders and two CDF members had been completed, the trials of three
former senior RUF commanders were in the appeal phase, and the trial of former Liberian
President Charles Taylor at the Hague was in the defence phase. Awareness among excombatants of the precise scope of the court at the outset of its creation was limited, with
confusion existing over whether or not more combatants would be indicted and tried.
Studies that sought to gain the input of those involved in conflict, particularly of more senior
ranking ex-combatants, therefore had to contend with fears that disclosure of involvement
in violence would result in arrest and prosecution (see for example Denov, 2010: 90). In this
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respect, the timing of my fieldwork was advantageous. Ex-combatants were generally more
aware and comfortable with the mandate of the Special Court than had previously been the
case, translating into greater confidence that they could discuss their personal involvement
in conflict violence without fear of arrest. Nevertheless, some former commanders
understandably remained cautious, despite reassurances about their protection under
existing treaties and amnesties and the confidential nature of anonymous interviews. It is
likely in post-conflict settings that those most directly involved with past atrocities will
always be more reluctant to discuss them, regardless of fears of prosecution. In this regard
there may be an unavoidable selection-bias in perpetrator testimonies of atrocity, with
those most directly responsible for coordinating and instigating violence excluded.

Overuse of Sources

One successful method of accessing perpetrators was through the use of locally based Sierra
Leonean researchers or community members with extensive links with former factions. As a
standard component of such research, this factor nevertheless highlights a potential
weakness of existing studies. The limitation of qualified or informed local researchers, and
the general reluctance of many former combatants to trust but a few select locally known
individuals, has meant that prior studies appear to have often used the same contacts, and
indeed it would seem, the same subjects, for their research. This in itself throws up the
question of precisely how the use of a limited number of individuals and groups in such
research has served to shape research outcomes. In the conduct of interviews for this study,
it became clear that some research assistants held strong perspectives on the conflict which
were partly shaped by their regional location and its attendant political and ethnic
affiliations. Such contacts were particularly useful in accessing certain elements within
former factions, for example ex-RUF volunteers resident in the eastern Kailahun region.
However, this limitation of scope risked a focus upon only one aspect of opinion and
experience; in Kailahun there appeared to be much greater sympathy with the original RUF
ideology, and a much greater enmity towards CDF forces, than that found with excombatants in other parts of the country. For any study relying solely on those excombatants made available by local researchers, a particularly one-sided account of the
conflict and its factions may thus emerge. This highlights the crucial importance of not only
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using multiple research contacts, and indeed making contact directly where possible, but of
recognising the relevance of local contexts in shaping opinion and experience. Some
accounts of conflict appear to have fallen foul of this problem. For example, Richards has
criticised Kaplan’s analysis for relying on the ill-informed opinion of ‘capital city elites’
(Richards, 1996: xvii; see also Kalyvas, 2001: 103).18 My fieldwork confirmed that
perspectives on the conflict and its violence were very strongly shaped, and consequently
extremely varied, by the age, location and point at which combatants joined the conflict. I
sought to avoid the use of a limited number of research contacts and in many cases, those
interviewed were located and accessed directly.

Research Fatigue

A related factor to that discussed above is what can be referred to as ‘research fatigue.’
Many individuals and communities in Sierra have been repeatedly approached by academic,
UN and NGO researchers, and an understandable reluctance to go over the same old ground
exists. This study benefits, however, from the input of ex-combatants who felt precisely the
opposite; that their stories had not been told, or worse, that they had been misrepresented.
The commonly expressed desire to set the record straight underlines the real need for
further examination of brutal violence in the Sierra Leone conflict, and that for many,
existing explanations remain inadequate. It also underlines the point that the perpetrator
perspective on violence has been greatly under-represented.

The general research climate in Sierra Leone during 2008-2010 was, overall, conducive to
the collection of data on atrocities. Whilst some ex-combatants remained concerned about
the stigma attached to being a former ‘rebel’ or perpetrator of violence, many others
expressed a wish to recount their experiences through one-on-one interviews in a private
and confidential setting. Ex-fighters interviewed in many cases were living side-by-side with
members of formerly opposing forces and indeed those who had been victim to violence.
Where a degree of reconciliation appeared to have taken place, it was often the discussion
rather than avoidance of past actions which was viewed as aiding this process. This study
18

Others have similarly attempted to redress a perceived rural bias in analysis (see Mkandawire, 2002; and
Abdullah et al., 2004).
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owes much to the willing participation of those once victim to or responsible for truly
horrifying events, and is testimony to the determination of many Sierra Leoneans to ensure,
by learning lessons from the past, they are never repeated.

1.5.7. Authenticity and Reliability

Accuracy and Recollection

Making multiple fieldwork visits and carrying out multiple interviews with informants over
time served as a useful means to check stories for consistency (See Denov, 2010: 91, for a
similar approach). However, a potential challenge in the conduct of fieldwork was simply
the amount of time which had passed since the end of conflict. The civil war began in Sierra
Leone in 1991, and was officially declared over in 2002, though demobilisation,
disarmament and reintegration continued well into 2004. For some ex-combatants
interviewed between 2008 and 2010, their recalled experiences had occurred almost two
decades ago. This naturally leads to concerns over the accuracy of recollections and the
provision of dates, names and order of events. In reality the very nature of the conflict and
the perpetration of atrocities is one that bears an inherent difficulty with regard to accurate
recollection, regardless of time passed. The use of drugs, for example, regularly
accompanied the committing of violence and ex-combatants commonly confessed this
affected not only their subsequent memory of events, but at times their knowledge of
events as they unfolded. The lifestyle of combatants, who often remained in the bush for
long periods of time with little contact with the outside world, and the young age of many
fighters further meant knowledge and indeed interest in dates, names and other details was
often limited. The immediate concerns of survival or of carrying out attacks were instead of
prime concern, as a former child soldier explained:

In those days when you are fighting you don’t think about year. When you are
fighting you don’t think about dates. You don’t think even about day. All that you
think about is time. You’re going to have a commander who is going to tell you that
at eight o’clock we’re going to attack this area. Or at night we’re going to attack. So
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most of the things I was doing, I was not conscious about dates, I was just doing it.
Because I was drugged or whatever. I was just doing it.19 (RUF combatant C)

The extent to which ex-combatants could therefore recall details varied from case to case,
as well as from time to time throughout their stories. Some were able to provide particularly
detailed information on places and dates which could be corroborated. One former fighter
claimed: ‘In the war-time I never smoked jamba [marijuana], I never drank. That’s why I can
remember things’ (RUF combatant E).

The difficulty in recalling specific dates, names and places, particularly for former child
soldiers, was notably highlighted in criticism aimed at the internationally bestselling
autobiographical account of former SLA child soldier, Ishmael Beah (2007). On two separate
occasions during interviews, this account was invoked scornfully by former combatants who
claimed that the precision of its detail did not fit the reality of the experiences recounted.20
The former child soldier’s comments on this matter were again typical of many excombatants:

If someone tells you about date and time, I’m telling you, believe me, that person
might be lying. I don’t know but that person might be lying. Date and time, fighting
- no it’s impossible. All that I can remember is January 6th, because January 6th is
the talk of the town. Everybody knows about January 6th. (RUF combatant C)
The mention of January 6th, the infamous AFRC/RUF attack on Freetown in 1999, also
highlights a further point for consideration concerning the passage of time. In the years
following the conflict, certain narratives of events have been popularised (as indeed they
were during conflict by all sides), and these can be seen in many testimonies. The 1999

19

There is of course a possibility that claims of lack of awareness due to drug-taking are attempts to avoid
charges of responsibility and individual agency, as discussed in due course. See also Keen (2005: 76-77)
20
Such criticisms should be taken with a pinch of salt. There was discernible resentment that Beah had
profited from his story, yet broad agreement that his account - as it had been relayed to them by others –
was broadly representative. Notably, internationally publicised doubts over the veracity of Beah’s account
actually centred on the possible inaccuracy of dates and locations. Thus ex-combatants’ observations on
the difficulty of recollection may in fact support, rather than question, the authenticity of the book.
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attack is one good example; the initial invasion of Sierra Leone for which many excombatants with little or no connection to the event offered a narrative, is another.

An avoidance of the retelling of the ‘talk of the town’ and the ascertainment of details
concerning dates and place names is a matter of experience and a specific knowledge of
Sierra Leone. Paul Richards and Stathis Kalyvas have noted in their respective criticisms of
the New Barbarism thesis the manner in which many journalistic reports tended to
uncritically quote city-dwellers and views widespread in the capital of Freetown, failing to
penetrate beyond what was often myth or rumour (Richards, 1996: xvii; Kalvyas, 2006: 103).
The long-term nature of fieldwork conducted for this study, interviews conducted with a
wide range of involved actors, and the wide geographical coverage of informants, helps to
avoid such flaws. Nevertheless, whilst accounts can be corroborated to a certain extent
through cross-referencing events with newspaper and NGO reports at the time, as well as
with previous studies of the conflict, it must be understood that especially given the
inherently personal nature of war narratives, a degree of error is to be expected. For all
these challenges, however, they remain essential to providing a clearer picture of conflict
violence.

In other respects, the amount of time passed since the end of conflict actually served to
assist this study. Whilst for some ex-combatants their reconciliation and rehabilitation
within the community had been facilitated by putting the past behind them and distancing
themselves from their former combatant identities and actions, for others the passing of
time had rendered them more comfortable with talking about their past, with many less
fearful of being stigmatised or arrested for any admission of complicity in atrocities.
Furthermore, some expressed concern that with the passing of time, the experiences of the
Sierra Leone conflict and the valuable lessons it may hold – such as the dangers of politicians
marginalising youth – were being forgotten. Therefore, they were increasingly keen to share
their personal stories of involvement in conflict in the hope they might reach a wider
audience.
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Bias and Victim Discourse

There are many clear reasons why perpetrators of extreme violence willing to talk about
their actions during conflict may yet choose to omit certain details and events. Feelings of
shame and fear of condemnation or stigmatisation are predictable among such individuals
and can lead them to present a more favourable account of their role in conflict
(Mkandawire, 2002: 186). In some instances, ex-combatants were also keen to focus on the
atrocities of opposing forces, not solely as an attempt to shift attention from their own role,
but because they retained some sense of loyalty to their former faction or held lingering
grudges against former opponents. Many ex-RUF combatants, whether former child soldiers
or commanders, whether willingly or coercively recruited, expressly sought to challenge the
perception of the rebel group as inherently violent and emphasised the brutal excesses of
the CDF. The reverse was also true of a number of former CDF combatants and these
agendas where relevant must be taken into account. Whilst this problem of subjectivity and
bias, inherent in all research to a degree, can be effectively checked through recourse to
other existing accounts of conflict, verifiable facts and careful interviewing, a useful counterbalance is the testimony provided by many others interviewed in which their own complicity
in atrocities, and not that of others, was made explicit. This openness was helped by the
view of most ex-combatants who had been abducted into their faction that they themselves
were also victims, and as such their personal responsibility or guilt was lessened, as indeed
was their loyalty to former factions and their interest in associated conflict politics.

If identifying themselves as victims was useful in some respects, the strong victim-discourse
that permeates post-conflict Sierra Leone was also a challenge in fieldwork, and is reason to
exercise great caution in analysis of perpetrator’s stated motives for violence. The
reintegration of former combatants, particularly former child soldiers, and their
reconciliation with communities has been actively pursued through a promotion of the fact
that many were forced to commit abuses, and as such, should be considered victims. Among
NGOs and development agencies a conscious approach was taken following conflict to instil
in communities and former combatants the principle that young ex-combatants should not
be held accountable for their crimes to the same degree as adults. This logic of ‘abdicated
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responsibility’, as Susan Shepler has termed it, has also been used by former combatants
themselves as a strategy to navigate their way in post-war society:

Among their friends and fellow soldiers, they try to maintain the status that being
part of the fighting gives them. They wear combat clothes and sunglasses and brag
about firing rocketpropelled grenade launchers. With NGOs they adopt the persona
of the traumatized innocent, usually requesting aid in furthering their education.
With community members and in school they act like normal kids, never
mentioning the past. Thus, their “reintegration” is achieved in social practice across
a variety of contexts using a variety of strategically adopted identities. (Shepler,
2005: 199)

This dynamic was almost certainly encountered in my own interviews with former
combatants, where abdicated responsibility was apparent in emphasis given to forced
conscription and forced atrocities, or in blaming past actions on the madness of drugs –
what Roy Baumeister has called ‘modern possession by spirits’ (Baumeister, 1997: 82) – or
the very madness of war itself. As Shepler has noted, former combatants are liable to stress
that ‘I didn’t choose to fight, I was forced, I was drugged, I was too young to know any
better’ (Shepler, 2005: 199). These discourses may disguise the active agency many
exercised during conflict. Two points should be born in mind, however. First, this agency
was yet limited within the context of a distinct lack of choice for many fighters. That it paid
to be violent often reflected that it could be fatal to be otherwise. Though discourses of
victimhood may be used strategically by ex-combatants, this should not serve to ignore the
real extent to which conscripts were frequently forced into actions, attitudes and
behaviours with little alternative. Second, whether child soldiers were brutalised as a result
purely of the strategy of commanders, or in part as a result of their own conflict-choices, a
focus of this study is upon whether the resulting desensitisation and inurement to violence
resulted in atrocities that were increasingly shaped by this conditioning, rather than
strategic considerations themselves.

Limiting the extent to which ex-combatants draw upon narratives of victimhood and outside
agency for atrocities is partly reliant on spending time with those interviewed and building
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up trust. In interviews where sufficient trust had been built with ex-combatants, personas
and accounts of the war may have been, as Utas found in his Liberian fieldwork, ‘stories
closer to their own honest versions of their experiences’ (Utas, 2003: 80). Ex-combatants
recounted in detail how they came to enjoy and relish violence, and how these factors came
to motivate them to commit atrocities. These accounts may not have escaped the problem
of abdicated responsibility – former fighters typically believed their brutalisation had
resulted from forced recruitment and forced atrocities – but they do provide insight into
hearts and minds of perpetrators beyond recourse to possession by drugs or the mad spirit
of war.

If perpetrators discussing their own violence will undoubtedly bias their accounts in ways of
which they themselves are often not aware, the value of such perspectives to the field is yet
invaluable, and even the biases, intentional and subconscious, are themselves deeply
informative about violence and motives for violence in the Sierra Leonean civil war. The
propensity of individuals to provide biased accounts of conflict violence, of course, does not
rest solely in perpetrators. Victims of violence may also bias their accounts against former
aggressors who have caused them immense suffering, including psychological trauma which
may distort the recollection of events. Post-conflict developments have also influenced how
the past is interpreted; if for ex-combatants the Special Court has been a factor, for victims
of amputation, it has been the lack of reparations. A community of amputees regularly
interviewed close to the capital Freetown expressed anger over the lack of government
support since the end of conflict, and voiced outrage that those who had inflicted their
injuries upon them had benefited from the Disarmament Demobilisation and Reintegration
(DDR) programme. The belief that ex-combatants had benefited from conflict, whilst their
own suffering had worsened, led many amputees to describe themselves as victims twiceover, and their anger towards former aggressors undoubtedly affected the balance of their
narratives.
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1.6 Terminology and Conceptual Clarifications
1.6.1. Violence and Atrocity

In his study of violence in civil wars, Kalyvas notes that ‘violence is a conceptual minefield’
(Kalyvas, 2006: 19). It can be defined narrowly, to cover physical and bodily harm, or it can
be defined more broadly to cover psychological and emotional trauma (Kalyvas, 2006: 19;
Nordstrom & Martin, 1992; Ray, 2011: 8) Notions of ‘extreme’ violence, of brutality,
atrocity, rational and irrational violence, are far from clear and uncontested. In dealing with
atrocity, it is important to note the legal and moral values often associated with this
concept. Atrocity has a legal quality in its use in public prosecutions of war criminals;
atrocity is deemed to be an act that contravenes codes of conduct in war or society more
generally. In popular usage in media accounts, atrocity carries with it condemnation of the
act referred to. The atrociousness of these acts of violence is often deemed to be their
particular cruelty (Kalyvas, 2006: 53-54; Taylor, 2009). This may hold within it a certain bias
with regards to notions of sophisticated killing versus unsophisticated killing, impersonal
versus personal violence, and as Richards has noted, ‘cheap’ versus ‘expensive’ violence
(Richards, 1996: xx). The ‘clinical’ killing of hundreds of civilians through the use of precision
laser-guided missiles, for example, may be less likely referred to as an atrocity than if the
same end were reached through ‘messy’ face-to-face killing with machetes (Richards, 1996:
xx; Kalyvas, 2006: 53). Nevertheless, in both cases, the label of atrocity is strongly
dependent upon intent, and it would seem, intent to inflict suffering upon victims. The idea
of atrocity and of ‘extreme’ violence suggests in itself there can be acceptable levels of
violence within conflict; acts of violence which are noted for their ‘brutality’ and ‘barbarity’
are seen as going beyond the necessary or the acceptable. The notion of just violence is
therefore inherent. This is strongly connected to the perceived innocence or otherwise of
victims (Taylor, 2009: 21-22). The term ‘civilian’ brings with it an assumption of innocence to
outsiders which is clearly often not shared by those perpetrating violence (Slim, 2007;
Taylor, 2009: 22). Furthermore, the distinction between civilian and combatant can itself be
very problematic. In the Sierra Leonean civil war, the blurring of lines between soldiers and
rebels resulted in the widely used term ‘sobel’; the line between combatants and civilians
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was equally ambiguous at times. Civilians were often viewed by combatants as
collaborators, sympathisers, and in many instances, had indeed been previously involved in
violence or would later become active combatants. Whilst the victim of atrocity is most
commonly associated with the innocent civilian, there are instances in conflict where
combatants are also victim to atrocity. On occasions where combatants of opposing factions
were captured, torture, mutilation and many other acts of extreme violence were
frequently committed against them.

The language used in discussion of atrocities, if not treated carefully, can result in
misleading analysis. In the discussion of amputations in Sierra Leone, for example, the
category of ‘amputations’ often bands together very different forms of violence with very
different motivations. In his analysis of the cutting off of civilians’ hands and thumbs by RUF
combatants, Richards saw the role of political strategy and tactics of terror as crucial, noting
that these atrocities ‘inscribe, on the landscape and on the bodies of village people, a set of
political messages rather more firmly than if they had been spoken over the radio’
(Richards, 1996: xx). Amputations in the Sierra Leone conflict are therefore often viewed as
communicative acts of terror, yet within this broad category of violence, many examples of
amputation also exist where little strategy is served and other motives are clear. Former
RUF combatants, for example, described in interviews amputations they committed as rash
acts of revenge, or simply for the purposes of enjoyment. Furthermore, many amputations
were not carried out in the political context of the run up to the 1996 election, nor did they
always target potential voters (Bangura, 1997: 123). Therefore, it is crucial to understand
that physically similar acts of violence may bear distinct motives and contexts, and that
categories of violence such as amputation, rape, or torture, do not represent a
homogeneous set of acts with the same causes and circumstances.

In this study extreme violence and atrocity is understood as the deliberate infliction of cruel
physical harm on groups or individuals. Since I am particularly concerned to examine
violence which suggests the brutality of the perpetrator, that which was inflicted on
civilians, as non-combatants, is given prime focus. This also reflects the fact that most of the
atrocities in Sierra Leone were indeed committed against the civilian population. A wide
array of violence took place during the conflict, and it is well beyond the scope of this study
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to cover all instances of atrocity. Instead, attention is given to instances of particularly brutal
violence which can be regarded as typical of the conflict and have been documented
elsewhere in previous studies and reports. These acts include, but are not limited to,
amputations of limbs and parts of the body with machetes, torture of civilians or captured
combatants, the setting fire to victims and trapping of civilians in burning dwellings, the
forced carrying out of executions and violence against family members and neighbours,
rape, beheadings, alleged cannibalistic acts and ritualistic violence. Various forms of
violence may have proliferated at particular stages of conflict, in particular localities, and
among particular groups, and this is recognised throughout. Emphasis is given to certain
major incidents, such as the AFRC/RUF 1999 attack on Freetown and the initial RUF invasion
period of 1991, to both underline this point and to act as focal points for questions
concerning seemingly anarchic violence. Particular focus is given to acts of atrocity where
strategy and tactics of conflict appeared ill-suited as explanations. Violence committed by
various factions is considered, as well as that of civilians, but there is a necessary focus upon
RUF atrocities as these constituted the main body of brutal violence.

1.6.2 Violence and Rationality

Beyond the conceptual challenges of violence itself, the notions of ‘rational’ and ‘irrational’
violence can be problematic. Confusion over what is understood by rational is clear in
literature on Sierra Leone’s civil war. Thandika Mkandiwire, for example, has criticised
Keen’s employment of the phrase ‘a particularly rational kind of madness’ as being an
oxymoronic misuse of the idea of rationality (Mkandiwire, 2002: 186). The sustained and
vigorous academic response to portrayals of Sierra Leone’s war as anarchy has often
involved efforts to counter explanations of conflict violence as irrational. In this context the
term irrational has tended to be viewed as an analytically limited and pejorative term, taken
to mean senseless, without purpose, indiscriminate and crazed (See Richards, 1996: xvi;
Keen, 2000: 21; Peters, 2011a: 154). Certainly the term has been used in this way in many
news reports and the accounts offered by New Barbarism, and it is therefore essential to be
precise in what is meant by irrational violence, and conversely the rational actor, in the
course of this thesis. A general understanding of the rational actor used here stems from its
use in the literature addressing Sierra Leone; the rational actor is an individual making cost50

benefit calculations of self-interest in the performance of violence. Rather than emotional
or psychological dispositions dictating action, it is instead the work of deliberated and
reasoned logic which shapes behaviour to achieve a perceived optimal outcome. In some
respects, the rational actor view of violence therefore looks at the instrumentality of
violence, and violence which disregards beneficial functions is deemed irrational. Noninstrumental violence, however, can in one sense be seen as a result of cost-benefit
calculation, if the value of the violence is deemed to be the inherent emotional or
psychological gratification the perpetrator receives by committing it. In this regard
emotional and psychological causes of violence become complex territory, yet it is
important not to overstate the role of deliberation in such acts. Indeed, that violence may
have a psychological or emotional logic to it is not to say it is the result of rational
deliberation. Individuals are often unaware of the emotions that spur their actions, and
similarly often unaware of the rewards they seek (see Lambie, 2007).

Irrational violence, in this study, does not mean senseless violence; it means violence
pertaining to psychological dispositions and emotional compulsions, rather than rational
calculations of strategy or self-interest. These acts are non-instrumental in that their
strategic value is not the prime consideration of the perpetrator; however, they may well in
fact intersect with strategies, and as I argue in this study, these psychological and emotional
states may very well result from rational strategies. Killing through anger, hatred, disgust,
shame or even enjoyment, is not senseless – there is always a logic at play, even if this is not
apparent to perpetrator or victim. Yet it may be irrational in that it is not the result of costbenefit reasoning, and may even run counter to stated strategic aims, appearing illogical to
outsiders.

The distinction between rational and irrational violence can also be represented as a
contrast between instrumental and expressive violence, (Wieviorka, 2009: 35, 88–9; Ray,
2011: 9), or as ‘instrumental aggression’ versus ‘hostile aggression’(Englander, 2007: 3-4).
Instrumental violence follows the rational actor model of means-ends calculation, whereas
expressive violence or hostile aggression is described as violence for its own sake, whether
as part of stimulus-seeking (Englander, 2007), as provocation or gratification of emotions
such as hate and shame, or to communicate power or anger (Richards, 1996). I refrain from
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relying on the term ‘expressive violence,’ though much of irrational violence can be
subsumed under this notion, because it is typically characterised as expressing or
communicating something for the perpetrator. Yet I am also interested in those
dispassionate acts of violence which appear to neither stem from rash emotional reactions
and sensitivities or from discursive and expressive aims. The enjoyment of violence and
cruelty, for example, may instead be traced to factors such as dehumanisation and
brutalisation, with atrocities reflecting behavioural routines and habituated behaviour,
rather than calculations of self-interest or attempts to communicate emotions or power.

Rational strategies for violence and seemingly irrational motives – anger, fear, shame,
disgust – should not be treated as mutually exclusive. For example, combatants found that
displaying brutality was strategically useful in gaining promotions and accumulating respect
and peer status. When civilians referred to young combatants as ‘small’ or as ‘boys’, there
was a clear strategic logic in punitive atrocities to protect their status as fearful ‘big men’
worthy of respect. However, these atrocities were also strongly shaped and motivated by
the attendant humiliation and shame these challenges to status involved, which were
clearly important in determining the cruelty and extremes of violence (Keen, 2005; Gilligan,
2000a). In this respect, violence was motivated by both rational strategies of status and
power and irrational sensitivities to shame and humiliation. The interaction of rational
strategies with irrational violence, and the manner in which social hierarchies and peer
dynamics fostered emotional and psychological predispositions to violence, is of central
focus in Chapter Six.

1.7 Chapter Overview
This study begins with an examination of approaches that have dominated explanations of
violence and atrocity in Sierra Leone, assessing their comparative utility and highlighting
where gaps and shortcomings lie. Chapter Two begins by outlining an influential strand of
analysis in the social sciences; viewing atrocity and extreme violence as the result of a
breakdown in order or restraint. It describes the development of the New Barbarism thesis
and the manner in which it provided to some a seductive account of violence in Sierra
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Leone, yet ultimately raised more questions than it answered. Chapter Three looks to
another major strand of analysis of civil wars, which in the case of Sierra Leone was the root
of a comprehensive challenge to New Barbarism; namely, the rational-actor view of
violence. Recognising the considerable merits of arguments that capture the strategic logic
of extreme violence, the chapter yet demonstrates that such approaches are consistently
unable or reluctant to account for psychological and emotional dimensions of atrocity. In
attempting to counter New Barbarism’s emphasis on anarchy, they have frequently overemphasised the rationality of violence, to the extent that non-instrumental atrocities are
mischaracterised or ignored altogether.

In Chapter Four I seek to address this problem by looking beyond the rational actor
framework for explanations of atrocity, beginning with an analysis shame and the associated
work of David Keen. The role that humiliation and shame played in motivating and shaping
violence in Sierra Leone, and the roots of these factors, are examined with reference to
fieldwork testimony from perpetrators of violence and placed within the context of findings
from the behavioural sciences. The chapter concludes that shame and humiliation are useful
for better understanding many specific forms of atrocity, but cannot be used to fully explain
those instances of violence in which dehumanisation, the emotion of disgust, or the
apparent enjoyment of cruelty and violence played a role. Therefore Chapter Five
represents an attempt to apply findings from the fields of psychology and social psychology
to examine the role played by the neglected and under-researched emotion of disgust. This
includes detailed analysis of how processes of dehumanisation and ‘otherisation’ shaped
atrocity. Disgust is shown to have been a particularly relevant emotion to the performance
of irrational violence in Sierra Leone, and as such the chapter’s findings may represent a
valuable original contribution to our understanding of the conflict.

Finally, Chapter Six examines questions over cruelty and the enjoyment of violence through
an examination of systematic brutalisation. It seeks to identify the principal mechanisms of
the process by which combatants, particularly young rebel conscripts, were actively
encouraged to commit atrocity and become inured to brutality. It argues that commanders
manipulated and harnessed this brutality for strategic ends, yet it resulted in atrocities that
were often perpetrated for their own intrinsic rewards. It doing so the chapter traces the
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evolution of violence in the conflict, returning to elements of the ‘Derailment Argument’ (as
discussed in Chapter Three) to show how factors such as decreased military discipline, and
exposure of combatants to urban areas, served to unleash atrocities stemming from
perpetrator’s conditioning to violence, rather than from tactical or strategic considerations.

This study concludes with a summary of how its main research-findings may help to
elucidate various forms and patterns of irrational violence throughout the war, and the
manner in which these involved the interaction of irrational violence with rational
strategies. I argue that through these findings, we can build a more comprehensive account
of seemingly bizarre and irrational atrocities than that offered by existing rational actor
approaches, yet without obscuring the relation of such violence to rational strategies and
the order of conflict more generally. By combining this understanding of violence with
insights offered by the rational framework, we gain a more rounded picture of Sierra
Leone’s atrocities that may hold valuable lessons for conflict beyond its borders.
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2.
Anarchy: Violence as Breakdown

‘We've got to have rules and obey them. After all, we're not savages.’
(Jack, in William Golding’s Lord of the Flies)
During the time men live without a common power to keep them all in awe, they
are in that condition called war; and such a war, as if of every man, against every
man.
(Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan21)

2.1 Introduction: ‘New Wars’ and Conflict as Collapse
Civil wars have long been regarded as an especially brutal manifestation of conflict,
characterised by forms of particularly chaotic and irrational violence (Kalyvas, 2006; Keen,
1997; Cramer, 2006). In a 1997 article entitled A Rational Kind of Madness, David Keen
observed that the 17th Century philosopher Spinoza understood violence as ‘arising when
reason gave way to passion’ (Keen, 1997: 67). Such thinking may partly explain why the
atrocities of civil wars have frequently been described as ‘senseless’ and ‘mindless’.22 The
perceived human costs of civil wars, in which all sides may be seen to ‘lose’ due to the
internecine destruction wrought in the course of battle, has further added to the impression
that they are fuelled by destructive irrational passions and hatreds (Keen, 1997: 67). That
civil wars are viewed as particularly chaotic and brutal can also be traced to the pervasive
notion they uniquely involve a fundamental breakdown of political order and social and
moral constraints. Such ideas are deeply embedded in Western thought and have been
promoted by exponents as far back as Thucydides (Kalyvas, 2006; Fisher, 2011). Statecentric views of wars as the Clausewitzian pursuit of politics by other means often hold that
they are undertaken by professional organised armies and governed by codes and
conventions on the use of violence, including a distinction between legitimate and
21
22

Hobbes (1651/1958: Pt. I, Ch. 13).
Though another reason, as shall be seen in the following chapter, is that rational motives are often very
difficult to detect in some atrocities.
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illegitimate targets (combatants and non-combatants). Rather than anarchy, inter-state
wars have almost been viewed as a manifestation of political order. Civil wars, on the other
hand, are seen as involving the very collapse of the political order of the state and its
monopoly on violence. They are typically regarded as stemming from, or caused by, social
and political collapse. The institutions and structures that regulate behaviour are violently
disrupted or destroyed. Without these restraints in place, so the logic goes, violence takes
on ever more brutal and anarchic forms.

At the heart of the breakdown understanding of civil war there lies not only a specific
conception of the nature of the state, of society and the legitimacy of violence, but crucially,
of human nature itself. The link between the descent into anarchy in civil wars and the
perpetration of atrocities is often made by a fundamental conception of human nature as
inherently violence-prone. This conception of the human condition is a tradition which has a
long history and a notable exponent in Thomas Hobbes (Kalyvas, 2006: 55; Hedges, 2003:
163). It has shaped the breakdown thesis in two ways. First, in its most pessimistic
formulation it proposes that civil war, in removing constraints and prohibitions on immoral
and barbaric action, directly reveals and unleashes the violence inherent in human nature.
This is not so much to conceive of violence as a fundamental element in human nature but
as the fundamental element; people are violent by default. Second, in its indirect
formulation, the Hobbesian conception of human nature supports the argument that civil
war, by leading individuals to commit violence, brings their underlying predilection for
brutality to the fore, and they ultimately come to perpetrate violence for its own psychic
rewards. In both instances, civil war brings anarchy, and in a world without restraints on
base human nature, a default to chaotic violence is deemed inevitable.

In the 1990s, the breakdown understanding of civil wars received added momentum as
analysts struggled to adapt state-centric frameworks for conflict to the post-Cold War
environment. Conflict in the Balkans, for instance, appeared difficult to explain in terms of
ideological alignments and the order of global superpower competition. Conflicts in Africa,
as Ellis notes, were seen by many commentators as evidence that states were ‘sinking into
an anarchy marked by savagery and superstition’ (Ellis, 1999: 18). These conflicts were
deemed particularly chaotic, driven by ethnic hatreds and typified by numerous factions
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with incoherent political aims and military organisation (Keen, 1997: 67-68). Media
reporting on wars in Angola, Liberia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone and elsewhere, focussed on and
fuelled portrayals of these conflicts as especially brutal and senseless. Western notions of
the ‘dark continent’ and the primitive savagery of the jungle underpinned vivid descriptions
of bizarre and cruel atrocities (Baaz & Stern, 2008: 57-59; Blystad, 2005: 102; Broch-Due,
2005: 33; Gberie, 2005: 5). Combatants were painted in Conradian terms and as ‘beast-like
perpetrators’ (Gberie, 2005: 5; Baas & Stern, 2008: 59). Baaz and Stern comment that in
news reporting and in policy reports it was as if the African male had been ‘unleashed by the
conditions of war to act according to his ‘true’ nature’. (Baaz & Stern, 2008: 59).

The popular impression of African civil wars as the unleashing of anarchic savagery was not
the sole preserve of news reporting. A swathe of academic analysis and political
commentary in the 1990s sought to conceptualise and explain (or dismiss) these so-called
‘new wars’ in similar terms of breakdown (Enzensberger, 1994; Huntington, 1993; Kaldor,
1999; Kaplan, 1994; 1993; Van Creveld, 1991). These new forms of violence supposedly
stemmed from the collapse of states and societies and were perpetrated by essentially
criminal and loot-seeking armed groups using cheap and unsophisticated weaponry. That
these groups frequently terrorised and targeted civilian populations added to a sense of
chaos, and could be linked to their supposed lack of ideological concern and the breakdown
of moral order itself (Keen, 2005: 3). According to Enzensberger, the ‘new and terrifying
slant’ was that these were ‘wars about nothing at all’ in which combatants felt there was
‘no longer any need to legitimize your actions’ because ‘violence has been freed from
ideology’ (Enzensberger, 1994: 30).23 In this way, as Baaz and Stern note, warfare in the
‘black hole’ of Africa was viewed by much analysis of the 20th Century as ‘primitive’ and
‘backward’ (Baaz & Stern, 2008: 82). The new wars literature proved highly influential,
leading as Keen notes, to a ‘popular emphasis on war as chaos, anarchy, irrationality,
mindless violence, collapse and breakdown’ (Keen, 2005: 2). This approach was epitomised
in treatments of the conflict in Sierra Leone. Before outlining some of the central objections
made to the new wars and breakdown arguments, it is first useful to briefly outline one of

23

Emphasis in original.
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the most influential of these explanations, providing as it does an important context for the
chapters that follow.

2.2 Neo-Malthusian Madness: Sierra Leone and New Barbarism
The Sierra Leone war was the worst war of all the countries because Sierra
Leoneans have a different mind. They are bad. They have bad hearts. (Amputee
victim A)
In 1994, journalist Robert Kaplan lamented the descent of West Africa and ‘places where the
Western Enlightenment has not penetrated’ into violent anarchy (Kaplan, 1994). This
approach to the conflict was referred to by Paul Richards as ‘New Barbarism’.24 Taking a
prophetic tone of doom that characterised much of the new wars and breakdown literature,
Kaplan drew on the work of Thomas Malthus to argue that demographic pressures and
environmental destruction would lead to the unleashing of violence across West Africa and
indeed, the wider world. In fact, Sierra Leone was a ‘microcosm’ of the anarchy already
descending in West Africa, seen in the ‘withering away of central governments, the rise of
tribal and regional domains, the unchecked spread of disease, and the growing
pervasiveness of war’ (Kaplan, 1994). Describing the essentially criminal nature of violence
in Sierra Leone, he invoked Van Creveld’s ominous prediction that ‘Once the legal monopoly
of armed force, long claimed by the state, is wrested out of its hands, existing distinctions
between war and crime will break down’ (Van Creveld, 1991). Thus, although ‘tyranny is
nothing new in Sierra Leone’, it was now ‘part and parcel of an increasing lawlessness that is
far more significant than any coup, rebel incursion, or episodic experiment in democracy’
(Kaplan, 1994). If law and society had broken down, this was not the sole reason for the
brutal forms of violence perpetrated in Sierra Leone, according to Kaplan: ‘Physical
aggression is a part of being human. Only when people attain a certain economic,
educational, and cultural standard is this trait tranquilized’ (Kaplan, 1994). Atrocity in Sierra
24

New Barbarism is a term coined by Paul Richards (1996). Kalyvas, who presents one of the few recent
attempts to examine violence as a separate phenomenon within conflict, invokes the term breakdown to
describe theories of anarchy. Such theories are also described as breakdown by Keen (2000) and Duffield
(2001) among others. Breakdown is also a widely used concept within the fields of sociology and socialpsychology (see Fletcher &Weinstein, 2002).
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Leone was thus in part the result of a failure to ‘tranquillize’ base human nature. Violence
was not simply portrayed as the servant of rational strategies – a tool to attain access to
contested resources – but as the expression of an inherent breakdown of society, morality
and even rationality itself. It flowed not from troubled minds, but from hearts of darkness.

Reporting on the Sierra Leonean conflict appeared to add credence to New Barbarism’s
Hobbesian portrayal of violence. Writing in 1995, one journalist opened with the following:

Sierra Leone is imploding in bloody anarchy, the latest African state after
Somalia, Liberia, Angola and Rwanda to be destroyed by civil war and banditry.
Consistent and reliable reports from refugees say everywhere bar the capital is
open to attacks of unspeakable savagery.25

Commentators’ fixation on the bizarre nature of many atrocities led to portrayals of the war
as total anarchy and its violent actors as crazed brutes. In recounting the horrifying and gory
details of apparently mindless brutality, they reinforced the impression that all boundaries,
both moral and mental, had been breached in Sierra Leone. Descriptions of young child
soldiers butchering innocent civilians whilst high on drugs implicitly (and often explicitly)
offered an explanation for such brutality: the perpetrators were out of their minds in a
world of chaos. The more violence appeared ‘mindless’ and ‘senseless’, the more it seemed
to support the argument that it was inherently anarchic. In this respect, New Barbarism’s
description of atrocity was also its explanation. As Keen notes, for those following such an
interpretation, ‘the more incompetent their attempts to explain what is going on in a
conflict, the more convincing their explanation – that it is all anarchy – becomes’ (Keen,
2005: 2-3).

At the time of publication, Kaplan’s article was highly influential and appeared to coincide
with prevailing policy interests. It was reportedly sent by the US government to its
ambassadors around the world and has been credited with reinforcing a US strategic
withdrawal from direct engagement in Africa (Cramer, 2006: 30; Ellis, 1999: 19; Hirsch,
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The Independent, ‘Sierra Leone savagery rips nation apart’, 31 January, 1995.
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2001: 17; Keen, 2005: 3; Richards, 1996: xv). According to Kaplan, little could be done for
Sierra Leone and it was ‘widely regarded as beyond salvage’ (Kaplan, 1994). More widely,
New Barbarism reinvigorated a long-standing popular association of the African continent
with savage anarchy. Sierra Leone became, as Keen notes, ‘almost a byword for anarchy and
atrocity in the Western imagination’ (Keen, 2005: 3).

The ‘New Wars’ thesis and New Barbarism have understandably received a sustained and
convincing refutation from the academic world (Berdal, 1993; Gberie, 2005; Kalyvas, 2001;
2006; Richards, 1996;). A fundamental objection was that analysis was often infused with
demeaning portrayals of Africans that bordered on racism (Cramer, 2006: 31; Duffield, 2001:
114; Keen, 2005: 57; Richards, 1996: xiv). Another key failing was that it was often based on
limited in-depth or first-hand knowledge of countries such as Sierra Leone and neglected to
place conflict within its crucial historical and socio-political context (Berdal, 1993: 89-90;
Kalyvas, 2001; Richards, 1996). This may have been one of the reasons why New Barbarism
failed to account for the various interlinked political, social and economic factors which
perpetuated violence. These, rather than sheer anarchy, were instrumental in driving
violence, and atrocities appeared in many instances to betray not chaos, but rather a
military strategy. Indeed, the appearance of chaos itself may have served a useful role for
many war actors (Keen, 2005: 4). For those acts of violence difficult to understand as
rational acts of terror, New Barbarism failed to consider or explain how they often related to
war strategies that perpetuated processes of dehumanisation and brutalisation. Atrocities
were instead portrayed as the outworking of an inherently violence-prone human (or
perhaps specifically African) nature, unleashed by the breakdown of political, social and
moral order.

Perhaps reflecting the lack of sustained research conducted in Sierra Leone by proponents
of New Barbarism, the country was poorly described as suffering from over-population or
the unchecked spread of disease. Nor could its conflict be understood as stemming from
deep-seated ethnic or tribal enmities. The lack of serious engagement with the local context
can be viewed as indicative of the general ‘hands-off’ response to African wars that New
Barbarism implicitly promoted. This was powerfully conveyed by an emphasis on the
supposedly contagious nature of conflict and chaos and crude portrayals of disease-ridden
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cities. Chapter Five discusses the manner in which comparisons of societies and groups to
contagious and contaminating threats, whether diseases or social pathogens (such as
anarchy), serves to evoke disgust. Disgust is an emotion that ‘otherises’ and elicits a
response of either threat-removal or threat-avoidance. In Chapter Five, the relationship
between disgust and atrocity in Sierra Leone is investigated. Interestingly, the language of
disgust can also be detected throughout the writings of New Barbarism, invoking the
powerful instinct to avoid or quarantine the conflicts of the African continent. Kaplan
describes Africa as rife with disgust-threats: ‘As many internal African borders begin to
crumble, a more impenetrable boundary is being erected that threatens to isolate the
continent as a whole: the wall of disease’ (Kaplna, 1994). He comments further:

Of the approximately 12 million people worldwide whose blood is HIV-positive, 8
million are in Africa. In the capital of the Ivory Coast, whose modern road system
only helps to spread the disease, 10 percent of the population is HIV-positive.
And war and refugee movements help the virus break through to more-remote
areas of Africa. […] As African birth rates soar and slums proliferate, some
experts worry that viral mutations and hybridizations might, just conceivably,
result in a form of the AIDS virus that is easier to catch than the present strain.

The impression of Africa Kaplan creates is that of a dangerous and hostile environment,
infected and contagious and requiring the imposition of a cordon sanitaire.26

26

Interestingly, Cramer notes that Kaplan’s description of youths as ‘loose molecules’ is reminiscent of the
molecule theory of the fictional philosopher De Selby in Flann O’Brien’s novel, The Third Policeman: ‘if two
things spend too much time in contact, molecules from the one swap with molecules from the other’ (Cramer,
2006: 30). In this way, Cramer suggests, Kaplan seems concerned about ‘West African chaos rubbing off on
civilised Western society’ (Cramer, 2006: 30). This is essentially the language of contagion, and there is
similarity here with Chapter Five’s discussion of the law of contagion found in the theory of sympathetic magic;
by being in contact, objects can become infected with the qualities and characteristics of one another.
Through symbolic thinking, contagion can apply to ideas and concepts such as anarchy just as much as
biological pathogens.
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The West African populations are also portrayed in a dehumanising manner; they are hoards
and ants living in disgusting slums:

Each time I went to the Abidjan bus terminal, groups of young men with restless,
scanning eyes surrounded my taxi, putting their hands all over the windows,
demanding "tips" for carrying my luggage even though I had only a rucksack. In
cities in six West African countries I saw similar young men everywhere--hordes
of them. They were like loose molecules in a very unstable social fluid, a fluid
that was clearly on the verge of igniting.

… The forty-five-minute journey [driving from the airport to downtown Conakry]
in heavy traffic was through one never-ending shantytown: a nightmarish
Dickensian spectacle to which Dickens himself would never have given credence.
The corrugated metal shacks and scabrous walls were coated with black slime.
Stores were built out of rusted shipping containers, junked cars, and jumbles of
wire mesh. The streets were one long puddle of floating garbage. Mosquitoes
and flies were everywhere. Children, many of whom had protruding bellies,
seemed as numerous as ants. When the tide went out, dead rats and the
skeletons of cars were exposed on the mucky beach’ (Kaplan, 1994).

Kaplan was not alone in using such language. Gberie notes that Michael Ignatieff described
war as a ‘virus’ that had infected ‘the very tissue of the Great Lakes regions’ (Ignatieff, 1997,
in Gberie, 2005: 5). Enzensberger similarly described new wars as a form of ‘political
retrovirus’ (Enzensberger, 1994; in Cramer, 2006: 77). Disease can indeed be a useful
metaphor for explaining the manner in which social phenomenon can spread, and need not
be employed pejoratively in the service of breakdown theories.27 However, as Chapter Five
shows, it can subtlety infuse analysis with disgust-evoking and dehumanising associations,
which is precisely why such language proves so useful to those orchestrating mass violence.
Given the degree to which metaphors of disease tend to ‘otherise’ those to whom they are

27

For example Keen notes that ‘A useful comparison can be made with infectious disease’ when investigating
the functions violence may perform and that ‘warfare may come to resemble a virus which "mutates"’ (Keen,
1997: 68, 72).
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applied, and can invoke a disgust-reaction of avoidance (including a foreign policy of
disengagement), their use in discussion of conflict has often been decidedly counterproductive to the aim of understanding it.

If the New Barbarism thesis has been effectively countered elsewhere, it may perhaps seem
odd to include it here in an analysis of prevailing trends in analysis of Sierra Leone’s
violence. There are two good reasons to do so. First, New Barbarism was not solely popular
for the political expediency it undoubtedly held for many policy makers. It also held appeal
through its descriptive capacity. Whilst diagnosis of violence was frequently overly simplistic
and reductive, New Barbarism’s observations of atrocities captured something of the nature
of much of the violence. In many instances in Sierra Leone, atrocities did indeed seem to
defy rational explanation from the viewpoint of political or economic agendas, even as
tactics of terror. One of many examples from a former RUF combatant demonstrates this
problem:

In some villages, when we went there we saw a pregnant woman. There could
be two of us. We can be just be arguing within ourselves. If I say now that child
in that woman’s womb is a male, and you say it’s a female, to prove ourselves
wrong we can hold that woman and split the womb. Then we look at the child. If
it is male we throw it into the sky and we separate it into two … Everybody was
doing it, so many people during the war. (RUF combatant G)

Furthermore, descriptions of brutal child-soldiers out of their minds on drugs were entirely
accurate in many instances:

They [RUF commanders] started to use drugs on us, because we were afraid.
They used marijuana, which is jamba, I was 11 years of age, smoking like a very
big man. … Whenever they were cooking food, they put drugs in it, a powder.
After we ate that food – hah! We were very wicked. We never knew what we
were doing. We were high. We talked to people whenever we wanted to talk to
them. Did whatever we wanted to do. (RUF combatant C)
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The sense of chaos and anarchy given by such accounts was therefore not unwarranted,
even if the explanations offered were. In attempting to counter the notion that civil war
atrocities were the result of inherently violent primitive natures unleashed by anarchy,
many approaches to understanding violence in civil wars have stressed the very rational and
organised character of conflict. In doing so, violence which cannot easily be understood as
rational strategy or the result of socio-political grievance has been either side-lined or
mischaracterised. The latter failing should act to caution us against dismissing out-of-hand
descriptions of violence as ‘wicked’ or ‘evil’ and ‘barbaric’. Whilst the task of addressing
forms of atrocity is often unhelpfully served by crude and demeaning references to
perpetrators as savages and brutes, if the violence itself cannot often be described as
‘wicked’ or as ‘barbaric’, then what can? Certainly these descriptions should not be
confused with explanations, as in the case of New Barbarism, but neither should they be
disqualified. A similar observation has been made by Yusuf Bangura in criticising the ‘deeply
flawed view or assumption that rational actions cannot be barbaric!’ (Bangura, 2004: 18).
New Barbarism then, remains important to the study of violence in civil wars in that it has
exposed a difficult question which in many accounts, remains unanswered. Can the most
extreme and seemingly irrational atrocities be explained beyond the innate 'madness' of
their perpetrators?

Second, despite the comprehensive confutation of New Barbarism, the logic of breakdown
upon which it was built remains very much alive and, as shall be seen in Chapter Two, can
be detected in the most recent studies of Sierra Leone’s conflict. Breakdown remains
valuable to understanding the relationship between atrocity and the removal of political,
social and psychological restraints on violence. As such it is a feature of most, if not all,
explanations of the war. However, by itself, breakdown is insufficient as an explanation, and
this is what differentiates New Barbarism from more comprehensive treatments of conflict.
New Barbarism itself has not entirely vanished from analysis and it remains deeply rooted in
media and NGO descriptions of war. Beyond Sierra Leone, reporting of conflict in such
places as the Democratic Republic of Congo, Cote d’Ivoire, the Central African Republic and
Somalia, continues to invoke the language and imagery of New Barbarism. As Baaz and
Stern note, reports often evidence an ‘infatuated focus on what are described as
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bizarre and uncivilised methods of warfare […] African wars appear in both the Western
media and global policy reports as primitive, anarchic and barbaric’ (Baaz & Stern, 2008: 58;
see also Broch-Due, 2005: 33). In post-conflict Sierra Leone, security has commonly been
linked to placating ex-combatants, ‘a volatile mass of men’ (ICG, 2001: 14), and the ‘evergrowing army of unemployed, socially alienated youth’ (ICG, 2008: i). This concern has often
been linked to fears that a supposed demographic ‘youth bulge’, high unemployment and
over-population of urban areas, will perpetuate social breakdown (UNOWA, 2005). Youths
continue to be seen in Kaplan’s terms, as ‘hordes’ and ‘loose molecules in a very unstable
social fluid’, liable to turn to criminality and banditry if their economic needs are not
urgently addressed (ICG, 2003; Malan et al., 2003; UNPC, 2008; UNSC, 2011). The implicit
argument appears to be that the devil makes work for idle hands, and that ex-combatant
hands in particular are accustomed to diabolical work.28
To give context to the following chapters, the following section briefly outlines some key
elements of the breakdown thesis which continue to pervade analysis of Sierra Leone’s
conflict atrocities.

2.3 Breakdown and the Sierra Leonean Civil War
At least four main elements of breakdown can be identified as having relevance to attempts
to explain atrocities in Sierra Leone’s civil war. These shall be referred to as social
breakdown, degenerative brutalisation, psychological breakdown, and military breakdown.29
After providing a brief summary of each, discussion will establish why, by themselves, these
incarnations of the breakdown approach cannot offer full or satisfactory accounts of
atrocity. This will provide the basis for an investigation of how various studies have
attempted to explain violence beyond simple breakdown.

28

See Mitton (2012) for an analysis of the links between New Barbarism and post-conflict conceptualisations
of security.
29
Kalyvas’ work on breakdown provides a useful basis for the following analysis of these various strands,
though his categorisation differs significantly (Kalyvas, 2006: 55-62).
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2.3.1 Social Breakdown

A pervasive view of civil wars is that they are perpetuated to some degree by social collapse,
which in itself leads to escalating extremes of violence. The notion of ‘social collapse’ is a
particularly broad idea which can include a wide range of factors related to the breakdown
of mechanisms of social control and regulation. In application to Sierra Leone, this theme
has most commonly referred to inter-generational fractures, the collapse of gerontocratic
hierarchies and familial relationships, and the breakdown of moral consensus promoted by
traditional social institutions and communities. This breakdown is typically viewed as
removing the costs and penalties, legally, socially and psychologically, that normal apply to
exercising violence. Within this anarchic climate of impunity, violence is seen to flourish. It
does so because ultimately, human nature is viewed as inherently violence-prone. Stathis
Kalyvas quotes the following from Thucydides:

With the ordinary conventions of civilized life thrown into confusion, human
nature, always ready to offend even when laws exist, [shows] itself proudly in its
true colours, as something incapable of controlling passion, insubordinate to the
idea of justice, the enemy to anything superior to itself (Thucydides, [1972]:
3:84, in Kalyvas, 2006: 57).

In analysis of Sierra Leone, much emphasis has been given to the importance to conflict of
the breakdown of inter-generational social bonds, particularly in rural areas where youths
became alienated from, and frustrated with, traditional ruling elites and patrimonial
practices (see for example Richards, 1996; Peters, 2011a). This breakdown was exacerbated
by conflict, and communities were increasingly unable to exercise social and moral
regulation of their younger members in areas affected by the war.

Two other aspects of social breakdown in Sierra Leone, often directly linked in analysis to
atrocities, relate to the RUF. First, the rebel group was seen to perpetuate the removal of
recruits’ social and moral bonds with their communities through a variety of means,
including forcing them to commit atrocities against home villages and towns. Within its own
enclaves, particularly after 1993 when the group became a more isolated bush-based
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movement, the RUF established a climate of impunity and an inverted moral code – what
David Keen has referred to as a ‘shame free zone’ (Keen, 2005; 75-77; see also Richards,
1999; 2006a; Peters, 2011a: 100). Second, the RUF has often been described as experiencing
its own form of social and moral collapse, brought about through a variety of factors
including the recruitment of less ideologically-committed members, the influence of abusive
Liberian NPFL fighters, military reversals at the hands of the CDF, collaboration with the
AFRC and the corrupting seductive power of diamonds and loot (see for example Peters,
2011a: Ch. 5). This argument is one that was frequently made by former RUF commanders
during interviews to explain extreme violence, as shall be seen in later chapters.

2.3.2 Degenerative Brutalisation

Another influential strand of the breakdown thesis, strongly related to that of social
collapse, is that civil wars lead to ‘cultures of violence’ in which combatants (and civilians)
are brutalised (Kalvyas, 2006: 55-58). In an environment of anarchic conflict and broken
social mechanisms of control, so the argument goes, a population is inevitably exposed to
violence. Regular exposure leads to desensitisation to violence to the extent that it comes to
be seen by many as an almost unremarkable, if not normative, aspect of social interaction.
This dynamic is perpetuated by cycles of revenge, whereby individuals retaliate against
violence with further violence, leading to its escalation. Violence no longer holds its negative
value, and so divorced from moral and social taboos, and combined with the escalating logic
of revenge, ever greater extremes and cruel forms of atrocity are committed.

Another aspect to the degenerative brutalisation approach holds that within the culture of
violence created by civil war, the most violent of individuals are most likely to rise to
positions of influence (Kalyvas, 2006: 57). Once in such positions, these individuals then
assert their particularly violent attitudes on to the course and nature of conflict. Essentially
then, civil war creates or promotes ‘psychopaths’, unleashing their violence on to the world
through the breakdown of conventional restraints on violent behaviour. This dynamic can
be seen in William Golding's novel The Lord of the Flies, in which a group of English children
are marooned on an island and must fend for themselves. The character of Roger remains a
quiet and minor personality within the children’s initial attempted democratic society, but
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emerges to power as a deeply malevolent figure under a later system built upon a promise
of hedonistic freedom from rules.30 Ultimately Roger is responsible for the brutal and
barbaric death of Piggy, a character whose natural inclinations are towards reason, common
sense and what might be termed civilised values. The brutalisation approach to
understanding atrocities, with its emphasis on the creation of a violence-inured society,
includes this notion of the most brutal actors rising to prominence and eliminating the
voices of civility.

In accounts of Sierra Leone’s civil war, the desensitisation of individuals and communities to
violence is a common theme. As combatants perpetrated or witnessed violence, they were
viewed as having become inured to it, thus facilitating extremes of cruel atrocity. All armed
factions have been understood as committing acts of violence as revenge, with the CDF, as a
response to the abuses perpetrated by the RUF and SLA, eventually itself becoming
responsible for its own array of gruesome atrocities (Gberie, 2005: 74, 150; Keen, 2005: 73,
102, 153, 210, 232). Civilians were reported to have often taken the opportunity to settle
personal grudges, manipulating various factions into executing or abusing those they
denounced as connivers and collaborators (Keen, 2005: 246). That the most violent rose to
the positions of influence, and thus had a violence-promoting influence on the conflict, is
also a common feature of accounts of the war. Throughout interviews, former combatants
noted that within rebel society, it was the most violent who gained promotion: ‘When you
are talking about any rebel commander you just have to be aggressive. You have to be
aggressive, dangerous and like to fight’ (RUF combatant C) (see also Peters, 2011a: 166).
Many ex-combatants, including former senior commanders, argued that the rebel
movement committed abuses due to the rise of violent and less ideologically inclined
leaders, the epitome being Commander Sam Bockarie, known by his war moniker as
‘Mosquito’. Mosquito took over command of the RUF in 1997 following the arrest of Foday
Sankoh. He was notoriously brutal and was implicated in the Special Court prosecution of

30

(Golding, 1954). Roger appears as the archetypal 'psychopath'. Golding's book is deeply symbolic and Roger
acts as a symbol for the sadistic element of human psychology. The use of Lord of the Flies demonstrates
how deeply certain elements of the breakdown thesis are embedded in Western culture. It further shows
that many breakdown arguments rely on literary allegories of human nature, which although intuitively
insightful in some regards, often rely on untested assumptions rather than empirical investigation. Within
the field of psychology, for example, the notion of the ‘psychopath’ is contested.
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Charles Taylor in planning the atrocity-laden attack on Freetown in January, 1999 (SCSL,
2012a).

2.3.3 Psychological Breakdown

Desensitisation, as a component of the degenerative brutalisation argument, involves the
idea that perpetrators of violence have suffered, to some extent, a form of psychological
collapse. They have been mentally traumatised or more simply, the psychological barriers
that restrain violence – such as a sense of individual moral responsibility – have been
removed. Perpetrators of atrocity are thus portrayed as acting not from rational
deliberation but from the very absence of mental control. They are at the whim of their
base emotions, paranoia and psychological delusions. Theirs is the violence of dark hearts
and crazed minds.

In Sierra Leone, a prominent theme in accounts of the conflict was the role of drugs in
facilitating the irrational violence of this mental breakdown.31 Combatants of the RUF were
described as committing atrocities whilst out of their minds on alcohol, cocaine, marijuana,
and other narcotics, and as being particularly indiscriminate and crazed in their violence as a
consequence (HRW, 1999: IV). Such explanations for violence came not only from victims
and witnesses, but from the perpetrators themselves.

2.3.4 Military Breakdown

A fourth incarnation of the breakdown thesis which has frequently been applied in
explanations of Sierra Leone’s violence centres on the collapse of military order and
discipline. Numerous factors behind such collapse may be found. For instance, combatants
may receive insufficient training, whether through lack of time or lack of professional
instruction. As it seeks to expand or sustain itself, an armed group may come to recruit
‘undesirable’ criminal elements, those with little ideological commitment or thrill-seekers.

31

According to Zimbardo, removal of individual self-awareness or identity (de-individuation) can lead to loss of
cognitive control over emotions and motivations, a process facilitated by consciousness-altering alcohol
and drugs (Zimbardo, 1970).
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Fighting forces may lose discipline because combatants pursue their own private interests.
These agendas invariably involve the spoils of war accessed through banditry, looting and
predation on a defenceless civilian population. They may also include the pursuit of
revenge. Military defeats may inflict damage on command and control structures, or isolate
parts of a fighting force from its central leadership that consequently pursue their own local
interests and agendas. Whatever the various contributing factors may be, this argument
commonly holds that a breakdown in military discipline and organisational control leads to a
climate of impunity and a lack of adherence to common strategic objectives. In this lawless
military anarchy, soldiers are freed to follow their own interests and to employ brutal
violence in doing so. For some, the power this violence affords becomes intoxicating. This
theme can be found in Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, another literary tome of breakdown:

[Kurtz] declared he would shoot me unless I gave him the ivory and then cleared
out of the country, because he could do so, and had a fancy for it, and there was
nothing on earth to prevent him killing whom he jolly well pleased (Conrad
1902/1996: 116).

The sheer extent of economic predation in Sierra Leone’s conflict led many analysts to view
its warring factions as motivated primarily, if not solely, by materialistic agendas (Smillie et.
al., 2000; Collier, 2000). War was an end in itself, and even the idea of there being ‘sides’
was called into question by the collusion of soldiers and rebels carrying out abuses against
civilians (Keen, 2005). A breakdown of military discipline in the SLA was seen as both
fuelling and resulting from these abuses. Military coups by the NPRC in 1992 and the AFRC
in 1997, following by the violent excesses of the West Side Boys, appeared to underline this
collapse. Many analysts have also noted that Sierra Leone’s armed groups came to rely on
poorly trained youths, many of whom harboured motives of revenge or were of a criminal
or ‘lumpen’ background (Abdullah, 2004; Keen, 2005: 109-110; 277). Despite strongly
objecting to the portrayal of their movement as a rag-tag band of criminals, many former
senior RUF commanders interviewed for this study saw rebel atrocities as resulting from the
corruption of military and ideological discipline through the ill-advised recruitment of
criminally disposed and apolitical youths. Similarly, Krijn Peters has argued that RUF violence
in the later stages of the conflict may be understood by its loss of military discipline and
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ideological commitment, and the manner in which it ‘became increasingly fractious,
perhaps even fatalistic, and eventually collapsed under internal power struggles and
corruption’ (Peters, 2011a: 142).

2.3.5 Limitations of the Breakdown Argument

The most obvious problem with the four strands of breakdown outlined is that they seek to
lay the causal mechanism of atrocities exclusively at the feet of what is removed or broken,
rather than what is introduced. This is a fundamental failure to capture the reality of civil
conflicts. To expose this flaw it is enough simply to ask: if restraints are removed, allowing
atrocities, why should this mean that violence inevitably follows? It would seem that the
underlying explanatory factor in these various breakdown arguments is a Hobbesian
conception of human nature, which dictates that given the opportunity, individual actors
will inevitably commit violence. To accept that social, moral or psychological breakdown
alone causes violence, it would be necessary to accept that individuals are inherently
violence prone. Yet when accounts invoke these arguments, the expansive philosophical
discussion required to justify such a stance is rarely made, but rather assumed.

Accounts of atrocities and extreme violence relying on breakdown contain inherent clues as
to the importance of not only what is taken away by civil wars, but also what is introduced.
For instance, why does a lack of military discipline lead combatants to conduct abuses and
pursue their own interests? If the answer lies in the lure of the spoils of war, then what we
are concerned with is not so much the removal of restraints but the imposition of rational
strategies of accumulation. Violence in this regard may thus be better understood in terms
of the useful functions it performs for war actors. Keen has observed that ‘Part of the
problem with much existing analysis is that conflict continues to be regarded as simply a
breakdown in a particular system rather than as the emergence of an alternative system’
(Keen, 2000: 22) As soon as conflict is understood as the imposition of other systems, so too
brutal violence be understood as stemming not from anarchy but from new social or moral
orders. Hence, where moral and social controls were seen to collapse in Sierra Leone, crucial
to atrocities that followed was the emergence of alternative forms of moral and social
control, particularly those of the rebel world. Where military indiscipline was linked to
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violence, the breakdown of established military order was linked to the creation of new
military orders and groups. Rather than evidencing total collapse, it is striking that the
abuses and loot-seeking behaviour of rebels and soldiers in Sierra Leone was often highly
coordinated and organised. In fact, had these groups been more militarily disciplined, it is
arguable that they would simply have been more efficient in their predation. Indeed,
Kalyvas notes that in many civil wars it has been precisely the most organised and
disciplined armed units that are responsible for the greatest atrocities (Kalyvas, 2006: 73).

In their approaches to understanding breakdown in Sierra Leone, Keen and Richards place
emphasis not so much on what is removed (deterrents and restrictions), but on what is
introduced (incentives and agendas). For Richards, rational political strategies, rather than
anarchic collapse, were central to shaping violence (Richards, 1996). In Keen’s analysis the
process of brutalisation is understood as having related to the active machination of conflict
actors rather than as some organic consequence of social collapse, (Keen, 2005: 75-81). This
may offer us a way to understand the perpetration of cruel and extreme forms of violence
that far exceeded the requirements of strategies, without recourse to a view of brutality as
an expression of inherently depraved human natures. For in Sierra Leone, morality did not
simply breakdown, it was intentionally reversed. Constraints on violence were counteracted
by encouragements and incentives for violence. Implicit in the many accounts of
brutalisation in Sierra Leone are the role of those instigating the process. Commanders were
instrumental in forcing abductees to witness or perform acts of atrocity with the aim of
desensitising them to violence and securing their loyalty to the rebel group (Zack-Williams,
2001: Maclure & Denov, 2010). In such cases, it was not that social and moral collapse
brought about atrocities but that atrocities were used to bring about social and moral
collapse. Accordingly, Chapter Six examines brutalisation as a ‘systematic’ process designed
to inure combatants to violence, intentionally instituted rather than merely symptomatic of
anarchy.

Another limitation of the breakdown explanations of atrocities, when applied to Sierra
Leone, is that they are often correlates rather than causes of violence (Kalyvas, 2006: 70).
Degenerative brutalisation and cycles of revenge are derived from initial acts of violence,
and in this respect they can only inform us of how violence may escalate in extremity.
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Where initial acts of war violence - what we may term ‘first-generation’ violence – are of an
extremely brutal nature, as was often the case in Sierra Leone, these breakdown theories
are thus unable to provide insight. When they are applied to first-generation violence, they
are undermined by circular logic.

Finally, the notion of psychological breakdown causing rather than simply shaping extreme
violence is difficult to support. For instance, despite the frequently implied relationship
between the effects of drugs and the irrational and indiscriminate nature of violence,
scientific evidence is far from conclusive.32 Psychopharmacological studies do note
interactions between cocaine use and areas of the brain associated with aggression, yet the
complexity of neural functioning and multiple variables means a direct causal relationship is
often suggested rather than demonstrated (Boles & Miotto, 2003). In fact, studies of druguse have consistently reported a distinct lack of evidence to support such a relationship
(Abram & Teplin, 1990: 265-266; Parker & Auerhahn, 1998). Conversely, withdrawal from
chronic opiate use may be more likely to lead to hostility and aggression in individuals (Reiss
et. al., 1994: 391; Gilligan, 2000a: 220). There is greater supporting empirical evidence for a
significant association between alcohol and violence, but this relationship is also
complicated by a range of individual and social variables and often reflects correlation
rather than causation, for which numerous important socio-economic factors appear
relevant (Reiss et al., 1994: 406; Boles & Miotto, 2003).

If arguments linking violence to the pharmacological effects of consumption of cocaine and
narcotics are dubious, how might we explain their violence-inducing properties as
frequently reported by combatants themselves? The answer may lie in the common finding
of many studies that ‘social context’ and ‘environment’ are key (Boles & Miotto, 2003: 157;
Parker & Auerhahn, 1998). The social environment of the RUF may have encouraged
violence through drug consumption in three interrelated ways. First, combatants may have
been more likely to act violently when taking drugs and alcohol through a process of
conditioning. Reiss and colleagues observe that the physical effects of alcohol on brain
32

When linking violence to drug-consumption, studies of conflict in the field of political science have rarely
engaged – if at all – with the scientific disciplines specialising in this relationship. This is an area which
underlines the need for greater interdisciplinary collaboration in conflict studies.
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mechanisms for aggression are modulated by ‘learned behaviour’ (Reiss et al., 1994: 407).
Boles and Miotto note that ‘The use of alcohol and drugs are consistently mentioned as
occurring prior or during the commission of many violent events, leading to a temporal
association between the two’ (Boles & Miotto, 2003: 157). In the RUF, the routine
dispensation of drugs to combatants prior to acts of violence may likewise have established
an association in rebel minds between the two, leading to conditioned behaviour. Where
stimulants such as cocaine were taken prior to or during perpetration of atrocities, a
powerful association may also have been created between violence and sensations of
euphoria, which may have even been addictive (see Taylor, 2006: 240).

Second, the belief that drugs and alcohol made combatants commit crazed violence may
have been in some senses self-fulfilling. Psychiatrist James Gilligan has argued that ‘When
an individual or a culture expects alcohol use to be followed by violence, it often is’ (Gilligan,
2000a: 219). Gelles and Cavanaugh similarly reject the notion that drugs and alcohol
physically act to disinhibit behaviour. Noting the variation in behavioural responses to
alcohol across cultures, they assert that individuals behave in ways that accord with their
society’s beliefs about drugs and alcohol (Gelles & Cavanaugh, 2005: 177). In societies in
which drugs and alcohol are popularly held to unleash violent tendencies, individuals
consuming them are thus more likely to act violently. The RUF can be seen as such a society.

Third, the belief in a causal relationship between drugs and extreme violence may have
served to justify combatants taking a ‘“time out” from the normal rules of behaviour’ – the
‘normal rules’ in this context being the moral codes of civilian society (Gelles & Cavanaugh,
2005: 177). Once violence had been committed, perpetrators could view themselves as
exempt from personal or moral culpability for their actions; a logic of ‘abdicated
responsibility’ (Gelles & Cavanaugh, 2005: 177-178; Shepler, 2005).

Far from resulting in the unleashing of innate tendencies towards violence, use of drugs in
Sierra Leone appears to have facilitated violence shaped by the imposed social dynamics of
the rebel world. Explicit in many accounts of drug-consumption by RUF combatants are the
various useful functions it served. For rebel commanders, drugging new recruits facilitated
their desensitisation to violence, making them more amenable to training and following
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orders to kill (Maclure & Denov, 2006: 127). Combatants themselves took drugs before
attacks to build courage, and as Keen notes, to soothe their consciences in the aftermath
(Keen, 2005: 76). These rational intentions behind drug-use, rather than simply the
psychological breakdown it supposedly facilitated, are therefore crucial to understanding
drug-fuelled violence.

2.4 Conclusion
The enduring presence of New Barbarism and breakdown explanations of violence in
accounts of Sierra Leone’s civil war can be traced to two at least two factors. First, they are
adept at vividly capturing the extreme and brutal nature of conflict violence, an aspect often
lost in dry academic analysis. Second, the breakdown of social and moral systems often did
play an important role in facilitating atrocities when combined with various other factors.
Nevertheless, as a causal explanation for violence by itself, breakdown remains deeply
inadequate.

Viewing war purely as social or political collapse can be seen as a fundamental error (Keen,
1997). Viewing violence as resulting solely from this collapse even more so. At the heart of
such a view is often an assumption of a fundamentally violence-prone human nature. All
that is required to unleash violence is the removal of restraints on behaviour. Without this
assumption, we are left with a question of what other factors and mechanisms led
combatants in Sierra Leone to perpetrate extreme and cruel forms of violence. Rather than
anarchy and the removal of restraints, we need to understand what was introduced to
shape behaviour. Explanations of Sierra Leone’s civil wars that investigate the functions of
violence and the influence of strategy provide one such approach. It is to these strands of
analysis we now turn.
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3.
Order: Violence as Rational
All human behaviour is scheduled and programmed through rationality. There is a
logic of institutions and in behaviour and in political relations. In even the most
violent ones there is a rationality. What is most dangerous in violence is its
rationality. Of course violence itself is terrible. But the deepest root of violence and
its permanence come out of the form of the rationality we use.
(Michel Foucault33)

3.1 Introduction
If many of the initial explanations of Sierra Leone’s conflict focussed upon the conception of
conflict as a collapse and violence as irrational, a second major strand of analysis – and one
which was in large part framed as a direct response to New Barbarism – came from the
opposite end of the spectrum. These treatments of the war looked to the importance of
rational strategies and individual cost-benefit calculations in causing, shaping and
perpetuating conflict. In political science they have become the dominant explanation of
Sierra Leone’s civil war, perhaps in part a reflection of a growing trend of rational choice
theory informing many disciplines in the 1990s (Green & Shapiro, 1994; Lohmann, 1995:
127; Boorah, 2003; Scott, 2000), as well as the increasing focus of economists on subSaharan Africa’s so-called resource wars.

This chapter examines rationalistic explanations of Sierra Leone’s civil war for two main
reasons. First, as stated, they represent a major branch of analysis of the conflict and the
rational actor framework pervades conceptualisations of violence across many academic
disciplines. Second, they provide an alternative avenue for addressing atrocities that may
explain violence not in terms of those restraints which are removed, but in terms of those
strategies and incentives that are introduced. What follows is an assessment of the capacity
of these approaches to provide an account of extreme violence in the Sierra Leonean civil
33

Quoted in Lotringer ed. (1996: 299).
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war, and in particular, the extent to which they provide insight into the most seemingly
‘mindless’ and irrational acts of atrocity. The chapter is divided into two main sections; first,
those explanations for atrocities that stress their socio-political logic, and second, those
which emphasise an economic logic.34

3.2 The Political Logic
The following section begins with an analysis of anthropologist Paul Richards’ interpretation
of atrocities and violence in the Sierra Leonean civil war, one of the first and most influential
examinations of the conflict and a stated effort to counteract the dominance of New
Barbarism. After outlining a number of challenges in this approach, discussion moves to
consider the utility of what I refer to as the ‘Derailment Argument’; an attempt to account
for acts of non-strategic RUF violence through an understanding of the impact of military
reversals and a breakdown in discipline and ideological coherence. Particular focus is given
to the work of Krijn Peters, who has provided one of the most recent and detailed
incarnations of this argument.

3.2.1 The Political Argument: Atrocities as Political Strategy

In 1996, in what would turn out to be the middle of the civil war, Paul Richards published
Fighting for the Rainforest: War Youth and Resources in Sierra Leone, intended as ‘a warning
to those modelling global futures not to disregard complexity of historical and sociological
detail when thinking about post-Cold War conflict’ (Richards, 1996: xi). The need for this
warning related to the arguments of those such as Robert Kaplan, whose analysis Richards
described as ‘Malthus-with-guns’ and ‘New Barbarism’ (Richards, 1996: xiv). Richards
provided detailed ethnographic research to present a historical and social context missing in
New Barbarism, teasing out the clear political and economic factors that were critical to
understanding grievances among young Sierra Leoneans. Prior to 1991, Richards argued,
34

It is important to state at the outset that this chapter is not a debate of the relative merits of these
approaches, often referred to as ‘greed’ and ‘grievance’, as overall explanations for the conflict. Although, as
shall become clear, these macro-explanations for the war frequently inform (or misinform) analysis of
violence, the focus remains on their utility in regard to accounting for acts of atrocity.
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Sierra Leone had experienced a steady decline in traditional systems of patrimonial rule,
whereby the traditional patron-client relationship between leaders and supporters faltered
(Richards, 1996: Ch.2; see also Reno, 1995). Under the kleptocratic one-party state of the
APC, and amidst global economic recession in the late 1980s and early 1990s, patrons who
had once provided jobs, paid for education and assisted the social mobility of supporters,
were increasingly unable or unwilling to deliver these benefits (Richards, 1996: 37). Rural
youth in particular became marginalised from patronage networks that served an ever
shrinking cabal, a problem which was exacerbated as traditional chiefs, elders and rulings
elites began to monopolise resources. The socio-economic marginalisation of youth,
combined with their resentment of community ‘Big Men’ who had denied them access to
land, education, and even marriage, created, in the words of Krijn Peters ‘a large reservoir
to be tapped by those who wanted to cause mayhem and overthrow the government’
(Peters, 2011a: 9).

Noting the growth of pro-reform and pan-Africanist student movements in the 1970s and
1980s, Richards identified early founders of the RUF as ‘excluded intellectuals’, strongly
emphasising the presence of ideologues in the group and its stated political aim to remove
APC President Joseph Momoh from power, address corruption and more fairly redistribute
state resources (Richards, 1996: 53-55). These aims, Richards argued, resonated with rural
youths eking out a day-to-day living on the fringes (socially and geographically) of society,
who saw the RUF as an opportunity to seek redress for perceived injustices, achieve respect
and improve their situation. Though these agendas may ultimately have been eclipsed or
relegated as priorities by military reversals and failure to court popular support, they
remained, Richards argued, a fundamental driving force behind the RUF’s rebellion.

Richards’ explanation of the Sierra Leonean conflict as stemming from socio-political
grievances incorporated an understanding of acts of extreme violence as relating to
strategies serving political aims. Contrary to New Barbarism explanations of violence as
anarchic and irrational, the early RUF targeting of those associated with the APC regime, for
example, could clearly be understood in the light of rational strategy. Those targeted
included not only chiefs and political figures, but also soldiers, policemen, businessmen,
teachers, and relatives and friends of individuals suspected as sympathisers (Peters, 2011a:
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150). Interviews with informants certainly confirmed that in the first encounters between
villages and rebel fighters, those individuals perceived as being sympathetic to the APC, or
as having some connection to the military enemy, had most to fear:

When they attacked they were beating people up and down the place, killing and
fighting …They came and asked ‘Who is called [name] here?’ That is the name of
my father. I saw my father was afraid but he came out of the house and said ‘Yes
it’s me.’ A neighbour had taken the rebels to our place and told them that my
father was a conspirator, that he was helping the soldiers who were coming to
Kono, that he was giving them a place to stay. My father had a relative who was a
soldier. He was my uncle… So the rebels were very angry. They beat my father very
badly. My mother and everybody was just crying. People were standing around.
The rebels were just beating him. … My father was not the only one. I was there
when they were beating them. A lot of the rebels said that ‘This is just a lesson for
you people for helping soldiers.’ (RUF combatant C)

Another form of atrocity that appeared most clearly linked to the rational political strategy
of the RUF came in the form of amputations and mutilations designed to send political
messages to the civilian population. A notorious practice was the RUF amputation of
civilians’ fingers in a mocking response to the thumbs-up ‘One Love’ slogan of the NPRC
regime (Peters, 2011a: 154) In the run-up to 1996 elections, strongly opposed by both the
RUF and members of the SLA, amputations of limbs were again systematically perpetrated
(Richards, 1996:6; Keen, 2005: 154; Amnesty, 1996: 16-18). Amnesty International reported
‘a deliberate strategy’ by rebels and soldiers in which ‘men, women and children had their
fingers, hands and arms cut off with machetes,’ whilst some ‘had slogans denouncing the
elections cut into their backs and chests’ (Amnesty, 1996: 13).

If these instances of atrocity appear to neatly fit an explanation of violence as serving
rational political ends, they nevertheless represented only a limited number of acts in a
conflict marked by violence that seemed to suggest the opposite. Incidents of torture,
mutilation, rape and abuse against civilians that were not connected to an attempt to purge
military and APC-associated members, or indeed related to elections and sending political
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messages, undoubtedly formed the majority of atrocities in the conflict. It was these very
acts that contributed most to perceptions of the war as chaotic and anarchic, and convinced
many commentators that any initial ideological aspects to the RUF invasion were quickly
subsumed by an array of criminal and economic motives. Countering New Barbarism, and
those accounts of the conflict as an essentially materialistic grab for resources by armed
bandits, therefore required offering explanation for those very acts that appeared to have
little connection with political aims. Richards’ primary approach in this regard was to argue
that ‘the war in Sierra Leone is a terror war, and involves horrifying acts of brutality against
defenceless civilians’ (Richards, 1996: xvi). The logic of terror tactics made sense of
otherwise senseless violence: ‘Once a decision to resort to violence had been taken, hand
cutting, throat slitting, and other acts of terror became rational ways of achieving intended
strategic outcomes’ (Richards, 1996: xx). This unsophisticated and more intimate method of
killing through use of knives and machetes, Richards argued, could not be taken as evidence
that the killing itself was somehow more irrational than that of ‘expensive wars in which
civilians are maimed or destroyed with sophisticated laser-guided weapons’ (Richards, 1996:
xx). Nor could it be taken as evidence that such violence was somehow more extreme: ‘It
makes no sense to call one kind of war ‘barbaric’ when all that is meant is that it is cheap’
(Richards, 1996: xx).

Under the political argument, atrocities as a means to spread terror served a useful function
in several ways. First, in the initial stages of the conflict, they enabled the group to quickly
establish control of territory, ensuring submission and acquiescence from the civilian
population, if not support. In instances where invading RUF forces gathered villagers to
explain their ideology, a climate of fear prevailed. As the RUF became an occupying force,
the threat of violence was used to control the movement of civilians, to deter resistance and
to ensure complete compliance. A former fighter from the eastern border village of Bomaru,
where the RUF first invaded in 1991, recalled:

We were forbidden to talk in groups. Anyone talking in groups would be shot at.
We were indoors. If you were outside, even if you were just walking, they might
shoot you. Some people walking outside, some people talking in groups, were shot.
(RUF combatant D)
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Second, the climate of fear produced by atrocities, particularly during initial attacks on
villages, facilitated the recruitment of fighters to the RUF. That the RUF relied heavily on
forced support and conscription from the very beginning of the war was a fact strongly
communicated through interviews with former fighters, supporting findings of other studies
(for example, see Maclure & Denov, 2006; Humphreys & Weinstein, 2004). That fear was an
important element in this process is borne out by the testimony of those victim and witness
to it. The same former fighter from Bomaru recalled the return of the RUF to the village in
1991, after previous attacks:

This time some Sierra Leoneans, the gallant ones, joined the rebels. Some went
voluntarily, but most of them were forced. We [Sierra Leoneans] knew the network
in the bush.

Whether you like it or not, when someone has a weapon and says ‘I’m coming to
fight for you, I’m coming to overthrow the government’, you applaud. So people
were clapping, saying this is a good thing. Nobody was clapping in their heart. Some
people were clapping and crying. (RUF combatant D)

A third way in which atrocities were useful as a means of terror, according to the political
strategy argument, was to secure the on-going cooperation of civilians, or at the very least,
to deter and punish pro-government behaviour judged to be detrimental to the rebel
group’s military operation. Richards cites an example of the chopping off of women’s hands
in villages in Bo and Moyamba in 1995 to illustrate his point. Asking ‘What clearer instance
could there be of a reversion to primitive barbarity?’, he then answers that the acts were in
fact intended to prevent the villagers from carrying out the harvest, a process which was
encouraging desertion of hungry RUF recruits (Richards, 1996: xx). In the earliest phase of
the war, Amnesty reported: ‘Villagers who refused to provide food or other assistance, or
who tried to escape, were killed’ (Amnesty, 1992: 11).

Towards 1995 and 1996, the CDF began to inflict military reversals on the RUF, becoming a
realistic threat to the movement’s continued existence. This, Richards noted, resulted in an
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increase in atrocities committed by the RUF as a means to deter popular support for the
militia, and to punish those seen as in collusion with the enemy (Richards, 1999: 440). 35 If
the CDF served to provoke atrocities as a deterrent, however, they also led to a
development which in Richards’ later writing appears to form the central basis for his
explanation of atrocities that appeared particularly irrational; the enclave and sect-like
nature of the RUF. Richards argued that from late 1993, the RUF abandoned its traditional
insurgent tactics and resorted to forest-based warfare (Richards, 1999: 436). The group then
began to behave more like a sect than an insurgency, and sought to establish its own
alternative egalitarian system of rule as a response to the corrupt patrimonial and
hierarchical structures of civilian society. Fighters were able, Richards argues, to achieve
positions of responsibility based not on birth-right or age, but on merit, or as part of an
equitable distribution of resources that did not favour individuals due to background or
ethnicity. Employing the work of anthropologist Mary Douglas, Richards argued that the RUF
followed the enclave organisational structure under which ‘All members – by circumstances
or election – are socially equivalent. Property is held in common. Burdens are shared, the
leader – first among equals – is powerless to rule except through exhortation and example.
Ranks, magic and pictures of divinity are frowned upon’ (Richards, 1999: 434-435). Military
reversals at the hands of the CDF served to reinforce the physical and social isolation of the
RUF, compounding its enclave nature. Both as a means to deter desertion and as part of its
institutional rejection of patrimonialism, Richards argued that the RUF ideology of the sect
propagated the view of the world beyond the enclave as a ‘dead zone’ and ‘wasteland’.

Richards described what followed from this transformation of the RUF as ‘new political
violence.’ Although Richards noted that ‘enclave paranoia about apostasy and ‘desertion’
and the threat of ‘penetration’ and ‘pollution’ from the world without’ may have fed ‘witchhunts’ and ‘apocalyptic self-immolations’, he interpreted resulting violence as
fundamentally political (Richards, 1999: 435). The new RUF ‘bizarre patterns of violence’
could be understood as ‘a response, shaped by sectarian values, to a revival of patrimonial
social forces ranged against it’ (Richards, 1999: 437). These forces were epitomised by their
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Peters likewise makes this argument, citing an RUF fighter who states: ‘If a specific area caused a threat to
the RUF area or a base, the commander can decide to make the area ‘fearful’ by amputating some people.
It is a strategy and it started around ‘95/’96’ (Peters, 2011: 149).
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main targets, the Kamajors, who ‘represent the revival of local patrimonial power,
untrammelled by state interference’ (Richards, 1999: 440). Following the argument of Mary
Douglas that enclaves often include rejections of magic in their doctrine, Richards argued
that RUF mutilations could be viewed as ‘an extreme ‘rationalist’ response to the
patrimonial magic of the Kamajo’ (Richards, 1999: 440). Richards stated: ‘If you attack us
with ‘magic’, the RUF/SL seems to say, see here, we will respond, but with the antidote to
magic – crude use of a violence that disables socially as well as physically’ (Richards, 1999:
440). Again following Mary Douglas’ work on enclaves, Richards argued that the RUF use of
lotteries in performing violence, when victims were forced to draw lots on who would live
and die, were an ‘incarnation of the egalitarian spirit of an enforced enclave’ (Richards,
1999: 442). They were a lottery ‘projected outwards, forced upon villagers who were earlier
unwilling to accommodate the RUF’s egalitarian message’ (Richards, 1999: 442). Ultimately
then, the RUF’s ‘new political violence’ was not the outworking of simple hatred, revenge
motives or even terror tactics, but ‘a crude and despairing attempt to enforce a sectarian
‘rationalist’ control over hostile populations increasingly enamoured with the revived
patrimonial authority of the rural chiefs’ (Richards, 1999: 441).

Finally, another explanation for the use of atrocities as political strategy, and one which
proves particularly valuable in highlighting the discursive role often played by violence,
relates to the manner in which violence and terror became a powerful communicative tool.
Richards stated: ‘Burning of houses and cutting off of villagers’ hands and fingers inscribe on
the landscape and in the bodies of village people, a set of political messages rather more
firmly than if they had been spoken over the radio’ (Richards, 1996: 6).36 These political
messages were not necessarily related to formal political aims (such as deterring elections),
but could more simply be stated rejections of traditional authority and rebellion against
established civil and social order. More fundamentally, according to Richards, the exaction
of particularly brutal violence could be understood as a dramaturgical expression of deep
seated anger and ex-combatants’ determination to assert their own existence and
significance on Sierra Leonean society, and indeed the wider world. It expressed their
destructive rejection of, and revenge against, a corrupt society from which they had been
36

Peters similar states that ‘Mutiliating living individuals sent a signal to warn an entire society’ (Peters, 2011:
149)
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alienated and marginalised: ‘Their violence trashes a rotten set, flapping in the breeze, of a
film epic in which they no longer believe’ (Richards, 1996: 60).

3.2.2 Limitations of the Political Argument

The explanation of the RUF as an inherently politically-motivated movement attracted fierce
criticism from a number of Sierra Leonean academics who accused Richards of overemphasising the excluded intellectual constituency of the RUF and its ideological intent
(Bangura, 1997; Abdullah, 1998; Abdullah et al., 1997). Richards was also criticised for
reading grievance and political motives behind brutal violence by those who felt this in
some sense added justification to atrocities, whilst others argued that Richards' use of the
very idea of 'rational violence' betrayed conceptual incoherence and a failure to appreciate
the truly barbaric nature of much of the conflict (Mkandawire, 2002: 185-186; Bangura,
2004: 18; Gberie, 2005: Ch.6). Some of this criticism appears to have been based upon a
misinterpretation of Richards' argument, which rather than attempting to justify the RUF’s
violence, sought to place it within the very real context of social decline and inequity in
Sierra Leone, and by doing so, rebuff more demeaning explanations which saw violence as
inevitable and inherently African. Furthermore, Richards' analysis was invaluable in its
examination of the dramaturgy of violence, helping to show how violence could in itself be a
communicative tool for the disenfranchised, with even seemingly self-defeating violence
serving a political or discursive function. Nevertheless, it appears that by seeking to address
the understatement of political aspects to RUF violence in much analysis, Richards
frequently overstated them. This led to a misleading impression that all RUF violence was
essentially an outworking of political strategy. From the outset, however, motives unrelated
to ideology were clearly at play:

In Sumbaya, villagers gathered voluntarily in the village barri [village meeting place]
to lend an ear to the rebel’s plea for democracy; it turned out that the village was
being looted behind their backs even as the high ideals were being espoused …
Even in [rebel] occupied areas, the rebels stole food, domestic animals and
household items at will. (Atkinson et al., 1991:5, cited in Keen, 2005: 41)
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This apparent duplicity from RUF combatants would become a familiar pattern during the
war, and lead many analysts to conclude that economic agendas, rather than political
grievances, were the true driving force behind violence (See Gberie, 2005, for example).
These arguments are considered in the latter part of this chapter.

There is also difficulty in explaining many abuses as calculated attempts to establish a
climate of terror to facilitate control and conscription of the population. For instance, what
sense can it make to continue to carry out acts of rape and torture against civilians who are
already deeply terrified, submissive, and have witnessed or been victim to numerous
atrocities? In cases where suffering appeared to be an end, and not a means, rational
strategies of terror are hard to discern. Lansana Gberie reports an incident in 1999 when
rebels had heard that an aid agency was sewing up severed hands (Gberie, 2005: 128). They
had then decided to always collect the chopped hands in a bag and take them away, so that
victims of their amputations could not have their hands reattached. Gberie comments:
‘Cruelty cannot explain this: this was not rational violence. Victims begging to be killed were
ignored: the rebels were simply interested in chopping off hands’ (Gberie, 2005: 128).
Certainly cruelty does not explain such violence, it merely describes it. In order to
understand why combatants sought to inflict particularly cruel suffering upon their victims,
we must surely examine what processes had shaped and affected their psychology and
emotions. There is little space for such consideration in the rational-actor framework.

In many cases of atrocity it is difficult to believe that combatants were consistently acting
from a consideration of rational strategic objectives, rather from impulsive desires shaped
by their routine conflict behaviour. This points towards a general conceptual problem in
many rational arguments, including those economic incarnations discussed in due course, of
terror becoming a catch-all explanation for atrocities. Those acts of violence that appear
entirely unrelated to political aims, can yet be explained as contributing to an overall
climate of terror designed to further political ends. In this way, every act of violence that
had the effect of terrorising can be interpreted through a rational actor framework.
Ultimately, however, all atrocities are acts of terror, yet not all are necessarily instituted for
this purpose. Even where military strategy was served in acts of violence against kamajors
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and their sympathisers, for example, anger, hatred and a desire to punish appear far more
important in shaping atrocities:

We didn’t recruit kamajors, we killed them. We were always excited whenever
there is a captured kamajor, we are always excited to kill, to revenge. Because the
kamajors were the ones who attacked our camps. (RUF junior commander B)

Sometimes we took petrol, we tied them [civilians] up, because we wanted to be
wicked people. We put it on them, scratched matches, burned them down. They
would beg ‘Please don’t kill me!’ That made us angry, because we don’t want to
hear that voice. We just think that they are the ones supporting the kamajors and
the ECOMOGs to kill more rebels. We punished them. (RUF combatant G)37

In one attack on a village in 1995, a former combatant describes how violence against
suspected kamajor-sympathisers was shaped by a desire to punish:

We shot ten civilians – we shot them in the leg or feet and left them there. If we
shot them in the torso, or on the lower leg, they would be able to move away from
there. But when we shoot them in the upper leg, they can’t move. They can’t walk.
We didn’t kill them, because we wanted to punish them. We wanted them to
suffer. (RUF junior commander A)

The extremity of violence in such incidents suggests that emotional and psychological
factors were equally important, if not more so, in motivating the action and shaping its
particularly cruelty. Indeed, as Peters notes, the RUF reaction to the growth of the CDF
constituted a ‘collapse into social hysteria’, with the group increasingly acting out of
paranoia, fear, and loathing for the CDF, rather than from calm and calculated political
considerations (Peters, 2011a: 155). Furthermore, military reversals and the rise of the CDF
had the effect of making civilians the enemy in the RUF’s eyes; under such circumstances,
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That pleas for mercy would provoke anger from perpetrators is a common theme of the war’s violence, and
one which in later chapters, I shall address in terms of sensitivity to shaming and the moral psychology of
dehumanisation and disgust.
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anger over the betrayal of civilians, rather than a calculated attempt to deter them from
supporting the CDF, appears central to much of the violence. In this regard, Richards’
examination of the transformation of the RUF into an enclave sectarian movement might
seem to hold promise in explaining how fighters’ attitudes towards civilians and kamajors as
‘other’ shaped atrocities. Richards’ observation that the enclave mentality of the RUF fed
paranoia about ‘the threat of ‘penetration’ and ‘pollution’ from the world without’, for
example, is extremely important (Richards, 1999: 435). It suggests that the enclave nature of
the RUF may have encouraged atrocities shaped by the logic of the emotion of disgust, with
fighters and the RUF as a whole attempting to inoculate themselves against civilian and CDF
infection. Yet Richards instead maintains a strong emphasis on political motivations for
violence, using a framework based on the work of Mary Douglas, and this interpretation
becomes extremely difficult to justify. For instance, understanding the RUF as an egalitarian
movement with members ‘socially equivalent’, hierarchical structures rejected and property
‘held in common’, is directly contradicted by fieldwork findings. In fact, interviews with
former combatants conveyed that the RUF was an extremely stratified and hierarchical
organisation; positions of command were highly sought after symbols of status and power,
and the unquestioned authority of commanders was paramount:

We were always fighting so that the commander should not die at the front, so the
commander is always protected. The commander would pass the order, then
whatever the senior commanders said, I would do it. I was involved in most of
these killings, because the order was from the senior commander. If we disobeyed
the senior commander, it would get reported to him and then I would be in serious
trouble. (RUF junior commander A)38

38

This testimony clearly betrays an attempt to avoid responsibility for violence through the ‘I was lonely
following orders’ plea. As an explanation for violence it is therefore unreliable; however the focus here is
not motives or agency, but simply the importance and privilege of command positions in the RUF.
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Former fighters often relayed that receiving promotions, and the apparent favour of their
commanders, was a risky business. One fighter explained his decision to initially turn down a
promotion to commander:

I was a new man. If I took that position, maybe the others would have been jealous
and killed me. Maybe when we go to the front then my companion will shoot me
then and say I was shot by a kamajor. (RUF junior commander B)

In another account, a former fighter drew attention to the inherent favouritism in
distribution of captives and the privilege of command:

Sometimes during an attack, when we captured the civilians we would chose the
ones we wanted. Commander Pass or Die could take any woman he wanted, from
all of the women. Because he liked me he never took women from me. Sometimes
we assembled all the women, then we would choose one and take her. Because I
had young blood, I could rape many. (RUF junior commander A)

In a further demonstration of the lack of egalitarianism in the RUF, a former RUF combatant
and ethnic Mende explained his decision to move to Liberia following a peace deal in 1999
as relating to Foday Sankoh’s favouritism towards his fellow Temnes:

When we came to Freetown, Popay Sankoh recruited new bodyguards. It was
tribalism. They were stronger than us, in the body, so what could we do? So that is
why I went to Liberia for one year. I didn’t go to Liberia with a commander, I went
by myself and with five others. We were not angry because of the peace, we were
angry because Sankoh did not call us to be his bodyguards. He recruited new
people to be bodyguards – they were new recruits. (RUF combatant E)

Far from being a sign of egalitarianism and the rejection of patrimonialism, the use of loot,
female captives and promotions in the RUF actually underlined that much of its organisation
was based on patron-client relationships, with ‘Popay’ Sankoh the ultimate patrimonial ‘big
man.’ When we come to understand violence against the CDF and civilians then, it is
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extremely counter-intuitive to frame it as an expression of egalitarian principles and a
rejection of patrimonialism. For example, Richards’ argument that the use of lotteries in
atrocities was demonstration of a rejection of higher authorities, and the equality of
collective decision-making-through lots, is a reading that seems to avoid more obvious
explanations. Consider the following example:

We committed atrocities in retaliation. If at any time we went to attack some place
and we suffered heavy casualties and retreated, our next attack we had it in our
mind that if we are successful, we will take revenge, just as my name meant 39. In
revenge we would normally have raffles – we could do different things with them.
Sometimes busting the eyes, cut the hands, cut the feet, amputations, burning.

The cutting was divided – either the legs or the arms. We would make a raffle. If
you are going to be punished we would ask you to choose one. On a piece of paper.
If we don’t know how to write we sometimes draw pictures. A picture of the foot,
the hand or the eye. So if you select any one of those pictures, we will tell you that
this is the punishment we are going to inflict on you. This would be captured
soldiers, but sometimes we did atrocities to civilians. … In the camp sometimes we
do the same thing, just like in the villages when we were very angry with the
civilians. Sometimes most of the captured civilians or kamajors, when they have
been brought to the camp – after suffering heavy casualties – we make them take
the raffle. So whatever you take will be the punishment inflicted on you. (RUF
junior commander B)

Rather than viewing such lotteries as evidence of the egalitarian nature of the RUF’s
enclave, and thus ascribing a political logic to the atrocities, other explanations can be
found. First, they can be understood as clear acts of revenge, with cruelty fed by anger over
civilian betrayal, which in itself strongly suggests the importance of examining fighters’
feelings of humiliation and the emotion of shame. As a punishment, lotteries maximised
cruelty and the traumatisation and humiliation of victims. Where these punishments took
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The combatant was given a Mende nom de guerre meaning revenge.
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place in RUF camps away from villages and civilian audiences, as described above, these acts
are also poorly understood as a strategy of terror. Second, lotteries made victims complicit
in their own suffering, at least to perpetrator’s minds, reinforcing their assertion that
civilians had brought these acts of violence upon themselves. This forced complicity may
also have served a moral role for perpetrators, as if by taking part in determining the nature
of the atrocity, civilians in some sense consented to and validated them. At the very least,
fate or chance could be held responsible for the particular form of mutilation enacted.
These potential answers, explored in subsequent chapters on the role of humiliation,
shame, dehumanisation, and disgust, arguably provide a more intuitive explanation for
many of the cruel forms of atrocity than rational political strategies.

If there are problems in Richards’ portrayal of the RUF sect as embodying egalitarian
principles, then there are similar problems in the notion that it also embodied a ‘rejection of
magic’. Certainly there are many instances in which RUF combatants tested kamajors’ ability
to become invisible and bullet-proof. The following appears typical:

We had heard the story that the kamajors were bullet proof. So we tested with one
shot, in front of everybody. This one guy we called Bobby, he used the one shot and
the kamajor died. (RUF Junior Commander B)

However, such demonstrations were often an attempt to dispel the fear of the rank-and-file
of powerful kamajor magic, which in itself served the CDF as a useful terror-tactic. In other
instances, rather than seeing violence as ‘the antidote to magic’ as Richards argues
(Richards, 1999: 440), RUF commanders and their fighters used the rules of magic to defeat
it:

They [kamajors] can fly, some of them disappeared. But as for us we have one man,
Commander Sheku, who told us that even when we want to shoot somebody, a
kamajor, you have to hold the mud of the ground, you urinate on it, you take the
sand from the gun, you put it on it, you shoot him, it will kill him. (RUF combatant
D)
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In many other instances, rather than magic being ‘frowned upon’ or rejected, as Richards
suggests, RUF fighters actively relied upon the use of charms, amulets, and magic. A former
SBU40 fighter recounted how his commander took him to receive ‘native medicine’:

One day, [Commander] Rambo said ‘Blood, you are my small soldier, my boy. You
know what? I need us to take this medicine.’ It is like a spiritual something, fetish
business. It’s always done by the native doctor. You go, he gives you this native
medicine, put it on you. Gives you something to tie by your neck, saying that if ever
you come across firing and you were hit by a bullet, nothing will happen with you.
(RUF combatant C)

Some RUF commanders, such as the notorious Sam Bockarie (known as Mosquito), were
widely said among RUF ranks to possess special magical powers. Regardless of whether or
not these rumours were propagated by Bockarie himself, they underline that the RUF’s
violence is poorly understood as a rejection of ‘patrimonial magic’. Just as the RUF was itself
a patrimonial society, it was also one in which magic and ritual played a frequent role.

Ultimately, Richards’ argument concerning the secular sectarian nature of the RUF is deeply
unconvincing in its stress of political dynamics. The model of the enclave, based upon Mary
Douglas’ work, in which ‘Ranks, magic and pictures of divinity are frowned upon’, appears
particularly unsuited to the RUF. Richards rightly and astutely identified the importance of
enclave attitudes and social dynamics, but as Gberie notes, ‘clearly missed the point’ in
describing resulting atrocities as political. For Gberie, the RUF’s tendency to see everyone
outside of its own world as ‘an enemy meriting brutal death’ was ‘more of an expression of
desperation than of political calculation’ (Gberie, 2005: 136). In later chapters, I will also
argue that this tendency can be understood in relation to processes such as dehumanisation
and polarisation, and as resulting in violence shaped not only by despair, but by disgust.

If the rational actor approach fails to adequately account for the role of emotions in
violence, it almost entirely fails to engage with or describe many other acts of atrocity that

40

SBU stood for Small Boys Unit, and child soldiers were often referred to as SBUs.
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betray a more dispassionate and callous character. Rather than shaped by rage or hatred,
such actions were often instead marked by enjoyment and the humiliation and mocking of
the victims, or seemingly bizarre demands that witnesses should laugh and applaud. In the
following incident political strategy or grievances are poor explanation for such violence:

They send the children into the fire – two or three years old, girls and boys. They
see belly woman [a pregnant woman] who have baby. They want say is it boy child,
or is it a girl child? They cut open. They make everybody for clap and laugh. I don't
know why they do that for. (cited in Keen, 2005: 228)

The atrocities committed by child soldiers in particular are poorly understood through
recourse to rational strategies. For those who effectively grew up within the confines of the
RUF world, it makes little sense to talk of their motives as relating to pre-war political
marginalisation, nor can their violence, much of which had the appearance of child’s play,
be understood purely as a reflection of deliberated strategies of terror. In his description of
the particularly brutal and cruel forms of violence perpetrated by RUF and AFRC combatants
in the attack on Freetown on 6 January 1999, Gberie notes that ‘Ghoulish games were
played’ (Gberie, 2005: 128). He cites an example of a group of young rebels who had
dragged an elderly man from his house and instructed him to catch a hen feeding in the
garden:

The rebels told the old man to catch the hen for them. They were laughing but the
old man knew this was an order. He aimed carefully and sprang on the hen. He
missed. There was a burst of laughter and automatic fire. The old man lay dead
along with the hen. (Gberie, 2005: 129)

As Gberie notes, ‘Events such as these were not rare…the rebel campaign in Freetown
would have been farcical had it not been so appalling’ (Gberie, 2005: 129). It proves
particularly difficult to explain the nature of such violence through the rational political
framework. The extreme cruelty and humiliation inflicted upon victims, and the apparent
enjoyment of perpetrators, begs the question as to how combatants had become capable of
such acts. The political argument is virtually silent on this matter, leaving atrocities open to
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an unhelpful diagnosis as acts of madness. Discussing the wanton and exceptionally cruel
forms of violence that marked the January 1999 attack, Gberie states: ‘Calculated cruelty?
Certainly. Yet the ecstatic nature of such acts makes even cruelty meaningless. One gets the
overwhelming impression of a kind of madness with no other ‘method’ than to experience a
nihilistic frisson.’ (Gberie, 2005: 130) It is precisely this impression of the conflict and its
atrocities that had fuelled New Barbarism, yet it is these forms of violence that the political
strategy argument is least equipped to explain. If we are to move beyond a conclusion that
the violence inflicted upon Freetown in 1999 was more than ‘a kind of madness,’ it is crucial
that we examine the factors that led perpetrators of violence to enjoy and revel in the
particularly cruel extremes of their violence. This demands an investigation of psychological
and emotional conditions, and the processes that shaped them.

The failure of the political rational actor approach to account for the specific extremes of
cruelty in violence is perhaps partly related to an insistence that atrocities were simply a
cheap, and therefore affordable, way of waging conflict. Under this understanding, violence
is simply shaped by its technique, rather than the psychological and emotional condition of
the perpetrator:

The effects of demoralization achieved by gun and machetes are different, thus
explaining the different physical signatures of atrocity in this war, when compared
to other more “conventional” conflicts. Bodies were hacked to pieces, not burned
and smashed by rocket attack. (Richards, 2005:298)

However, this appears to seriously miss the crucial difference between the ‘sophisticated’
violence of laser-guided rockets and the more messy, unsophisticated violence of machetes;
such violence was inherently intimate. Combatants carrying out atrocities were face-to-face
with their victims, literally getting blood on their hands and registering pleas for mercy and
screams of pain from their victims. Whereas the clinically cold weaponry of other conflicts
may distance combatants from their targets, and as such may allow perpetrators to avoid
moral doubts over their actions, intimate violence demands confrontation with humanity
and immediate consequences of violence upon victims. The cheap-war argument therefore
masks the agency of the individual and the emotional, moral or psychological value of
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certain forms of violence. Yet these factors are critical to our understanding of what shapes
violence. Manus Midlarsky notes that ‘decisions having moral import are far more likely to
be based on emotional reactions than on reasoned deliberation’ (Midlarsky, 2005: 88).
Recent findings from experimental psychology and neuroscience further support the
argument that moral evaluations for ‘up close and personal’ actions are more likely to
engage emotional processing (Greene et al., 2001: 2106; Bucciarelli et al., 2008: 123).
Therefore the distinction between sophisticated and unsophisticated killing is important; it
shows us that emotions are critical to our understanding of intimate atrocity. Hence,
Richards is wide of the mark in seeing ‘little if any analytical value […] in distinguishing
between cheap war based on killing with knives and cutlasses, and expensive wars in which
civilians are maimed or destroyed with sophisticated laser-guided weapons’ (Richards, 1996:
xx). A combatant may be willing to kill clinically and impersonally, but unwilling to kill in a
bloody face-to-face manner. To understand atrocity in this context we are therefore
concerned with what enables or compels an individual to overcome this psychological
challenge. If however, there is no moral value or psychological challenge to speak of, then
we are concerned with how this state has been reached. Hence of far more utility in
explaining atrocities is not the weaponry used, but theories which consider emotional and
psychological factors, and such processes as brutalisation or dehumanisation. This point is
further underlined by the fact that atrocities in Sierra Leone were often intentionally not
clinical and efficient; cruelty and torture were actively selected, rather than being an
accident of technology. Gberie again notes in reference to the January 1999 attack that
combatants preferred to use blunt machetes so as to heighten the suffering of victims. Yet
this actually may have been ‘strategically unwise’, since amputations took more time at a
point when the RUF was facing counter-attacks from CDF and Nigerian ECOMOG forces. To
Gberie this suggests ‘an almost entirely psychotic quality to atrocities’ (Gberie, 2005: 137).

3.2.3 Conclusion

The political argument is, in many aspects, a convincing and much needed riposte to the
conclusions of New Barbarism. The research of those such as Paul Richards and Krijn Peters
is particularly useful in reminding those who would paint the civil war of Sierra Leone purely
in colours of economic greed and mindless savagery that socio-political grievances were an
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essential part of the picture. Understanding how atrocities may often have been
perpetrated as rational strategies of terror allows us to see through the haze of anarchy and
make sense of seemingly counter-productive violence. So too does an appreciation of the
discursive functions of violence, in which some atrocities against civilians might be
understood as a warning to society that it will reap what it has sown. Richards’ discussion of
the manner in which the RUF became an isolated enclave is particularly important to
understanding the relationship between combatant’s attitudes towards wider society and
atrocities against civilians, as will become clear in Chapter 5.

If one of the strengths of the political argument is its focus on social grievances rather than
social anarchy, this also becomes one of its major weaknesses. By attempting to highlight
the understatement of political aspects to RUF violence in previous analysis, Richards
frequently overstates them. There is little discussion of economic incentives for violence, for
instance, beyond their relation to furthering political aims. But it is the heavy emphasis on
the rationality of violence that proves most problematic, and the tendency of the political
argument to avoid, or at worst distort, those acts of violence which prove difficult to
understand in terms of strategic ends. The exceptional cruelty of atrocities, and the
apparent gratification which this often gave to perpetrators, cannot be subsumed or
adequately explained under the catch-all ‘violence as terror’ approach. The importance of
such psychological processes as brutalisation are lost in this analysis, and emotional factors
such as humiliation and shame are misrepresented as leading perpetrators to commit
violence born of strategic considerations. This is the primary weakness undermining
Richards’ examination of the RUF as an enclave and sect, which more intuitively suggests
the importance of processes of polarisation, dehumanisation, and associated emotions of
disgust.

The above shortcomings are indicative of the overall limitations of the rational actor
framework for understanding violence. As such they similarly pervade economic-centred
arguments. Before moving to an assessment of these approaches, a second influential
attempt to explain atrocities, born from political grievance-centred arguments, is first
discussed.
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3.2.4 The Derailment Argument: Atrocity as Malfunction

In much of Paul Richards’ later work, his explanation for atrocities and violence appears to
invert the political strategy argument; atrocity was not so much a tool serving ideological
aims, but rather a consequence of the loss of its ideological aims. He describes the RUF as
‘an accidental sect’ that ‘lost its original ideologues at an early stage, and absorbed others
with a different orientation as a result of military misfortunes’ (Richards, 2006a: 651).
Following one military misfortune – the destruction of the RUF base-camp Zogoda in late
1996 – Richards argues that ‘the armed cadres lapsed into a deranged fatalism and
apocalyptic violence of a kind associated with the dying days of sectarian sieges’ (Richards,
2006a: 658). In this way the RUF became an ‘uncontrollable juggernaut, driven by strange
sacrificial notions directed against rural populations it had once set out to liberate’
(Richards, 2006a: 651).

There are at least two fundamental problems with this argument, and with all similar such
arguments concerning the evolution of violence in Sierra Leone. First, it actively propagates
the notion that some of the worst incidences of atrocity were essentially ‘accidental’, and
that the processes that defined violence – such as the social psychology of the sect –
similarly arose by accident. We are given an impression of the RUF as a runaway vehicle,
with its ideologues the hapless drivers no longer able to steer it away from innocent
bystanders. This serves to mask the considerable extent to which non-ideological violence
was yet determined and driven by intentional RUF strategies. As I shall argue in Chapters
Five and Six, the very design of RUF society was such that cohesion and brutality were
achieved by an intentionally created sect-mentality and the enjoyment of violence in and of
itself. Atrocities were not the result of an ‘uncontrollable juggernaut’, they were the very
reflection of the strategies and brutality of those behind the wheel. Second, this
explanation of violence is an echo of the New Barbarism and breakdown understandings of
atrocity and human nature. To view violence as ‘deranged fatalism’, as ‘apocalyptic’, and as
resulting from collapse and lack of controls, is to return us to the deeply unhelpful
arguments which Richards originally set out to discredit. We are not given much insight into
why, once control had been lost and ideological restraints on violence removed, atrocities
and ‘deranged’ violence followed. Were non-ideologues inherently more prone to violence?
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In stating that ‘My worry was always what the RUF would become if left to the control of its
unstable bush cadres’, Richards appears close to this suggestion (Richards, 2006b). If the
influence and rise of those with a ‘different orientation’ to ideologues truly is important to
understanding why and how RUF atrocities took place, then it is crucial to understand why
and how these individuals became more prone to violence in the first place. To move
beyond conceptions of an inherent human tendency towards atrocity, and to understand
the logic of violence beyond labelling it crazed and ‘deranged’, we must examine the social,
psychological and emotional processes that rendered non-ideologues so brutal and
fatalistic.

Richards’ argument is representative of a common approach to understanding politically
self-defeating atrocities, which I here refer to as the ‘Derailment Argument.’ It is based on
the observation that as the war evolved, the RUF and conflict as a whole similarly changed
in composition and agendas. This explanation is commonly offered by some of the most
committed adherents to the RUF’s cause - former commanders who maintain that the
original political project was derailed by a number of factors including military set-backs, the
rise of the CDF, the inclusion of poorly trained and non-political young conscripts, and the
tendency of certain self-serving commanders to pursue their own economic agendas over
and above those of the rebellion. One of the most recent academic incarnations of this
argument has come from sociologist Krijn Peters, who has provided an excellent study of
the RUF from a perspective that, in common with Richards, stresses the movement’s
identity as a group of socially marginalised rural youth, replete with many socio-political
aims and grievances. Peters’ thesis recognises many of the criticisms that have been levelled
at the rational political argument. It includes an attempt to find an explanation for those
atrocities that seem to go far beyond the rationale of political strategy, without concluding
that the RUF was an essentially criminal organisation intent only on economic profit.
Ultimately, as I shall argue, this Derailment Argument could just as easily fit into Chapter
Two’s analysis of violence as breakdown, since it rests upon the notion that many atrocities
can be explained through the collapse or failure of mechanisms of control and the
corruption of ideological coherence. I include the Derailment Argument here because Peters
approaches the question of atrocities in the context of an overall rational framework.
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Peters begins by summarising his previous conclusion that the RUF was in fact more
coherent in its organisation than has generally been acknowledged, and had systems in
place to monitor and control behaviour. He then asks the obvious question that follows:
‘How then did it go so horribly wrong?’ (Peters, 2011a: 138). Utilising extensive interview
material with former RUF combatants, Peters finds the answer in a number of internal and
external factors that served to erode the RUF’s military discipline and ideological
foundations, and by doing so, encouraged atrocities. 41

The first external influence Peters covers is the Liberian Special Forces who entered Sierra
Leone in 1991 (Peters, 2011a: 142-146). Peters notes that Liberian combatants became
notorious in the southern and eastern regions for exceptional brutality against civilians,
behaviour which eventually led to their forced expulsion from the country by their Sierra
Leonean RUF comrades. Peters argues that in the first two years of the conflict, many
atrocities could be traced to this group of hardened Liberian fighters who operated outside
the Sierra Leonean command structure of the RUF and contrary to the group’s ideology.
These initial incidents led to the deep unpopularity of the RUF, perpetuating a second
external factor encouraging atrocities: the rise of the Civil Defence Forces. As the CDF began
to make in-roads into RUF territory, Peters notes that the rebel group increasingly targeted
civilians as it began to see all society beyond its enclave as the enemy (Peters, 2011a: 149).
He quotes a former RUF commander:

The reason for the amputations was that some civilians are wicked [conniving with
the enemy]. If we are on a patrol and meet you in a kamajor zone, we can ask you
to go with us and we will then amputate you. That was the only reason why we
amputated people.

A third external factor Peters notes was the AFRC military, who in their collaboration with
the RUF in 1997, ‘had a considerable negative impact on the fighter’s belief in RUF ideology
and the Code of Conduct’ (Peters, 2011a: 151). Peters argues that the AFRC, in their
41

Peters includes in this analysis a section on ‘Terror as Performance’. However, it is not clear how this relates
to erosion of RUF discipline or ideology, and as such it seems to more naturally belong to his rational
political argument, in common with Paul Richards, that posits terror as one major factor behind intended
atrocities.
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occupation of Freetown and major urban centres, opened up new possibilities in terms of
looting; RUF cadres were inspired to follow their lead. From 1997, Peters claims, the RUF
was increasingly unable to control its fighters who began to follow their own individual
agendas of wealth and status accumulation. The exposure of previously rural-based cadres
to towns and the capital city also had the effect of weakening ideological commitments:

Clearly the collaboration with the AFRC – and subsequently the RUF’s access to
towns and the capital city – not only emptied the minds of the fighters and
commanders of much ideological commitment generated in the bush, but also
undermined the movement’s organisational coherence. (Peters, 2011a: 152)

To support the argument that this ultimately led to more atrocities, Peters suggests that
RUF amputations prior to 1997 were primarily of thumbs and fingers, sending widely
understood political messages to society. However, following collaboration with the AFRC,
Peters suggests that a rise in the infamous ‘long-sleeve, short-sleeve’ amputations could be
linked to the influence of AFRC fighters (Peters, 2011a: 154). As such, amputations had gone
from being acts of political terror designed to send a message, to more cruel and nonpolitical acts of violence in the form witnessed in the January 1999 attack on Freetown.

Peters argues that to understand what rendered the RUF vulnerable to the impact of the
above external factors, we also need to examine internal factors that weakened ideology
and military discipline (Peters, 2011a: 156). He first addresses the failure of internal
mechanisms for reporting atrocities and abuses against civilians, noting that ‘there were
several ways in which fighters or commanders breaking the rules and committing atrocities
could cover up their actions’ (Peters, 2011a: 159). Peters cites testimony from RUF fighters
to show that combatants frequently made deals with IDUs – intelligence officers who were
meant to report abuses – so that looting and abuses went unreported to high command. If
this could explain acts related to looting, where intelligence officers could be paid off with
loot, other atrocities often went unreported due to favouritism, mimicking the very
clientelism that the RUF was purportedly fighting against (Peters, 2011a: 157). Another
more practical problem with reporting mechanisms was that intelligence officers couldn’t
cover every area, and within battle in particular they were unable to monitor all activity.
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This meant, Peters argues, ‘that there was plenty of scope, in the confusion of a hardfought operation, for atrocities to be committed unnoticed’ (Peters, 2011a:158).

A second internal factor serving to undermine military discipline and organisational
command structures, according to Peters, was the accumulation of young bodyguards by
junior commanders, often as a sign of power and status (Peters, 2011a: 160). This became a
particular problem during the second half of the conflict, with many commanders effectively
running their own small private armies answering only to them. Peters quotes an RUF
commander:

What caused these atrocities was that some of these commanders gathered these
small boys, these bodyguards, around them, so that they looked powerful. These
boys behaved bad and looted, and were backed up by their commanders. (Peters,
2011a: 160)

A third factor increasing the likelihood of RUF atrocities, Peters argues, was the deployment
of RUF fighters away from their home villages and communities, which ‘increased the risk of
their behaving harshly towards local civilians’ (Peters, 2011a: 162). Fighters committing
atrocities at these front-lines, Peters argues, may also have been reluctant to return to RUF
bases where they risked severe punishment for their abuses. As such this contributed to a
fourth pattern likely to encourage further atrocities; the most brutal fighters remained at
the front-lines to avoid punishment, thus increasing the likelihood of further abuses. This
compounded the problem that frontlines were generally more prone to atrocities, since
higher tensions and threat from enemies meant ‘confrontations, misunderstandings, panics,
and excesses’ were ‘much more likely to happen than deeper inside the more stable RUF
territory’ (Peters, 2011a: 170). Within RUF territory, Peters contends, civilians had more
opportunity to form relationships with local commanders and the RUF was much less reliant
on food raids to support itself. Therefore, RUF territory was generally less likely to be the
site of abuses against civilians (Peters, 2011a: 171).

A fifth factor that served to encourage atrocities was the manner in which the RUF’s
meritocratic system of promotion and reward favoured those who were most violent.
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Peters argues that ‘a system in which promotion was based upon success in the frontline by
whatever means necessary means clearly favouring young and reckless combatants’ (Peters,
2011a: 166). Furthermore, the overall military imperative of the RUF meant that from the
outset, senior command was dominated by fighters rather than ideologues:

The commanders, who eventually ran the movement, being favoured by Sankoh as
more loyal, were those most willing to take risks, including either committing or
turning a blind eye to abuses. At this point the movement’s ideal – probably fully
internalised only by those who could read and write – proved insufficient to
regulate practices, and a decline into exuberant, but non-strategic, use of violence
accelerated. (Peters, 2011a: 161)

Peters cites an RUF clerk who supports the argument that promotion of brutal fighters,
particularly those less educated, encouraged atrocities:

At first they [the fighters] really tried to do the good thing, giving supplies to
civilians and trying to protect them. Later they became bad. The movement
changed because they did not promote people because they were better educated
but because they were ruthless in the fighting. (Peters, 2011a: 139)

Peters frames his conclusion as a response to Lansana Gberie’s assertion that RUF violence
could be attributed to its mercenary nature, a prevailing culture of impunity for abuses, and
the lumpen criminal composition of the group. By contrast, Peters concludes that through
recourse to these various internal and external factors, we can understand atrocities not as
resulting from the ‘inherent criminality of the RUF’, but rather from ‘its failure to develop an
effective institutional order capable of both motivating and regulating the energies of the
marginalised young people it recruited’ (Peters, 2011a: 175).
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3.2.5 Limitations of the Derailment Argument

It is clear that some of the earliest and most brutal acts of atrocity committed in the Sierra
Leonean civil war came from the group of hardened Liberian Special Forces that formed the
main body of the initial RUF invasion force:

They gathered all of us there [in the court barri]. They were saying ‘You here, what
is your name?’ Kamara, Sheriff, Mohamed… we are Mandingo. When you call your
name, they will kill you. ‘It’s Ibrahim.’ They would say ‘This man here is Mandingo.’
… I changed my name, because it is a Muslim name. You could only pray in your
heart. (RUF combatant E, Bomaru)

We were all gathered in the court barri. They told us to sit down. People were so
afraid that when they told us to sit, most of us lay down on the floor. Some people
were crying, some were pleading. The commander said ‘We did not come for you
the civilians, we only came for the bigger towns and the enemy. We are here to
save you, to protect you.’ He told us that they are coming to invade this country for
only six months. They were asking people their names. It was after the commander
had killed two men that he said ‘these are Muslim names, and I’m against them.’
He had cut their throats outside the barri. Whoever was called Alhadji, or
Mohammed, was killed. One of my friends was called Alhadji Mohammed. When
they asked him, he said ‘my name is Brima.’ (RUF combatant D, Bomaru)

Rape had made this country empty; it came from Liberia, NPFL. At that time they
were raping people. When you were walking on the road or even in the town, they
will see you and say get here, you can’t deny. If you run away they will shoot you.
They would use you – 2, 3 or 4. I saw it. Even my own woman, they took her from
me. I was living with her in the base. They took my wife from me. Since then I never
set eyes on her. (RUF combatant E)

Ultimately, the point that the violence of the Liberian Special Forces contributed to the
RUF’s deep unpopularity and the rise of civil defence militia, whilst undoubtedly true, risks
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glossing over the fact that Sierra Leoneans also committed atrocities in the first years of the
conflict. Certainly Sierra Leonean members of the RUF vanguard were at odds with their
Liberian counterparts, and an effort to remove them from the country began in 1992:

The Sierra Leonean boys came and said they didn’t want the Special Forces – they
said they had a lack of understanding and discipline. They didn’t come to fight for
this country, but we the Sierra Leoneans are going to protect our country. (RUF
combatant E)

The Special Forces did not want to take orders from Sankoh. They pretended to
take orders from Taylor, but they were taking orders from themselves. They were
taking the Sierra Leonean fighters from the base as recruits. We had a lot of
fighting with them, ‘Top 20’, ‘Top 40’, ‘Top Final’ – these were code names for
operations.42 … We got them out. We did it on our own. Because we cannot say
we have come to change the system with these guys killing the people, beating
people. So fuck them. They were not easy to defeat but we did it. When we cleared
them it was ‘Top Final’. We laid ambushes across their border, so that they
wouldn’t be able to regroup and come back. And at that time Taylor had ordered
them to retreat, so if they came over, they would die. It took us five to seven
months to get rid of them. Then we had to start organising again – it was like the
revolution had to start all over again. (RUF commander F)

By July 1992, the RUF was primarily a Sierra Leonean force, with the NPFL elements expelled
from the country (Peters, 2011a: 144). Nevertheless, abuses against the civilian population
continued in Kailahun District, despite the RUF rules that were in place:

When the Liberian fighters were here, there was rape happening all around the
area. But after the Liberians left, it was still happening. Most of those with
discipline were not around when this was happening, but if someone got caught

42

‘Top 20’ and ‘Top 40’ were plans by the Special Forces to decapitate the Sierra Leonean leadership of the
RUF. The informant giving this account was one of those senior commanders abducted by Liberian fighters
as part of Top 20. ‘Top Final’ was the RUF’s response (see also TRC, 2004: 3A, 170; Peters, 2011a: 143-144).
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raping, they wouldn’t live to tell the story because they were disgracing the name
of the RUF. (RUF combatant E)

We can see in the above testimony that abuses such as rape were not the sole preserve of
Liberian combatants acting outside of the RUF’s control. We can also see further evidence
for Peters’ argument that indiscipline and failing monitoring mechanisms facilitated such
abuse, yet the question remains as to the motivations of perpetrators. Why did RUF
combatants target civilians for rape, even when they risked execution if discovered?
Corruption of the RUF’s ideology and erosion of discipline only explain opportunity, not
motive.

The difficulty in Peters’ analysis of the Liberian’s atrocities, and one which generally
pervades his explanation of atrocities as a ‘malfunction’, is that these acts of violence are
given little explanation beyond an assertion that the perpetrators were operating outside
the ideological and military control of the RUF’s Sierra Leonean leadership. If we can
understand that the restraints of ideology and military discipline were not present to
prevent atrocities, the question remains as to what yet encouraged them to conduct abuses.
This is illustrated with regard to the failure of the RUF’s internal mechanisms of monitoring
and reporting. To note that ‘there were several ways in which fighters or commanders
breaking the rules and committing atrocities could cover up their actions’ is only to explain
how combatants ‘got away’ with their violence (Peters, 2011a: 159). It says little about why
they sought to commit atrocities in the first place. This immediately suggests a fundamental
weakness in explaining atrocities and violence as a result of the breakdown of ideology and
mechanisms of restraint. As noted in Chapter Two, such breakdown only serves to create
opportunities for abuses; it cannot in itself explain why individuals choose, or are
psychologically able, to take them. If part of the answer may lie in that some combatants
were ‘brutal’ and ‘reckless’, how do we explain this brutality and recklessness? Tellingly,
Peters notes that the fact that Liberian Special Forces were responsible for some of the
worst atrocities of the early war ‘is perhaps not surprising, since they had been brutalised
(and perhaps traumatised) by more than a year of heavy fighting in Liberia’ (Peters, 2011a:
146). Could this brutalisation not also then be an important explanation for later RUF
violence? Peters’ linking of atrocities to the fact that many of ‘the most ruthless’ fighters
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stayed at the front lines certainly suggests so. Again, in Peters’ analysis of the increasing use
of private bodyguards, we can understand how this may have led to a corruption of
command and reporting structures, but we are still left with the question as to why these
bodyguards were likely to commit atrocities. In the accounts from former fighters quoted by
Peters, the explanation appears to rest in that they were ‘bad’, and were backed up by
‘wicked commanders' (Peters, 2011a: 160). Understanding how combatants became
‘wicked’ appears far more important than understanding how restraints on such wickedness
were removed.

If removal of restraints fails to offer insight into the creation of the psychological and
emotional disposition of perpetrators of atrocity, then the role of these emotional and
psychological dispositions is almost entirely bypassed by approaching the RUF’s reaction to
the CDF in purely strategic terms. Peters notes: ‘The CDF was a movement supported by the
majority of the civilians, but it was also based among the civilians. Soon the RUF considered
all civilians outside their own areas as CDF supporters, and thus a potential threat’ (Peters,
149). Despite explicitly recognising that this ‘without doubt accelerated the RUF’s descent
into a fatal and deadly state of paranoia’, Peters’ gives little focus to the various
psychological dynamics that may thus have shaped atrocities in response to the CDF (Peters,
2011a: 150). At its most extreme, RUF distrust and fear of civilians appeared to go beyond a
simple paranoia to the extent that the group began to treat the CDF as a kind of social
infection; RUF atrocities against civilians took on an almost genocidal character of cleansing
and inoculation against CDF infiltration, with violence shaped not by strategy but by hatred
and disgust. David Keen has also brought attention to shame and humiliation as important
aspects to RUF violence against the CDF and sympathisers (Keen, 2002; Keen, 2005).
Atrocities perpetrated against kamajors often involved attempts by RUF combatants to
humiliate and degrade their victims. These humiliations can themselves be understood in
relation to the humiliation and rejection that many fighters, including army soldiers, felt by
the rise and popularity of the CDF. Far from being determined by rational strategies,
violence was often an emotionally driven act of revenge against those perceived as
undermining status. The following quote is from an RUF commander, presented by Peters to
support an explanation of the response to the CDF as a strategy of terror:
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The reason for the amputations was that some civilians are wicked [conniving with
the enemy]. If we are on a patrol and meet you in a Kamajor zone, we can ask you
to go with us and we will then amputate you. That was the only reason why we
amputated people. (Peters, 2011a: 150)

Such testimony appears to support a reading of amputations as strategic, yet it also contains
clues as to the psychological processes at work in determining the severity and forms of
violence enacted. In this instance, the RUF commander links amputations to the wickedness
of civilians. The bracketed ‘conniving with the enemy’ is not the meaning of the word,
simply the reason for its use. This wickedness relates to the treachery and betrayal that
many RUF fighters saw in civilian support for the CDF. Their resultant humiliation and anger
were equally as important as strategy in shaping cruel and extreme forms of retributive
violence. That RUF combatants increasingly began to refer to civilians as corrupted and
‘wicked’ is also reflective of the extent to which the group began to dehumanise them. This
again brings us back to the role of the emotion of disgust, which becomes a powerful motive
for violence against those in society who have been dehumanised, and in a real sense, are
seen to be disgusting.

In relation to how the attitudes and psychological condition of perpetrators were formed,
Peters’ argument is problematic in its use of the language of breakdown ; the CDF
‘accelerated the RUF’s descent’ into paranoia and atrocities may have reflected ‘a collapse
into social hysteria’43 (Peters, 2011a: 150, 155). An entirely different view of these atrocities
can be taken, however, if one understands this paranoia and hysteria not as a ‘malfunction’,
and therefore evidence of the breakdown of the RUF system, but as an integral and
functioning part of the RUF. In later chapters I shall argue that the RUF implemented
strategies of social cohesion that involved the intentional inculcation among recruits of
distrust, fear, and disgust towards civilians and the CDF. As such the RUF was hardwired to
react to the CDF as it did; in fact, the CDF served to reinforce the group’s cohesion, as
external threats tend to. The hysteria and paranoia that resulted from the rise of the CDF
was therefore neither a descent nor a collapse, but simply a progression of existing
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My emphasis.
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processes. The brutalisation of RUF combatants can also be understood as a result of
intended, rather than accidental, processes. This is undoubtedly reflected in the promotion
of the most brutal fighters to positions of power, which Peters identifies as accelerating ‘a
decline into exuberant, but non-strategic, use of violence’ (Peters, 2011a: 161). Rather than
seeing this as an intentional part of the RUF’s military design, Peters takes it as evidence
that the ‘system was fundamentally flawed as an incentive structure’ (Peters, 2011a: 166).
Considerable evidence exists to show, however, that brutality was not a flaw in the RUF
system; it had been designed this way. The group implemented a system of rewards and
punishments specifically designed to encourage brutality, rather than brutality being an
almost accidental and unintended symptom (see for example Denov, 2010: 96-120; and
Chapter Six on systematic brutalisation). Peters’ reluctance to engage with these clearly
intentional strategies of brutalisation may reflect an understandable desire not to relegate
all RUF violence to irrational barbarity, thus obscuring the importance of real political and
social grievances. However, consistently describing seemingly non-strategic atrocities and
extreme violence as the result of breakdown or flaws in mechanisms of control and
ideological coherence detracts from important psychological and emotional dimensions to
violence.

If there is a problem in understanding atrocities solely in terms of the removal of restraints,
there is also an inherent difficulty in describing RUF discipline and ideological coherence as
restraints in the first place. For instance, in Peters’ argument that RUF collaboration with the
AFRC ‘had a considerable negative impact on the fighter’s belief in RUF ideology and the
Code of Conduct,’ the implication is that RUF codes and ideology would in themselves, deter
abuses against civilians (Peters, 2011a: 151). However, precisely the opposite may be true.
Since much of the RUF’s own stated agenda was to ‘destroy the existing corrupt and rotten’
social structures of Sierra Leone, and throw the APC and its sympathisers ‘into the dustbin
of history’, once civilians as a whole became associated with the enemy, the groups’ own
ideology naturally encouraged violence against them (RUF/SL 1995). One of the ways in
which the RUF tethered conscripts to the group was to sever their ties with civilian society –
often through forced atrocities – and to encourage a view of the world outside of the RUF’s
enclave as enemy territory. In this regard, the RUF’s own training and indoctrination
practices were aimed at breeding enmity towards non-RUF members. Therefore, to suggest
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that had fighters maintained commitment to the ideology and codes of the RUF they would
have been less likely to commit atrocities against civilians is counter-intuitive. A simple
question serves to underline this point. If we accept, as Peters argues, that civilians became
the enemy in the eyes of the RUF, would greater discipline and coherence in the group have
resulted in less atrocities? Arguably the RUF would actually have been more adept at
carrying out the punishment and elimination of its enemy.

Peters makes a similarly counter-intuitive contention by stating that the RUF’s collaboration
with the AFRC, and their subsequent access to urban centres, ‘not only emptied the minds
of the fighters and commanders of much ideological commitment generated in the bush,
but also undermined the movement’s organisational coherence’ (Peters, 2011a: 152). That
this served to encourage atrocities appears to be at odds with the reality of the effect of the
RUF’s previous isolation within the bush. Far from discouraging atrocities, the organisational
and ideological coherence the RUF found in its isolation was such that it perpetuated a
polarised view of civilians as ‘other’, with the outside world viewed enemy territory. This
fuelled the dehumanisation of civilians, with RUF ideology propagating a view of urban
centres as bases of extravagance and corrupt ruling elites; the ‘false attraction of urban and
cosmopolitan life’ was contrasted with the supposed innocence and honesty of life in the
‘comforting bosom of our mother earth’ (RUF/SL 1995). If the exposure of combatants to
towns and urban centres tells us what weakened command and control within the RUF,
what may explain atrocities was RUF combatants behaving in accordance with their
indoctrination and institutionalised distrust of and disdain for civilians. Towns and the
capital city were enemy territory, where the hated corrupt politicians and their
sympathisers lived; it is therefore not surprising that combatants perpetrated atrocities
here, motivated by anger and disgust. Rather than reflecting a simple corruption of
ideology, it can hence be argued that RUF atrocities in more populated urban centres were a
direct consequence of the movement’s training and ideology.

Another difficulty with the argument that the RUF’s failure to enforce its own rules resulted
in atrocities is that it is questionable as to the sincerity of prohibitions on violence. For
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instance, the codes and regulations of the RUF44, strongly reminiscent of those written by
Mao Tse-Tung, were drawn up as war was prepared in Liberia, prior to 1991. They were
designed to protect ‘the masses’, whom it was assumed, would form a base of support.
When they quickly became the enemy, however, many may have decided that these rules
no longer applied to civilians. Beatrice Heuser, writing on the subject of Mao’s code of
practice, notes:

It is difficult to predict that the author of these Rules and Remarks would one day
become one of the greatest mass murderers that the world has seen. Crucially,
however, when Mao was writing this, the non-combatants were almost entirely on
the side of the Chinese resistance against the Japanese imperial army, and Mao in
his writing did not have in mind a civil war in which there was burning hatred
against the part of the population that sided with the enemy. (Heuser, 2012: 13)

Exclusion from RUF codes of protection may even have been viewed as just desserts; a part
of civilians facing the consequences of rejecting the rebels and siding with the enemy.
Nevertheless, interviews with former combatants in Sierra Leone do suggest that
punishments for abuses such as looting and rape were sometimes applied, if not
consistently or frequently. The following occurred during an attack on a village in Kono
District in 1998:

One of our fighters – the CO caught him trying to rape a woman in the village. After
catching him in the action, he brought them both out naked –the victim and the
fighter. When we got back to Tongo, he locked that rapist in the guard room. (RUF
junior commander B)

In these cases, however, it is not clear if punishments were meted out because of a
commitment to stamp out abuses, or more simply as punishment for acting without
permission of the commander, and by so doing, challenging his authority or stealing his
‘spoils’. The frequency and extent of abuses throughout the conflict is strongly suggestive of

44

For a full list see Peters (2011a: 129).
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the latter. So too is the fact that in the above attack, the commander concerned took female
captives and offered them to his fighter:

They [the captives] were mature. Both of them had children. [The] CO said ‘See
those two women there, do you want them?’ I said ‘No bra, me I don’t want one.’
The CO liked me now because I was agile; I was just like somebody who had trained
for a long time. At this time I had never been with a woman. There were others
who wanted those two women. The others were saying ‘I captured that one’, and
another would say ‘I captured that one,’ so if the commander had given me one of
them it would have been trouble for me. (RUF junior commander B)

The words of another former RUF combatant caution against taking rules and regulations at
face value:

At the start he [the Commander] can tell you ‘no raping, don’t kill.’ Because they
[the RUF] want you. If they tell you that instant [at conscription] that you have to
rape and kill, you will feel discouraged, so they decided to say ‘if you rape we will
kill you.’ That is what they say at first. They will encourage you just to join them.
(RUF combatant G)

Finally, on those occasions when commanders publically punished abuses, this may have
been more to do with demonstrating their power and status than concern over the abuses
themselves. A summary of testimony given to the Special Court by senior former RUF
commander Isaac Mongor recounted:

Mongor testified that none of his fighters had ever been disciplined for
executing civilians. Later, he testified that there was no discipline for sexual
assault or rape. At one point he confirmed a prior statement about witnessing
Issa Sesay execute three RUF men for gang-raping a girl, but Mongor said he
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thought this had been more an effort to make Sesay look strong in front of his
tribesmen than any real effort at discipline for rape.45

3.2.6 Conclusion

Peters’ study of RUF atrocities is valuable, particularly given its use of perpetrator
testimony. At times the argument is less an explanation of atrocities as it as an explanation
of how mechanisms for control existed, but were not implemented. In this sense it sheds
further light on the evolution of the RUF and its aims, and provides convincing evidence as
to how military discipline and ideological coherence became corrupted as war progressed.
However, in attempting to use this decline in discipline and coherence as an explanation for
the ‘atrocity-prone behaviour of RUF cadres’ it is less convincing (Peters, 2011a: 139). In this
respect the argument is a reincarnation of the breakdown thesis, with indiscipline and
anarchy creeping in as deeply unsatisfactory explanatory factors for atrocities. We are given
limited explanation beyond removal of restraints as to why combatants acted so violently,
or became so brutal. Peters’ references to ‘hysteria’ and ‘paranoia’ that resulted from the
rise of the CDF, the ‘brutalised’ nature of Liberian fighters, and the ‘ruthlessness’ of those
‘young and reckless’ combatants promoted, all strongly suggest we must examine the
processes that shaped the psychological and emotional condition of perpetrators.
Presenting these processes as something that went wrong, and atrocities as malfunctions
stemming from a design flaw in the RUF, is to imply that in that some respects they were
unintentional. This comes dangerously close to a portrayal of brutal violence as accidental
excess. In contrast to Peters, I will argue in the following chapters that many atrocities were
symptomatic of the social logic of the RUF movement, a logic designed and encouraged by
commanders who sought to benefit from the brutality it created. This systematic
brutalisation is poorly understood as a malfunction. Rather, it was the functioning heart of
the RUF’s military machine.
45

It is important to exercise caution in using Special Court testimony, since witnesses have an inherent agenda
to support the case of the prosecution or defence. Nevertheless, this accounts accords with evidence
presented in the following chapter. Due to a technical error, transcripts of the Special Court for this particular
testimony were not, at the time of writing, publically available. The summary is taken from Charles Taylor Trial,
‘Cross Examination of Isaac Mongor Takes on New Angles, Features Grisly Accounts of RUF Atrocities and the
Rationales For Them’, 3 April, 2008.
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3.3 The Economic Logic
The following sections examine those approaches to explaining the Sierra Leonean conflict
in terms of rational economic and material agendas, assessing the degree to which they
address atrocities, and accordingly, their success in doing so. As with all the rational actor
treatments of the conflict, arguments often intersect with each other and the categorical
divisions should not be taken as reflecting rigid bounds of analytical separation. Before the
various economic arguments are presented, the role of resources in the Sierra Leone
conflict is briefly outlined.

3.3.1 The Sierra Leonean Civil War and Economic Predation

The very first incidents of violence against civilians that marked Sierra Leone’s civil war came
from a group of NPFL fighters entering eastern Sierra Leone from neighbouring Liberia.
These abuses were of a distinctly economic nature and came prior to 23 March 1991, the
date typically given as the official start of conflict.

Sometimes the Liberian rebels came inside Bomaru. They were doing business,
bringing looted property from Liberia, selling. They were bringing beds, mattresses,
household goods. They sold to the Sierra Leonean soldiers, and even to the
civilians. (RUF combatant D, former Bomaru resident)

Soon, however, civilians were victim to attacks by the NPFL – also referred to as Special
Forces – and were forced to carry loot over the border into Liberia:

They took chairs, beds, household goods. They were in town for two days. After
eating all of the goats, they started eating the dogs. Then they all went. Those that
carried the loot for the rebels [NPFL], most of them returned. But some of them
were still in Liberia when another attack happened at Bomaru. (RUF combatant D)
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These first incursions, and indeed the 23 March attack itself, were not, as is commonly
portrayed, formally part of the RUF’s official invasion. Rather, it appears that NPFL elements
who had been trading with Sierra Leonean soldiers and civilians in the border village of
Bomaru , acted without the explicit sanction of NPFL leader Charles Taylor and possibly to
the frustration of the RUF leadership.46 Another resident of Bomaru, who would later be
recruited into the RUF, was a barber for the soldiers and recounted the role of the NPFL in
the 23 March attack:

At about 6.30 in the morning, I heard this noise – boom! Pow! Pow! … I was in my
house, in my room with my brother. After one hour all the soldiers ran away from
the town. That day they [NPFL] killed six people. One major and one lieutenant.
Four civilians.47 I saw them with my own eyes. They killed the lieutenant right at the
junction – he had come in a motorcar to see what was happening. People weren’t
running away – there was nowhere to go. They [NPFL] knocked on the doors of all
the houses, shouting ‘Come out, come out, come out.’ We were afraid. We came
out. They used us to carry their looted items. (RUF combatant E)

In a second NPFL attack, the same individual was captured:

They grabbed two of us – but there were plenty of others they grabbed. They
forced us to carry their loads to the border, there they left us. There was a lot of
looting. They would come say ‘Hey what is this? Give it to me.’ And if you didn’t
give it to them, they would fire [shoot] you and take it from you. They were looting,
taking these things back to Liberia. It was still mostly Special Forces. (RUF
combatant E)

The incursion of NPFL fighters appears to have forced the RUF to begin its campaign ahead
of schedule. Nineteen days prior to 23 March, Foday Sankoh had given President Joseph
46

Interviews with former top-level RUF Commander F, April 2010, Freetown. See also (Peters, 2011a: 143). The
TRC records that the violence is likely to have been a revenge attack by NPFL fighters after Sierra Leonean
soldiers failed to pay for a pick-up truck (TRC, 2004: 3A, 112).
47
The TRC and Lansana Gberie report 11 civilians were killed (TRC, 2004: 3A, 112; Gberie, 2005: 59).
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Momoh a ninety-day ultimatum to step down from power (Gberie, 2005: 59; Peters 2011a:
143). 48 However, after the 23 March attack, Sankoh publically announced that the RUF
invasion had begun; the rebels mobilised, and by April, the ‘real’ RUF – backed by Liberian
Special Forces - had entered the country.

Despite the expulsion of Liberian fighters from Sierra Leone in 1992 (see Peters, 2011a:
144), economic predation continued unabated, with looting and diamond mining becoming
a defining characteristic of the RUF, gaining the group international notoriety. Interviews
with former combatants confirmed the importance of economic agendas throughout their
experience of the war:

We did a lot of looting. A lot. Mostly in the provinces or back in the village, when
we loot we didn’t loot for money because most people did not have money. Only in
Kono … Kono is a mining area, people were mining diamonds. If we had information
that there is a guy over there that has a lot of money, diamonds or cattle or food,
then we go to him and loot. Sometimes if they are not lucky, they get killed.
Because some people didn’t want to give it out. So the rebels didn’t hesitate, they
just killed. We did a lot of looting with [Commander] Rambo, I’m telling you. We did
a lot of looting with him. (RUF combatant C)

The RUF, however, was not the only group engaged in regular looting and abuses against
the civilian population. Soldiers of the NPRC regime were soon similarly preying on villages,
often after villagers had fled from the RUF but in some cases, under the guise of rebels
themselves. In Bunumbu, villagers recounted how Liberian fighters, Sierra Leonean RUF, and
NPRC soldiers systematically looted the town and its important teacher training college.
The first abuses came from the Liberians in 1991, who having reportedly sent a letter
warning of their intention to capture and base themselves in the town, arrived in violent
fashion, killing civilians:

48

Former senior RUF commander F claimed that the RUF’s hand was forced by NPFL fighters acting on their
own volition; to take the impetus they were forced to invade before the 90 days had expired, much to the
displeasure of the leadership.
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When they saw people running away, hiding in the bush, they called to us. They
said ‘We did not come here to harm you. It was a mistake. So please come back and
let us stay here together.’ We heard their call and we came back with our relatives.
After some time they started using our sisters by force, raping them. They started
looting the college, taking the most valuable things back to Liberia. There were
many Liberian fighters, speaking Mende-Gio. (Bunumbu villager A)

Eventually, according to the above informant, soldiers under the command of the future
leader of the AFRC, Jonny Paul Koroma, dislodged the RUF from Bunumbu. Quickly,
however, the RUF launched counter attacks, and as the above villager recounts:

After the soldiers had repelled the rebels, when we returned most of the zinc was
missing from our roofs. It had been carted by the soldiers to Segbwema and put on
new buildings there. So now any time the rebels came, they started burning
houses. They said ‘We will not let the soldiers take the zinc.’ That is why Bunumbu
was totally destroyed. Every building was destroyed in this town. They only spared
the mosque and the church, and the Bundu society house. Everything else was
destroyed. This continued for a long time – the soldiers were here, then the rebels
would come – it changed hands many times. (Bunumbu villager A)

Lines of division between the RUF and the SLA became increasingly blurred, no doubt in part
due to both factions often dressing in similar combat fatigues. However, incidents of
economic collusion between military and rebel forces also made a conventional division
between opposing forces seemingly redundant. Soldiers would often withdraw prior to an
RUF attack, leaving the town to the mercy of RUF looting (Keen, 2005: 119-120). After the
RUF left, soldiers would return to town, purportedly to secure the area, and often also loot
before allowing civilians to return. Such instances led to the coining of the term ‘sobel’ – a
combination of rebel and soldier – and the notion of the war as ‘sell-game’ – a contest fixed
for money (Keen, 2005:119). David Keen notes that members of the military were accused
of clearing civilians from diamond areas on the pretext of protecting them, so as to carry out
large illicit mining operations (Keen, 2005: 120). The TRC reports that soldiers engaged in
mining in the Bo and Pujehun districts from the beginning of the war; one miner testified
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concerning an assault in Bo in 1991: ‘I was beaten by them [soldiers] severely until I was at
the point of death. The reason was because I was a miner and they said I have never given
diamonds. One of them raped my wife’ (TRC, 2004: 3B, 23). In Pujehun, another victim
stated: ‘The SLA soldiers used to gather the towns’ people and ask that we show them the
swamps where big diamonds could be found. If we failed to cooperate, they would tie us up
and bake us in the sun’ (TRC, 2004: 3B, 23). Such actions, and collusion between supposedly
opposing forces, provided further fuel for those who argued that the conflict was about
economic greed rather than political grievances. They were also instrumental in nurturing
the growth of civil defence militias in villages where government soldiers were seen as just
as much a threat as the RUF:

When the RUF came, the soldiers drove them back. But our property was taken
by them, the soldiers. I saw it with my own eyes in our village. I saw them looting
our houses. They burned three houses, one here and two in the next village. I
was afraid of them.
(Kamajor A)

The Sierra Leone conflict has become synonymous with ‘Blood Diamonds’, those illicitly
mined diamonds that were used to fund a war that many believe was ultimately fought for
diamonds. During the conflict the RUF traded diamonds for arms in deals with government
soldiers, Charles Taylor and his forces in Liberia, and soldiers in Guinea’s military (Smillie et
al., 2000: 46; Keen, 2005: 51; TRC, 2004: 3B, 28). As well as being forced to work on farms,
captive civilians were frequently forced to mine alluvial diamonds for rebel commanders,
particularly in the diamond rich Kono District which remained a strategically important and
often contested territory throughout the war (Keen, 2005: 51). Prior to 1995 mining appears
to have been relatively small in scale (TRC, 2004: 3B, 27). After 1995 RUF mining appeared
to become more systematic, particularly following collaboration with the AFRC military
faction in 1997 when a dedicated mining unit was established (see TRC, 2004: 3B, 29). After
being dislodged from Freetown in 1998 by Nigerian ECOMOG peacekeepers, the RUF – then
under the leadership of Sam Bockarie – was in desperate need of resources. In December
1998, the group took control of Kono and began to engage in extensive mining operations
(Gberie, 2005: 191). Tongo, a diamond mining town in eastern Kenema District, was
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similarly fought over by the RUF in a bid to monopolise its resources. After returning to
Tongo with civilian captives, one former RUF fighter recounted meeting a senior RUF
commander at the main checkpoint:

He had heard about the captives. He said ‘Did you capture civilians? Right now I
need workers. I need civilians to work for me in the mining field, to mine diamonds
… The four captives, we gave them to CO Manawai. He took the women as his
wives, and the two young men to do mining for him.’ (RUF junior commander B)
In one particularly brutal episode49, Commander Manawai was said to have taken revenge
on suspected kamajors after recapturing Tongo from the CDF. After mutilating and killing
most of the kamajors and their wives, the above informant recounted:

The remaining [kamajors], CO Manawai told them ‘You are the ones that drove us
from our properties and gravel’ – because the property at that time was the gravel,
ready for washing for diamonds – ‘so now we are not going to kill you with either
machetes or firearms. We are going to use sticks on you. Beat you with sticks until
you die.’ (RUF junior commander B)

International focus on the diamond trade began to increase in the late 1990s with concerns
raised over the role of the gemstones in funding conflicts in such places as Angola and Sierra
Leone. An influential report on conflict diamonds by a UN panel of experts was published in
2000 and a UN ban was placed on imports of uncertified rough diamonds from Sierra Leone.
As the conflict reached an end, testimony from informants suggests that diamond mining
significantly increased as commanders and their cadres became aware that peace was
looming; they sought to maximise their mining income before the means and opportunity
was taken away. This is likely one of the major reasons that Tongo remained one of the last
areas to undergo disarmament:
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The exact date for this attack cannot be verified beyond doubt. However, it was likely conducted in June
1999, in breach of a cease-fire agreement signed a month earlier at Lomé.
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The main reason that [Commander] Banya did not want to disarm was that at that
time he had plenty of miners and he was getting plenty of diamonds. They had
special days – on those special days anybody who is a miner has to work for free for
Banya. (RUF junior commander B).

The importance of economic agendas to violence in Sierra Leone’s civil war is indisputable,
although at times the popular attention given to the role of diamonds and looting has
served to detract from genuine socio-political grievances fuelling conflict. These grievances
in themselves offer insight into why economic predation became so prevalent in the war.
The debate that has treated ‘greed’ (economic motives) and ‘grievance’ (political motives)
as dichotomous has often therefore been detrimental to understanding the interaction and
overlapping nature of these motivations for conflict. The purpose in this present study is not
to re-tread the well-worn path of these debates, nor to establish which explanations of the
causes and driving forces of the Sierra Leonean conflict are the most accurate. Rather, the
focus is upon understanding how these dominant approaches to understanding conflict
have interpreted, or misinterpreted, atrocities and extreme violence. To this end it is
necessary to look more closely at the arguments that describe Sierra Leone’s violence as
stemming from rational economic strategies. In the following section I identify three main
incarnations of this argument and assess their comparative utility in addressing atrocities, in
particular those that bore the appearance of senseless irrationality.

3.3.2 The Greed Argument

One of the most dominant of all the rational actor explanations for the Sierra Leone conflict,
and by extension, its atrocities, is that which has come to be known as the ‘Greed’ argument
(Berdal & Malone, 2000; Ballentine & Sherman, 2003; Arnson & Zartman, 2005). Economist
Paul Collier has been the most influential proponent of this thesis, which using econometric
analysis, takes the highly visible economic output of conflict in Sierra Leone as evidence that
the RUF and military factions used the war to establish and facilitate the extraction of, and
trade in, looted goods, arms, diamonds and other natural resources. As opposed to simply
funding the conflict and providing the means to an end, Collier has argued that economic
profit and self-enrichment was the end in itself, therefore explaining the rationale behind
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the ‘initiation, perpetuation and renewal of conflict’ (Collier, 2000: 110). Rather than
representing the total anarchy depicted by Kaplan's approach, or the grievance and social
injustice-fuelled anger of Richards' analysis, the war in Sierra Leone represented to Collier a
network of privatised systems based around economic agendas in which violence served
essentially materialistic ends and the war itself, as a profitable enterprise, was actively
perpetuated (Collier, 2000: 91).This appeared to explain the seemingly self-defeating
behaviour of many of the war actors, such as the collusion between rebels and soldiers, the
committing of atrocities and the determined prevention of peace and democratic
government by the AFRC/RUF alliance.

If Robert Kaplan became the target for a backlash against New Barbarism, and Paul Richards
likewise became the focal point for criticism of the political argument, then Paul Collier has
undoubtedly taken this position with regard to the economic argument (see for example
Hutchful & Aning, 2004: 198-208; Mkandawire, 2003a: 208; Richards, 2005: 9-11; Ballentine
& Sherman, 2003; Arnson & Zartman, 2005). This is perhaps not only a reflection of
concerns over flaws in Collier’s approach, but also concerns over the considerable influence
his analysis has had on policy-makers and international institutions such as the World Bank,
with whom Collier was employed between 1998 and 2003 (Hutchful & Aning, 2004: 201;
Richards, 2005: 9-10). Despite sustained and comprehensive criticism, Collier’s analysis
remains highly influential and continues to prompt strong objections from those stressing
the importance of looking beyond simple ‘greed’ motives for conflict (see for example Keen,
2008: Ch.2, and Keen, 2012b). As noted, however, the focus of this present study is upon
the atrocities of the civil war, rather than the overall causes and motives of conflict. In this
regard it is not necessary to reproduce arguments that have been convincingly stated
elsewhere as to the fundamental flaws in the greed thesis. Instead, the aim is to examine
how Collier’s argument relates to motives for acts of atrocity in Sierra Leone. This proves a
rather difficult task, however, since Collier does not actually address the question of
atrocities directly. This in itself signals the limitations of the greed argument. We are
consequently left to infer what functions extreme violence might serve in the economic
predation model Collier presents. At least four possible explanations can be discerned.
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First, there are those atrocities with clear and direct links to looting and resource extraction.
These include the abuses committed by Liberian Special Forces to facilitate looting in 19911992, and the many subsequent incidents of RUF raids on villages where violence was used
to force civilians to relinquish or carry goods. Atrocities in diamond mining areas,
particularly the Kono District, might similarly be understood as attempts to assert control
through terror of lucrative alluvial mining sites. Second, those atrocities that do not appear
directly linked to looting or diamond mining may yet be understood as part of a wider
strategy of terror, aimed at subduing and subjugating the civilian population and deterring
armed resistance, all ultimately in the service of economic agendas. Third, atrocities might
be understood as contributing to a general atmosphere of chaos and anarchy, which in itself
represents a useful environment for carrying out looting, diamond mining and cross-border
trade. The anarchy of atrocities may also perpetuate the profitable enterprise of conflict
through provoking military responses and polarising society. Fourth, atrocities may simply
be a by-product of the fact that stated political ideologies and grievances are ultimately
masks for economic agendas. In this sense, abuses against civilians cannot truly be
considered self-defeating, as popular support was never a real aim.

If Collier’s argument as to the causes of the Sierra Leonean conflict have been found
wanting, his analysis proves particularly problematic as an explanation for atrocities. The
most obvious failing is that many acts of atrocity simply cannot be related to greed and
more readily lend themselves to so-called ‘grievance’ explanations. The targeting of chiefs
and establishment figures in the early stages of the conflict, for example, makes little sense
in terms of economic greed, with these acts often betraying political or revenge motives
rather than economic strategies. In those instances where we can more clearly understand
the link between acts of violence and economic predation, such as violence during looting
raids or the clearance of mining areas through acts of terror, there remains difficulty in
understanding how perpetrators have come to a point at which they are capable of
committing such extremes of violence and cruelty. Though we may understand the function
and utility of violence, the desire for loot or diamond-profit is intuitively unsatisfying as an
explanation for how perpetrators overcome moral sanctions against cruelty and killing. Can
materialistic greed alone really explain how combatants were able to mutilate, torture,
amputate, rape and execute civilians? How, as Peters asks, can we explain such violence
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from young fighters from ‘highly traditional and cohesive communities’ against those same
communities, targeting ‘people from backgrounds so close to their own underprivileged
circumstances?’ (Peters, 2011a: 135). A pessimistic view of human nature may indeed find
greed to be a satisfactory explanation, but it is a key contention of this thesis that an
analysis of the psychological and social processes which conditioned and brutalised
combatants ultimately proves more instructive.

For those acts of atrocity we may consider as representing less direct contributions to
economic agendas by spreading terror, feeding the economically conducive environment of
anarchy, or perpetuating war as a profitable enterprise, we must also question the extent to
which perpetrators can truly be said to be acting from a rational consideration of these
strategic objectives. This problem was noted earlier in the discussion of Paul Richards and
the political argument, and pervades rational-actor explanations for violence. In his account
of the ‘orgy of death and destruction’ that hit Freetown in January 1999, former British High
Commissioner to Sierra Leone, Peter Penfold, recounts a story told by a kamajor friend:

He came across a group of three rebels who were forcing a family out of their
house. One of the rebels, dressed in army trousers and a stained T-shirt with a
white bandana around his head, was holding up a baby by its legs in one hand and
holding a machete in the other. As if he was slicing meat off a stick, the rebel swung
the machete and decapitated the baby. My friend shot the rebel dead and another
who was standing by watching this gruesome act with a grin on his face. (Penfold,
2012: 115)

We may understand how these acts fed into wider strategies of terror, but it is hard to
believe that in such cases the aims of perpetuating conflict or demoralising civilians, and not
the consummatory rewards of violence itself, were the key determinants of violence. Surely
processes such as dehumanisation, and not economic profit, are more instructive here. In
the frenzied and often chaotic environment of attacks on civilians during Sierra Leone’s
conflict, the attribution of calculated deliberation to perpetrators of atrocity appears at
odds with violence that intuitively appears to stem from impulsive or emotional factors.
Whilst these atrocities may have served the economic strategies of commanders, these
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strategies alone are poor explanations for the rash and extreme forms of violence inflicted
by perpetrators.

Greed proves to be a particularly poor lens through which to study the exceptional cruel and
callous forms of many atrocities, such as the cutting open of pregnant women by child
soldiers as part of a wager. It makes little sense of why perpetrators often enjoyed these
acts. In this respect a defence could be made that Collier is not concerned with these micro
level aspects of violence, but rather with the overall macro-level causes and sustaining
motives for war. However, the impression of the greed framework is such that economic
agendas are strongly implied to be the fundamental and primary driving force behind all of
aspects of conflict. As with many of the rational economic explanations for Sierra Leone’s
conflict, this reinforces misconceptions that combatants consistently acted out of rational
economic self-interest, including in their perpetration of atrocity. This highlights the
previously mentioned problem of the tendency of macro-level explanations for conflict to
subsume a wide variety of differing and evolving micro-level motives into a singular defining
factor. Where violence and atrocity do not readily fit these models, they are either
misrepresented in analysis, or entirely ignored. This makes emphasising the inadequacy of
greed as an explanation for many acts of atrocity all the more important.

Finally, perhaps the most analytically limited explanation of atrocities implied by the greed
argument is that violence against civilians occurred simply because it was not counterproductive to economic agendas. That it is no longer self-defeating to mutilate and torture
others is only to explain what restraints on these actions have been removed, and not what
actually motivates them. Are we to assume that when they are no longer prohibited, a
natural human inclination to these acts ensures they are realised? A reversion to the
breakdown argument that carries the inherent assertion of a Hobbesian conception of
brutal human nature, as has been noted, is deeply unsatisfactory.

3.3.3 The RUF as a Criminal Movement

The publication of Paul Richards’ study of the Sierra Leone war in 1996 prompted a robust
response from a number of Sierra Leonean academics who were highly critical of his
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description of the RUF as a political movement led by excluded intellectuals (see Bangura,
1997; Abdullah, 1998; Abdullah, et al. 1997; Abdullah, et al. 2004; Gberie, 2005). At the
heart of these criticisms lay the manner in which Richards had portrayed atrocities as often
both rational and ideologically driven. Ibrahim Abdullah raised the question ‘How
revolutionary is a revolutionary movement which slaughters and terrorises the very people
it claims to be liberating?’ (Abdullah, 2004: 57). Lansana Gberie criticised ‘some Western
academics’, ‘so-called conciliators’ and ‘some aid agency workers’ for playing ‘nefarious
roles in presenting the murderous RUF as something of a misunderstood and
misrepresented rural rebellion against the failed ‘patrimonial’ state of Sierra Leone’ (Gberie,
2005: 13). Yusuf Bangura criticised Richards for misrepresenting and misunderstanding
atrocities due to a ‘simple-minded fixation with rationality’ (Bangura, 2004: 23). He
described Richards’ analysis as ‘Haunted by Kaplan’ and reduced to one sole misguided aim:
‘to show that RUF atrocities are rational and, therefore, not barbaric’ (Bangura, 2004: 18).

These critiques led to an explanation of the Sierra Leone conflict that focussed on the
criminal, rather than ideological, nature of violence, and the ‘lumpen’ rather than
intellectual composition of the RUF. Such arguments differ from Collier’s approach by
placing the social composition of the RUF, rather than resources, as the key determinant of
violence. Nevertheless, they follow a very similar line of argument in viewing economic
incentives for violence as the underpinning logic of conflict, with RUF political rhetoric
merely a smokescreen for criminal exploitation.

In Between Democracy and Terror: The Sierra Leone Civil War, a book published in 2004
containing many of the articles written in response to Richards, Ibrahim Abdullah argues
against understanding the RUF as an ideologically coherent movement because it was
primarily composed of ‘lumpen’ youth. This builds upon the Marxist notion of the
lumpenproletariat - a section of society that is unable to access legitimate means for wageincome and so resorts to illegitimate means. Lumpen youth, under Abdullah’s
understanding, were those young Sierra Leoneans operating on the margins of society in the
informal economy (Abdullah, 2004: 45). Lumpen culture was anti-social and violent, with its
members ‘prone to criminal behaviour, petty theft, drugs, drunkenness and gross
indiscipline’ (Abdullah, 2004: 45). It was this social group, Abdullah argues, that became the
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core of the RUF’s leadership and rank-and-file. Atrocities and violence, therefore, were a
natural outworking of their culture. Drawing comparisons with Liberia’s NPFL, Abdullah
states: ‘mutilation, murder, and rape of innocent women and children by the RUF … were
committed again and again precisely because of the social composition of these movements
… A lumpen social movement breeds a lumpen revolution’ (Abdullah, 2004: 58-59).

Abdullah’s argument of lumpen youth sought to explain ‘wanton’ violence in two ways.
First, it meant that the group was undisciplined. He notes that Foday Sankoh ordered the
execution of two other founding senior members of the RUF – Abu Kanu and Rashid
Mansaray – in the early stages of the war. These individuals, Abdullah argues, opposed the
‘random violence’ that the RUF movement was perpetrating, and their execution served to
undermine restraints on atrocity and the ideological coherence of the early movement
(Abdullah, 2004: 61, 62).50 Second, and directly following from the first, atrocities and
violence represented the unleashing of the violence-prone nature of the lumpen social
group. These individuals did not commit atrocities for political or ideological purposes, but
rather, theirs was ‘the wanton use of violence for violence sake’ (Abdullah, 2004: 61).

In part, the lumpen youth argument is a form of the derailment argument , since it posits
the early removal of leaders opposed to violence as a factor pushing the RUF closer to a
culture of abuse against civilians. It is also an incarnation of the breakdown argument, since
violence is understood in terms of indiscipline and anarchy, and the unleashing of innately
brutal, criminal characters. The assumed brutality of lumpen youth raises a number of
questions. For Instance, what was it that had rendered them so brutal? Abdullah appears to
trace the violence of lumpen culture to the pre-war use of unemployed and lumpen youth
by the APC for acts of political thuggery and terror, as well as their general involvement in
criminal violence (Abdullah, 2004: 45). However, this is an extremely unsatisfactory
explanation for the levels of brutality perpetrated by the RUF during the conflict. Can acts of
crime and political thuggery by a small group of marginalised youths prior to conflict,
explain how thousands of RUF cadres engaged in acts of cruel torture, amputation, rape,
and mutilation against men, women and children during the war? There is a considerable
50

In fact, Abdullah cites Mansaray’s opposition to ‘indiscriminate killing of innocent civilians’ as a reason for his
execution (Abdullah, 2004: 61).
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difference in scale and intensity between war-time atrocities and pre-war political violence.
If war is understood as having created opportunities for an up-scaling of violence, we still
need to understand what processes affected lumpen youth during conflict to encourage
them to take these opportunities. In a sense then, rather than simply looking at the culture
of violence in lumpen society prior to the war, we must look at the culture of violence
created during war. This points to the need to understand the role of brutalisation in the
RUF world, which as shall be argued later, stemmed from rational war-strategies rather than
innate lumpen culture. A second important question can be asked of the lumpen youth
argument that also suggests the importance of brutalisation, and not social class, to many
atrocities. How can it explain the staggering extent and cruelty of atrocities committed by
young forced conscripts, many of whom were abducted from cohesive rural communities
and are poorly described as lumpen?51

In both Abdullah’s assertion that lumpen youth were part of a violent culture, and in the
violence of those forcibly conscripted, the role of brutalisation is implicit. The category of
lumpen youth in itself contains few clues as to the processes by which such youth became
prone to violence. The term ‘lumpen’ carries with it basic assumptions of criminal character
and tendencies towards violence; it offers little insight into how these characters are
formed, and portrays them as almost innate. Descriptions of the RUF as being composed of
‘the worst criminal elements in society’, in the words of political scientist Jimmy D. Kandeh,
and as ‘an amalgam of unsavoury elements’, betray a tendency to explain RUF violence as
resulting from ‘bad’ character (Kandeh, 2005: 106).52 The argument that violence was
perpetrated because perpetrators were violent, however, does little to explain how they
became this way. At worst the term lumpen becomes unhelpfully pejorative. To Marx the
lumpenproletariat was ‘The “dangerous class”, the social scum, that passively rotting mass
thrown off by the lowest layers of old society’ (Marx, quoted in McLellan, 1988: 29). These
kinds of descriptions dehumanise, with notions of rottenness and scum invoking disgust. In
later chapters I shall argue that it is precisely such processes as dehumanisation, and
51

There is a similar problem in regards to the violence of leaders who do not readily fit the lumpen profile; the
RUF’s notorious Sam Bockarie, for example, was among other things a disco dancer in Kono and an electrician
and hairdresser in Abidjan before the war, rather than a seasoned criminal.
52
Kandeh follows similar lines to Abdullah and Gberie by asserting that the ‘RUF degenerated into criminal
adventurism’, but he argues that ‘Mass deprivation, not greed, predisposes youth to engage in criminal
behaviour’ (Kandeh, 2005: 106).
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emotions like disgust, that offer greater insight into the brutality of perpetrators of atrocity
than reference to their social class.

In his 2005 book A Dirty War in West Africa: The RUF and the destruction of Sierra Leone,
Lansana Gberie follows a similar line to that of Ibrahim Abdullah on the criminality of RUF
cadres. For Gberie, ‘There was, in the final analysis, no rebellion’; rather, the RUF campaign
was ‘a form of warlordism’ and ‘a case of organised mass delinquency … mainly aimed at
criminal expropriation, not social protest’ (Gberie, 2005: 7-8). Gberie views the Sierra
Leonean conflict as having been driven by the RUF’s capture and mining of diamond
districts, serving the regional ambitions of Liberia’s Charles Taylor. In this respect he
explains a great deal of violence as relating to rational economic strategies of terror, arguing
that ‘The use of violence for the purpose of terror, control and criminal expropriation was
indeed always the linchpin of the RUF’s strategy’ (Gberie, 2005: 204-205). Making use of his
experiences and journalistic work in Sierra Leone, Gberie provides excellent detail on many
aspects of the war, including providing vivid accounts of acts of atrocity. However, as Zoe
Marriage notes: ‘Gberie views the quest for material wealth as extremely significant to the
course of the war, but does not make clear any links between this quest and the function of
individual acts of violence’ (Marriage, 2007: 154). This is certainly the case with regard to
the atrocities of the CDF, but there is also a problem in Gberie’s analysis in that diamond
mining, and profit from diamond trading, was not a strong feature of the early years of the
conflict, when atrocities certainly were. The TRC has described the reading of the conflict as
a Charles Taylor-backed scramble for diamonds as ‘simplistic’, noting in its final report:
‘Although it is true that the RUF partly financed its war effort through diamond trafficking,
diamonds did not yield significant revenues for the movement before 1997’ (TRC, 2004: 3B,
4). In fact, when Gberie does address individual acts of violence, he provides valuable
testimony to the fact that rationalistic functional explanations often fail to capture the truly
chaotic and wanton nature of violence. In a particularly vivid chapter on the return of the
RUF and AFRC to Freetown in 1999, Gberie powerfully conveys the sense of chaos,
debauchery and unimaginable horror that accompanied so much violence of Sierra Leone’s
civil war. At one point he remarks: ‘one gets the overwhelming impression of a kind of
madness with no other ‘method’ than to experience a nihilistic frisson’ (Gberie, 2005: 130).
Gberie rejects Paul Richards’ analysis of atrocities as a dramatic performance designed to
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bring attention to perpetrators, as if to say to society ‘Look what you have driven us to.’ He
notes that rather than maximising publicity, many acts of violence ‘were perpetrated far
from the TV cameras’ and that the RUF actively avoided targeting Westerners, which would
‘undoubtedly have brought the attention of the world’s media to the conflict’ (Gbierie,
2005: 138). Rather, if atrocities were a spectacle, the intended audience was the
perpetrators themselves:

Violence-as-spectacle does not have to send any particular message; it could simply
be driven by a certain ecstasy, a perverse satisfaction resulting from the infliction of
inventive and unusual styles of torture. It is depravity as old as history. (Gberie,
2005: 138)
Gberie underlines his point by quoting from an essay on cruelty by 16 th Century author
Michel de Montaigne, which concludes that the ‘farthest point that cruelty can reach’ is
‘That man would kill not in anger or in fear but merely for the spectacle’ (cited in Gberie,
2005: 138).

Gberie does appear to attempt to explain the ‘depravity as old as history’ in at least two
ways, if not always explicitly. The first comes in a brief passage in which he addresses the
work of Ibrahim Abdullah on lumpen youth. Gberie points to the dominance of youth in the
RUF movement as being more pertinent than a revolt centred upon class differences. In
doing so, he notes that almost half of the disarmed RUF combatants had been children, and
that many others had grown to adulthood within the group (Gberie, 2005: 149). He refers to
a Freetown-based psychiatrist who argued in 1993 that many atrocities, ‘particularly of the
playful, random types’, were perpetrated by children ‘or those who grew into adulthood
within the group’ (Gberie, 2005: 149). Gberie goes on to argue that the brutalisation of
these individuals may help to explain some of the most extreme atrocities, such as those
committed during the attack on Freetown in 1999 (Gberie, 2005: 150-151). This represents
an important point; it serves to show how systematic brutalisation of young recruits, for the
purposes of RUF war strategies, may have led to violence that in itself was committed for its
own sake. Gberie does not develop this point further, perhaps because it is difficult to
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explain the actions of older combatants through this process, but it remains crucial to
understanding seemingly irrational violence and is hence covered in-depth in Chapter Six.

The second way in which Gberie explains seemingly non-instrumental or ‘wanton’ violence,
and certainly the explanation that dominates his analysis, is through a return to his main
argument of the RUF as a criminal group. Preferring to describe RUF combatants as bandits
rather than rebels, Gberie argues that they were ‘driven by simple resentment and the urge
to pillage and destroy’ (Gberie, 2005: 204). Gberie asks: ‘How violence of such magnitude
was perpetrated for so long and for purposes no higher than criminal appropriation and
power is one of the disturbing questions thrown up by insurgencies like that of the RUF. But
it is in fact an old question’ (Gberie, 2005: 205). Gberie then turns to a very old answer:
greed. Referencing Joseph Conrad’s novel Heart of Darkness, Gberie likens the RUF to the
brutal and rapacious Belgian ivory hunters who committed unspeakable atrocities against
the people of the Congo in their insatiable quest for wealth (Gberie, 2005: 205). In doing so
he effectively draws on a deeply established notion of the power of wealth and greed to
corrupt an individual completely, such that all things beyond the object that they seek (in
the RUF’s case diamonds) lose their value entirely. ‘Blood diamonds’ are perhaps then
associated with blood not only because they come from conflicts or fund conflicts, but
because they purportedly incite a blood-lust among those who will stop at nothing to obtain
them. For Gberie then, many of the RUF’s most wanton atrocities are not explicable by
rational economic strategies so much as the groups’ pre-occupation with diamonds and
looting, which in itself so thoroughly morally corrupted fighters that they came, like the
characters of Conrad’s novel, to enjoy violence for violence sake. However, in drawing
comparison with Heart of Darkness, Gberie misses an important point. The violence
perpetrated against Congolese ‘savages’ is inextricably linked to dehumanisation. Because
the natives are deemed savages, they ultimately become targeted for the most extreme acts
of savagery. Atrocities are committed against those judged less than human, and in this
way, perpetrators themselves are presented as either having lost their humanity, or as
having descended to the most depraved depths of human nature, where dormant base
instincts lurk in the darkness. This dehumanisation may have resulted from inherent
Western racist attitudes, but it may also have served a use to the Belgian traders; it made it
easier, psychologically and morally, to perpetrate the violence that their lust for profit
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required. In Sierra Leone’s war, similar processes of dehumanising civilians by RUF and
military combatants can be found. Again, these may have resulted from pre-existing
attitudes, or reflect strategies which used dehumanisation to facilitate killing. What is clear
is that to understand atrocities, looking at economic greed and some innate human
tendency towards violence is not sufficient. Processes of dehumanisation and brutalisation
lie at the heart of darkness.

3.3.4 The Political Economy of War and The Functions of Violence

A third incarnation of the economic rational actor argument, and one which provides a
much more holistic account of the conflict in Sierra Leone than many of its predecessors, is
that which I refer to as the 'Functional Argument.' This understanding incorporates both the
economic agendas to which Collier and Gberie devote extensive analysis and the social and
political fractures which Paul Richards saw as instrumental in the war. Proponents such as
Mark Duffield, William Reno, and David Keen have stressed the importance of war as an
alternative system, both economically, socially and politically, emphasising that far from
representing a breakdown or a collapse, conflict can often involve the establishment or
refinement of systems which are much to the benefit of certain actors (Keen 1997; 2001b:
155-157; Duffield, 1994; 2000: 69, 73; Reno, 1995). This posits the political economy of war
as the functional heart of conflict, explaining how violence can be used to facilitate the
manipulation of both economic and political resources. Writing in 1997, Keen rejected an
explanation of violence as perpetuated solely by emotions, and in this sense ‘irrational.’53
Taking inspiration from Michel Foucault, he asked: ‘What use is violence? What functions
does it assure? In what strategies is it integrated?’ (Keen, 1997: 69). Keen in particular has
been wary of the misleading categorical division which is summed up in the ‘greed versus
grievance’ debate (Keen, 2005: 2; 2008: 30). In recognising the deep impact that social and
economic disparities of Sierra Leone's peacetime situation have had upon whole
generations, he notes how economic networks of plunder and profit also provided social
53

Keen argued ‘against the notion that wars … are essentially irrational’, and strongly linked ‘irrationality’ to
influential ideas of the likes of philosopher Spinoza, who described violence as occurring ‘when reason gave
way to passion’ (Keen 1997: 67-68). As will be noted in due course, Keen later sought to ensure that emotions
were not entirely discounted from analysis of violence in Sierra Leone, making an important departure from
the rigid bounds of the rational actor framework (see Keen, 2002; 2005;2008; 2012a).
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and psychological benefits for combatants, such as community bonds, protection, status
and even excitement (Keen, 2001b: 163-165; 2001a: 55-56).

The Functional version of the rational choice framework makes at least two important
contributions to understanding war in Sierra Leone. First, it removes the crude and
distorting division of economic and socio-political motivations for conflict, recognising that
one necessarily informed the other, showing that conflict was not simply an opportunity for
a minority of entrepreneurial criminal actors, but proved highly functional for the designs of
many Sierra Leoneans who sought to secure political and economic benefits which had been
inaccessible under patrimonialism. Second, and most crucially in terms of understanding
seemingly 'mindless' atrocities, the Functional Argument recognises the important
psychological functions that conflict performed for many combatants, bringing much
needed light to factors such as feelings of 'empowerment' that violence might instil in
perpetrators, which in itself could be traced to economic and political processes dominant
prior to the RUF invasion (Keen, 2001b: 164). However, despite these insights, the
Functional approach has reflected the trend common in most analysis that positioned itself
as a reaction against New Barbarism, which was to shy away from addressing instances of
violence which could not be explained in terms of a rational choice based on the evaluation
of possible benefits, nor indeed on fear and anger derived from preceding socio-economic
grievances. In the previously cited example of violence in which RUF fighters cut open a
pregnant woman in order to discover ‘is it boy child, or is it a girl child?’, there is little
evidence of functionality to the brutality other than in its satisfaction of the perpetrator's
curiosity. The Functional Argument says little about why these fighters were able to
perform such action with seemingly little remorse or hesitation, and with an absence of
anger, political, economic or military strategy, it leaves the dismissive judgements of New
Barbarism unchallenged. Although many atrocities during the Sierra Leonean conflict can be
explained through reference to economic and political strategies, or deep seated anger and
resentment over peacetime conditions, it was precisely the most 'mindless' and 'wanton'
acts of violence which captured the attention of the international media in the early 1990s,
and from which New Barbarism drew its momentum.
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The tendency of the Functional Argument to describe all actions of the conflict as essentially
relating to cost-benefit analysis by individuals is perhaps an unintended symptom of a
determined effort to counter explanations of war that saw only irrationality in violence. In
common with Paul Richards, then, countering this dominant trend of analysis led to an overstatement of the rationality of violence, which risked portraying even those atrocities clearly
linked to emotional or psychological dispositions as essentially rational. As with many of the
approaches to understanding the Sierra Leonean conflict, misleading impressions of atrocity
are often a question of misleading emphasis. One of the foremost proponents of the
political economy of war analysis, David Keen, has in fact noted that his understanding of
functions of violence and war as a system was intended as ‘an insight that was never more
than part of the picture’ (Keen, 2002: 4). Indeed, in much of Keens’ early treatment of the
Sierra Leonean conflict there had been an implicit acknowledgement of the role of
emotional violence through discussion of the various psychological functions that war
performed for combatants, including an analysis of the role of the ‘sensation of power’ and
the ‘reversal of relationships of dominance and humiliation’ (Keen, 2001a: 56; Keen, 2000:
23). In this respect Keen asserts that ‘irrationality’, or ‘violence for its own sake’, always had
a ‘back-window’ through which it could enter (Keen, 2002: 4). Since such violence remains
poorly explained by the rational framework, and as such leaves many questions about
atrocity unanswered, this study opens the front door. In doing so it follows Keen’s more
recent efforts to move beyond the rational actor approach by examining aspects of
humiliation and shame in extreme violence; a move demanded by his observation that ‘the
anger and fear manifest in the extreme violence in Sierra Leone’ is hard to explain through
‘a framework that conceptualises individuals as calmly deciding between alternatives on the
basis of their self-interest’ (Keen, 2002: 4).

3.4 Conclusion
Explanations of Sierra Leone’s conflict that focus upon important socio-political and
economic drivers of violence make an invaluable contribution to discrediting misleading
portrayals of the war as a descent into mindless anarchy. By highlighting that conflict was
often highly ordered and shaped by numerous rational strategies, they shed critical light on
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the manner in which extreme violence served a range of functions for a variety of actors.
The rational use of atrocities for the purposes of terror, as a means to send political
messages, or more simply, to prolong a war deemed by some as more advantageous than
peace, helps us to understand many acts of violence that superficially appear irrational and
counter-productive. There can be no doubt that underneath the mask of diabolical
‘madness’, there was a wide array of very rational concerns in Sierra Leone’s civil war, with
an all too human face.

For all the strengths of the rational actor approach, this chapter has highlighted some
fundamental limitations. Many acts of atrocity that cannot easily be linked to economic or
political aims are difficult to explain in terms of strategy. Although some of these incidents
of violence may be viewed as relating to tactics of terror, it is clear that not all atrocities are
well understood under this catch-all explanation. In this respect Yusuf Bangura makes a
valid point in arguing that ‘by treating all behaviour as rational, even in the most chaotic of
conditions, the concept of rationality loses its heuristic value’ (Bangura, 2004: 18). Where
violence betrayed rash emotional reactions from perpetrators, such as anger or disgust, or
appeared related to sadistic enjoyment of violence in itself, a description of action as
resulting from a calculation of self-interest or long-term strategic aims is highly misleading.
The rational choice explanations for conflict in Sierra Leone are therefore frequently guilty
of either misrepresenting atrocities as fundamentally guided by strategic concerns or
individual self-interest, or worse, allowing these forms of violence to fall through the
analytical gap by ignoring them altogether. Consequently they are inadequate for explaining
many of the particularly bizarre and cruel forms of atrocity that were perpetrated during the
civil war. Where some attempt is made to address seemingly irrational violence, rational
actor accounts exhibit a tendency to revert to the analytically limited breakdown
explanation of broken restraints and fundamentally brutal natures. The Derailment
Argument, for example, only serves to explain opportunity for brutality, and does little to
elucidate the processes that led to such brutality in the first place. Approaches that seek to
explain brutality by reference to the ‘lumpen’ or criminal composition of the RUF, similarly
appear strongly reliant on an essentialist view of criminal character or greed, shedding little
light on what processes might have shaped or promoted predilections for violence. This
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limitation is particularly clear with regard to explaining the atrocities of young forced
conscripts.

If New Barbarism and its proponents extended the seeming chaos of particular atrocities to
an interpretation of the Sierra Leonean conflict as a whole, then many of the arguments
covered in this chapter took the presence of rational strategies driving conflict as evidence
that all atrocities were similarly rationally informed. In doing so they have failed to account
for the very forms of violence upon which New Barbarism capitalised. In seeking to address
this gap in analysis, the following chapters will look to move beyond the bounds of the
rational actor framework, investigating the role that emotions and psychology played in the
perpetration of atrocities in Sierra Leone’s civil war. In doing so, they will attempt to
uncover the factors that shaped and inspired perpetrator’s emotional sensitivities and
psychological dispositions, examining the genesis and interplay of processes such as
dehumanisation, polarisation and brutalisation. By understanding how many of these
processes resulted from, or were actively promoted by, the strategies of war actors, we will
be able to place non-instrumental passionate and dispassionate violence within the wider
context of rational war aims. This allows us to accurately describe the irrational nature of
many acts of atrocity, without at the same time viewing conflict as a collapse or resorting to
explanations of innate human or criminal proclivities to violence. The following chapter
begins with an examination of the role that humiliation and shame played in atrocities of
the Sierra Leonean civil war, building on David Keen’s important work in this area and
drawing on contributions from criminology, sociology, psychology and social psychology.
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4.
Shame
‘I never wanted myself to be overlooked by my fellow men’, said Bockarie, talking
from his jungle command post by satellite telephone… ‘Now I think I am at a stage
where I am satisfied. I have heard my name all over, I have become so famous...
Now, I am one of the strongest fighters in the RUF. They call me Mosquito because
of my style of fighting. I don’t suck the real human blood but if you look at my
fighting, it is just that’, he said, with a characteristic laugh… Meanwhile, the fear of
not counting, of being overlooked, is not completely gone. He said he had taken up
weightlifting to try to put on some muscle. ‘People must not overlook me for my
age or my body’, he said.
(Sam Bockarie, Reuters interview, January 199954)

4.1 Introduction
In his discussion of extreme violence, psychiatrist James Gilligan challenges the assumption
that perpetrators act according to rational self-interest and common sense. He argues:
‘There are only four things wrong with this theory: It is totally incorrect, hopelessly naïve,
dangerously misleading, and based on complete and utter ignorance of what violent people
are actually like’ (Gilligan, 2000a: 94-95). Based on decades of clinical experience with the
most violent offenders of the US penal system, Gilligan contends that violence, whether
seemingly motivated by ‘rational self-interest’ or apparently ‘senseless, incomprehensible,
and psychotic’, can yet be understood as ‘the end product of a series of irrational, selfdestructive, and unconscious motives’ (Gillian, 2000a: 102). All of these motives, according
to Gilligan, relate to shame. But here Gillian is not restricting his claim to the behaviour of
criminal offenders in American prisons: ‘The emotion of shame is the primary or ultimate
cause of all violence, whether towards others or towards the self’ (Gilligan, 2000a: 110).
Gilligan is not alone in making such bold statements. Writing in 2000, he observed that the
54

Reuters, ‘Former hairdresser, dancer leads Sierra Leone rebels’, January 15, 1999. Bockarie was a notoriously
brutal RUF commander who took over leadership of the group in 1997 after Foday Sankoh was arrested in
Nigeria. In March 2003 he was indicted by the Special Court for Sierra Leone on 17 counts of crimes against
humanity; later that year he was reported killed in Liberia under suspicious circumstances.
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experience of shame and humiliation was increasingly recognised throughout the
behavioural sciences as ‘a pathogen that seems to be a necessary but not sufficient cause of
violent behaviour’ (Gilligan, 2000b: 1802). In sociology and criminology, similar claims as to
the fundamental role played by shame in violence have long been made (see Elias, 1978;
Scheff & Retzinger, 1991/2001; Braithwaite, 1989). Sociologist Thomas Scheff has described
shame as ‘the master emotion’ (Scheff, 1997: 9). Linking suppressed shame to violence,
Scheff and Suzanne Retzinger have claimed that ‘a particular sequence of emotions
underlies all destructive aggression: shame is first evoked, which leads to rage then
violence’ (Scheff & Retzinger, 1991/2001: 3).

Caution must be exercised over any claimed ‘master’ motive for human behaviour, yet if
humiliation and shame are of even partial importance to violence, then it is to the detriment
of our understanding of atrocity that they have often been overlooked in the study of civil
wars (Lindner, 2004: 37; Keen, 2012a: 195; Blattman & Miguel, 2010: 18).55 Whereas fields
such as sociology and psychology have comprehensively covered these areas, even
attempting to apply findings to atrocities in Nazi Germany (Scheff & Retzinger, 1991/2001;
Gilligan, 2000a: 66-69; Volkan et al., 1990), studies of civil war in political science have
tended to invoke shame in terms of rational strategies of war, particularly as a consequence
of rape and sexual abuse (Baaz & Stern, 2008; Cohen, 2008; Meger, 2010; Olujic, 1998;
Solongan & Patel, 2012; Turshen, 2001; Wood, 2008), or in relation to post-conflict
reconciliation and restorative justice (Braithwaite, 2006; Drumbl, 2000; Fletcher &
Weinstein, 2002;). The notion that shame might be a causal or contributory factor behind
extreme violence and atrocities, rather than solely a result, has therefore received scant
attention. In this regard, David Keen’s analysis of the Sierra Leonean civil war, employing the
work of James Gilligan, marks an important departure.

This chapter critically examines Keen’s argument and the contribution of fields examining
shame-related violence more generally, drawing on fieldwork and interviews with
perpetrators of atrocity. It highlights a number of areas in which an understanding of the
relationship between shame and violence provides useful light on motives and shaping
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shame and humiliation in civil war violence; Cramer (2006: 96) also briefly discusses the work of James Gilligan.
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factors of atrocity, where explanations centred upon rational-choice or sheer anarchy are
less illuminating. It begins with a description of what is meant by shame and how it is
generally linked to violence in the disciplines of sociology and psychology, followed by a
brief outlining of Keen’s shame argument. This leads to a discussion of the role of
humiliation, shame, and powerlessness, and conversely status, pride, and empowerment, in
the recruitment, conversion, and abuses of RUF combatants. The strengths and weaknesses
of this approach are assessed, concluding with a summary of key implications for
understanding irrational violence in Sierra Leone.

Before proceeding, a number of caveats are required. First, although this chapter looks
specifically at the RUF, this is not to suggest that shame-related violence related exclusively
or primarily to the rebel group. Indeed, Keen has convincingly shown that aspects of
humiliation and shame can be applied to the war-time behaviour of many actors, including
the military and the CDF (see Keen, 2005: Ch. 7 & 13, for example). Practical limitations of
space necessitate some narrowing of scope; the rebels are selected because they were both
the initial belligerents in the conflict and a group which remains popularly associated with
irrational and senseless violence. Understanding aspects of shame-related RUF violence also
sheds light on similar abuses perpetrated by other actors.

Second, in no sense should the examination of shame or the relaying of perpetrator’s own
claimed motives for atrocity be taken as an attempt to dignify or find justification for these
acts. There can be little doubt that the most humiliated and shamed group in the civil war
were victims themselves. The intention here is simply to examine an important dimension
to violence to the extent it may provide us a better picture of seemingly senseless acts.
Finally, a third and linked qualification is that this chapter does not seek to suggest that
shame can explain all acts of atrocity, nor does it treat shame as the underlying root of all
violence. Indeed, despite the claims of Gilligan and others, this chapter will outline some of
the limitations of the shame approach. An examination of shame is intended only to provide
light on a difficult subject from a neglected angle in political science. As Keen notes of his
own analysis, what is hoped for is the highlighting of what may be ‘part of an explanation,
albeit an explanation for something that can never fully be explained’ (Keen, 2005: 247).
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4.2 Shame and Extreme Violence
4.2.1 Linking Shame and Violence

Scheff and Retzinger have commented that ‘the field of emotions is less a body of
knowledge than a jungle of unexamined assumptions, observations, and theories’ (Scheff &
Retzinger, 1991/2001: 3-4). Shame, guilt, humiliation and embarrassment are often
conflated in common usage, but have significantly different meanings in academic analysis
and clinical practice.56 In this chapter, I follow the distinction between shame and guilt
established by research psychologist Helen Lewis; guilt is understood as a negative
evaluation of one’s behaviour, whereas shame is a negative evaluation of the self (Lewis,
1971). The distinction is particularly important, not least because guilt was markedly absent
in many atrocities in Sierra Leone’s civil war, as well as in many interviews with former
perpetrators for this study. As Gilligan has observed: ‘no one feels as innocent as the
criminals; their lack of guilt feelings, even over the most atrocious of crimes, is one of their
most prominent characteristics’ (Gilligan, 2000a: 113). Shame, however, is strongly related
to self-worth, rather than innocence. Social psychologist Dean Whittington describes shame
as ‘a kind of toxin developed through holding back feelings of humiliation that floods the
body’, and as ‘a “bitterness”, a deep lack of self-worth based on the dread of being
unmasked as worthless’ (Whittington, 2007: 312).

According to sociologist Jonathan Turner, individuals internalise social expectations and
judgements so as to monitor and regulate their behaviour accordingly (Turner, 2007). The
emotions of shame and guilt play an important role in this behavioural regulation and are
therefore crucial to the formation of social bonds. This argument builds upon the work of
Charles Horton Cooley, who promoted the concept of the ‘looking-glass self’; that
individuals are constantly in a state of social self-monitoring, a process which produces pride
or shame (Cooley, 1902: 184-185; Scheff & Retzinger, 1991/2001; 8-9). Shame is a
particularly powerful and painful emotion since it indicates a breach in expectations and
social relations (Ray, 2011: 40; Turner, 2007). It greatly impacts upon self-esteem, which
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itself can be understood as a measure and summary concept of how well an individual
manages overall shame (Carrabine et al., 2009: 229). Since individuals have the capacity to
interfere with regulatory emotions, they may sometimes repress or supress the painful
emotion of shame. They may also seek to blame external actors, objects or social structures
for their negative emotional experiences (Lawler, 2001: 345-346; see also Turner, 2007: 518519). Helen Lewis remarked that individuals with deeply repressed shame ‘would rather
turn the world upside down than turn themselves inside out’ (Lewis, 1971; cited in Scheff,
2003: 740).

The link between repressed shame and extreme and rash violence is where theories of
emotion become particularly pertinent to this study. Sociologists and psychologists observe
that when individuals suffer a shaming experience, anger is often used to mask or deflect
shame and avoid its painful acknowledgment (Carrabine, 2009: 229). Scheff and colleagues
state: ‘rage is used as a defense against threat to self, that is, feeling shame’, and that ‘as
humiliation increases, rage and hostility increase proportionally to defend against loss of
self-esteem’ (Scheff et al., 1989: 184-185). Turner similarly notes that repressed shame ‘will
often erupt as anger’ and ‘lead to high-intensity violence’ (Turner, 2007: 511). In Gilligan’s
view, ‘The purpose of violence is to diminish the intensity of shame and replace it as far as
possible with its opposite, pride.’ (Gilligan, 2000a: 111).

Contributions from sociology and psychology not only inform us of how shame is linked to
extreme violence, but they also elucidate the nature and various forms of violence shame
elicits. Crucially, those external structures or persons who are deemed to have provoked
shame are often not the direct subject of retaliatory violence (Turner, 2007: 521; Gilligan,
2000a). Turner argues that this is because repression of shame ‘breaks the connection
between the original source of negative emotional arousal toward self’, leading individuals
to exhibit ‘a diffuse anger’ (Turner, 2007: 522-523). Importantly, this renders individuals
vulnerable to manipulation:

Once shame is repressed, it can be manipulated by those with an interest in
deflecting this anger onto chosen targets; typically this manipulation involves
the symbols of one social identity and juxtaposes this identity through narratives
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about the evils of another social category or social identity. (Turner, 2007: 522523)

In addition to manipulation by others, individuals themselves are also likely to seek revenge
or psychologically rewarding reversals of past humiliations through abuses against those
entirely unconnected to the original shaming act. In his exploration of Gilligan’s ideas, Keen
recalls French philosopher Rene Girard’s important insight: ‘When unappeased, violence
seeks and always finds a surrogate victim. The creature that excited its fury is abruptly
replaced by another, chosen only because it is vulnerable and close at hand.’57 Whittington
argues that an individual may carry the past ‘sting’ of a humiliation and seek to eliminate it
by re-enacting but reversing the original roles of victim and aggressor (Whittington, 2007:
328). Perpetrators thus seek out situations suitable for this reversal, but since these
situations can never be the original shaming episode, they provide only temporary relief to
the perpetrator. This leads them to repeatedly carry out acts of reversal, with the resulting
temporary displacement constituting ‘a psychological addiction.’ In this manner, ‘Revenge
becomes an end in itself, a need for discharge, upon whom it does not matter’ (Whittington,
2007: 328).

Another important characteristic of shame-related violence with regard to its selfperpetuating logic is the manner in which shame becomes self-regarding and cyclical (Elias,
1978: 180-181; Sheff & Retzinger, 1991/2001: 11; Ray, 2011: 193). Lewis observed that
when shame is unacknowledged, it results in a ‘feeling trap’ in which the individual becomes
ashamed of their own shame (Lewis, 1971). Gilligan similarly argues that violent men try to
hide their shame, because ‘nothing is more shameful than to feel ashamed’ (Gilligan, 2000a:
111). Crucially, the perceived sources of shaming – such as ‘a dirty look’ – may be extremely
trivial. This often leads to an impression that violence has come from nowhere, without
provocation.58 The triviality in itself, according to Gilligan, encourages extreme violence
because perpetrators feel ashamed (and therefore angrier) about feeling shame for such
slight, and often imagined, provocations (Gilligan, 2000a: 132-134). They are likely to
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attempt to hide their shame behind a mask of bravado and machismo, which often involves
the perpetration of acts of violence which in themselves lead to further shaming. Similarly,
Turner argues that outbursts of anger resulting from shame ‘make a person more selfaware’; this leads to more feelings of shame which ‘in turn, are often repressed in an
escalating cycle’(Turner, 2007: 517). As a clinical practitioner, Whittington has observed:
‘Each descent into shame creates another ‘recoil’, another ‘shame’ which needs to be
obliterated. It becomes an endless procession threatening to engulf the man’ (Whittington,
2007: 314).

The cyclical and escalating nature of shame helps us to understand the intensity and
extremities of its violence, which may often appear far removed from original provocations
or humiliations. It also answers a key question with regard to understanding conflict
atrocities through the prism of emotion; how can emotions, which are typically fleeting and
cause rash actions, persist over the duration of a conflict? Cycles of shame and ‘feeling
traps’ offer insight into how this emotional state may persist (Scheff, 2009). Turner even
argues that they can ‘last a lifetime or be passed on from generation to generation’ (Turner,
2007: 517).

Finally, Gilligan offers some important insight into specific forms of violence that shame may
perpetuate. Violence may hold symbolic value to perpetrators; metaphors for shaming, such
as being shamed ‘in other people’s eyes’, may lead to the literal targeting of eyes in
mutilations and attacks. In addition to these attempts to eliminate perceived sources of
shaming, body parts associated with pride and honour, such as genitals, may be targeted in
attempts to reverse past humiliations and disgrace or shame victims. These acts are not
solely confined to physical mutilation, but may also include rape and sexual abuse (Gilligan,
2006a: 142-144).

4.2.2 Shame and Shamelessness in Sierra Leone

The contributions from psychology and sociology on the relationship between shame and
extreme violence have rarely been applied to in-depth studies of conflict within political
science; their insights remain heavily focussed upon inter-personal domestic and criminal
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violence.59 An important departure, therefore, has been David Keen’s examination of the
subject. In a number of comprehensive treatments of the Sierra Leonean conflict, Keen has
recognised that some forms of violence are difficult to understand within a rational actor
framework, and that humiliation and status appear to have played a central role in the wartime behaviour of many combatants (Keen, 2002; 2005; 2008; 2012a). In doing so he has
drawn upon the work of James Gilligan to understand shame-dimensions to some of the
most extreme and bizarre acts of atrocity.

In his 2005 study Conflict and Collusion in Sierra Leone, Keen invokes numerous accounts of
atrocity and interactions with rebels and soldiers to examine this aspect in two main ways.
First, Keen notes that wartime reversals of power relationships and the infliction of shame
through violence was often related – in the minds of combatants at least - to pre-war
inequalities, perceived injustices and humiliations. Such analysis builds on valuable work
carried out by Paul Richards, discussed in Chapter Three, on the manner in which pre-war
socio-political and economic conditions fostered grievances and anger among Sierra Leone’s
youth. It also touches on the feeling of empowerment of holding a gun experienced by socalled ‘lumpen youth’ and those living on the margins of society, as similarly described by
Ibrahim Abdullah and others (Keen, 2005: 73). Crucially, however, Keen moves beyond
understanding atrocities purely in terms of rational political and economic strategies of
terror, drawing attention to the transmutation of anger into emotionally-driven violence. He
argues that rebel fighters frequently sought to humiliate and shame those seen as having
‘lorded it’ over them, turning the tables on local big men through the power of the gun
(Keen, 2005: 59). Indeed, many victims of atrocity reported being abused by those who had
been ejected from or marginalised within their own communities, with perpetrators
sometimes seeming to attempt to compel approval of violence by forcing victims or
onlookers to laugh or clap (Keen, 2005: 60). Chiefs were forced to dance naked, teachers
were executed, and terrified and traumatised families were made to laugh, dance or clap at
gun-point (Keen, 2005: 61). Some of these bizarre aspects, Keen argues, can be linked to a
desire by perpetrators to force respect, establishing themselves as persons to be feared and
in doing so, obliterating past identities of powerlessness.
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If pre-war grievances fed into combatant’s desires to reverse humiliations, eliminate shame
and force respect through wielding a gun, then Keen’s second main area of focus is on
grievances arising from war itself, which gave rise to processes and behaviour that
‘encouraged a kind of shamelessness among the rebels’ (Keen, 2005: 75). Keen describes
this shamelessness as facilitating violence in two ways; first, it removed normal moral
constraints on violence, and second, it heightened hostility towards ‘anyone threatening to
inject a sense of shame into this artificial world’ (Keen, 2005: 75). This appears to be a
division between those factors that facilitated violence, by removing the obstacle of shame,
and those with a more direct causal link, where violence stemmed from shame (or the
threat of shame). In this respect, violence resulting from the former would appear best
described as relating to shamelessness, and violence from the latter described as resulting
from shame itself. It is Keen’s war-focussed analysis which provides some of the most
valuable insight into perplexing incidents of irrational violence in Sierra Leone’s civil war,
and it instructive to further outline Keen’s argument in these areas, beginning with
shamelessness.

In Conflict and Collusion in Sierra Leone, Keen outlines four elements of the ‘strange
shamelessness of the rebel’s enclosed world’ (Keen, 2005: 75). First, by referring to the
perceived corruption of society and the ‘rottenness’ of the system, violent actors saw their
abuses as ‘somehow righteous’, and as part of a cleansing of Sierra Leone. By dismissing
society and its leaders as corrupt, combatants felt that their actions lay beyond civilian
judgement, facilitating a certain degree of moral autonomy in which many felt ‘only God can
judge me’ (Keen, 2005: 75). Second, the war itself established a climate of impunity for
criminal acts and inverted ‘normal systems of punishment and reward’. Keen argues that
rewarding good behaviour and punishing bad behaviour ‘is part of how a child learns what is
good and bad behaviour’ (Keen, 2005: 76). However, in the RUF’s isolated society, largely
segregated from civilians, ‘local rebel commanders were punishing those who refused to
carry out atrocities.’ By conversely rewarding ‘bad actions’ with loot and respect, Keen
argues that ‘the rebels turned law and morality on their heads’ (Keen, 2005: 76). He notes
that ‘what was immoral became not only justifiable but even heroic’ (Keen, 2005: 76). By
extension then, what had been shameful was now a source of pride and respect. The
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conflict environment was such that captives were deterred from desertion by fears of
retribution by soldiers, CDF and civilians, a fear actively encouraged by RUF commanders.
This helped to cement the segregation of rebels from civilian society, thus reinforcing the
‘perverse’ system of this ‘upside-down world’ (Keen, 2005: 76).

A third feature of the shameless rebel world was the use of drugs, which Keen describes as
being used in a ‘calculating way’ to facilitate violence, giving courage for its performance
and soothing consciences in the aftermath. He comments that combatants reported that
drugs made civilians seem ‘very small’ and ‘like insects’, noting that ‘dehumanisation
frequently facilitates atrocity’ (Keen, 2005: 76). The fourth and final component of
shamelessness was the shifting of individual responsibility and moral agency for actions,
with some former child soldiers stressing that their own violence ‘did not seem to come
from them’ (Keen, 2005: 77).

Interacting with the shameless world of the RUF was the ‘ever-present threat of shame’,
which Keen outlines as shaping extreme violence in a further four ways (Keen, 2005: 77).
First, shame associated with committing abuses could be ‘avoided or reduced’ through the
devaluation of the life and humanity of victims. Keen notes that in this way, violence itself
became ‘a brutalising process’ (Keen, 2005: 77). Second, the threat of shame was used as a
deterrent for desertion. This in itself depended on the ability of RUF commanders to
alienate recruits from the civilian population and their home communities. One way this
was achieved was through the tactical exaction of atrocities and violence against civilians,
with recruits systematically forced to attack and abuse members of their own family and
community (Keen, 2005: 78). Through public rape and sexual abuse of female recruits, the
RUF was able to play on fears that shame would render them unwelcome in their home
villages. Third, in a process of displacement, Keen argues that victims of humiliation and
abuse were prone to seek to eclipse their own harrowing experiences with an almost
empowering imposition of similar abuses on others. He notes that some rebels remembered
their abuses with relish, as if they ‘obliterated the earlier powerlessness and humiliation’
(Keen, 2005: 78).

The fourth element, which Keen suggests may be the most important, was the proclivity of
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combatants to attempt to physically quell and suppress any perceived source of
condemnation or rejection. Noting that rebels frequently cut out eyes and tongues and
mutilated sexual organs, Keen invokes Gilligan's reference to the targeting of body parts due
to their association with shaming or honour. He contends that this may help to shed light on
otherwise ‘seemingly mindless and meaningless violence’ (Keen, 2005: 78). Another
perceived threat of shame for rebels, similarly often met with extreme violence, were
displays of sympathy for victims of atrocities, the ‘registering of distress’ and other signs of
‘weakness’ such as crying (Keen, 2005: 79). Paradoxically, Keen observes, ‘hostility towards
civilians seems to have been linked to the rebel’s desire for respect and recognition’ (Keen,
2005: 79). Some were even apparently attempting to use violence to state their own
humanity; civilian condemnation of their cruelty, then, was equated with a rejection of their
‘humanhood’ (Keen, 2005: 79; 2008: 56). This established a ‘vicious circle’ of violence (Keen
2008: 57). Keen notes that combatants also detected civilian rejection and betrayal in
military reversals. This was epitomised in the CDF and cemented the rebel’s impression of
the civilians as the enemy (Keen, 2005: 80; 2008: 56-57). Finally, Keen argues that fellow
rebel fighters could be perceived as sources of shame. Questioning or refusing to partake in
abuses and drug consumption could be seen as judging behaviour; any combatant doing so
risked an angry and violent response from comrades (Keen, 2005: 80-81).

4.3 From Powerlessness to Pride
Having established how shame has been linked to extreme violence in the fields of sociology
and the behavioural sciences, and the manner in which David Keen has applied some of
these insights to the case of Sierra Leone, the following sections draw upon fieldwork and
relevant sources to more closely examine this dimension to atrocity. The humiliation of RUF
combatants both prior to and during war is explored, particularly with regard to how this
stimulated and interacted with their desire for respect, their accruement of which was
strongly linked in the rebel world to the performance of violence. The social and moral
dynamics of the RUF’s ‘upside down’ world are thus outlined, covering the various
mechanisms by which shame was eliminated through violence and replaced with pride. This
leads to an exploration of Keen’s important observations regarding the threat of shame,
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drawing on field material to demonstrate that perceived internal and external threats of
shame were often linked to seemingly bizarre and indiscriminate atrocities of RUF
combatants. The final section of this chapter provides a critical analysis of these findings,
and of the shame argument more generally, to outline both the strengths and the
limitations of this approach in addressing irrational violence of Sierra Leone’s civil war.

4.3.1 Voluntary Recruits and the Rise of the Marginalised

As an explanation of extreme violence, Keen’s shame-argument has immediate utility in
illuminating some of the earliest incidents of brutal violence perpetrated against civilians
and those associated with ruling elites. Although it is clear that many, if not most RUF
fighters had been forcibly recruited, there were those in the early stages of conflict who
joined voluntarily. One former combatant stated:

Some of the recruits wanted to join the rebels. Some of them were just waiting
for that opportunity, because some of them were idlers. Some of them were
thieves. They didn’t have anything to do, so they were happy to join them. They
were ready to join them. (RUF combatant C)

Such descriptions of ‘idlers’ and social drop-outs have fuelled portrayals of the RUF as
composed of criminal and ‘lumpen’ youths. Whilst it is clear that to such individuals, conflict
may indeed have represented an opportunity for economic gain and even adventure, it also
clearly presented a chance to turn the tables on local big men and exact revenge against
those blamed for their marginalisation. To this extent we may understand some of the
earliest atrocities of the conflict as stemming from anger, rather than calmly calculated
political objectives. For those who claimed to have joined the RUF for ideological reasons,
rather than simply as a means of employment, an important part of the stated logic was
that the existing political order was a source of humiliation; dignity could only be attained
through war. One former commander, in his early thirties when joining the RUF in 1991,
explained his reasons for volunteering:
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The denial of rights brought extreme poverty to our people that affected most of
us… They [political leaders] made conditions so difficult for the poor man in the
village, and the poor man laboured but did not enjoy the fruit of his labour. His
labour was a foolish endeavour. They [political leaders] came and destroyed the
youths that were coming up. So we found it difficult. When the revolution came
I welcomed it because of the ideology. I knew that if I was able to fight and free
my land from this handful of greedy leaders, I will one day be able to prepare
myself and my children for a better future. So I accepted the revolution. I
became part of the revolution. (RUF commander I)

For some former combatants, breaking the bonds of servitude and gaining respect was
explicitly linked to violence and a need to destroy the ruling elites:

Why the war existed in this place, some people in this country are very wicked.
So because of their wickedness, they harm somebody who is a young man. They
have money – that young man does not have money. Young people like us, the
people who harm us - we have no alternative than to go to the RUF to fight
against them, to kill, to destroy them. To please our integrity.
(RUF combatant G)

As noted in Chapter Three, Paul Richards and Krijn Peters have convincingly shown that prewar grievances spurred RUF recruitment of marginalised youths, yet their analysis gives little
attention to the manner in which their violence was shaped by the emotion of shame.
Similarly, although the analysis of those such as Ibrahim Abdullah and Lansana Gberie is
valuable in highlighting the role of ‘lumpen’ youth in the RUF, it invariably presents violence
as stemming from innate criminal characters and rational strategies of economic predation.
Through the lens of shame, however, we can better understand the extremity and often
bizarre nature of many acts of violence perpetrated against elites, community leaders and
civilians. Atrocities against ‘big men’ were often reported by informants for this study; a
common target was Imams and traditional Arabic teachers, known as ‘karamokos’. The
following example was typical:
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We were reading our Arabic. We heard ‘paku paku’. It was in the morning time,
that time when people go to the mosque. When they said ‘As-salam’ that’s when
they started firing. They attacked people in the mosque. They dragged them out,
killed them. They killed the Imam. They cut out his eyes and stabbed him to
death with bayonets. Others were killed, but the killing of the Imam was famous
– he was a popular person... After these incidents, our karamoko became afraid.
He said ‘I’m a big man, I’ve seen my colleague has been killed and people around
know me. I’m well versed in the Koran. I will be the next target for these rebels.
Please take me to a bigger town, to Kenema.’ (RUF junior commander B)

This incident can be seen as supporting Keen’s argument, in relation to Gilligan’s ideas, that
perpetrators often targeted shaming eyes. This also rendered victims blind, serving to
emphasise their helplessness. By publically reversing power relationships, perpetrator’s
relegated formerly socially superior individuals to humiliating and degrading positions of
powerlessness, simultaneously demonstrating their own new-found power and
fearsomeness. To this extent, although violence against local big men undoubtedly served
strategies of terror, through the infliction of public humiliation, it also proved
psychologically gratifying to perpetrators. By targeting figures of authority, this violence was
far from indiscriminate anarchy, but in being fuelled by demands for respect and reversals
of shame, neither was it purely cold and calculated strategy.

The motive of eliminating shame can also be detected behind a range of humiliating
violence inflicted in the early stages of the conflict against ordinary civilians, including acts
of sexual violence. Rape was understood as greatly shaming and dishonouring for victims; in
this respect perpetrators may have sought to exorcise their own pre-war feelings of
objectification and degradation by inflicting similar treatment on victims. As acts of revenge,
sexual abuses forced victims to experience the humiliation to which many perpetrators
believed they had been subjected. Where victims were not clearly related to perceived
oppressors, such as political or community elites, they were yet readily accessible
substitutes and targets for displacement. Sex and wives were also understood by
combatants as symbols of status and adulthood; the inability of many young men to finance
marriage prior to the war had been a source of humiliation. Rebels who forced women to
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become ‘bush wives’ and perpetrated rape may have thus sought to obliterate their
previous low-status, a dynamic that was seen in neighbouring Liberia (Utas, 2003: 230).
Rape also appeared to reinforce an image of masculinity and machismo for perpetrators,
particularly for those younger recruits seeking to become men and gain respect as adults.
Again, a similar logic has been identified in wartime sexual violence in Liberia, the
Democratic Republic of Congo and beyond (Utas, 2003: 157-158; Baaz & Stern, 2008;
Merger, 2010; Solangon & Patel, 2012). Following James Gilligan’s arguments, we can also
understand the creation of hyper-masculine identities as masks, hiding shame associated
with pre-war humiliations as well as wartime abuses. In the latter case, each act of shameful
violence could be obliterated with further extreme acts designed to project power and
fearlessness (Gilligan, 2000a: 111).

The manner in which violence provided rebels with fearsome and empowering identities
can be seen as an aspect which made conflict appealing not only to the RUF rank-and-file
but also to its leadership. Although Paul Richards has been criticised for describing RUF
leaders as a group of marginalised intellectuals, they may certainly be viewed as a group
motivated in part by their perceived exclusion from systems of patronage and power.
Conflict offered to rebel commanders a means to achieve a degree of influence, fame and
status – as well as material wealth – which lay beyond their grasp in peacetime. They appear
to have treated the fear that came from their violence, or control of the violent, as a kind of
respect. The greater the fear, the greater the respect, and great fear could be achieved by
great violence. The self-proclaimed desire of RUF leader Sam Bockarie – known as Mosquito
– to achieve fame and notoriety for his fighting prowess testifies to the manner in which
rebel leaders used their fearsome identities to gain respect and recognition. The same case
can be made for the RUF leader Foday Sankoh, who revelled in the adoration of his loyal
young recruits. It can be argued that Sankoh had actually felt marginalised by intellectuals,
whose education and political acumen may have been a source of shame to the poorly
educated former soldier (see Keen, 2005; 47; and Peters, 2011a: 93). This factor may partly
explain Sankoh’s early purging of the more ideological and intellectual elements of the RUF.
By achieving power through the gun, Sankoh positioned himself at the negotiating table
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with heads of state.60 From the top of the RUF to the bottom, rebels understood that
powerlessness and humiliation could be obliterated through violence, if performed to a
sufficient fear-inducing extent.

If much of the early violence of the RUF can be linked to the desire of combatants to reverse
power-relationships and eliminate shame, the same logic appears difficult to apply to the
group’s youngest recruits, particularly those who were forcibly conscripted. Approximately
40,000 combatants in the Sierra Leonean conflict were children, many of whom were
abducted at an age when it would seem nonsensical to talk of them holding grievances
against a society they had hardly known.61 Indeed, if these combatants were to harbour any
grievances, it would seem logical that they would be directed toward those rebels who
abducted them from their villages and families. If the youngest child soldiers had been
brought up within the enclosed world of the RUF, exposed from an early age to its perverse
moral universe that ‘profoundly messed’ with their ‘sense of what was right and wrong’, it
would also seem somewhat contradictory to posit shame as their motive for violence (Keen,
2005: 76). Keen states that ‘our most immoral actions may stem precisely from our moral
impulses, since without these we would have no sense of shame in the first place’ (Keen,
2005: 63). But in the case of child soldiers, these ‘moral impulses’ had been moulded by the
'shame-free zone' to accept violence and atrocities rather than to condemn them.
Therefore, to describe young combatant's atrocities as resulting from the threat of shame
would appear to attribute to them a certain moral order which in truth they had never
known. If shame was not the driving motive of this violence, this certainly did not lead to
less ‘immoral actions’ or lower degrees of brutality among child-soldiers. Indeed, precisely
the opposite appears to have been the case:
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Keen notes that Sankoh took pride in receiving a phone call from US President Clinton during peace talks in
1999, an honour he attributed to his years fighting in the bush (Keen, 2005: 252).
61
Maclure & Denov (2006: 120). This figure uses the UN definition of children as those below the age of
eighteen. Peters estimates that over 70 per cent of the RUF was below the age of 25 ‘and should therefore be
considered as youths’. He notes that between 30 and 50 per cent of the group was likely composed of child
combatants, although he does not define the age boundary between youth and child. He does however state
that most child combatants were between the ages of 14 to 18, but that there were a significant number of
‘ultra-young fighters’ known as Small Boys and Small Girls Units (Peters, 2011b: 80).
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We feared them. They were cruel and hard hearted; even more than the adults.
They don't know...what is good and bad. If you beg an older one you may
convince him to spare you, but the younger ones, they don't know what is
sympathy, what is mercy. Those who have been rebels for so long have never
learned it. (HRW, 1999: Ch. VI)

There are at least four ways in which shame can nevertheless be understood as having
shaped the violence of the RUF’s youngest forced recruits, each of which are addressed in
the following sections. First, as in many societies, children and youth in pre-war Sierra
Leonean society were limited in the degree to which they could achieve social standing,
respect and power. Becoming a fighter, and wielding a weapon, presented an opportunity
for immediate social elevation, bypassing traditional requirements of age, education, wealth
and gradual progression in community hierarchies. As Keen notes, the capacity for the RUF
to turn children into ‘big men’ was a powerful lure to violence for many, and as shall be
discussed in due course, was certainly an important element in securing loyalty among
those who had been forcibly conscripted (Keen, 2005: 56). Threats to this new status were
deemed shaming by combatants, and hence violence was often shaped by this emotion.

Second, in some instances, forced child recruits had experienced significant forms of
humiliation and powerlessness in their lives prior to their abduction. Many of those
interviewed for this study recounted hardships encountered as part of rural fosterage,
whereby they were often used for difficult manual labour, were provided with little basic
welfare, and had typically harboured a desire to escape village life (see also Zack-Williams,
2001: 77). Although capture by the RUF was typically traumatic and harrowing, and in no
sense a desired alternative to village life, the RUF nevertheless came to represent a social
unit in which they were able to gain respect, pride and status, the like of which they had
never previously known nor could realistically expect to achieve. This pride and status was
intimately, and intentionally, linked to brutality and violence.

Third, as Keen argues, the war itself created new sources of shame and humiliation. For RUF
recruits, this was engendered both within abduction experiences and in the daily social
dynamics of rebel life. Yet just as on the one hand the RUF became a source of humiliation
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and shame for conscripts, on the other hand it presented itself as a means to obliterate
shame and powerlessness, replacing them with pride and respect. Although it may seem
logical that forced conscripts might hold grievances against their abductors, the role of
displacement and substitution in channelling repressed shame was such that these feelings
were easily manipulated by the RUF and redirected against others. Throughout interviews
for this study, the degree to which captives came to view civilians and the CDF as sources of
humiliation and shame, rather than the group which had brutally abducted them, was
striking. This transformation was rarely immediate, but through a gradual process of
socialisation into the ‘upside down’ world of the RUF, many conscripts came to direct
feelings of powerlessness against the communities from they had been taken. Furthermore,
as conscript’s identities and self-worth became intimately tied to the rebel group, threats to
the RUF, and to their individual reputations and status as fighters, became dangerous
sources of shame.

Fourth, although the RUF systematically enforced a moral code which rewarded violence
and penalised reluctance to kill, the reconfiguration of combatant’s sense of right and
wrong could not always be considered absolute. Indeed, some of the most extreme acts of
violence from young fighters appeared intimately linked to an inner moral conflict, with
violence a response designed to eliminate the contradiction between the moral world of the
RUF and that of civilian society. Nevertheless, describing violence of young combatants as
stemming from shame does not require them to hold some sense of guilt or feeling that
their actions are immoral. Indeed, lack of guilt can be viewed as an important facilitator
transforming shame into extreme violence (Gilligan, 2000a: 113). Feelings of shame may
often stem from ‘non-moral’ matters; a physical disfigurement or a stutter, for example
(Manion, 2002: 74). Shame may not necessarily involve reflection by the shamed on their
moral character (Manion, 2002: 76), nor induce them to beliefs concerning their moral
responsibilities (Lamb, 1983: 343). In this respect Keen’s statement that ‘our most immoral
actions may stem precisely from our moral impulses, since without these we would have no
sense of shame in the first place’, fails to distinguish between guilt and shame (Keen, 2005:
63). Shame may not always relate to moral values, but to disrespect, relegation in social
status and judgements of self-worth.
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4.3.2 Forced Recruits: Pre-abduction Experiences of Powerlessness and Shame

The experience of abduction and initiation into the RUF was traumatic and terrifying for
conscripts, often marked by the killing of their family members, neighbours and friends.
Many harboured desires to escape from the RUF, some attempted to do so, and those
interviewed for this study recounted stories of fellow captives killed in their attempts to get
away. Nevertheless, many ultimately became the very RUF fighters they had feared. Nearly
a decade after the conflict, they continued to express fondness for their RUF commanders,
great pride in their fighting prowess, and explained that they had felt empowered by brutal
violence against civilians. Their pre-abduction experiences of powerlessness shed light on
how their self-esteem became so intimately linked to violence and the RUF as a whole. This
is certainly only one part of the picture; as shall be seen in due course, the powerlessness
and humiliation that the RUF itself created was equally important, if not more so, in bringing
conscripts to locate their self-worth in the social structures of the group.

A common theme in interviews with former young combatants was the hardship many had
experienced in rural village life. Typical stories centred on their low social status, lack of
family ties due to being sent to live with extended family, food shortages and demanding or
degrading physical farm labour. A number of ex-combatants explained that they had not
formed close relationships with their family as children due to being sent away to live and
work with relatives. A number had also been sent away to learn under a karamoko, a
teacher of Arabic and the Koran:

I was born in 1978 or 1979. I grew up in a small village in the South East, in
Pujehun District…My father was an Imam but I never knew him as a young child.
He had two wives. When my mother was pregnant with me, she left my father’s
village and returned to her home village to have me. In all my mother had six
children – I am the fifth. My younger brother was not born in the same village
but in Kenema. I only had one other sibling in the village – my older brother.
… From very young, I worked on the farm with my mother– my brother was in
charge of the farm. One day my mother left the village and returned to my
father. She left me in the care of my uncle, who was a trader selling tobacco
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leaves. My uncle was often away trading and didn’t stay much in the village, so
he decided to take me to the karamoko - the Arabic teacher. He told the
karamoko that he was giving me to him as his own son. He asked him to teach
me Arabic and take care of me. (RUF junior commander B)

I was born in 1984, in Kenema District… My father was a tailor, and he left for
Tongo to do that business there. I was four years of age when my father died. At
that time they sent me to go learn Arabic in Bomaru. I was young, and they said
that was the right time to send me – if I was older and they sent me, I wouldn’t
have stayed there. I would have escaped from the karamoko and come back. It
was before the war they sent me. (RUF combatant D)

From the perspective of families and Arabic teachers, many of the hardships experienced in
fosterage, a common practice throughout West Africa, are intended to improve character
(see Utas, 2003: 132). In 1990, a year before the outbreak of war, anthropologist Caroline
Bledsoe observed that fostering practices of Sierra Leone’s southern Mende revolved
around the maxim ‘No success without struggle’ (Bledsoe, 1990). In order to receive
knowledge and progress socially, ‘children must work and study hard, endure beatings and
suffer sickness to mould their characters and earn knowledge (Bledsoe, 1990: 71; see also
Utas, 2003: 127). Bledsoe also noted that children sent to live with a scholar for instruction
in Arabic and the Koran ‘undergo enormous hardship in the hope of gaining powerful ritual
knowledge’ (Bledsoe, 1990: 79). Food was a central part of this hardship: ‘Masters beat their
trainees severely and feed them poorly, expecting them to beg or work for additional food’
(Bledsoe, 1990: 79). For some of the informants for this study, this was certainly the case.
Karamokos regularly flogged errant students in public, intentionally shaming them. Food
was often scarce and favouritism determined who received the lion’s share.62 In some
instances the Arabic teachers abused their positions of power, failing to educate their
students and using them almost exclusively as labour on their farms. In a 1986 study,
Bledsoe and Robey interviewed a local karamoko who compared this fosterage to slavery:
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Utas also notes that withdrawal of food may be used as a punishment to demonstrate to children their lack
of power (Utas, 2003: 129; see also Last, 2000: 374).
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Alphas [karamokos]... don't want to teach the children quickly so that they will
learn and understand quickly… The karamokos feel the Arabic learners are their
slaves, so if they should teach them with meaning and dispatch them, they will
no longer have people to perform their domestic work (Bledsoe & Robey, 1986:
216).

Certainly for the future RUF conscripts, a sense of powerlessness underpinned day-to-day
living:

We were divided among the women, between the five wives of the Arabic
teacher. Each wife had a farm. Early in the morning we had to go to the one in
charge of us – that wife in charge of your group is always in charge of you for
your food, for your feeding in the evening. Some of the wives were good, some
of them were bad and only cared for their own children. But there was no choice
- as soon as the Arabic teacher passed his command, you have to go work for
that wife. …We appreciated this food, who cares whether it’s good or not? We
ate it because when you are with your kamo [karamoko], you are never
satisfied. We were always underfed, because the karamoko can’t afford to feed
us. …There was never enough food. (RUF junior commander B)

There were more than one hundred of us Arabic students. It was too much.
There was never enough food. We were distributed among the six wives of the
karamoko… They didn’t treat us well. I had only one pair of clothes. No shoes. …
I didn’t like the kamo. He treated us bad. His own children would eat separately
from us; they ate well, but we did not… I had no brother or family in the village.
It was just me. I was not happy staying in the village. If I had the chance I would
have run away. I wanted to go to my home village. I was too young when I first
arrived in Bomaru, but I was growing older and I was thinking of running away.
But then the war came. (RUF combatant D)

The first of the above informants described how he had been sent to live with another
relative in Kenema after his father had died. The taste of city life proved intoxicating as a
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young boy, contrasting with the small and restrictive world of the village. The freedom and
status available had a major impact on his self-esteem and identity:

Once I’d arrived in Kenema, I didn’t want to go to the village again. I saw myself
as a city boy – I didn’t want to be a village boy again. I liked Kenema because I
was making money for myself. After selling three plastics [bags], I would go
again to the shop and buy another plastic, unknown to my aunt. Then I would
sell it and keep the profits for myself. I did this until I had enough money to buy
a gallon of kerosene. I had seen others selling kerosene in the evenings, and I
thought ‘why shouldn’t I sell kerosene myself?’ I was from the village and I
wanted to get to know the town better. (RUF junior commander B)

A year later, he was collected by a family member and briefly taken back to his home village
to assist with farming and trade. His pride and status at being a city boy, having experienced
life outside of the village, was clear: ‘When we came to the village, my friends were still
there…. I told them all about Kenema, about selling kerosene, selling plastic. I refused to talk
Mende – I talked only in Krio’63 (RUF junior commander B).

The accounts of many former combatants growing up in rural Sierra Leone prior to their
abduction suggest they experienced a high degree of powerlessness.64 They do not fit the
standard profile of aggrieved socially marginalised youths; in fact their experiences of
humiliation and powerlessness were born from their integration into traditional rural
society. Nor can they be understood as criminal or ‘lumpen’. Nonetheless, their lack of
access to food, subjection to regular beatings, use in demanding physical labour, and
frequent movement between family members and homes rendered these captives
susceptible to the empowering appeal of violence and the manipulation of RUF
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Krio is the language commonly spoken in Freetown and larger towns. For many rural youths it is a symbol of
modernity and cosmopolitanism.
64
It is reasonable to assume that a large of proportion of the RUF’s forced conscripts had experiences of
fosterage. Caroline Bledsoe published a survey in 1990 which found that a third of children in Sierra Leone
under the age of 16 were separated from their mothers, and that in Mende areas in particular, over half
the children born to women between 15-19 years of age were away from their mothers (Bledsoe, 1990:
76). It was within these areas from which the RUF predominantly recruited, from the very beginning of the
conflict.
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commanders. Whilst their abduction into the RUF was in no sense considered liberation, the
rebel group nonetheless became a community within which much of their earlier
powerlessness and shame could be obliterated. Young children were given the opportunity
to become big men through the wielding of a weapon and command over civilians. As
fighters they became the ones dispensing public punishments and inflicting shame, often
against karamokos and community elders. Where they had lacked family ties and close
paternal and maternal bonds, the RUF provided substitute fathers and mothers in the guise
of commanders; fellow fighters became brothers and sisters. The longing for parental
attention and approval that many former fighters confessed to having held is a factor that
can be considered highly relevant to the ability of RUF commanders to secure their loyalty.

4.3.3 Forced Recruits: Wartime Experiences of Powerlessness and Shame

The vulnerability of conscripts to the RUF’s social dynamics, in which shame could be
eradicated through violence and assuming a rebel identity, may be partially understood in
relation to pre-abduction experiences of humiliation and powerlessness. However, this
certainly cannot capture all cases. One former RUF fighter, conscripted as an eleven year old
during an attack in Kono District, described his prior life as ‘very happy’; he was surrounded
by family and friends and had been an enthusiastic school student (RUF combatant C). His
abduction involved witnessing the vicious beating of his father and the public execution of
neighbours. Within less than a year of capture, however, he came to view his ferocity and
reputation for violence as a source of pride, and his own notorious commander, who
favoured him because of this brutality, as a father figure. How might we understand this
transformation, if not related to pre-existing humiliation and desire for respect? There is no
single factor that may explain the numerous psychological and emotional conditions which
led to this development, but a central contention of this chapter is that a fundamental
element was the RUF’s creation and manipulation of shame (and its opposite, pride) among
recruits. By systematically creating shame and simultaneously presenting itself as the only
means to eliminate it, the rebel group was able to bring captives to locate their sense of
self-worth in its brutalising social world, regardless of whether they harboured past
experiences of humiliation.
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The first exposure of captives to extreme shame and humiliation typically occurred during
their abductions. Some were forced to commit atrocities against their own family or
communities, including acts of incestuous rape (Richards, 1996: 148; Denov, 2010: 104). As
Keen notes, these were designed to secure captives to the rebel group, using shame and
fear of reprisals to deter them from attempting to escape and return home (Keen, 2005: 7778). One consequence was that the RUF came to represent the only community in which
they would not be stigmatised by the shame of violence and their new rebel identities.
Should they commit to the group, further violence could even bring them greater status and
respect. Hence, the very group that brought shame on captives offered the only seeming
means to obliterate it and restore self-worth.

During abductions, captives were typically bound by rope or forced to carry heavy loads;
they were marched many miles through the forest into bush camps. Along the way they
were often subjected to beatings and insults. Once at camp, experiences generally followed
one of two pathways. If the RUF was in desperate need of manpower, combatants would be
forced into joining the group as fighters. This was sometimes within a matter of days or
weeks, but since this heightened the risk of new fighters attempting to escape, commanders
generally preferred to gradually train and break-in captives. In other circumstances, captives
were not directly forced to join the group to fight, but were used as porters, cooks and
labour. The option of joining remained, however, and given the conditions of forced labour
and the insecurity of being a captive, this was often barely a choice:

They never treated us nicely, and it was hard for us to get food. They would only
give us the food after they had eaten. The left-overs. Maybe we would be
sleeping then they wake us up – ‘let’s go, you’re going to carry this load.’ You
carry a load that is too heavy. They will never treat you nice. Only when we
became rebels just like them that they started to treat us nice. But at that time
when we were carrying loads we were just like a slave to them. They treated us
bad. (RUF combatant C)

In addition to degrading and humiliating work, and an underlining of powerlessness and
dependency through withholding of food, captives were also subjected to extremes of
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violence. Any attempt to hide from the rebels or escape would likely result in public
execution or humiliation:

I planned to hide, most of us did -but I didn’t get any chance. At one time I
attempted to escape – I went into the bush, but I didn’t know the area, I was lost
in the bush and they captured me again. They beat me. They gave me 100
hundred lashes, all over with a cable. They did it in front of everybody, they had
stripped me naked. There were six SBUs [small boys] beating me with the cable
– six lined up, hitting at the same time, and they counted. The beating was a
warning for all of us – whoever attempts again to run away, that person will be
shot and killed with no mercy. Since that time nobody tried to run away. (RUF
junior commander A)

Many of these abuses provided stark contrast between the dehumanising humiliation of
being a non-combatant and the unbridled power of being a rebel fighter:

One time they [Liberian Special Forces] lined all us captives up in Kuiva and said
‘we are going to do a sacrifice.’ They counted down the line – they counted nine,
and the tenth person they took from the line… One of my brothers was very
lucky. They were counting – my brother should have been number ten, but
before they started an older woman came and stood in front of him. She didn’t
do it to save him – she was just unlucky. She was taken from the line and was
slaughtered in front of us. They cut her throat and took her to the stream. Some
of them, when they were killing, they would put their mouths to the wounds to
drink the blood.
There was one [Sierra Leonean] commander who said he was our god now. He
called himself god, because he said ‘If I say today you die, you will die. If I say
today you are safe, you will be safe.’ (RUF combatant D)

The harsh treatment of captives appears to have been integral to their conversion into
rebels. Through a combination of disincentives to remain a captive, centred on shame and
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insecurity, and incentives to join the RUF, centred on gaining respect and security,
abductees were induced to embrace the life and lifestyle of a fighter:

By then we had not been trained, but anytime they were going to attack, we
always stayed at the back to carry the loot. That was our first task. After about
six months, some of the older captives started to say ‘This is not easy – why
should we be treated this way? We ourselves are men, we are capable.’ They
said ‘We’ll join them and take up arms, so that they’ll stop treating us like
slaves.’ Some were saying ‘Death is the same. Whether you take up arms or you
don’t, when the time comes for death, you die. So some of us are going to join
them.’ (RUF combatant D)

The humiliation and mistreatment of RUF captives was thus an effective method to secure
their involvement in the group. Predicated on logic of both self-preservation and avoiding or
reversing shame, once the decision to convert had been made, captives entered a new
social world in which they received new rebel identities. No longer were they marginalised
and degraded within the group; by assuming rebel identities, they were immediately
promoted socially and accrued status and rewards of protection. In this way the group
which had been responsible for their humiliation and suffering now became responsible for
elevating their security and status. Gradually, as conscripts became inculcated into the rebel
world, their identities and self-esteem became intimately tied to the RUF.

4.3.4 Rebel Society: Turning the World Upside Down

Moral Disengagement

Those abductees initiated into the RUF rarely immediately translated their feelings of
humiliation and shame into violence. Their initial engagement with violence was often
deeply traumatic, rather than in some sense empowering or cathartic, and it would take
time before the performance of violence became desirable as a means to boost status or
eliminate shame. This serves to underline that shame, by itself, is an insufficient motive for
atrocity. In this regard James Gilligan notes that a central precondition for committing
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violence ‘is the presence of overwhelming shame in the absence of feelings of either love or
guilt’ (Gilligan, 2000a: 113). A lack of guilt is one of the principal ways in which Gilligan
explains why some individuals experiencing shame commit violence, whilst others do not.
Those who are capable of feeling guilt are able to regulate their behaviour; those who do
not are more likely to channel their shame into violent rage (Gilligan, 2000a: 114). In the
world of the RUF, therefore, removal of guilt was a key process in facilitating shame-related
violence.

In a study of collective violence, Leidner and colleagues describe the importance of ‘moral
disengagement strategies’. These are ‘psychological processes that help people construe a
version of reality in which their own actions are not reprehensible and therefore do not lead
to self-sanctions’ (Leidner et al., 2010: 1116). For the RUF, this reality was what Keen refers
to as the ‘shame-free zone’. Moral disengagement appears to have been achieved during
RUF initiation and training in at least three main ways.

First, an important step was bringing captives to view civilians and military opponents as a
despised ‘other’; members of an out-group (‘them’) responsible for captive’s past
humiliations, the war, and even their capture and the abuses to which they had been
subjected by the RUF. Furthermore, enemies were portrayed as posing physical danger to
captives and the RUF, the protective in-group (‘us’). Psychologist Ervin Staub has called this
process ‘moral exclusion’, whereby ideology plays an important role in the ‘exclusion of
people from the moral universe’ (Staub, 1990: 47, 54). Ideology may dehumanise an outgroup, and simultaneously offer a better world to those of the in-group– including one
without conflict – which is dependent on the killing of those in the out-group. Social
psychologist Morton Deutsch similarly refers to a process of ‘moral splitting’, in which an
out-group is treated with an entirely different moral system to that of the in-group
(Deutsch, 1990). Thus by apportioning responsibility to civilian society for recruit’s past
humiliations and present threats, the RUF encouraged captives to view civilians as exempt
from moral treatment.

Second, the dehumanisation of rebel enemies was perpetuated in training by forcing
captives to execute captured civilians, soldiers and CDF fighters, in repeated demonstration
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that they were exempt from moral treatment. Through repetition, forced atrocities
routinised violence and desensitised combatants to its performance.65 Prior to acts of
violence, as Keen notes, drugs given to combatants had the often reported effect of inflating
their sense of power and fearlessness, simultaneously making civilians appear small and less
than human (Keen, 2005: 76).

Third, RUF training facilitated the removal of guilt from violence through a system of
rewards and punishments which posited violence as moral good, and reluctance to commit
violence as transgressive and shameful. Informants provided numerous testimonies relating
to the training of RUF recruits which demonstrated that the process was focussed upon
encouraging brutality and punishing weakness.66 In seeking to train a battle-hardened and
ferocious fighting force, these tactics made strategic sense to the RUF commanders.
Weakness in training, such as showing fear or a reluctance to fight and kill, were punished
with beating and public shaming. Demonstrations of skill in firing weapons, or eagerness in
physical training, were rewarded with peer-approval and words of encouragement from
instructors. These moments were often the first positive experience in conscript’s lives since
their traumatising capture; they were a powerful incentive to impress and a sign of what
was to come in shaping their moral world.

Through these strategies of moral disengagement, the prohibition on killing innocent
civilians was gradually eroded. In its place were physical, social and psychological rewards.
What was once a source of shame became a source of pride.

Eliminating Shame and Gaining Power

Once recruits had been initiated, the world of the RUF provided opportunities for reversals
of humiliation and powerlessness experienced prior to and during abduction. Powerlessness
could be obliterated by exercising control over civilians, and humiliation and lack of selfworth could be replaced by status and pride derived from demonstrations of ferocity and
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Desensitisation and other aspects to moral disengagement are discussed in greater detail in Chapter Six. The
purpose here is to briefly describe how RUF commanders sought to remove shame from violence.
66
These accounts are discussed in Chapter Six.
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fearlessness. During attacks on villages, recruits relived their own experiences of
conscription, but this time with the tables turned. As attempts to obliterate their past
experience of powerlessness, these attacks may have been in some sense empowering for
combatants, yet the relief that displacement provided may have been only temporary.
Combatants could never erase their own shaming abduction, and following Whittington’s
observation, this may have perpetuated the repetition of acts of reversal to the extent that
displacement became ‘a psychological addiction’ (Whittington, 2007: 328).

The displacement of shame and feelings of powerlessness may have been instrumental in
the dehumanisation of victims of rebel recruits. In his treatment of a violent offender,
Whittington notes that ‘psychologically [he] needs to take something from someone else as
an act of revenge displacing his actions onto substitutes (Whittington, 2007: 263). In this
way he lacks empathy for his victims, since ‘they are perceived by him to be objects for him
to plunder, reflecting his own objectification’ (Whittington, 2007: 263). The objectification
of others, and exercise of power over them, was often a means for new RUF recruits to
assert a semblance of control in the terrifying rebel world. It also helped to elevate their
status among fellow combatants, demonstrating parity with peers by matching their
brutality. One young girl told Myriam Denov:

I was not very powerful in my own group, but I had a lot of power over civilians.
The commander would give us each a civilian – he would say, ‘this one is yours,
this one is yours,’ and you would kill the one that was given to you. At that time,
I was quite enthusiastic about it – I was proud and confident. I felt good … That
was one way of building confidence in me that I am just like them. (Denov, 2010:
131)

As acts of atrocity against civilians became empowering and heroic, rather than shameful,
cruelty, and the helplessness of victims it exposed, also became alluring. A young boy told
Myriam Denov: ‘[One man] pleaded that I kill him […] I had to give him short sleeves on both
hands. He jumped after me, wailing. I felt so good at that time because I was superior.’
(Denov 2010: 143).
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New rebel recruits, as with established senior commanders, found that the possession of a
gun held status, and that in the presence of civilians it accorded them a power and fear
which they took for a kind of respect (Abdullah et. al, 1997: 183; Keen, 2005: 73).
Whittington observes: ‘The waving of the gun produces total control … this act of power
becomes intoxicating in itself, enhancing the feelings of omnipotence’ (Whittington, 2007:
326). Keen similarly invokes Gilligan’s discussion of armed robbery in this regard, in which
he maintains that economic rewards are not the only motivation of perpetrators.
Perpetrators would typically remark: ‘I never got so much respect before in my life as I did
when I first pointed a gun at somebody’ (Gilligan, 2000a: 109). In acts of looting and atrocity
then, RUF combatants may have similarly sought more than economic reward or the
strategic advantages of terror. The former combatant who had once wished to escape his
Arabic teacher in Bomaru, and had been subjected to brutal beatings and violence as a
captive in Kuiva, described the appeal of his transformation:

People were afraid of me now. I had a gun now. When I talked to the civilians,
the new recruits, they said ‘Yes sir!’ I liked this life much better than before. I
wasn’t afraid for myself now. Anything I wanted to do, I could do. Doing bad
things? That was the order of the day when you were a rebel. (RUF combatant
D)

The transformation from victim to aggressor, and from a state of helplessness to one of
power, was clearly an important point at which RUF combatants, young and old, came to
obliterate their past humiliation and embrace a new, fearsome identity.

Social Bonding

If the use of beatings, flogging and withdrawal of food as punishment had been a brutal
mimicry of some former combatant’s pre-war experiences, then the strong paternal bonds
formed between many commanders and young recruits also imitated and exploited
experiences of fosterage. In many regards, forced recruitment equated to forced adoption,
as a former commander – avoiding the term ‘captive’ - explained to Krijn Peters: ‘It was not
abduction but adoption what we did with the displaced [those seized on the war fronts]
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persons. But it happened with force’ (Peters, 2011a: 94). For those who had not previously
experienced strong social bonds with family or communities, a sense of belonging to the
RUF was powerful and formative. For many, their own families had been killed by the RUF
during capture, or they were led to believe their family was as good as dead to them
because of the shame of their violence and rebel identities. The formation of strong bonds
with commanders may thus owe much to young recruits’ desire for adoption, but RUF
commanders certainly actively fostered and manipulated these relationships. One former
combatant told Denov:

The rebels tried to make me forget about my family. They told me my parents
were dead and that the commander should be my new dad … My commander
took me where he went – this was to make me forget about my parents
gradually. (Denov, 2010: 110)

During interviews for this study, many former fighters sang songs they had learned in the
rebel group. The RUF anthem, featured in the group’s 1995 document Footpaths to
Democracy, contained the lyrics: ‘Go and tell my parents, they may see me no more. When
fighting in the battlefield I’m fighting forever’ (RUF/SL 1995). Former combatants also
frequently recalled the positive encouragement given by commanders, contrasting greatly
with what they had previously known:

I was the right hand man to Commander Pass or Die, because he liked me so
much. He gave me a nickname [name], because he said I was so good that I
didn’t even have to train. He said I was quick in learning. (RUF combatant D)

These relationships were fundamentally linked to combatant’s self-esteem; the favour and
affection of commanders conferred self-respect, and importantly, respect and status within
the wider group. For commanders too, the dependency and loyalty of their adopted
combatants conferred status, consolidating their war-time identities as ‘big men’ and
paternal figures rather than dependents or those unable to achieve adult status in civilian
society. Foday Sankoh epitomised this aspect to rebel life; an affection for ‘Pa’ or ‘Papay’
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Sankoh was deeply ingrained in many informants, even a decade after the war (see also
Murphy, 2003: 70; Gberie, 2005: 62; Peters, 2011a: 91-92).

These social bonds, so intimately linked with self-esteem and pride, were often strongly
related, if not conditional, upon pleasing commanders by demonstrating ferocity in battle
and a general demeanour of brutality. A young female former fighter told Denov: ‘I
committed a lot of violence … We were cherished by the senior officers for our wicked
deeds’ (Denov, 2010: 112). This attitude not only reflected the RUF’s need to train obedient
and unhesitant fighters, but also the status that brutality similarly afforded commanders in
the rebel world. An informant recounted:

I was always fighting beside [Commander] Rambo. In Makeni, Rambo liked me a
lot because I was very troublesome. And at those times, talking about rebel
commanders, they wanted their names to be heard all over. People talking
about them. So I was troublesome, so he liked me a lot. Whenever he
commanded me, whatever he said I would do it… I would not hesitate, I would
just do it. (RUF combatant C)

Through these relationships with commanders, combatant’s view of themselves, their pride
and their status, became synonymous with their brutality. Conversely, moral doubts over
killing, or signs of fear, were seen to displease commanders and jeopardise social bonds,
thus becoming sources of shame.

Promotions, Pride and War Names

Another important element in the RUF’s systematic rewarding and encouragement of
violence was the use of promotions. Although there appear to have been many instances in
which commanders showed favouritism in dispensing rank, the RUF as a whole was
described in almost enthusiastic terms by former combatants for the manner in which any
combatant, regardless of age or experience, could achieve promotion by demonstrating skill
and courage in battle (see also Peters, 2011a: 95). This aspect of rebel life appears to have
been particularly attractive to many who had gained little reward from their previous hard
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labour in mines or farming, and from patrimonial society more generally. A former
combatant explained his promotion in the following way:

They gave me about one box of ammo, with one four magazine. They gave me
bobos [young children], they gave me 25. It was my own bobo force… Although I
was a new recruit, time didn’t matter to them [the RUF]. When you are at the
front, even if you are a new recruit, even if today you have been captured, if you
know how to fire – when you go to the front and you are about to retreat, the
person who turns around the battle will get promoted. They promoted you if
you were brave. (RUF junior commander A)

Peters has observed that this meant the most brutal or ‘reckless’ fighters rose to the top
(Peters, 2011a: 166). Whilst this is certainly true, it also meant those at the bottom had
powerful incentives to become the most brutal. In Denov’s study, a former female fighter
remarked:

Very violent and obedient soldiers were given positions as commanders. You
needed to show enthusiasm, be very active during combat and terrorize and
abduct the civilians … I was very active in combat and also captured a lot of
people, including children. This contributed to my elevation to the status of a
commander (Denov, 2010: 113)

The relationships combatants formed with commanders, and the receipt of rewards for
fearlessness, fuelled and interacted with an overall RUF group dynamic which led many
combatants to take pride in killing. Demonstrations of skill, prowess, and brutality, could
win fighters the respect and admiration of their peers:

I was good at shooting people even at distant positions … [I]t normally made me
feel good whenever I hit my target. All my friends and fellow soldiers admired
my skill (Boy in Denov, 2010: 129).
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A former RUF combatant described his first attack and act of killing, which took place when
he was little over ten years old. His commander had set an ambush for an approaching
group of kamajors:

On their way there were orange gardens, so they were picking oranges and
sucking on them. We allowed them to pass, except for three that were at the
back. We began to fire. We killed about thirty kamajors. I felt happy. The fighter
next to me was giving me more zeal when I was firing. He was saying ‘Yes that’s
how to do things, you don’t fear, that’s good.’ Later on that day I didn’t feel
bad. I felt good! Because people thought I was very brave, I didn’t feel bad. I
didn’t regret anything. It made me braver for attacks. (RUF combatant D)

In the midst of a spree of atrocity-laden surprise attacks across the eastern districts of Kono
and Kenema in 1998, a former combatant recounted how the RUF had captured a civilian
near Levuma. After the old man told the rebels where a group of villagers were hiding, the
commander consented to spare him. As he did so, he underlined both the brutal supremacy
of his position and his pride in the notoriety his group was gaining:

CO Thorn said… ‘Although the others are protesting that I should not release
[you], I am going to. I have the last order. Even among the group I can kill
anyone without any questions.’ … He [the civilian] advised us that the kamjors at
Panguma were very fierce fighters. Then the commander said: ‘The kamajors at
Panguma, if they are hot like pepper, we are hot like fire.’ CO Thorn asked ‘Do
you know where we are coming from?’ He described the route of all the attacks
up to that point, ‘till we had come to Levuma. He said ‘If they are pepper, we are
fire. We are worse than them… When we arrive in Tongo you will hear about us.’
(RUF junior commander B)

The commander was reportedly proved correct, with the series of attacks widely celebrated
among RUF cadres. Back in an RUF base in Tongo, they were a source of pride for those who
took part:
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We mixed with other RUF. We were happy. Some of them said ‘We heard about
the ambushes and attacks that you made on your way coming, all that you did at
Levuma and other places. You tried a lot.’ So they were happy with us. Whilst
mingling they were asking me ‘What’s your name?’ I told them ‘My name is
Lawless67,’ so they admired the name. They said ‘With this name you should
have been a senior warrior by now.’ Then they asked ‘Who gave you that
name?’ I said ‘I chose that name.’ (RUF junior commander B)

The war names of RUF combatants were often chosen by themselves, as in the above case,
to emphasise a certain characteristic or attitude they wished to portray. In regards to
shame, they may have served an important function as a mask; a means to both avoid
responsibility for actions, and at the same time an attempt to obliterate shame (and shame
about shame) through identities of bravado and machismo. Others were given names by
peers or by commanders during promotion or initiation into the rebel group. In the latter
instance in particular, the taking on of a war name may have held significant symbolic
power; the old self was suspended, or in extreme cases, was replaced. They can be viewed
as markers of the death of a former civilian identity, with its attendant moral codes and
fears, and the birth of a new rebel identity, shameless and fearless.68 One former combatant
recounted:

I changed my name – there is a first part, then someone responds. The first part
meant ‘hard hearted.’ The response from the other person meant ‘someone
who is not afraid of going anywhere.’ (RUF combatant D)

Another combatant described being given a name by his commander following an attack of
which he had been particularly proud at the time:

67

Names have been changed to protect the identity of combatants where necessary. In this case, the meaning
remains roughly the same.
68
It was notable that a number of informants interviewed for this study had changed their fear-inducing noms
de guerre to peaceful or anti-war names after the conflict. To protect anonymity of informants these
cannot be reproduced here.
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The first place I went to fight was at Panguma Junction. By then, if I hid and I was
captured by the kamajors I would have been in trouble. They would kill me… We
attacked the kamajors and we almost ran out of ammunition. They [the RUF]
had told us that the kamajors were bullet-proof – we were almost about to
retreat… There was this one kamajor that was fighting better than all the others
–he was very brave and making it hard for us. I was able to shoot him in the leg
and he dropped. Once he dropped, the other kamajors took him, then after
about ten minutes they withdrew and we took the village.…After we had come
back to Peyama [the base], a commander gave a report about how brave I was,
and how we were about to retreat but because I shot the main kamajor, they
retreated. He gave that report to CO Bush, so he promoted me. I was promoted
to Advance Commander. They gave me the nickname [name] - that is someone
who always retaliates – someone who doesn’t forgive. (RUF junior commander
A)

In addition to individuals gaining personal notoriety, RUF units also appear to have
specialised in particular acts of atrocity, creating signature violence associated with their
own chosen names. Concerning the January 1999 attack on Freetown, Human Rights Watch
reported:

Witnesses describe the existence of distinct units known for committing
particular crimes, like the Burn House Unit, Cut Hands Commando, and Blood
Shed Squad. Some of these squads had a trademark way of killing such as the Kill
Man No Blood unit, whose method was to beat people to death without
shedding blood, or the Born Naked Squad, who stripped their victims before
killing them. (HRW, 1999: IV)69

Living up to these names and building reputation appears to have driven a competition of
brutality among RUF combatants of all ranks. This behaviour bares striking resemblance to
the experience of a former Israeli commando, featured in Israel Charny’s study of genocide:

69

See also Keen (2005: 228) and Gberie (2005: 130).
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As time passed I felt better and better [about killing]. I fell in love with the idea. I
felt like a king. Strong. The best. This was the phase in which a covert
competition began in our unit of “who kills more”. Then there also began the
period of people idolizing me, especially the younger soldiers. After I was
discharged I realized I needed all of this tension.70 From the time I was 16 years
old I was away from my family, without any caring or attention from my family,
and suddenly I was king. (Charny, 2000: 479)

The rebel world and its inverted moral order were built upon social dynamics that exploited
and developed recruits’ sensitivities to shame and pride. In many respects, transition from
civilian codes of morality to those of the RUF may be understood as a move from a value
system of guilt-ethics to one of shame-ethics (Gilligan, 1976). Gilligan explains guilt-ethics as
a system in which ‘the worst evil…is pride, and the highest good is humility’ (Gilligan, 2003:
1175). Under a code of shame-ethics, however, ‘the worst evil is shame and humiliation,
and the highest good is pride and egoism.’ According to Gilligan, these codes are
diametrically opposed; guilt-ethics states ‘Thou shalt not kill’, whereas shame-ethics states
‘Thou shalt kill’ (Gilligan, 2003: 1175).

Through various RUF strategies of moral disengagement, guilt was removed from atrocities,
and combatants frequently used violence as a means to obliterate their own humiliations
and to gain respect and status. The tethering of affection and respect of commanders and
peers to fearlessness and brutality encouraged combatants to commit acts of brutality not
from consideration of strategies of terror, nor due to an inherent greed or primal inclination
to violence, but rather as a means of building pride and avoiding shame. However, as David
Keen argues, the creation of this shameless world led to violence in a second important way.
If the first had been through the building of status and pride, the second was the through
the protection of status and pride and the RUF world in which they existed.
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‘Tension’ seems to mean ‘attention’, though this is not clarified.
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4.4 Eliminating the Threat of Shame
The extent to which the RUF imbued its members with a sense of pride over their violence
and rebel identities was the extent to which it primed them to react violently towards any
perceived challenges to their abuses and rebel identities. Some of the most extreme and
brutal atrocities may thus be understood, as Keen notes, as responses to the ‘ever-present
threat of shame’ (Keen, 2005: 77). The following section outlines and discusses four main
ways in which this threat presented itself to rebel fighters: first, internally from within the
RUF itself; second, from humiliating military reversals and the rise of the CDF; third, from
perceived civilian challenges to rebel’s status; and fourth, from the perceived moral
condemnation of civilians.

4.4.1 Internal Sources of Shame: The Threat from Within

Within the RUF world, a combatant exhibiting any sign of weakness risked punishment and
shame. One former fighter recalled an incident that took place on the way to attacking
Kenema71:

On our way, two of our fighters wanted to escape. They were afraid. They knew
the Nigerians had sophisticated weapons and thought we wouldn’t succeed.
They didn’t want to die for nothing. Commander Mosquito heard about them.
He said ‘Where are these two?’ Then he said ‘Look at them!’ As soon as he said
that he took his pistol and shot them dead. He said ‘These are the people that
don’t want to succeed in this war.’(RUF junior commander B)

The danger and shame of weakness was conveyed to recruits from the outset; crying,
reluctance to kill, or expressions of moral doubt, were met with violence, executions, and
public humiliation. As a former boy soldier told Myriam Denov: ‘All those that showed signs
of fear were initially beaten mercilessly. They wounded some with their knives and tied
others down and starved them for days’ (Denov, 2010: 122). This meant that feelings of
71

The exact date could not be verified, but was likely the major assault on Kenema in February 1999 (see BBC,
‘Major Rebel Attack in Sierra Leone’, 11 February, 1999).
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shame were themselves shameful; hence guilt over initial acts of violence, and fear and grief
over capture or the loss of family members, fed a cycle of shame. To mask this shame and
weakness, many combatants channelled it into anger. Discussing this process in the
development of young boys, Scheff notes:

[…] Acting out anger, even if faked, is seen as strength. Expressing anger
verbally, rather than storming, may be seen as weakness. At first merely to
protect themselves, boys begin suppressing feelings that may be interpreted as
signs of weakness’ (Scheff, 2006).

When combatants felt shamed or humiliated by their peers, and when their critically
important masks of bravado and power were challenged, this anger was apparent. One
threat for many recruits stemmed from their ‘new’ status, which further encouraged them
to assert their brutality and fearlessness:

One day I had an argument in Kailahun, about jamba [marijuana]. I met a fighter
smoking. At that point I had no jamba to smoke. I asked him ‘Please, let me have
some of your smoke.’ He said ‘Get away from me! You are just a new fighter,
you don’t know anything about this war. You only joined the revolution because
you were just hearing about “rebel rebel.”’ I said ‘Yes I’m very new to this war
but I’m much braver than you. If we go to the war front, where I go you won’t be
able to follow, because you will be afraid. I might be a new fighter but I’m braver
than you.’ We were about to fight but the commander separated us. (RUF junior
commander B)

When challenged in such a way, combatants’ reactions were often those of rash violence
and anger, rather than just talk, which Scheff notes could be seen as a weakness itself.
Through the humiliation of their opponent, combatants could maintain their masks and
protect their status. This may shed light on the brutality of the following account, in which a
combatant killed a fellow fighter who had injured him in a dispute over a captive woman:
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When I was through with [raping] the three [civilian women], [name] took them
to the court barrie. I took the one that I liked by the hand. On the way coming,
one of my companions, [name], said ‘I want this woman.’ I said ‘No, this woman
is for me. I myself, I need her.’ He shot at me… I reacted and fired at him. I shot
him in the face and his head shattered. I blew his head off. It was not by
accident, I wanted to kill him. Maybe he only wanted to injure me so that he
could take the woman. But I blew off his skull. I was more senior than him. … I
was so angry. It was anger that made me kill him.

It was reported to the commander, but I was not afraid, because that’s the way
a warrior should behave. In war time you should not be a coward. CO Manawai
called me and said ‘What happened?’ I said ‘Well this man wanted a woman I
have captured. Everybody knew that I had captured four women. I brought
three and kept one for myself. The one that I kept for myself, this man wanted
to take her away from me. When I refused he shot me in the foot, so I retaliated
by blowing off his head.’ CO Manawai said: ‘Well I don’t want to see that mess.
Take it away from here.’ So I took the body by the leg – tied a rope on the leg
and dragged him to a stream. I didn’t bury him. I left him in the open and he was
eaten by the vultures. (RUF junior commander B)

The threat to status eliminated, and the corpse of his opponent degraded, the combatant
was then humiliated by his commander:

When I came back Manawai took that woman away from me. He said ‘This lady
is too beautiful for a junior fighter, she is meant for a senior man.’ I begged him.
I said ‘Boss, I want this woman. I want her to be my wife.’ But Manawai said ‘No,
I myself need this woman.’ I was very angry. Very! If it had been any junior
officer I would have shot him dead. (RUF junior commander B)

Associated with challenging the status of fellow fighters were attempts by some combatants
to prevent abuses or question orders to commit atrocities (Keen, 2005: 80-81). Execution of
those who did so likely reflected a military logic of maintaining control and discipline.
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However, another dimension may have been the degree to which such challenges were
seen as betraying weakness in those making them, as well as being a betrayal and moral
condemnation of the RUF. When junior fighters challenged the behaviour of their seniors or
peers, they also challenged their position and status. Violence against rebel fighters
objecting to or punishing abuses was a factor from the earliest phase of Sierra Leone’s
conflict (see for example TRC, 2004: 3A, 144). In the middle stages of the war, as the
practice of amputations appeared to increase, the danger of halting abuses remained, as an
RUF informant told Peters:

The amputations started in 1996-7. It was difficult even for someone in the
movement to ask questions about this because they would immediately accuse
you of turning against them; why else would you ask these questions. (Peters,
2011a: 140)

Amnesty International reported incidents in 1998 of young combatants being executed for
questioning orders to kill civilians (Amnesty, 2000: 4; see also Keen, 2005: 230; Gberie,
2005: 130). During ‘Operation No Living Thing’, Human Rights Watch similarly reported that
a small minority of fighters had attempted to intervene and were met with death threats
(HRW, 1999: IV). A former fighter interviewed for this study had self-demobilised by the
time the rebels re-entered Freetown in 1999, a further indication of the capacity of young
brutalised combatants to exercise agency despite their indoctrination72. Hiding from CDF
and Nigerian ECOMOG forces, he witnessed the return of his former comrades:
In 1999, January 6th they came back to the city, calling themselves ‘Manna from
heaven.’ … They were burning houses. And when they were going back, when
the ECOMOG soldiers were fighting them back, they were cutting hands,
fighting, burning houses, raping – all those things. But that time I didn’t go with
them. Someone knew me – they were calling me back. I said ‘Man I’ve stopped
all the fighting.’ But I couldn’t ask them to stop. You can’t just call someone
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This act of self-demobilisation also shows that the conversion of captives into brutal fighters was not always
absolute; they often retained desires to return to their former identities. How this conflicted with their RUF
conditioning and may in itself have led to violence is discussed shortly.
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who’s fighting, even if you were a rebel and he’s a rebel, and say ‘Come I was a
rebel, I want you to stop fighting.’ How dare you! He will kill you. Nobody can
advise you and you will listen at that time. Not people like that.
(RUF combatant C)

4.4.2 The Shame of Military Reversals and the CDF

The humiliation that many RUF combatants felt in their rejection by civilians was strongly
linked to the popular support given to the civil defence forces and their kamajor fighters
(Keen, 2005: 80). To many in the RUF, the CDF were the ultimate expression of civilian
ungratefulness and betrayal, and hence, one of the greatest threats of shame.
The ‘betrayal’ of civilians, and their ungratefulness to those who were risking their lives to
‘liberate’ them, was keenly felt in instances of perceived, and very often real, collaboration
between civilians and the CDF. As the CDF began to inflict significant military defeats upon
the RUF in the mid-1990s, the rebel group increasingly saw civilians as treacherous and the
enemy. Where the CDF proved an elusive or formidable enemy, civilians proved more
accessible and less fearsome substitutes against which revenge and reversal of humiliation
could be directed. Hence the rise in RUF atrocities – particularly of amputations – that
accompanied the rise of the CDF can be seen as linked not only to military strategy, but also
to increased rebel anger over perceived shaming by wider society. This may shed further
light on a 1995 attack on a village described in Chapter Three, in which rational strategies
alone appear insufficient to explain the rebel’s desire to inflict suffering and revenge:

I was the deputy commander… [the commander] said ‘This [previous kamajor]
attack was caused by the civilians – if we enter Largo, if we are successful, every
one of them must pay the price.’ … We attacked. We pushed the kamajors out. We
captured 29 civilians and two kamajors. The man [commander] had said ‘Any
captured kamajor must die and the civilians must be treated bad.’ … The two
Kamajors, we undressed them and shot them… We shot ten civilians – we shot
them in the leg or feet and left them there. If we shot them in the torso, or on the
lower leg, they would be able to move away from there. But when we shoot them
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in the upper leg, they can’t move. They can’t walk. We didn’t kill them, because we
wanted to punish them. We wanted them to suffer. (RUF junior commander A)

Further suggesting that such attacks were not solely guided by strategic considerations was
the tendency of individual commanders to pursue personal vendettas against enemies
judged to have humiliated them. A former fighter explained the logic behind an assault on
the town of Levuma:

It was a revenge attack because they [kamajors] had killed one of our
commanders at the same Levuma, so it was a revenge attack… CO Thorn told us
‘We are going to Levuma - some kamajors are there, some soldiers are there.
We are going for them, particularly one commander, a kamajor they call Alhadji.’
(RUF junior commander B)

Military losses often led to anger and a sense of humiliation within the RUF, prompting
desires for revenge that were equally as important in dictating military strategies as rational
war-aims. During the election period of 1996, one former junior commander described how
his group had been attacked by SLA soldiers led by the feared commander Akim:

Peyama was attacked a lot. Sometimes we would retreat and hide nearby – after
they had looted, set fire to the camp, we would come back. It would not take
long to rebuild the place. The first time we were attacked it was the soldiers,
under Akim… He was very renowned in escorting, especially the Tongo
convoy…Some people said that Akim could become invisible and he was bulletproof… At that time we were amputating, but not for the elections. One week
before the election, Akim came and attacked us at our base and we scattered.
We did not have much ammunition. We were driven from Peyama. We lost our
property, our ammunition, so the army was strong and we could not regroup
and attack… We were not happy because Akim attacked us near the elections, so
we had that grudge – ‘At any time the opportunity arises, we are going to
retaliate.’ … Depending on the outcome of the peace mission in Abidjan, if the
ceasefire is to hold on then we will keep our cool. But if Foday Sankoh gives the
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order that we should attack, then Akim would be our target. We still wanted
revenge. (RUF junior commander A)

Nigerian peacekeepers were similarly targeted for revenge for inflicting military defeats on
the RUF. Acts of atrocity appeared not only related to a desire to deter ECOMOG soldiers
from fighting in Sierra Leone, but to punish and reverse the shame of military defeats
through public humiliation of soldiers. A former child soldier recounted how he was
ordered to behead a captured Nigerian soldier:

We were fighting together [AFRC junta soldiers and RUF]. They called for
reinforcements in Makeni. [Commander] Rambo liked to fight a lot. I was always
high, smoking and drinking. ... It was very hot [fierce fighting] in Makeni – people
running…crying, dying, seeing dead people in the streets… But I was not even
seeing them because I was always high. I was just waiting to cock my gun and
shoot … After the fight, ECOMOG retreated. We captured some of them. There
was one, he was begging, ‘Please small boy please, I have my family back at
home. Please don’t kill me.’ And Rambo said ‘You! You have a family back at
home – you left them to come and fight us in our own country. You know why
we are fighting? This is our country, this is our land. We are fighting for our right.
And who are you? You just came to our country to fight us? Don’t worry.’ And
then he called me. I had my cutlass … He was begging then we tied his arms
behind his back. He kneeled down, on his knee. I held my cutlass and said ‘I’m
going to chop off your head’. He was begging then I took my cutlass and
chopped on his neck. But his head didn’t cut off, because it’s very hard for you to
use a cutlass on someone else like that. This can only happen in a movie, but in
reality no. His blood was pouring from his neck, but he was still crying: ‘Oh I’m
dying!’ Then I took my gun and the gun did the rest. I finished him.
(RUF combatant C)

Perceived humiliation by the CDF and other forces was clearly a strong motive behind many
acts of atrocity committed against fighters captured by the RUF. Many of those perpetrators
interviewed related that the desire to seek revenge often stemmed from personal grudges.
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One former combatant explained why his commander was so violent in such terms: ‘He was
violent because he told me that one kamajor raped his mother in front of him. So that
made him to be very angry’ (RUF combatant G). A particular feature of acts of violence
committed against captured CDF and their sympathisers was the use of forms of torture the
RUF believed had been used against their own fighters. Humiliating violence committed
against RUF captives, deemed a humiliation of the RUF as a whole, was brutally repaid. In
the following incident, a desire to reassert the powerful image of the RUF over and above
the CDF is apparent:

We killed the kamajors in a small village before coming to Basara. We gave one
an option – how do you want us to kill you? Death by firing, or cutting off your
ears or your genitals? He chose for his privates. If he had said ‘cut my ears’, we
would kill him. Because whenever kamajors captured a rebel, they were too
wicked. They would place burning rubber on the skin, in different spots. Or they
burn you alive with tyre and fuel. So that’s why whenever we captured a
Kamajor, we normally want to punish him with slow death. So [Commander] No
Retreat did the cutting, because a kamajor killed his papa. The other man was
bayonetted in the back. He was killed. We left the genitals in the road so that if
any kamajors come, they will know that this is the work of the RUF.
(RUF junior commander B)

This violence was clearly intended to send a humiliating message to others, and as such can
be understood partially as a tactic of terror. However, it was also a message to the RUF
fighters themselves: humiliations would be reversed and supremacy asserted. The specific
targeting of genitals can also be linked to James Gilligan’s argument regarding the
symbolism of amputations and atrocities, in which ‘castrated genitals symbolize shame and
confer disgrace’ (Gilligan, 2000a: 144). The commander’s own personal revenge motives
were also clearly crucial in shaping violence, which is poorly understood purely in terms of
rational strategy, divorced from emotional factors of anger and shame. From the same
former combatant, another account of the humiliation and mutilation of captured kamajors
demonstrated the role of revenge and power-reversal, and included a command that the
victim should not cry:
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The [two] kamajors became aware that someone was at their backs... As soon as
one of the kamajors turned and saw the rebels he fired. He hit him [an RUF
fighter] in the chest and killed him. After that shot, we were many in number so
we rushed at them. We didn’t fire because we didn’t want to waste our
cartridges … We made them cut off each other’s ears – one from each. The
commander said ‘If I see any water on your eyes, I will shoot you.’ Both of them
cut the other - they cut off only one each, and after cutting they had to chew
their own ear. They swallowed … We tied them ‘FM’… it’s just like tuning a radio
– you have this twine, and you start turning it … the twine goes into the skin …
The FM was done by the kamajors... So when we captured the kamajor we used
the same FM. The CO said ‘What weapon is this? This is the weapon that you use
when you capture your enemies. So now today we are going to use this weapon
on you.’ We tied the first one and when he yelled we said ‘Okay, number one.’
The first yell is number one. So we continued turning it to number two, number
three, number four. That guy, he shit in his trousers. Then we tied the other one.
We tied to number one, then we left him, because we didn’t want to smell
shit.73 (RUF junior commander B)

Revenge atrocities against the CDF frequently involved sexual violence and rape, used to
degrade and humiliate victims and their communities. A former combatant described one
such incident:

We came to the village and asked ‘Who is the grand [CDF] commander here?’
We captured one of the women and said ‘If you don’t point [out] who is the
grand commander you are going to die in three counts.’ The woman, to spare
her life, pointed. They [RUF commanders] commanded me, ‘Rape that woman in
front of her husband’. I did it, because if I didn’t do it they would kill me.
(RUF combatant G)
73

Both kamajors were later executed. The first as a test of kamajor magic and revenge for the RUF casualty,
and the second by a senior RUF commander in Tongo to ensure he would not escape.
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In many instances, perpetrators of rape and violence against supposed kamajor wives
claimed that their actions were in keeping with top-level orders for revenge. This in itself
suggests attempts to avoid moral responsibility for such actions. Regardless of orders,
perpetrators clearly objectified victims of sexual violence, viewing rape and the collecting of
‘wives’ as elements in status and identity building, and as a means to become ‘big men’. The
following graphic account, covering RUF actions immediately following the recapture of
Tongo in 1999, underlines the extent to which victims were dehumanised, and how abuses
appeared related to revenge, power and status, rather than solely rationalistic war
strategies:

We ate and then the CO asked ‘How many of you have captured women?’ I said
‘Me I captured four women, they are all there.’ [CO] Manawai said ‘Most of
those women, they were kamajor women, so we are going to treat them all.’ He
ordered us to bring the women to the court barrie. I had caught them during the
firing. After capturing the women they were begging me to save their lives, so I
kept them in a room. Since I had not fucked a woman before, I wanted to fuck all
of them… I took my friend along with me. I said ‘These four women, I’m not
going to hand them over. I’m going to fuck them first. Then when I am through
with one, I will give her to you to take to the court barrie.’

All five of us were in a house. We did it on the floor. Even if there was a
mattress, we fighters don’t like mattresses, we prefer the bare ground. After
fucking one, I would tell her to go and wait outside. They would not open the
door and run away because they knew there were fighters outside. They were
begging. I said ‘No I’m not going to spare you since you were all wives of
kamajors. I’m not going to spare you.’

Most of us were busy – fighters were doing it in many places. Whilst I was doing
this rape, I could hear other women shouting ‘Please this is enough, I am tired.’
They were slapping them. But I was alone with the four women. It was my first
time. I enjoyed myself… They had gathered all the other women. The three
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women that I had raped - after others had raped them they ‘escorted’ them. The
one that I reserved I wanted to take as my own jungle woman. After all the
women were raped, some were killed, some their breasts were cut, some were
shaved. I myself shaved a woman’s head with a bayonet … I shaved off her hair,
then Manawai said ‘Escort her.’ He meant I should go and kill her. I took her to a
different place, outside. I was alone. Before getting rid of her, I raped her again. I
said ‘Before I get rid of you let me enjoy myself with your pussy.’ The woman
begged me, ‘Please don’t do it.’ I said ‘This is an order my commander gave me –
I have to follow the orders of my commander.’ After I raped her I didn’t fire,
didn’t waste a bullet – I used the rifle butt to crack her head. It took three
cracks.

The rest - some of them they cut their breasts, some of them they chopped off
their ears before being killed. Among the fifty-five women that were captured,
only twenty survived. Nothing happened to those twenty – they were taken by
the senior commanders. (RUF junior commander B)

In the above account, the extremity and cruelty of violence appears strongly related to the
context of recent military reversals suffered by the RUF at the hands of the CDF. These
defeats and loss of territory were deeply humiliating to the RUF. They challenged the
identity of the RUF and its combatants as an unassailable force of fearsome fighters. As
such, retaliatory violence against the CDF and civilians was not only a form of terror
designed to deter further losses, but also a reassertion of the power and supremacy of the
RUF through the humiliation and degrading of the enemy.

Beyond atrocities aimed at reversing or eliminating the humiliation of military defeats, the
rise of the CDF appears to have encouraged violence from RUF combatants as means to
protect and preserve the shameless environment within which their identities of power and
status held, and without which, they were disgraced. At its zenith, the CDF threatened the
very existence of the RUF; rather than interpreting RUF retaliatory violence solely as a form
of fatalism or a strategy of terror (see Richards, 1999: 658; and Peters, 2011a), it can be
understood as a response to the threat of the destruction of the moral system to which
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fighter’s entire self-worth had become tied. Here we can invoke Gilligan’s insight that
perpetrators of violence will ‘sacrifice anything to prevent the death and disintegration of
their individual or group identity’ (Gilligan, 2000a: 97). For many RUF fighters, including
those who had originally been brutally conscripted into the group, the rebel movement
offered status and respect, whereas the CDF and civilian society, as opponents of the
movement, were a direct threat to status and respect. Indeed, the rebel identities and
brutality upon which this respect was based were deeply shameful outside of the RUF.
Preserving the existence of the RUF, and the benefits it was perceived as providing, was
hence a fundamental matter of preserving individual esteem and status.

Strongly linked to the threat to the moral universe presented by the CDF, was the general
threat to pride and status offered by peace. For some within the rebel movement, peace
raised the disturbing prospect of the collapse of the only environment within which their
past and present actions remained sources of pride, rather than shame. Continued war, or
RUF victory, offered hope of social elevation, respect, and status. Peace, however,
presented the risk of social stigmatisation, relegation and shaming. For many of the
youngest recruits, so deeply ingrained was their rebel identity, and so closely aligned was
their self-esteem with relationships to commanders and the wider group, that peace
represented a fundamental threat of shaming and rejection. One former fighter explained: ‘I
was hating the kamajors because since I had become used to the war, I didn’t need peace. I
was wanting the atrocity, to be killing people - I just loved that’ (RUF combatant G). The
post-war experiences of this same individual demonstrated the extent to which the status
and power afforded through the RUF and violence had been addictive and deeply ingrained,
and how peace by comparison embodied a loss of status and power:

I told them [the DDR programme] that I want to go to school. So later they put
us in a school in Bo. They paid us for two years. I decided not to go to school
again because I had been used to that arrogant life. I didn’t have respect for
teachers. I had power, but now I’m seeing the teacher is controlling me, making
me kneel down, giving me twelve cut or six cut, so I hate this. I decided not to go
to school. … I was doing tailoring for just three months. I left there because I’d
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been used to the wayward life – I don’t want nobody to control me. I just want
to be for myself. (RUF combatant G)

The joint RUF/AFRC attack on Freetown, and much of its violence, can perhaps be viewed in
this light. The atrocities unleashed upon the capital may be seen in part as an attempt to
assert the rebel’s rejection of shaming civilian moral codes and preserve the war in which
violence could command respect. It would be difficult to exaggerate the brutality, horror
and agony to which the city’s population was subjected in January 1999, and here political
and economic explanations for violence seem particularly inadequate. Among a vast litany
of abuses, Keen notes that patients were tortured in their hospital beds, families were
dragged from their homes and murdered, children were thrown into burning houses and
those trying to escape the flames were gunned down. Amputations were widely
perpetrated, often against very young children74, and the government’s senior pathologist
registered 7,335 corpses (Keen, 2005: 227-228). Killings were often indiscriminate; in one
instance, Nigerian ECOMOG troops reported they had stopped rebels from trying to poison
the city’s water supply (Keen, 2005: 228).

Keen notes that many perpetrators felt that their violence was justified, and argues that a
‘shame-free zone’ nurtured violence whilst perceived threats of shame reinforced it (Keen,
2005: 230). A former member of the West Side Boys – the military faction that would gain
international notoriety in 2000 for taking British soldiers hostage – expressed to Keen his
apparent pride in being the first combatant in Freetown on 6 January. A former hostage of
the faction remarked that for some of the group, the attack ‘was like an achievement’
(Keen, 2005: 230).

The attack on Freetown in 1999 can also be understood as a collective act of revenge by
both RUF and AFRC fighters, who felt humiliated by their military defeat at the hands of CDF
and ECOMOG forces, and shamed by the rejection from civilians this represented. In one
account provided to Human Rights Watch, a witness described how RUF fighters
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Human Rights Watch reported that ‘the hands of toddlers as young as two were severed with machetes,
girls as young as eight were sexually abused’ (HRW, 1999: IV).
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impersonated ECOMOG soldiers, calling terrified civilians from their houses to say that they
were safe:

As they moved down the street they collected more and more civilians who said,
Atanke, tanke [thank you], we're so tired of these people. We're happy you've
come. You don't know how we've suffered, and so on. The women
accompanying the rebels clapped their hands and got the rest of them dancing
and when they'd [the rebels] collected about thirty or so people, just started to
laugh. And, a few moments later said, oh, we see, so it's ECOMOG you want.
We've really caught you now. The civilians started begging for forgiveness but
the rebels, who had them surrounded by now, ordered them to lie on the
ground and shot them one by one in the head and chest. There were men,
women, and even a few children killed. I saw the rebels change the clips on their
pistols until all of them were dead. (HRW, 1999: IV).

The account of a former fighter points to a revenge motive for much of this violence, and
the manner in which perceived humiliation was reversed through its infliction on civilians:

We entered into Freetown with the force. We meet some ECOMOGs, some
kamajors. We were in Calaba Town, at St Peter the Rock. We were burning
houses there. I did so many atrocities, killed people. We were killing people,
destroying people. Cutting people’s hands, their legs. Just making fun of them we wanted to see them walking with one leg straight and without the other one.
It will make them to [feel] shame, you know? Provoking them… Sometimes we
took petrol, we tied them [civilians] up, because we wanted to be wicked
people. We put it on them, scratched matches, burned them down. They would
beg ‘Please don’t kill me!’ That made us angry, because we don’t want to hear
that voice. We just think that they are the ones supporting the kamajors and the
ECOMOGs to kill more rebels. We punished them. (RUF Fighter G)
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The fact that civilian pleas for mercy in this instance led to more anger is another important
element suggesting the importance of shame in violence, and was a theme in many
accounts of atrocity provided by perpetrators. One ex-combatant stated:

I did lots of cutting hands. One time we attacked Jama Malema. We captured
one guy. He said ‘We don’t know about the rebels.’ So I said ‘Okay. Well today
you’re going to know the rebels.’ I cut off his hand. We did long-sleeve shortsleeve many, many times … Some we only cut the fingers. Sometimes it was
hard to cut, but we had axes for that. If you start to beg us when we are doing
these things, that makes us more angry. (RUF combatant D)

Another former fighter simply stated: ‘If you ask us not to rape you, you will lose your life’
(RUF combatant H). There appear to have been at least two major shame-threats presented
by requests for mercy; first, a threat to status, and second, a threat of moral condemnation.

4.4.3 Threats to Status

On one level, showing mercy was often equated with weakness in the brutal world of the
RUF. Requests for mercy were a direct challenge to the callous and fearsome reputation
many fighters sought to build. That a civilian might conceive such mercy was possible could
be deemed embarrassing to fighters, particularly in front of their fellow comrades and
commanders. Reactions therefore may have stemmed from anger, provoked by a fear of
shame and desire to eliminate its source. On another level, a clear logic of survival may also
have dictated the often brutal responses with which pleas for mercy were met. Since
reputations and status were so important within the RUF, and strongly linked to the level of
security and protection a combatant might experience, any display of mercy which might be
perceived as weakness represented a dangerous move. In these respects, civilian pleas for
mercy perversely translated in RUF minds as asking ‘are you weak enough to show mercy?’
and ‘do you take orders from civilians?’ When such requests took place in public, witnessed
by fellow fighters, combatants felt rage at being shamed in this way and fear that peers
might view them as weak. Hence extreme violence was corrective, reasserting that
perpetrators could not be challenged by civilians, nor show such weakness at their behest. A
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former combatant’s account of leading an attack on a village suggested precisely such a
logic to violence:

We went to the village, to advise the village, ask them for their food, their rice,
their chicken, whatever they have to eat. They were afraid, begging us, ‘Please
don’t do it, please’… I still remember an old woman was begging us. She was at
the ground, begging us, trying to touch our feet – ‘Please my son, please don’t
do this to us, we don’t have any food to eat.’ And I was very angry with her you
see. ‘Go that way!’ I shouted, and I pushed her. I started to beat her, me and my
colleague. I beat her very badly… I don’t believe – it’s left to God but I don’t
believe that woman could have survived that beating… There was a boy – her
grandson – he was saying, ‘Eh, please, please. I’m begging you, please don’t do
it. Please it’s my grandmother, please.’ I said ‘What? Who are you? Come this
way. I hear you talking like that. Don’t you know me? I’m ‘Small Blood’. Come
this way. Put your hand here.’ Then I chopped off four of his fingers. I took a
thread, and I put it in the fingers … I made it like a culture [necklace]. I put it
around my neck. People were afraid of me. (RUF combatant C)

The importance of fearsome identities and status in the rebel world can shed light on such
anger-driven violence, otherwise poorly understood as resulting from calm rational
deliberation of self-interest. The perpetrator’s declaration of his war name, ‘Small Blood’,
was a reassertion of his power and fearsomeness, ultimately underlined by wearing the
evidence of his brutality around his neck. Rather than conceived purely as a tactic of terror
then, this act was intimately connected to pride, status and eliminating shame. The
perpetrator explained:

I did it because when we were beating the woman, he [the grandson] was trying
to plead to us, begging us ‘please don’t do it, please don’t do it.’ So I was angry.
Because whenever a rebel is taking an action or is doing something, is beating
someone or raping someone, he hates people to beg. When someone is begging
you when you are taking your action, it’s like they are commanding you, and
rebels don’t like people that command them, except their commander. Civilians,
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if they say ‘stop doing this’ - no. Rebels didn’t like people to talk to them as if
they were their commander. (RUF combatant C)

That the youngest recruits of the RUF were some of the most volatile and dangerous
fighters has been noted. Part of this volatility was clearly related to the above acute
sensitivity to disrespect. Under their rebel identities, many young fighters were treated as
‘big men’, given titles of command and power over civilians and fellow combatants much
older than themselves. Their status was an essential element in their war-time survival and
security, and their ferocity was strongly linked to their bonds with commanders and older
fighters. Any attempt by civilians to refer to young fighters as children, or to make requests
that might be taken as an attempt to command, were likely to result in violence intended to
eliminate this threat to pride and reassert power. The same former combatant explained:

Some were afraid to call you ‘small boy.’ If they see you they will say ‘Yes sir.’
Sometimes, some people will say ‘These small boys they are very wicked.’ But if
you call us small boy it’s going to be trouble for you, because we don’t like
people calling us that name. When you have a gun you are a man.
(RUF combatant C)

4.4.4 Civilian moral shaming

If civilian’s pleas for mercy and attempts to challenge combatants may have represented, in
part, a challenge to the all-important status and pride of rebel fighters, then it also appears
that they risked shaming combatants in an altogether more fundamental, and perhaps more
dangerous manner. To build status and pride in the world of the RUF, combatants routinely
committed acts of violence and abuse which in civilian society were deeply transgressive
and shameful. Within the rebel world, this mask of violence served to hide shame of moral
doubts over killing, past humiliations or powerlessness, and to elevate status. Yet outside
the rebel enclaves, the mask itself was a source of shame. Hence to combatants, civilian
towns and villages were deeply hostile environments, where sources of rebel pride and
respect were understood as being sources of shame and disgrace. As Keen notes, it is
important to recognise, and attempt to understand, the rebel’s fear of the civilian (Keen
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2002: 8, 15). The eyes of civilians, their pleas for mercy or their tears and screams of agony
could be taken by combatants as morally judging. They suggested that injustice was being
committed, that the natural order was being upset. They called into question the entire
moral order of the RUF, and raised the possibility of perpetrator’s guilt and complicity in
crime.

The above helps to shed light on atrocities committed against civilians in at least three ways.
First, all civilians were representatives, in the minds of combatants, of an opposing and
hostile moral order. As such, they were an enemy, not so much threatening their physical
security as their self-worth and pride. Without any demonstration of condemnation, explicit
or implicit, perpetrators could yet view civilians as a source of shame merely by their
presence. Combatants who had come to view their abuses as heroic, associated with their
warrior identities, had incentives to not only silence (or blind) but to destroy civilian moral
codes under which their abuses were shameful. Indeed, the creation of the RUF’s own moral
universe not only required establishing a new order of what was right and wrong, it required
the annihilation of the old. Within the RUF camps this was achieved through a variety of
social mechanisms and systems of reward; in the hostile moral territory outside of the RUF,
this was achieved by physically enforcing the new moral code. No sign of moral
condemnation or distress could be tolerated. Hence the war for many in the RUF was not
only one of physical territory, but also one of moral territory, a battle to enforce a moral
code under which their identities remained a source of pride, rather than shame.

Second, the anger and violence that often followed requests for mercy or signs of distress,
suffering and fear, can be understood as a relating to perpetrator’s sensitivity to being
misjudged. Perversely, the moral outrage of victims of violence may in itself have provoked
moral outrage from their tormenters. In this sense, it was not that victims stirred up
dormant or deeply buried feelings of guilt or shame in perpetrators, but that perpetrators
felt angry that actions that were morally justified and celebrated within the rebel world
were being condemned. Combined with anger over perceived civilian betrayal, this may
account for the discomforting ‘genuine sense of outrage and self-righteousness’ Keen
observed among many young Sierra Leonean fighters (Keen, 2012a: 204).
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Third, if it was not necessary for combatants to feel either guilt or shame in order for them
to commit violence aimed at eliminating the threat of shame, it was yet evident during
interviews that many were indeed struck by deep inner moral conflict and feelings of
shame. As Keen notes, combatants’ use of drugs was often related to soothing consciences
(Keen, 2005: 76). A former combatant described how drugs could provide temporary relief:

They [RUF] have given you trust, you must do some atrocity. Things that are not
in your favour, you do it just to please them. You regret it when you are sitting
alone, when the drugs are already left … You feel bad about it, but the moment
you take the drugs again you forget about everything. (RUF combatant G)

In his work with a violent offender, Whittington similarly notes: ‘Each time he injects, it
eradicates the shame until the drugs wear off, and then it reappears’ (Whittington, 2007:
314-315). The use of drugs in this way strongly suggests that the conversion of many RUF
combatants was never fully completed, and that fighters invariably traversed a spectrum of
moral certainty over time. Denov notes that none of the participants in her study had
experienced ‘a full transformation from victim to hardened perpetrator’ (Denov, 2010: 129).
A number of former child soldiers described to Denov how they would sneak out of sight of
other rebels to weep in secret (Denov, 2010: 129-130). These feelings of remorse and
sorrow were deeply shameful within the RUF, demonstrated by the need to keep them
hidden and repressed, and were a source of troubling and disturbing inner emotional
turmoil for combatants. Furthermore, such feelings were dangerous, and could threaten to
expose combatants to social stigmatisation or punishment within the group. One way in
which this fed into violence, as already noted, was by encouraging combatants to build-up
public masks of brutality to hide private shame. Another way, as discussed, may have been
to commit acts of violence against civilians as a means of displacement and substitution,
reversing feelings of powerlessness yet ultimately creating further shameful acts. Yet
another way, and one which has received little attention in the study of Sierra Leone,
appears to have stemmed from attempts to resolve or eliminate perpetrator’s inner moral
turmoil, by both attempting to eliminate sources of civilian shaming and at the same time,
eliminate dangerous and unsettling internal moral doubts by committing fully to the brutal
moral codes of the RUF.
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In seeking to better understand the relationship between violence and this inner moral
conflict, often provoked by civilian suffering and pleas for mercy, we can employ insights
from the field of social psychology. Leon Festinger described ‘cognitive dissonance’ as a
tension resulting from an individual holding psychologically opposing or inconsistent beliefs
or attitudes (Festinger, 1957). This tension is distressing for the individual, leading to
anguish that can be overwhelming in its most extreme form. According to Festinger,
individuals are therefore driven by this psychological discomfort to attempt to reduce
dissonance. They may do this in a variety of wars, including adjusting their belief system to
account for opposing evidence or beliefs, or if they are able, adjusting the environment
itself to bring the world in line with their beliefs. In this sense, cognitive dissonance is ‘the
engine that drives self-justification’, and is fundamentally linked to self-esteem and
attempts to avoid humiliation and shame (Tavris & Aronson, 2007:13). Building on
Festinger’s work, psychologist Elliot Aronson made this link even clearer by arguing that the
predictive power of dissonance theory – that an individual will take action to resolve
dissonance – was most effective when an individual’s self-perceptions were at stake
(Aronson, 1968). According to Aronson, ‘cognitive dissonance is clearest and greatest when
it involves not just any two cognitions but, rather, a cognition about the self and a piece of
our behavior that violates that self-concept’ (Aronson, 1992: 305). In seeking to reduce
dissonance, one of the key aims of an individual is to ‘preserve a morally good sense of self’
(Aronson, 1992: 305).

In application to Sierra Leone’s civil war, cognitive dissonance theory sheds light on the
dynamics of violence aimed at eliminating shame and preserving perpetrator’s moral selfconcepts. For RUF fighters, the troubling inner moral turmoil, as evidenced by the use of
drugs to soothe consciences and secret acts of crying, can be understood as dissonance.
Their emotional distress and frustration was born from the dissonance between the
competing moral codes of civilian society and that of the RUF, and from the contradiction of
their perceptions of themselves as individuals of worth and moral good, and their horrifying
and shameful atrocities. In seeking to reduce dissonance, combatants had a number of
options beyond drawing the deeply troubling and debilitating conclusion that they were in
fact wicked or worthless. One way, perhaps still evident in post-war narratives of atrocity
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and agency, was through moral abdication. Fighters could attribute responsibility for their
actions to commanders who ordered them to kill at gun-point. Similarly, the use of drugs
could also be used to avoid individual responsibility for actions, thus preserving notions of
the moral self without contradiction. Other combatants may also have avoided moral
culpability for their actions by attributing the ultimate cause of violence to civilians and
victims themselves, through both providing the roots of the conflict and by supporting
military opponents such as the CDF. Another way to avoid direct moral responsibility for
violence could be to relocate agency to fate, at least in the minds of perpetrators. The use of
lotteries and raffles for the perpetration of atrocities, offering victims a degree of choice in
the form of amputations or torture they wished to receive, or forcing victims to inflict
violence upon each other, could all represent in some sense a transfer of moral
responsibility from perpetrators, thus easing their cognitive dissonance. These factors
accord with Keen’s observation that a source of shamelessness was some combatant’s
belief that ‘violence did not seem to come from them’ (Keen, 2005: 77).

A second main way in which combatants may have sought to reduce dissonance was by fully
committing to the moral order which relocated their actions from the realm of shame to
that of pride. As combatants spent time within the RUF committing abuses, building higher
levels of shame and greater levels of dissonance between their actions and moral selfperceptions, the rebel’s moral code became increasingly attractive. It provided relief from
cognitive dissonance, yet demanded repeated acts of violence to both promote it and
eliminate the moral order for which it was a replacement. In this respect, reducing
dissonance by embracing the RUF’s moral order became an act of self-persuasion by RUF
fighters; a form of voluntary brutalisation predicated on a need to make sense of the world
and avoid the conclusion that their actions or selves were wicked. Recent research from
social psychologist Martens and colleagues suggests that cognitive dissonance may be
instrumental in turning forced perpetrators of violence into willing perpetrators (Martens et
al., 2007; Martens et al., 2010; Martens & Kosloff, 2012). In order to avoid dissonance,
Martens and colleagues argue, perpetrators may seek to justify initial involuntary killings
through committing further killings wilfully in demonstration of their just cause (Martens et
al., 2007: 1253). At first, cognitive dissonance may serve to prohibit further acts of violence
as perpetrators seek to avoid contradiction between their immoral actions and perceptions
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of self as morally good. However, after individuals have killed a number of times, they cross
a ‘threshold’ of killing, or a ‘point of no return’ (Martens et al., 2010 268). At this point it is
no longer psychologically acceptable or viable for individuals to view their killing as
shameful, and as such, they engage in further killing to convince themselves and others that
the killing was warranted and permissible in the first place (Martens et al., 2010: 268).

Third, dissonance theory may help to explain why atrocities were often accompanied by acts
of forced approval and commands that victims and witnesses should laugh, rather than cry
(Keen, 2005: 60-61). They can be understood as attempts to reshape the world into
consonance with perpetrator’s perceptions of themselves as righteous, even as liberators
and saviours, and to eliminate shame engendered in tears and signs of moral transgression,
which threatened the foundations of their moral universe. That ‘approval’ stemming from
coercion or fear could in some sense provide moral or psychological assurance to
combatants was confirmed by one former fighter:

Mostly wherever we went, when we were passing you could see people
clapping, ‘We are happy for you, we are happy for you. You are going to fight for
our freedom, you are a freedom fighter.’ Whenever those people say those
things when we are passing we feel proud. You say ‘Yeah, yeah’ – you punch
your fist in the air. You think that they are supporting you but they are never they are not supporting they are just afraid, that’s why they are doing that. But
whenever you are passing you see people starting to clap for you, you feel
happy. You think you are doing the right thing. (RUF combatant C)

The command that victims and witnesses should laugh or applaud during atrocities was a
cruel and disturbing aspect to some instances of violence. The TRC recorded numerous such
testimonies, ranging from the very beginning of the conflict and the actions of Liberian
fighters, to the latter stages of conflict and RUF and military abuses. Such instances were
also confirmed by perpetrators interviewed for this study. One former combatant recounted
abuses he took part in following an attack on a town hosting kamajors:
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We began taking those hiding inside, taking them from under the beds. We
brought them outside. We went house by house, pulling them all out. We took
one old man and said ‘You and your family, come stand away from the group.’
We separated the man from his family, then we told the wife and children ‘We
are going to kill him and take you back to our camp.’ The people started crying.
We told them, ‘You are not supposed to cry. You should laugh.’ So they laughed.
We told the old man, ‘Say goodbye to your family because it’s time for you to
go.’ The man said goodbye, told them what he had to tell them, then we killed
him. We shot him where he stood. After that we found one kamo [karamoko].
When we were going to kill him he said ‘Let me read the Koran first.’ We told
him to go and stand and read the Koran whilst we killed the others. ‘When you
are done, call us and we will come and kill you.’ He was reading, but not
finishing. We told him ‘It is time for you to die.’ He took the Koran and placed it
on his head. We shot him and he died.

We killed plenty, and we captured plenty. We told them ‘Sing for us.’ They asked
us ‘Which type of song?’ We said ‘Who now is in power?’ They said ‘[President]
Tejan Kabbah is in power.’ So we told them to sing a song that means ‘Tejan
Kabbah, the war has displaced us.’ They were singing that song and we were
beating them. After that we told them they were coming with us. Most of them
started to cry, asking us not to take them. We asked them ‘Who does not want
to go? And who is willing to go with us? Divide yourself.’ They divided
themselves into two groups. Those that didn’t want to go, we killed them all.
More than forty. (RUF combatant D)

Aspects of this violence can be related to the elimination of shame. By forcing victims to sing
songs blaming President Kabbah for their predicament, the rebel fighters forced the world
to align with their moral justifications for violence; the civilians were made to implicate
themselves in betrayal and supporting RUF enemies, rendering violence as ‘justified’
retribution, or as Kabbah’s responsibility. Forced laughter demanded that victims play along
in a version of reality in which natural shaming reactions, such as tears, were replaced with
approving or enjoyment reactions. In this sense forced laughter may have helped to reduce
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moral dissonance. Furthermore, laughter, as intrinsically tied to ridicule and humiliation,
was an added element of shaming directed against victims. By forcing witnesses to
participate, combatants simultaneously shamed them through their involvement and
created the illusion of shared responsibility. This perverse logic was not only apparent in the
actions of the RUF. Regarding the CDF, one civilian told the TRC:

My brothers were dealers in fuel; so one of the Kamajors told us that they
wanted to carry out routine checks . They met a drum of diesel and a drum of
petrol. They asked what we were doing with them and my brother told them
that they are for sale. They told him to call on all the others who were in the
business. They lined up all of them and one Kamajor took out a knife and
chopped all of their ears and chewed one. After this, my brother was saying to
me that he is dying. Unfortunately one of the Kamajor heard what we were
saying and asked what the matter was? I then spoke from behind and in
response to that he called me out and said that I should laugh. My elder sister
was telling me to keep quiet but I refused. They then put all seven of them in a
vehicle including my two brothers. After a while they came back with seven
heads (witness started to cry) and I started crying saying that they had killed my
brothers. They then called me outside to come and identify my brothers’ heads
and laugh at the same time. I did it as there was no alternative.
(TRC, 2004: Appendix 3, 7)

A fourth way in which combatants may have sought to reduce dissonance related to
humiliating military reversals. Defeats inflicted against the RUF, particularly by the CDF,
appear to have been another major source of cognitive dissonance within rebel ranks. In
this case, the self-perception of RUF fighters as powerful and unassailable warriors was
challenged by defeats and their military vulnerability to other forces. To address this
dissonance and loss of face, RUF combatants may have displaced shame and humiliation on
to civilians, restoring a sense of power through the defeat and destruction of substitutes.
Similarly, the torture and mutilation of captive CDF and soldiers may have reflected an
attempt by RUF combatants to over-turn the humiliation of defeat, reasserting their
supremacy and restoring consonance in self-perceptions. Another manner in which RUF
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combatants appeared to mitigate cognitive dissonance in this respect, and one which was
strongly conveyed during interviews, was through recourse to the role of CDF magic. By
accounting for military reversals at the hands of kamajors as relating to their use of magic,
combatants avoided a conclusion that they had simply been out-fought. Failure to hit CDF
fighters with bullets could be ascribed to the use of amulets and rituals rendering them
bullet-proof, rather than suggesting poor firing and technical prowess from RUF cadres. As
such, belief in kamajor magic may have performed an important face-saving and shameavoiding role. It was an interpretation of the world, and formulation of beliefs, that served
to lessen dissonance.

4.5 Strengths and Limitations of the Shame Argument
4.5.1 Strengths

Analysing atrocities through the shame lens provides a useful picture of violence that lies
beyond the grasp of the breakdown and rational choice frameworks. Rather than presenting
violence as an inevitable eruption of chaos following the unleashing of an atrocious primal
human nature, it underlines the importance of social structures and conditions, both prior
to and during war, in provoking feelings of humiliation, shame, anger and frustration among
perpetrators. By illuminating these emotional and psychological dimensions, the shame
argument likewise avoids locating the motivations and shaping dynamics of atrocity
exclusively in the outworking of rational strategy. We can, for instance, understand that
violence was often extremely degrading and humiliating as a means for perpetrators to
obliterate their own experiences of humiliation. Atrocities gave perpetrators a feeling of
power and control in a war context defined by insecurity, epitomised in many cases by their
own abduction and brutalisation.

Through an analysis of the manner in which power and status within the RUF was derived
from fearsomeness and brutality, we can also begin to understand how extremes of cruelty
came to serve an important social function for perpetrators. That cruelty and brutality could
lead to prestige, respect from peers, or the affection of commanders, offers insight into how
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these associated rewards rendered violence gratifying in itself, regardless of wider strategies
of terror. Importantly, the extent to which combatants came to locate their self-worth and
pride in their violent rebel identities, and the group which maintained them, was the extent
to which they became sensitive to challenges to these identities and to the RUF as a whole.
Moral challenges to violence, or perceived challenges to status and fearsome identities,
constituted threats of shame liable to elicit violent responses. In this regard, the shame
argument allows us to understand how the RUF primed combatants to be highly volatile,
reacting brutally to a range of perceived threats of shame. Therefore, this chapter supports
Keen’s assertion that Sierra Leone’s violence can be partly understood in terms of ‘a
shameless community encountering a threat of shame’ (Keen, 2005: 64).

Following Keen’s argument, we can understand many rash acts of violence, poorly described
as rational, as attempts to eliminate threats of shame. Where civilians called combatants
‘small boy’, or begged for mercy, we can understand the violent responses of combatants as
related to their rage over perceived shaming; they were ‘big men’ and could not be given
orders by mere civilians. Furthermore, their social status was intrinsically tied to their
reputation for fierceness and brutality; far from conceding to requests for mercy or
challenges to behaviour, they were always likely to treat them as insults. A range of violent
abuses were similarly linked to attempts to eliminate moral shaming. A process of
dehumanisation, for example, often achieved through extreme and humiliating violence,
was one such means to reduce shame associated with killing. Yet another was for
combatants to fully commit to the RUF’s moral codes that esteemed violence as heroic. As
an act of self-persuasion and self-justification, this process involved engaging in further
killing so as to justify past abuses. In this regard the theory of cognitive dissonance appears
applicable, and in particular the work of Martens and colleagues which highlights how
perpetrators may pass a ‘point of no return’ beyond which they find it too psychologically
damaging to view killing as shameful (Martens et al., 2010: 268).

The above point touches on a key implication of the shame argument ; that in a number of
ways, violence became self-perpetuating and even gratifying to perpetrators. This further
underlines the limitations of locating motives for violence solely in rational strategies. In
seeking to reverse humiliations and abuses, often through displacement and substitution,
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RUF fighters may have succumbed to the ‘psychological addition’ outlined by Whittington;
they found only temporary relief in reversing power-relationships and exorcising feelings of
humiliation, such that they repeatedly carried out these acts (Whittington, 2007: 328).
Where combatants retained vestiges of moral doubt over killing, as this chapter’s analysis of
cognitive dissonance and the secret shame of perpetrator’s regret describes, further
violence was also often an attempt to mask this shame. However, this in itself created more
shame – of which combatants were conditioned to be ashamed – establishing a brutalising
cycle of shame begetting violence and violence begetting shame. The thrill of power and
release that combatants experienced in obliterating feelings of humiliation through violence
established a strongly positive emotional and psychological association with atrocity. So too
did RUF systems of reward and punishment, and the association of brutal violence with
peer-respect, affection of commanders, and greater levels of status, welfare and security.
Through such conditioning, we may begin to understand how violence in and of itself came
to be psychologically gratifying to perpetrators. We can then begin to understand how
violence may have been performed for its own sake, without reverting to breakdown
explanations of a fundamentally violence-prone human nature.

The shame argument provides further insights into why civilians were so often targeted for
abuses, and the forms of violence to which they were subjected. Through displacement and
substitution, we can understand how rebel perpetrators of violence often exorcised their
own experiences of powerlessness and humiliation, against civilians who had little
connection to their original shaming, whether pre-dating the war or caused by the RUF
itself. We can apply Whittington’s observation that ‘Revenge becomes an end in itself, a
need for discharge, upon whom it does not matter’ (Whittington, 2007: 328). We may also
understand that civilians were specifically targeted for abuses as they became viewed by the
RUF as treacherous supporters of their military and political enemies. The response to the
rise of the CDF was not solely moulded by strategies of terror designed to deter popular
support for kamajors; violence was strongly shaped by RUF anger over civilians’ shaming
betrayal. Civilians also became the scapegoats for decades of political inequality and
perceived injustices of patrimonialism. In this regard, the RUF followed a logic outlined by
Turner of deflecting repressed shame and anger, including that which the group had created
itself, against a social ‘other’ (Turner, 2007: 522-523). As the Sierra Leone conflict became
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increasingly polarised, with the RUF viewing civilians as a hostile population, it similarly
came to view civilian society as a domain within which RUF moral codes and identities were
judged deeply shameful. This reinforced the ‘them’ against ‘us’ isolation of the RUF, and
further encouraged a view of civilians as an enemy deserving of brutal treatment, not least
so as to silence its shaming moral judgements.

The shame argument provides further insight into forms of violence through an appreciation
of its symbolic value. Keen’s argument, built upon Gilligan’s work, identifies the targeting of
eyes, ears, mouths and other body parts associated with shame as strongly related to
combatant’s attempts to eliminate sources of shaming. Many of the accounts presented in
this chapter have shown that eyes were often targeted and victims forced to be quiet or
hide their tears. Combined with those incidents in which perpetrators recounted attempts
to force victims to laugh, clap, dance and sing, these bizarre aspects to violence can be
understood as relating to a desire to eliminate shaming judgements and to force moral
approval or respect. Far from solely representing inventive ways to maximise terror, then,
these actions must be understood as shaped by the ’irrational, self-destructive, and
unconscious motives’ outlined by Gilligan (Gillian, 2000a: 102).

Understanding the interaction of shame with violence throws light on patterns of atrocity
during the conflict. With regard to the rise of the CDF, we can look beyond rational military
strategies of terror, or simple paranoia, to explain an associated rise in RUF atrocities. Whilst
the latter remain important, military reversals at the hands of the CDF played a role in
stoking feelings of humiliation among the RUF that fuelled violence against both CDF
fighters and civilian society. The anger so commonly expressed by RUF combatants
regarding civilian betrayal is well captured through the shame framework, as are the various
forms of humiliating and cruel atrocities committed against civilians as acts of retribution
and punishment. Furthermore, that the CDF presented an existential threat to the RUF can
also be linked to violence through an appreciation of the degree to which this threatened
the social and moral values which provided perpetrators of atrocity with status, respect and
moral justification. The threat of the CDF, and indeed the threat of peace, was not solely
one of territorial, economic or political loss; it was also a threat of shame and loss of status.
It is within this light that the shame explanation for violence is highly informative about the
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January 1999 attack on Freetown. Not only can much of the violence be understood as an
angry response to perceived humiliation by civilians through their treacherous support of
RUF and AFRC enemies, it can also be understood as an attempt to preserve and brutally
restate the rebel moral codes under which fighters remained heroes rather than criminals.
This dynamic can be perceived in many instances in which the RUF ‘came to town’. Where
Krijn Peters has argued that the RUF’s discipline and control structures may have been
weakened by its move to urban areas and collaboration with the AFRC, thus resulting in
abuses, the shame argument suggests that it was the RUF’s own social and moral structures
that in fact encouraged abuses. When combatants moved beyond the RUF enclaves and
entered urban centres, they were not only moving from geographical but also moral
territory. Beyond the RUF world, in the towns and cities of enemy civilians, combatants
understood that their rebel identities and brutal behaviour was considered shameful.
Therefore, following the logic of shame, combatants were always liable to act particularly
brutally in densely populated areas, seeking to eliminate perceived threats of shame, such
as looking eyes, and at the same time assert the supremacy of their own brutal morality
though abuses. It was not simply that towns and cities corrupted the RUF, but that the RUF
viewed towns and cities as deeply hostile environments in which the threat of shame must
be met with defiant brutality.

If the shame approach to atrocity in the Sierra Leonean civil war allows us a better
understanding of those dimensions to violence that are poorly suited to the rational actor
framework, it nevertheless underlines the fact that irrational violence interacted with, and
was frequently provoked and utilised for, rational ends. This is especially evident from
discussion of the behaviour of RUF commanders and the manner in which they manipulated
feelings of shame and pride among recruits as a means to train effective fighters and ensure
group cohesion. As Keen argues, the forcing of captives to commit shameful violence against
their own communities held clear military strategic value for the RUF in ensuring abductees
were less able to return to their homes and families, and more likely to commit to the rebels
(Keen, 2005: 78). Once a part of the RUF, whether by force or voluntarily, combatants were
further encouraged to commit to the RUF through indoctrination which posited political
elites and civilian society as the source of humiliation and shame. Following a logic outlined
by Turner, that ‘Once shame is repressed, it can be manipulated by those with an interest in
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deflecting this anger onto chosen targets’, RUF combatants were introduced to propaganda
which involved ‘narratives about the evils of another social category or social identity’
(Turner, 2007: 522-523). The RUF stressed the role of society in having caused the alienation
of youths and the humiliation of the poor; society was ‘rotten’, and only by joining the RUF
and defeating the enemy could these humiliations be overturned. This polarisation of
society, of rebels (us) versus civilians (them), strengthened RUF group cohesion, the
commitment of fighters and reduced the prospect of combatants escaping. It also formed
part of a moral disengagement strategy of dehumanisation, by which fighters began to see
civilians as undeserving of moral treatment and as ‘rotten’. These processes enabled
commanders to create more brutal and willing combatants.

Another aspect that highlights the rational strategies of commanders was the manner in
which the RUF systematically manipulated shame and pride to convert captives. The group
acted as a potent source of shame and humiliation for captives whilst simultaneously
establishing conversion, by becoming a fighter, as the only way for captives to avoid or
reverse humiliation and achieve status and respect. As such the group systematically
created shame and became its solution. In this respect, whether harbouring past
experiences of humiliation or not, the RUF was able to render recruits vulnerable to the
appeal of its brutalising social world. This manipulation of shame and pride for conversion
was an expression of an overall social dynamic within the rebel group which systematically
encouraged brutality and fearlessness through punishments and rewards. To create
unquestioning and fearless fighters, RUF commanders and the whole RUF social dynamic
actively punished combatants demonstrating signs of ‘weakness’. From initial training to
performance on the battle front, combatants were mercilessly punished and shamed for
showing hesitation in committing atrocity, moral doubts or expressions of fear, sadness or
regret. Where combatants demonstrated ferocity, ruthlessness and skill in killing, they were
given rewards of status and respect. Young recruits became ‘big men’, encouraged to take
pride in their cruelty, a factor which was strongly aided by the close relationships formed
with commanders. These relationships enabled commanders to more effectively control
their fighters, ensuring greater levels of loyalty and further consolidating the cohesion of the
RUF. They also meant that combatant’s self-esteem and identities became fundamentally
linked to the RUF, rendering threats to the RUF as a threat to both individual pride and the
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overall society which established it. In this respect, RUF combatants were primed by the
moral and social dynamics of the rebel group to be both brutal, as a source of pride, and to
react violently to threats to the RUF, as a means to protect this source of pride.

The discussion of shame in this chapter also shows that a division between rational and
irrational is frequently too simplistic. The rational strategies of commanders, utilising
irrational violence, must themselves be understood in the contexts of emotional and
psychological factors. The behaviour of of commanders was often shaped and informed by
the same concerns to build status and eliminate threats of shame. The various economic
and political aims pursued by the RUF and its leadership may well have manipulated and
employed shame as a means to achieve their goals; however, these very strategies may only
make sense in relation to emotional and psychological aspects such as shame. Whether
through the accruement of wealth or the pursuit of political rule, RUF commanders sought
to establish themselves as powerful big men and to achieve a level of status, respect and
pride for which conflict was more conducive than peace. The accumulation of loyal young
fighters, for instance, was a source of pride and status for RUF commanders. The reputation
of these young fighters as brutal and ferocious killers was deemed to increase the status and
reputation of their commanders, just as commanders themselves sought to be known as
powerful and fearful leaders. The opening quote of this chapter is indicative of this logic;
commander Sam Bockarie, known as Mosquito, did not want to be overlooked by his fellow
men. He was satisfied when had achieved fame for being ‘one of the strongest fighters in
the RUF’75. The pride and vanity of individual commanders clearly had an impact on military
decisions, underlining that war-actors are poorly understood as exclusively rational actors
and must, as their foot soldiers, be understood to perform violence in connection to
interrelated psychological and emotional conditions.

4.5.2 Limitations

If the shame lens has value in bringing into focus many aspects of irrational violence,
including its interaction with rational strategies, it nonetheless cannot be considered a
75

Reuters, ‘Former hairdresser, dancer leads Sierra Leone rebels’, January 15, 1999.
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comprehensive explanation for many of those atrocities which are poorly explained either in
terms of breakdown or rational choice. There is an acknowledgement from the outset of
this chapter that shame addresses only one aspect of atrocity in Sierra Leone; this analysis is
therefore intended to compliment, rather than replace, explanations of violence that
recognise the importance of rational motives. However, within areas to which the shame
argument may be usefully applied, a number of questions can be raised. It is to these that
we now turn.

First, whilst we may understand the links between combatant’s sensitivities to threats of
shame and incidents of rash emotional violence, where Keen’s ‘shame-free zone’ is
concerned, should the emotion of shame itself be viewed as the fundamental causal or
driving factor of atrocity? Put another way, can shame, by its absence, be considered a
motive or shaping factor behind violence? To consider it so may seem to revive the
breakdown argument, suggesting that because shame was removed from violence, meaning
it was no longer morally prohibited, combatants naturally engaged in violence. As with all
breakdown arguments, what is needed is an understanding not only of what obstacles were
removed, but also what was introduced to encourage atrocity. Keen convincingly addresses
this problem through his examination of the system of rewards and punishments introduced
by the RUF, and the manner in which pride and status became incentives for atrocity.
Furthermore, it is clear that the creation of shamelessness was important for understanding
how rebel combatants became so sensitive to shaming-threats in the first place.
Nevertheless, a difficulty is encountered when the role of rewards, pride and status are
considered in incentivising violence. Within the shame literature, the stress in the
relationship between shame and extreme violence is on the role of repression of anger and
fear of humiliation. Such anger and fear applies well to those atrocities that can be viewed
as responding to shame-threats; however, to those that were more closely related to
accumulation of respect and status, anger and fear and the power of repressed frustration
may appear inadequate. Rather than the motive of avoiding the negative emotion of shame,
the incentive for violence appears better understood as relating to the positive emotion of
pride. Yet how does a desire for pride and respect explain such extremes of cruel violence, if
anger and humiliation are fundamentally absent?
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For Gilligan, the answer may lie in the fact that pride is the other side of the shame coin, and
that building pride and a mask of power is linked to eliminating shame. This chapter has
argued that this was indeed often the case in in Sierra Leone, but was it always? Simply
because shame may be the opposite of pride, this does not mean the latter is necessarily
driven or built upon experience or fear of the former. Just as a desire to increase wealth
does not necessitate poverty, so too a desire to increase social wealth – respect and status –
does not necessitate an individual beginning from a position or fear of shame and
humiliation. This highlights an analytical danger of viewing all instances of atrocity than can
be linked to attempts to gain status, build up self-esteem, or establish pride, as relating to a
desire to counteract or eliminate shame. Although shame may lie at the root of
perpetrator’s desire for status and pride, this desire may have had a logic of its own which
shaped violence in a manner less usefully explained through the shame-lens. For instance, a
positive association of cruel violence with physical and social rewards may have been a
powerful driver behind atrocity. This dimension has been touched upon in this chapter, but
merits further investigation beyond the confines of a shame-centred analysis. This is
undertaken in Chapter Six.

A second question arising from Keen’s analysis of the shame-free zone relates to the way in
which the removal of shame was achieved. Where a process of dehumanisation was
involved, did this serve to shape and perpetuate violence in ways that had little connection
to the emotion of shame itself? The degree to which RUF combatants viewed their victims
as sub-human, or at least, less than ‘rebel’, clearly played a role in removing moral shame
from killing, yet this also appears to have motivated extreme hostility and contempt
towards victims which encouraged and shaped atrocities. In the disturbing account
presented in this chapter of the rape of multiple women by an RUF fighter, the callous
disregard for the lives and suffering of victims may not be fully explained by the shameargument. To the extent this can be explained at all, dehumanisation, and the view of
victims as deserving such treatment, may hold further insights. Related to dehumanisation
may be another powerful emotion which can shed further light on extreme violence in
Sierra Leone; namely, disgust. Disgust has rarely been discussed in civil war literature and
until very recently, has been given little attention within those fields specialising in the study
of emotions (Miller, 1997: 5-6). It is thus an even more neglected aspect to violence than
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shame, yet it in many instances of atrocity that appear shame-related, disgust may have
been equally if not more important (Taylor, 2006: 241; 2007: 614). Interviews with
perpetrators of violence were notable for frequent expressions of disgust towards victims
and enemies, particularly the CDF. Through the dehumanisation or perception of these
victims as a repulsive and contaminating ‘other’, RUF violence may have been shaped by the
emotion of disgust which calls for cleansing and removal of disgusting stimuli.
Understanding this dimension can make further sense of the violence shaped by
combatant’s views of society as ‘rotten’ and corrupt; a violence which as Keen notes,
perpetrators often viewed as ‘somehow righteous’ and part of a cleansing of Sierra Leone
(Keen, 2005:75). This important and neglected dimension to atrocity is the focus of the next
chapter.

A third potential challenge to the shame argument relates to the extent to which violence
apparently motivated by the irrational drive to eliminate shame may actually have masked
inherently rational motives. A key implication of this chapter is that violence was often used
by perpetrators to build up identities of fearsomeness and fearlessness, identities which
were important for gaining status and respect. Crucially, levels of status and respect were
linked to levels of security and welfare experienced by fighters within the RUF. To this
extent, it can be questioned whether in all cases of apparent shame-related anger, such as
that provoked by civilians challenging the abuses of combatants, emotions were truly the
shaping motive. Perpetrators may in fact have simply sought to appear brutal, and to act as
though angry, as a means to protect their masks and status so critical to their own wellbeing and position within the rebel group. Thus what may have appeared as rash emotional
responses may have instead stemmed from rational, tactical considerations of perpetrators.
However, whilst perpetrators may indeed in some cases have sought to appear angry and
volatile, based on a rational consideration of the dangers of not doing so, emotions may still
have played an important role. For instance, fear of being exposed or unmasked and fear of
the consequences of showing weakness would likely have been attendant. Anger that
civilians, in shaming combatants, could present such a dangerous threat may also have been
an important factor aside from rational consideration of the need to react brutally.
Nonetheless, it is clear that appearances were important within the RUF and combatants
understood the value of their brutality to their own survival and welfare. However, even if
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some atrocities appearing to have stemmed from anger over challenges to status or moral
shaming were in fact tactically motivated, this did not render atrocities themselves any less
brutalising. This links to another important question.

Fourth, and following from the above, an important question raised by the shame
argument, and one which is little covered in Keen’s analysis, is how much the repetition of
violence – even if motivated by shame – ultimately transformed perpetrator’s motives. Did
the masks of violence that combatants created for themselves eventually cease to be
masks? The extent to which the repetition and routinisation of extreme violence
desensitised combatants to atrocity, and may have lead them to commit abuses as routine
rather than as shame-driven acts, is vital to understanding violence in Sierra Leone’s civil
war that cannot easily be explained within the rational framework. Understanding these
factors may shed greater light on acts of violence that were seemingly dispassionate and
callous, rather than emotion-fuelled, yet went beyond the requirements of military
strategies. These dimensions to conflict may also provide some answers to questions
concerning the enjoyment of atrocities; for instance, to what extent did violence become
gratifying in itself for perpetrators, thus taking motives away from original rational
strategies of terror or irrational compulsions of sensitivity to shame? The various means by
which combatants were brutalised within the rebel world undoubtedly related in many
respects to the manipulation of shame and pride; however, they also clearly included other
factors which cannot be captured by the shame argument. For instance, the role of peer
dynamics and the rewards of status achieved through violence may exceed the confines of
an argument that stresses violence as stemming from a fear or repression of shame. Indeed,
the often dispassionate nature of atrocities, and the assertion that many young combatants
committed atrocities as if child’s play, suggest that emotional sensitivities and motives are
not always adequate explanations. These various processes of brutalisation, inadequately
captured by the shame argument, form the central focus of Chapter Six.
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4.6 Conclusion
This chapter has sought to move beyond the confines of the rational actor framework for
understanding acts of violence in the Sierra Leone conflict that appeared, in many respects,
strongly shaped by emotional and psychological dispositions of perpetrators. Drawing on
the work of David Keen and contributions from the fields of sociology, psychology and social
psychology, it has found the emotion of shame to be highly relevant to many instances of
irrational violence. Importantly, by understanding how violence was often related to
sensitivities to shaming that were forged by conditions and social structures pertaining prior
to and during conflict, this analysis avoids the reductive conclusions of New Barbarism and
the view that violence was an unleashing of inherently violence-prone natures.

The shame argument provides valuable light on the manner in which Sierra Leone’s rebel
group systematically encouraged combatants to locate self-worth and pride in extreme
violence. It further highlights how this primed rebel fighters to react violently to perceived
threats of shame, and the extent to which these threats were often viewed as arising from
civilian society. The targeting of civilians is also partly explained by the shame argument
through capturing the way in which violence was used by perpetrators to reverse
humiliations and assert power, often as a process of displacement. That such violence could
become cyclical and self-perpetuating, divorced from rational strategies, is another
important dynamic discerned by an examination of shame. This chapter’s introduction of
the theory of cognitive dissonance provides an important contribution in this regard,
establishing how atrocities could be used by perpetrators to justify prior atrocities, to their
minds at least. This may also explain how some combatants came to view peace itself as a
shaming threat.

Crucially, understanding the role of shame in Sierra Leone’s conflict allows us to better
understand some of the particularly cruel and bizarre forms of violence inadequately
explained within a rationalistic framework. The shame-eliminating association of cruelty
and brutality with social status and various rewards within the upside down world of the
RUF provides one important way to address such violence. Another is the degree to which
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humiliating cruelty provided combatants with feelings of power and control, obliterating
their own experiences of humiliation and powerlessness. The propensity of combatants to
violently silence or eliminate perceived sources of shame by targeting ‘judging eyes’ and
other shaming body parts further illuminates brutal forms of violence. Where combatants
forced victims to laugh, clap and dance, or commanded them not cry, the shame argument
provides insight by framing this behaviour as representing, in part, an attempt to avoid
shame and compel approval.

Patterns of violence throughout the civil war in Sierra Leone are also usefully approached
through an analysis of shame. An increase in atrocities in the mid-1990s can be linked to the
rise of the CDF beyond the logic of a rational response of terror; the CDF represented a
humiliation to RUF combatants and civilians were targeted for violence through their
association with shaming support for this enemy. The violence perpetrated in urban
centres, particularly during 1998 and the attack on Freetown in January 1999, can similarly
be linked to perceived humiliation of the RUF and their AFRC allies by military opponents
and an unsupportive population. Furthermore, atrocities may also have stemmed from
combatants’ desire to preserve the rebel moral codes and conflict within which they were
deemed heroes rather than criminals. A related factor behind violence perpetrated in towns
and the capital was the extent to which these areas were seen by combatants as hostile
areas rife with the threat of moral shaming. Inhabitants were thus targeted for violence
intended to eradicate this threat and assert the supremacy of the shame-free zone.
If an examination of shame shows that many acts of violence are poorly understood simply
as the outworking of rational strategies and deliberation, it nonetheless underlines the
fundamental interaction of irrational violence with rational aims. The RUF systematically
provoked and manipulated shame in its recruits so as to ease their conversion to the group.
Socialisation within the RUF was shaped by punishments of shame and rewards of pride so
as to lead combatants to demonstrate ferocity, fearlessness, and unswerving loyalty to their
commanders. As such, the calculated use of shame, or its removal, formed an integral part
of the RUF’s training of brutal fighters and the reinforcement of group cohesion. However,
the strategies which the irrational and shame-driven violence of perpetrators served were
themselves similarly shaped and informed by emotional and psychological factors. The
behaviour of rebel commanders was also defined by same concerns to build status and
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eliminate threats of shame, and the over-arching rational war aims of leaders cannot be
fully understood without this context.

Understanding the role of shame may only takes us so far in tackling the complexities of
extreme violence and atrocity in Sierra Leone’s civil war. This chapter’s analysis has
identified a number of key areas in which theories linking shame to violence may not be the
most effective means to come to terms with certain forms and dimensions of atrocity. For
instance, where violence was strongly associated by perpetrators with positive physical,
social and even psychic rewards, this may have led to violence motivated for its own ends
and ultimately removed from shame-motives. Similarly, where perpetrators repeatedly and
routinely committed violence, initial motives – whether relating to rational strategies or
emotional predispositions – may have been replaced by the routinisation and habituation of
violence. This may shed further light on acts of violence that appeared especially
dispassionate and unconnected to rash sensitivities to shame. The degree to which
combatants were brutalised by their own shame-fuelled violence is largely untouched by
Keen’s analysis and the wider literature on shame. It is thus a key focus of Chapter Six. A
related limitation is that the shame argument does not provide insight into the extent to
which shame-removing strategies such as dehumanisation may have fostered other
powerful motives for violence. The enmity felt by RUF combatants towards civilians and
their military enemies was clearly linked to processes of dehumanisation, and in this respect
the related emotion of disgust merits further attention. Accordingly, it is to this neglected
area of study that we now turn.
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5.
Disgust
For the past six years or so, we have been living in an environment of hatred and
divisiveness. We looked at our brothers and killed them in cold blood, we
removed our sisters from their hiding places to undo their feminity, we
slaughtered our mothers and butchered our fathers. It was really a gruesome
experience which has left a terrible landmark in our history. But the atrocities
that occured must not be taken in the context of a personal vendetta. They were
the result of the rottenness of a system which could not be uprooted except by
brutal means [sic].
(RUF Apology to the Nation, 18 June, 1997)

5.1 Introduction
If one of the ways in which shame was removed from violence in Sierra Leone was through
the dehumanisation of victims, then one of the consequences of this dehumanisation may
have been to invoke another powerful emotion that fashioned violence; namely, disgust.
The study of atrocities and extreme violence in civil wars is one in which disgust is a central
feature. The cruel and callous infliction of atrocities may be seen as morally disgusting,
whilst the bloody nature of violence itself may be seen as physically disgusting. In fact, the
use of atrocious violence as a terror tactic is effective precisely because it instils a sense of
horror, a ‘fear-imbued disgust’ (Miller, 1997: 26). But importantly, as well as resulting from
violence, disgust may also drive and shape it. This chapter seeks to examine this possibility
in application to the civil war in Sierra Leone.

In broaching the role of disgust in violence there is an immediate challenge; the emotion, as
a field of study, is still in its infancy. Since the 1980s, influential work in the area has been
led by experimental psychologist Paul Rozin, but until the mid-1990s the subject remained
very much in the shadows (Rozin & Fallon, 1987; Miller, 1997: 5-6). Owing much to the
publication of William Miller’s The Anatomy of Disgust in 1997, which at the time observed
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that ‘Disgust has elicited little attention in any of the disciplines that claim an interest in the
emotions’, there has since been a proliferation of research on the emotion in a range of
fields, most notably in evolutionary psychology and biology (Miller, 1997: 5). 76 However,
given its relatively recent arrival, it has yet to make its presence felt in the field of political
science. Disgust’s relationship to violent conflict remains under-explored, and this naturally
limits the range of available research for an investigation of Sierra Leone’s atrocities.
Contributions from social psychology on the relationship between disgust and
dehumanisation do provide a useful starting point in understanding how disgust may fuel
inter-group hostility (see for example Haslam, 2006; and Cottrell & Neuberg, 2005). These
studies prove less instructive in understanding how disgust may specifically shape violence,
but neuroscientist Kathleen Taylor’s path-finding work offers valuable insight in this regard
(Taylor, 2006; 2007; 2009; but see also Chirot & McCauley, 2006). She has observed: ‘When
the role of emotions in atrocities is discussed the focus is usually on anger and fear (which
also predominate in neuroscience); but the neglected emotion of disgust plays an important
part in otherisation’ (Taylor, 2006: 241). Elsewhere she has similarly remarked: ‘When
considering the difficult topic of intergroup atrocities, perhaps the most difficult problem in
social psychology, the hitherto relatively neglected emotion of disgust may reward
investigation’ (Taylor, 2007: 614). This chapter is one such investigation, and Taylor’s
research provides a number of useful insights that prove relevant to this study. Analysis is
supplemented by findings from fieldwork and situated within a vast body of research on the
role of dehumanisation in genocide, the holocaust and inter-group conflict.77

The first section of this chapter outlines the characteristics of disgust, how it can be related
to dehumanisation, and how it may prove useful in addressing aspects of violence in Sierra
Leone that lay beyond the grasp of rationalistic explanations. This is followed by an
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In many respects it has become a fashionable area of study. A January 2012 article in The New York Times
described disgust as ‘the Cinderella emotion’ which is now ‘having its moment in the light’: The New York
Times, ‘Survival’s Ick Factor’, 23 January, 2012.
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There is not space here for an exhaustive list of relevant works on otherisation (of which dehumanisation is a
component), but included are: Arendt, 1970, 1977; Bandura, 1999, 2002; Bandura et al., 1975, 1996; Bar-Tal,
2000; Bauer, 2001; Bauman, 1989; Bernard et al., 1965; Browning, 1992; Castano & Costa, 2009; Chalk &
Jonassohn,1990; Chirot & McCauley, 2006; Crelinsten, 2003; Halpern & Weinstein, 2004; Harris & Fiske, 2006;
Girard,1977; Harkavy & Neuman, 2001; Haslam, 2006; Horowitz, 2001; Kaufman, 2001; Kelman & Hamilton,
1989; Kelman, 1976; Lemarchand, 1994; Leyens et al., 2000; Lifton, 1986; Opotow, 1990; Roth, 2004; Schmitt,
1976; Stanton, 1998; Staub,1989; Zimbardo, 1970.
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examination of the various ways in which otherisation and dehumanisation occurred during
the civil war, allowing for the next section to examine how this may have contributed to
disgust-fuelled atrocities. Three broad areas in which disgust may be linked to violence are
outlined and examined accordingly: purging violence; violence as a response to threats of
infiltration or moral contamination; and violence as ‘world-shaping’. The chapter concludes
with an assessment of the extent to which these approaches may improve our
understanding of the extreme violence of Sierra Leone’s civil war.

5.2 Disgust and Extreme Violence in Sierra Leone
Disgust is widely understood as originating as a survival mechanism, deterring individuals
from interacting with potentially harmful contaminants (Curtis & Aunger, 2011; Oaten &
Case, 2009; Rozin & Fallon, 1987; Schaller & Park, 2011). It may be evoked by disease,
disease-carriers (such as rats and flies), corpses, faeces, vomit, rotten food, and a whole
range of sensory inputs associated with decay, rottenness, or infection (such as foul odours).
However, disgust has come to play an important role in the realm of social and moral
interactions. Rozin and colleagues have argued that it has evolved from protecting the body
to become ‘ideational disgust’; that is, an emotion serving to ‘protect the soul from harmful
influences’ (Rozin et al. 1999a; 431). Accordingly, disgust represents one of a number of
important emotions (including shame) which serve to regulate social and moral behaviour
(Greene et al., 2001; Haidt, 2001; Haidt et al., 1997; Prinz, 2007; Rozin et al. 1999b; Schnall
et al. 2008; Wheatley & Haidt, 2005).78 Such disgust may be associated with a feeling of
offence related to ‘a sense of deviance or imperfection: something is not as it should be’
(Rozin et al., 1999a: 430).

As a threat-reaction and signifier, disgust is a powerful emotion that carries a strong impulse
to take action. Researchers have found the disgust-response to be highly consistent across
situations and cultures; individuals typically seek to either distance themselves from the
offending stimulus or to remove it (Miller, 1997: 34; Rozin et al., 1999a: 429-420; Cottrell &
Neuberg, 2005; Taylor, 2007: 598). An individual may flee from a cockroach, or crush it. It is
78

Though the primacy of disgust in this role remains a matter of debate (see Russell et al., 2013).
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in the language of disgust-responses – purging, cleansing, purifying, sterilising, eradicating –
that we can recognise the hallmarks of holocaust and genocide propaganda (Haslam, 2006;
Taylor, 2007; 2009). Whole social groups are dehumanised or otherised79 and likened to
disgusting stimuli; they are social cancers, viruses, swine, and rats; they are contagious,
rotten, and corrupt. Through these associations, targeted groups (the out-group) become a
threatening ‘other’, a dangerous contaminant that must be avoided or removed. The threat
may not be viewed as one of physical danger; the out-group may be seen as a social or
moral pollutant and thus a danger to the ‘integrity and purity’ of the in-group (Taylor, 2007:
601).

The link between disgust and violence follows from the otherisation of those targeted.
Through a manipulation of this powerful emotion, it can be argued that leaders and social
groups can mobilise individuals to support and perform acts of atrocity to eliminate human
‘contaminants’, protect in-groups from social ‘infection’, eradicate ‘impurities’, and ‘cleanse’
or ‘cure’ ‘diseased’ societies. An often cited example is the anti-Semitic propaganda of Nazi
Germany, which was littered with metaphors of contamination, disease, and corruption,
and likened Jews to ‘rats, maggots, lice and bacilli’ (Taylor, 2007: 601; see also Gilbert,
1986; Lifton, 1986; Weitz, 2003; Crelinsten, 2003: 302). In facilitating violence, disgust may
be particularly effective by removing or bypassing the moral shame of killing since,
according to Miller, it does more than ‘register a simple aversion to the object of its focus. It
degrades them in some moral way’ (Miller, 1997: 197). Since disgust centres on a sense of
being threatened by a pollutant, it may instil further moral assuredness in perpetrators of
purifying violence by encouraging a view of themselves as victims, promoting a ‘them or us’
mentality. What is more, disgust implores action and ‘signals the need to undertake further
labors of purification’ (Miller, 1997: 204). In this way it may explain not only the removal of
shame from violence, but also what is introduced to motivate violence.

Another characteristic of disgust is its deep and lasting nature. This may make it a more
effective emotion in facilitating violence than those which invoke only a brief or temporary
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There is an important difference between dehumanisation and otherisation. Otherisation does not
necessarily include a negation of the humanity of others, but simply a self-defining separation from others
which may result in the negation of intimacy. Dehumanisation can be understood as a process of otherisation
(Taylor, 2009; Stanton, 1998). The importance of this distinction becomes clear in due course.
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passion. Taylor observes that ‘Disgust, unlike anger, is hard to dispel’ (Taylor: 2006, 240).
According to Miller, ‘Pure fear decays much more rapidly than the slow-decaying, always
lingering disgust’ (Miller, 1997: 26).

This chapter proposes that the emotion of disgust may help to shed light on some the most
extreme atrocities of Sierra Leone’s civil war in at least three interrelated ways. First, it can
be identified as an important factor in the ‘otherising’ of both perpetrators and victims of
atrocity. In the former respect, it played a role in the dehumanising portrayal of RUF
combatants as beasts, animals, bush devils and inhuman agents of terror. In the latter,
disgust played a fundamental role in the RUF’s portrayal of its enemies as sub-human or
‘sub-rebel’ and as members of a corrupt and rotten society. This portrayal formed part of
RUF strategies aimed at maintaining group cohesion, removing shame from violence and
training brutal, ruthless fighters. For both the RUF and its enemies, the ‘other’ became a
dangerous contaminant within the country, and the logic of purging, cleansing, and
eradicating shaped violence on both a collective and individual level. In this way, it may be
possible to understand particularly brutal episodes in Sierra Leone’s conflict, such as the
attack on Freetown in January 1999, as involving the disgust-infused elimination of ‘rotten’
others.

A second way in which disgust may be applied to violence in the Sierra Leonean conflict
relates to RUF responses to perceived threats of infiltration and infection. These included
physical threats, such as infiltration by enemy spies and military incursions, as well as social
or moral threats. In the latter respect, this chapter argues that a key threat was that of
shame, of which civilians and wider society were the source. Viewing shame as a dangerous
social contaminant, the RUF acted to immunise itself against those who carried its deadly
pathogen. Those showing symptoms of shame, such as objecting or crying during abuses,
became objects of disgust. They were violently prevented from communicating their moral
disease, to the extent that its modes of transmission - shaming actions, or judging eyes and
mouths – were targeted for brutal violence. Critical to understanding the various infectionthreats perceived by the RUF was its transformation into an isolated enclave movement.
This development propagated the group’s depiction of the world outside as rotten and
heightened concerns to preserve military and social integrity. Disgust began to shape
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violence aimed at creating a cordon sanitaire around both RUF bases and RUF minds to
protect against a range of perceived social, moral and existential threats. This approach may
shed further light on abuses committed when RUF cadres encountered civilians beyond
their enclave, particularly in urban centres such as Freetown which were considered rotten
zones rife with threats of shame.

The third main way in which disgust can be identified as playing a role in atrocities in the
Sierra Leone conflict relates to the need for combatants to maintain the beliefs, attitudes,
moral codes and perceptions with which they justified their abuses. In Chapter Four, the
theory of cognitive dissonance was employed to understand how perpetrators of violence
may have sought to eliminate troubling challenges to their self-perceptions through the
performance of further violence. A similar logic can be detected in relation to disgust. To
avoid uncertainty and moral doubt over killing, brutal forms of violence may have been used
by perpetrators to render their victims as disgusting objects. This approach may be
particularly useful in explaining why many atrocities and executions were extremely brutal
and cruel rather than clinically efficient. The same logic can be applied to RUF violence that
decimated and ruined Sierra Leone’s towns and villages. As a process of world-shaping, this
destructive violence transformed society beyond rebel enclaves into the rotten wasteland
RUF propaganda held it to be.

5.3 Rebels in a Rotten State: Division and Disgust in Sierra Leone
5.3.1 Disgusting ‘Debels’

In the early stages of Sierra Leone’s conflict, many communities heard only rumours of rebel
activity, reports on the radio, or second-hand tales of rebel attacks from those fleeing
nearby villages. Rumours abounded that rebels possessed supernatural powers, enabling
them to turn invisible or repel bullets (Keen, 2005: 84; Wlodarczyk, 2009: 97). Many likened
them to bush devils. One former RUF combatant described the curiosity of villagers in
southern Pujehun District following a rebel attack on a nearby village in 1993, before his
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own abduction. Having heard that soldiers had killed a number of RUF fighters before the
rebels withdrew, some villagers went to see who, or what, the rebels were:

People were curious. They wanted to go and see the bodies. Because people had
been arguing [over what rebels were]. When they say ‘rebel’ they were thinking
that rebels were animals. They never knew whether the rebels were animals.
Some people, they didn’t even say rebel – instead of ‘R’ it was ‘D’ – ‘debel’. They
were calling them debels, like devils. They heard that they can’t be killed, have
secret powers… So they really wanted to know who are these people called
rebels. Some people left and went looking for the corpses. (RUF junior
commander B)

Another former fighter recalled rumours abounding in eastern Kenema District in 1991,
before his capture: ‘The rebels – some people said they were animals, not a mortal man. At
that time we had not seen them. We heard rumours about bad things […] we knew that the
RUF was a bad force (RUF junior commander A). Fear and fascination over the nature of
rebel fighters played into the hands of the RUF and was often perpetuated by the group,
allowing it to project power and fear beyond the limits of its military strength (Peters,
2011a: 172-173). The Liberian and Burkinabe languages spoken by the earliest invaders
further reinforced their stranger identities.

If a mythology of magical powers and bestial form helped to build the impression of the RUF
as a dangerous but often unseen ‘other’, another contrasting but widespread view of the
composition and nature of the rebel group also contributed to this impression. This was an
association of the RUF with a criminal element, an already existing ‘rebel’ out-group in any
society. It was perpetuated by the fact that the RUF had indeed successfully appealed to
many socially marginalised youths, ‘drop-outs’ and Njiahungbia Ngonga (meaning ‘riff raffs,
lumpens and unruly youths’ in Mende), who often seized the opportunity to violently settlescores in their local communities (Abdullah, 2004: 59; Muana, 1997).
Beyond perceptions of the nature and composition of the RUF were the horrifying and
visible facts of its atrocious brutality. More than any other factor, it was the array of violent
abuses which the group perpetrated against the very civilian communities it had supposedly
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come to liberate that made it a widely feared and unwelcome movement. The stigma and
shame of being a rebel, or having committed abuses, made escaping the group and
returning home a dangerous venture for rebel fighters. This made it easier for the RUF to
rely on its spies, the use of which contributed to fears of rebel infection and distrust of
strangers. A former fighter explained why spies, often reluctant abductees, rarely escaped
when sent to collect intelligence:

We had a spy. She wasn’t branded, marked as RUF, but she couldn’t try to
escape when we sent her because once you’ve been away from your community
for some time, and some of your friends and family know that you have been
captured or you’ve been behind rebel lines, straight away you’ll be considered
as a rebel. They don’t trust you again. They say you are an RUF. It would be
dangerous for you, so at any time when you take a mission, when you complete
you try to get back [to base]. (RUF junior commander A)80

The gulf between rebel and civilian society was often too wide and too dangerous for
fighters to countenance crossing, a factor which reinforced RUF in-group cohesion and
deepened social divisions in Sierra Leone. When the Kamajors began to represent a military
threat to the rebels, later incorporated into the broader government-backed CDF, there
were even greater reasons for rebels to fear escape and surrender. The CDF proved a
formidable but often equally brutal enemy. Rebel attitudes towards civilians, judged (often
rightly) to be CDF sympathisers, become even more hostile. As the RUF was forced into
retreat in late 1993, becoming what Paul Richards has described as an enclave movement,
its cadres become even more socially, geographically and perhaps psychologically cut-off
from wider society (Richards, 1999; 2006). Large-scale violence against the civilian
population during elections in 1996 served to underline that civilians were as much the
rebel’s enemy as their military opponents. Collaboration between the RUF and AFRC military
coup-makers in 1997 saw the official disbandment of the CDF. A supposedly united-front of
rebels and soldiers – the self-styled ‘People’s Army’ – belied the deep unpopularity of the
rebels and their allies, and tensions remained. A former RUF combatant recalled being
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forced to change a tyre for AFRC soldiers during this time, when working as an apprentice
bus driver in Kenema. Fearful of being branded a collaborator, the incident led him to leave
town for a mining village, where he was subsequently captured by rebels:

While I was fixing a tyre under the junta vehicle, one of my friends, a Kamajor,
came and saw me fixing. He asked me ‘Eh! So, you’ve become a junta?’ I said ‘No
I am not a junta, don’t call me that word. These people met me here and
commanded me to do this work for them.’ He said ‘I’ve seen you. Bear in mind
that any time the Kamajors take over this town, you are in trouble.’ I did not
argue with him because if I had raised up any argument the junta would have
killed him since he was a Kamajor. … After all these things had happened, I went
back to him. I said ‘What you said to me. It’s a hard joke.’ He replied that this is
no joke. He said ‘Bear in mind that what I told you, I will do it when the time
comes.’ Another friend, came along and asked us what happened. I told him …
but he replied ‘Why didn’t you hide from the junta?’ I didn’t know that he was
also a Kamajor. I warned them both. I said ‘If I want to jeopardise your own life,
I can do likewise. I could tell the junta that you are Kamajors, and they will kill
you.’ (RUF junior commander B)

The reign of the RUF/AFRC junta was short-lived, and in 1998 Nigerian forces, assisted by
the CDF, pushed the junta from Freetown. The RUF regrouped and launched a devastating
campaign of violence across the country, culminating in the infamous attack on Freetown in
January 1999. The bush debels had come to the city, bringing with them the cruel and
dehumanising forms of violence which had convinced so many of their inhumanity.

5.3.2 The Rebel Enclave and the Rotten World Beyond

From the outset, the RUF drew upon the language of disgust to describe its enemies and
motives for conflict, and throughout the war, RUF pronouncements were infused with
imagery associating the APC state with rottenness and corruption. The state was a ‘rotten
system’ plagued by ‘institutional gangrene’ (RUF/SL, 1999). Its ruling elites were ‘The
parasitic and unscrupulous few’ (RUF/SL, 1995), and ‘an indigenous clique of unpatriotic
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exploiters and leeches’ (RUF/SL, 1999). Soldiers were ‘watchdogs of the rotten APC system’
in an army that had been ‘brought up and fed on the rotten and corrupt culture of its
masters’(RUF/SL, 1995). South African mercenaries hired by the government were ‘apartheid
dogs’ (RUF/SL, 1995).

The RUF’s stated solution to the rottenness that had infected Sierra Leone under its parasitic
leaders followed the logic of disgust; it must be forcefully removed. The RUF called for ‘a
protracted and sustained armed struggle to remove the rotten APC system. A rotten system
cannot be reformed’ (RUF/SL, 1995). Furthermore, destruction was necessary because the
system presented a dangerous existential threat: ‘We either destroy this horrible system or
we perish by it’ (RUF/SL, 1995). War and brutal violence were described as the only means
by which the rotten system could be destroyed and the country cleansed. An RUF
document, released in May 1999 in the run-up to the signing of the Lomé Peace Accord,
explained the war accordingly: ‘the societal disease was so deep-rooted and far advanced
that nothing but an armed struggle would provide a cure’ (RUF/SL, 1999). Atrocities were
described as an unfortunate part of this cure and ‘the process of cleaning the system’; they
were ‘the result of the rottenness of a system which could not be uprooted except by brutal
means’ (RUF/SL, 1997).

The public statements and publications of the RUF provide only a limited indication of the
forms of dehumanising and disgust-evoking rhetoric that pervaded its on-the-ground
propaganda, aimed at captured villages and recruits. Not only were they consciously
designed to present the group as an ideologically driven movement to an international
audience, but in the case of the 1995 document Footpaths to Democracy, the group itself
was not actually the principal author.81 However, testimony from former RUF combatants
themselves, and from those villagers who were subject to appeals for support from local
RUF commanders, suggests that the language and rhetoric of rebel propaganda was
characterised by similar references to a rotten state that must be violently removed (See for
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According to Gberie (2005: 12) the document was prepared in London by a Ghanaian and former publicist to
Liberia’s Charles Taylor. Peters suggests that it may have been written by two Ghanaians working for the
UK-based conflict-resolution agency, International Alert (see also CDD, 1999: 76). As with all propaganda,
this underlines that it is unreliable as a source for understanding on-the-ground RUF ideology. However,
Peters notes that it was based on ‘material supplied by the RUF leadership’ and argues we should not
necessarily dismiss it (Peters, 2011a: 237).
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example Peters & Richards, 1998: 204; Peters, 2011a: 125). This ideology was drilled into
recruits after they arrived in the rebel bush camps. Lansana Gberie quotes testimony from
an abductee taken to an RUF base (after witnessing the execution of his parents) where he
was addressed by rebel leader Foday Sankoh:

He said he was fighting against the APC because the APC had destroyed the
country… He urged us to join him to purge the system. At the parade, one of the
captives pointed to [Sankoh and said] that he was quite willing to join him but he
could not understand why his men were killing (and) maiming innocent civilians
and looting their property. [Sankoh] asked the young man to come up. He
ordered the young man be shot. After that no one in the parade uttered a word
again. (Gberie, 2005: 62)

Captives were typically lectured by older combatants and commanders on the evils of the
elites, whom they were told had neglected youths and mismanaged the country. The war,
and the very abduction of the captives themselves, was explained as the fault of wicked and
greedy politicians and a rotten system. Civilians who had failed to join the RUF, or who
actively supported the government, were described as sympathisers and collaborators,
ungrateful for the sacrifices of the rebels. In combat training, this process of
dehumanisation, or otherisation, was often pursued by forced executions of captured
enemies, including supposed civilian sympathisers and collaborators. Those who refused to
kill were punished or even executed; those who obeyed were given praise and respect for
achieving a rite of passage to ‘rebelhood’.82

It is clear that desensitisation to violence was an important aim of these forced executions,
forming part of the moral disengagement strategies employed by the RUF. However, a part
of this inurement involved accustoming recruits to overcome or withstand the experience of
disgust associated with killing. Rewarding those who confronted and withstood this disgust
rendered it a source of pride; at the same time it accustomed recruits to associating their
victims with dehumanising violence and disgust. This strategy may constitute what Kathleen
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Taylor describes as ‘disgust ordeals’, in which ‘perpetrator training prior to planned
atrocities’ involves ‘deliberately confronting the trainee with disgusting stimuli while
providing highly rewarding group feedback’ (Taylor, 2007: 613). In this way, Taylor argues,
we may partly understand instances of perpetrators posing for photographs with corpses,
since ‘tolerating disgust has become a mark of status’ (Taylor, 2009: 296, n.8.40).

Another tactic of dehumanisation employed by RUF commanders to ease recruits into killing
was to drug them, initially by force and by lacing their food83. In his analysis of
shamelessness, David Keen observes that combatants reported drugs often made civilians
seem ‘very small’ and ‘like insects’ (Keen, 2005: 76). He goes on to note that
‘dehumanisation frequently facilitates atrocity’, emphasising the role that it played for the
RUF in removing the moral shame from killing (Keen, 2005: 76). However, the removal of
shame alone does not provide a motive for committing violence against those who have
been dehumanised. Whilst drugs were often taken in anticipation of killing, following orders
from commanders, disgust can be seen as providing an added motive where
dehumanisation is linked to disgusting stimuli, such as insects, which demand a threatresponse of removal or cleansing. In the absence of orders to kill, disgust may prove a more
likely motive for certain forms of violence than lack of shame. Importantly, drugs had the
effect not only of dehumanising civilians, but of super-humanising combatants by making
them feel big, powerful, and even invincible. An RUF combatant told Human Rights Watch in
1999 that taking drugs ‘makes us feel so tall and you people [civilians] look so small’ (HRW,
1999: Ch. IV). Similar testimony was encountered frequently during fieldwork:

The first time I smoked jamba [marijuana] it was my commander Pass or Die
who gave me it. It made me talk a lot. I laughed a lot. It made people look small,
I felt strong. I could do anything. I was afraid of nothing. (RUF combatant D)

The role of drugs in making civilians appear small, and combatants feel big and powerful,
touches upon an important element in the otherisation of the RUF’s enemies which
underlines that dehumanisation may not always be the most accurate of terms. Throughout
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the conflict, RUF combatants, both rank-and-file and senior leadership, sought to portray
themselves as extraordinary beings. They took war-names that emphasised their
fearsomeness and strength – ‘Superman’ was a common moniker - revelled in their god-like
power of life and death over captives, and attempted to establish identities as powerful
warriors that set them apart from others. In short, to some being a rebel meant being more
than human, or at least, more than civilian. In this regard it was not necessarily the case that
otherisation always required civilians to be reduced to the status of sub-human or animal,
since the status of mortal human and ordinary civilian was itself often deemed a lowerorder than ‘rebel’. The process of otherisation in Sierra Leone’s conflict was thus as much a
process of super-humanisation of RUF combatants as it was dehumanisation of civilians.
This illustrates that what may be important in otherisation is not always the rejection of an
out-group’s humanity, but the kind of human the out-group is perceived as being. As Dutton
and colleagues observe in their analysis of atrocities in Nanking and Rwanda, recognition of
the humanity of victims may in fact be an integral element in fuelling the sadistic torture
and intentional humiliation of perpetrators of atrocity (Dutton et al., 2005: 450-451).
Comparisons to dogs and dirty animals certainly placed many of the RUF’s enemies as
disgusting kinds of human; however, ‘civilian’ represented a disgusting kind of human in
itself. It was one which was not a rebel, one which was weak and small, and one which – to
rebel minds - presented a threat through the morally disgusting and very human traits of
treachery, deceit, cowardice and ungratefulness.

Perhaps one of the most significant factors which led the RUF to view civilians as part of a
despised out-group was the extent to which the group became an enclave and sect-like
movement, a development accelerated and shaped by the growth of the CDF as a
formidable military threat. In 1993, the NPRC military government succeeded in putting the
RUF on the back foot, causing the group to retreat into the bush and adopt guerrilla tactics
(Richards, 2006a: 655). In Footpaths to Democracy, the group blamed its near defeat upon
infiltration by the enemy: ‘By late 1993 we had been forced to beat a hasty retreat as
successful infiltration almost destroyed our ranks’ (RUF/SL: 1995). The RUF sought refuge in
the bush, a supposed haven from infiltration by dangerous external threats: ‘We moved
deeper into the comforting bosom of our mother earth - the forest’ (RUF/SL: 1995). As
Richards observes, ‘the RUF was now an enclave in both physical and sociological terms’
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(Richards, 2006a: 656). Increasingly fearful of infiltration from without, the rebels viewed
themselves as almost under siege and ‘surrounded on all sides by hostile forces’ (RUF/SL:
1995). Richards has argued that such language is typically sectarian. It is also, however,
language strongly associated with disgust; the world outside is populated by dangerous
threats of infiltration and the in-group must strive to keep its corpus pure and safe.

The threat from the world beyond the RUF enclave increased as civil defence militias, drawn
from civilian populations, began to mobilise. Rebel fears of infiltration, and perceptions of
the civilian world as inherently hostile and rotten, increased accordingly. From 1994, the
RUF entered what Krijn Peters has described as the ‘bush-camp period’; a time when ‘the
movement was to a large extent isolated from the world beyond the camps’ (Peters, 2011a:
89). The effect of its isolation was to further consolidate the RUF’s in-group mentality and
view of the outside world as rotten, dead, and hostile. In 1996, the attack and destruction of
the RUF’s main camp, Zogoda, by CDF forces and South African private military outfit,
Executive Outcomes – the ‘apartheid dogs’ described by Footpaths to Democracy – served
to heighten a sense of insecurity within rebel ranks (Peters, 2011: 148-149; Richards, 2006a:
658). The RUF had been hit in its safe-zone and was now even further hemmed-in by a
powerful CDF, with parts of the movement cut-off from others. It was, in the words of
Richards, ‘marooned in forested isolation’ (Richards, 1999: 433). The outlook of the RUF was
now, more than ever, one of otherisation and disgust. Richards observes that within RUF
ranks there was ‘a mental ‘partitioning’ of the country into ‘safe’ forest enclaves and a
‘rotten’ and ‘collapsed’ wider society, with the two elements separated by a ‘dead’ zone of
violent destruction’ (Richards, 1999: 440). This dead zone was ‘arduous to cross’ and
‘Survivors turned up at its margins as the dishevelled ‘bush creatures’ the wider society so
feared’ (Peters: 1999, 440; Peters & Richards, 1998: 206).

The rebel’s mental partitioning of Sierra Leone between its own safe-zones and rotten wider
society served a useful strategic purpose for the RUF, and was to a large extent the result of
intentional fear-mongering by commanders. The portrayal of the world outside as rotten
and ruined deterred desertion and consolidated group membership. That CDF and military
forces frequently tortured and executed those RUF fighters attempting to surrender
reinforced this deterrent, compounding perceptions of the civilian world beyond as hostile
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and threatening. These perceptions facilitated the training of ruthless fighters who were
encouraged to view the CDF, military and their ‘wretched’ civilian supporters as a disgusting
and dangerous out-group, infected by the rotten world they inhabited. (Richards, 2006a:
56). Fear of contagion, contamination and infiltration of the safe-zones came to define the
RUF’s response to the CDF. Building on the structural theory of Mary Douglas on the
concept of purity and pollution, yet without making a link to disgust, Richards notes that the
group became characterised by ‘enclave paranoia about apostasy and ‘desertion’ and the
threat of ‘penetration’ and ‘pollution’ from the world without’ (Richards, 1999: 435; see also
Douglas, 1966).

Finally, we can return to David Keen’s description of the RUF’s ‘shame-free zone’ to
understand another important otherising aspect to the rebel enclave. Through the
systematic reversal of moral norms, the RUF created a moral world which was entirely at
odds with that of wider society. Within the safe zone of the enclave, rebels were rewarded
and esteemed for their violence and fearsome identities, but in the realm of the civilian,
they were judged as murderers, beasts and stigmatised for their abuses. The RUF moral
world was not simply markedly different to that of the outside world, it was in conflict with
it; one threatened the other. Civilian society represented a deeply hostile moral terrain for
RUF fighters, rife with threats of shame that must be violently silenced or eliminated. In
short, the shame-free zone established civilians as a dangerous shaming ‘other’. As shall be
argued in due course, shame itself came to be seen as a kind of infection that could only be
prevented or cured through violence.

5.4 Atrocities of Disgust
The emotion of disgust demands action. Either the offending stimulus is removed
(elimination), or those disgusted remove themselves (avoidance) (Miller, 1997: 34). To
varying degrees throughout the conflict, the RUF attempted to do both. Atrocities and cruel
forms of violence were an intrinsic part of this response. Similarly, the RUF’s enemies – the
SLA, the CDF, and indeed civilians – often followed the same logic in brutally purging Sierra
Leone of the dangerous rebel plague. The following sections examine how the processes of
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otherisation outlined thus far interacted with disgust to encourage brutal and cruel forms of
atrocity. First for consideration are those forms of violence that followed the logic of
eliminating disgust-threats.

5.4.1 The Violence of the Purge

An understanding of the dehumanisation of the RUF’s enemies sheds further light on some
of the earliest acts of rebel violence, poorly explained solely as acts of rational political
strategy. Just as many RUF revenge atrocities against local big men, soldiers and alleged
APC-sympathisers were strongly shaped by the emotion of shame, they were also intimately
linked to the emotion of disgust. It is notable that an RUF euphemism for killing was
‘washing’ (Denov, 2010: 127). Violence was the cure for the ‘societal disease’ afflicting Sierra
Leone, and the ‘parasitic and unscrupulous’ elite, that ‘indigenous clique of unpatriotic
exploiters and leeches’, must be violently cleansed or destroyed along with their ‘rotten
system’ (RUF/SL, 1999; RUF/SL, 1995). For some outsiders, the RUF had engaged in nothing
less than a kind of gerontocratic genocide, as a civilian told Peters:

The specific plan of the RUF was to kill the old generation and bring up a whole
new generation of young people under the doctrine of the RUF. Everybody
above a certain age, from 40 and above, seemed [a] suspect, and was among the
prime targets of RUF actions. The old generation was held responsible for the
bad situation of Sierra Leone before the war. The old generation was politically
corrupt, or so the RUF believed. Presently, the youths are taken more seriously
and we, the older generation, have to share the power with them. If not,
another group of rebels will stand up. (Peters, 2011a: 167)

Such views were certainly extreme, yet they expose the extent to which the RUF viewed a
whole section of society as rotten and, through invoking the logic and language of disgust,
promoted cleansing and purging through killing.

As the RUF alienated its potential supporters through violence and atrocities against
civilians, rebel anger grew over perceived rejection and betrayal by those it claimed to be
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liberating (Keen, 2005: 80-81; Peters, 2011a: 101). The civilian population became
implicated in the minds of rebel fighters with the rotten system it had come to purge.
Identifying the rotten elements of society - those APC-sympathisers, soldiers and relatives of
soldiers - was nonetheless difficult, since they were outwardly indistinguishable from
others. Rebel violence targeting collaborators and sympathisers became increasingly
indiscriminate, and was often manipulated by local actors to settle personal vendettas, as a
former RUF member told Peters:

The civilians played a double role {…] So that is how the RUF became suspicious.
Many civilians used the factions for taking revenge on each other for old
quarrels and grudges. So the enemy of the RUF was not only the CDF or the SLA,
but the whole society. Many of the earlier atrocities of the RUF can be explained
by this double role of the civilians. (Peters, 2011a: 140)

The RUF increasingly treated treacherous civilian society with moral disgust, and as the
preceding chapter showed, also came to fear and resent the shaming threat it presented.
The growth of the civil defence militias in the mid-1990s further polarised Sierra Leonean
society, and the threat the CDF posed was understood in terms of infiltration and infection.
Villages were infested with CDF supporters and government sympathisers. Therefore, little
distinction was often made between civilians and kamajors as the RUF conducted brutal
cleansing attacks on villages. A former combatant described one such attack on a village in
Kailahun84:

We came right inside [the village] around four in the morning. The first prayer is
normally at four-thirty, so we started to enter into the town, one by one,
because at that hour people start to get out of bed… We cut off all the exit
routes. We waited for the call to prayer, and they all went to the mosque. Then
we launched the attack. When they all entered inside the mosque, we blocked
the door and we killed them. In the mosque there are always these coffins. One
of the civilians hid in the coffin. We shot him in the waist and he fell to his knees.
84

Exact confirmation of the date of this attack was not possible, but based on the perpetrator’s chronology
and recollection of local residents, some point in late 1993 or early 1994 appears most likely.
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We left him there in that position, bowing down. He died. There were lots of
people in the mosque, the place was packed full. It was a big mosque [with]
more than fifty people inside. The commander in charge was Pass or Die, but the
idea to attack the mosque was the idea of us, the junior ones. (RUF combatant
D)

As the CDF grew in force, violence and atrocities perpetrated by the RUF likewise increased
(Gberie, 2005: 14-15; Peters, 2011a: 146-150; Richards, 1999: 440). Many former RUF
combatants have explained this violence as a response to abuses perpetrated by the CDF,
abuses which some believed far exceeded those of the RUF in terms of brutality. One
former fighter claimed: ‘All sides did bad. But who did the worst of all the sides? It was the
kamajors!’ (RUF combatant E). A former commander stated: ‘The military committed
atrocities. The RUF committed atrocities. But the kamajors committed serious atrocities’
(RUF commander I). A particularly striking theme of field interviews with ex-rebels was the
moral disgust expressed towards these abuses, and the CDF more generally; an attitude that
must seem particularly perverse to the many victims of RUF atrocities. This moral disgust
related to the alleged abuses of the CDF in at least two interlinked ways. First, the abuses
were disgusting because they were committed against the RUF, the in-group, and the forms
of violence meted out were inherently disgusting:

Oh my God! They would separate us like a meat. Cut the legs, the head –
separate different parts [of the body] – they would cut you alive. Then they
would eat you, in fact. They would eat your heart. (RUF combatant H)

The disgusting violence of the ‘wicked’ CDF against captive rebels was taken as justification
for returning the abuse:

Whenever kamajors captured a rebel, they were too wicked. They would place
burning rubber on the skin, in different spots. Or they burn you alive with tyre
and fuel. So that’s why whenever we captured a kamajor, we normally want to
punish him with slow death. (RUF junior commander B)
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Alongside alleged cannibalism and mutilation, the CDF were particularly blamed for having
introduced a cruel way of tying up captives, known as ‘FM’, whereby a cord or twine was
tightened until it cut into the flesh and pulled the arms back in a painful way:

We [the RUF] raped people, we killed people, we cut their hands, we burned
them. But the kamajors introduced that FM. If they capture you with that, my
dear you are finished. They have some rope that they can tie you with and it will
enter into your flesh. Your chest will be too stretched. (RUF combatant G)
They [kamajors] would tie at the back – someone steps on your back so that
your chest will protrude. If you have a very big chest and you find it hard for
your hand to go behind, someone will hit you there. So when they tie you, even
if tomorrow they release you, you can’t go back – your arms always go bent back
and you are scarred forever. The kamajors did it first. The FM was done by the
kamajors. (RUF junior commander B)

Many of those former RUF combatants expressing moral disgust over CDF abuses in
interviews had been responsible for precisely the same kinds of violence, much of which
preceded the rise of the militia. Despite the contradiction, they often explained RUF
atrocities largely as a response to the abusive treatment of captives by the CDF. As Taylor
notes, ‘the terrible irony is that otherization paints victims themselves as evil perpetrators;
inhumanly depraved monsters who do not understand ‘normal’ morality’ (Taylor, 2009:
185). These justifications for RUF violence may also relate to cognitive dissonance.
Nevertheless, the outrage was often very real, if not perverse, and to this extent it was an
expression of a moral disgust that served to further demonise the despised CDF and their
civilian collaborators.

The second related factor which led RUF combatants to view the CDF with moral disgust
was the notion that Kamajors were not fighting for ideological reasons and the good of the
country. To the extent that they fought for anything at all, according to some, they were
fighting for the corrupt and rotten system. The idea that the CDF formed as a desperate
defensive response to the atrocities of the RUF was often given short-thrift. A former rebel
commander expressed a common belief:
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The kamajors - I will be one hundred per cent brave to testify before you that
they caused eighty-eight per cent of the atrocities, because they had no ideology
behind their movement… [Our] Sierra Leone brothers were wicked because
they’d been incited by rotten politicians.’ (RUF commander I)85

Another former fighter traced the RUF’s move into the forest in 1993 to the manipulation of
political leaders: ‘We lay in the bush during those days because our enemies made us
afraid, shooting at us because of the wrong ideology given to them by politicians’ (RUF
combatant J). The disgust evoked by the CDF served to further dehumanise the RUF’s
enemy. Dehumanisation in turn evoked more disgust, perpetuating extreme and
dehumanising violence:

We entered [Tongo] – there were no kamajors to oppose us. Just
civilians…Those we captured were wives of kamajors. We chopped one of the
kamajor women that we raped. Another pregnant woman said that her husband
was a kamajor – he was a CO at the labour camp. We told her ‘Since your
husband is a kamajor, you are not going to deliver this child here. You are going
to deliver her underground.’ We dug a hole and we buried her alive. (RUF junior
commander B)

The depth of bitter feeling towards the CDF was enough to cut across blood-ties. A former
child combatant described a disgust-response of avoidance and aversion when attacking his
home village, where the object of disgust was his own father:

I didn’t want to see him, I hated him. I hated him at that time because I was in
the bush and somebody told me that he had joined the kamajors. I didn’t want
to see him. In my plan, if I saw him I would kill him because I took him to be my
worst enemy. (RUF combatant G)

85

This transcript cannot not convey the visible anger, outrage and moral disgust with which this point was
made by the informant, who later broke down in tears when singing the RUF anthem.
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Another former fighter recalled being sent to attack his own village, raising the prospect of
having to kill his own family members:

I knew that either I die or I succeed. If I say ‘that’s my brother, that’s my uncle’,
they [the RUF] would hold me and kill me... I had no choice. Whether it’s my
family or not, I had no choice, I had to fight. And if I’m captured, they [the
civilians] will do the same thing to me. CO Thorn told me that he killed his own
brother, from the same mother, who was a kamajor. Because his brother was a
kamajor, he had no way to spare him. If he had spared him, the brother would
have killed him. He said he regretted nothing. (RUF junior commander B)

Transformed into an enclave movement in the mid-1990s, RUF attacks beyond its jungle
bases began to take the form of punitive and purging raids against a society which it now
saw as rotten to the core. No longer were military enemies and corrupt politicians the only
social contaminants that must be destroyed; much of civilian society had become infected
and was also targeted for cleansing. The elections of 1996 were marked by spates of RUF
amputations against civilians, whose votes for a civilian government compounded the RUF’s
sense of popular betrayal. Increasingly, purging gave way to destroying in localities where
civilians were viewed as irredeemably linked to President Kabbah and his CDF. A former
fighter recalled the instruction given when attacking Kailahun Town in 1997: ‘Orders were
given that we should kill anyone that we see, whether kamajor or civilian’ (RUF junior
commander A). The extent to which the civilian had become dehumanised was summed up
in a phrase common among RUF ranks: ‘the civilian has no blood’ (Muana, 1997: 80).

That the Sierra Leonean conflict was not genocide is clear. Nonetheless, at times the
organisation of violence, its forms and the groups targeted, bore similar hallmarks of
dehumanisation and disgust. In 1998, Sam Bockarie (a.k.a. Commander Mosquito)
announced over BBC radio that the RUF and its AFRC allies planned to kill every living thing
in the country, down ‘to the last chicken’ (Gberie, 2005: 120). The codename for this plan
was ‘Operation No Living Thing’. One witness to the Special Court for Sierra Leone explained
the meaning of this operation, as applied to an attack on Kenema in May 1998: ‘if you go
and attack that town, don’t leave any breathing thing in that village. Sort of take away every
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life that you meet in that village’ (SCSL, 2012a: 196) There were numerous factors behind
the application of this order in Freetown in January 1999. For instance, the Special Court
judgement of Charles Taylor implicated the former Liberian leader in encouraging Bockarie
to capture the capital through whatever means necessary, and to pressure President
Kabbah’s government to release the imprisoned Sankoh through unleashing terror (SCSL,
2012a). The attack on Freetown can thus be understood as being in part a strategic move to
force the government into a negotiated settlement, a calculation that proved entirely
effective. As Chapter Four observed, violence was also partly revenge for the RUF’s earlier
expulsion from the capital, fuelled by a desire to humiliate those who had brought this
shame upon the rebels and their allies. Among this potent mix of motives, we may also view
disgust and dehumanisation as ingredients of extreme and cruel atrocity.

Much of the violence perpetrated in the 1999 attack on Freetown bore the outward
appearance of chaos and wanton destruction; however, a callous organisation underpinned
many abuses, betraying the extent to which civilians were routinely targeted for elimination.
Survivors of an attack on a mosque on 22 January described it as ‘an organized,
premeditated operation’ (HRW, 1999: IV). One survivor recounted:

I was inside the mosque when I saw at least four rebels burst into the courtyard.
One of them had a gun, one had a pistol and two others, including a ten-yearold, had knives and machetes… Once inside, the one with the pistol started
asking everyone for money. In the meantime, two of the other rebels, including
the ten year old, moved to block the doors. Then, as the pistol man was walking
around pointing his gun and robbing people, a few of the others started arguing
over whether to burn us alive in the mosque or shoot us. One of the rebels then
walked around the mosque sprinkling petrol on people and I heard one of them
say, you bastard civilians; you don't like us and we don't like you. Finally, one of
the others raised his machete and screamed, Our mission is to kill you and cut
your hands. (HRW, 1999: IV)

Sixty-six civilians were reported to have been killed in the massacre, which only ended when
the perpetrators heard a whistle, a signal from their comrades to move out.
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An understanding of the extent to which the rebels viewed society as rotten to the core, and
saw civilians as treacherous government and CDF-sympathisers, allows us to approach the
atrocious behaviour of the RUF in urban areas from a previously neglected angle. Krijn
Peters has argued that the violence unleashed by RUF cadres in towns may be linked to a
breakdown in military control and ideological coherence (Peters, 2011a: 152). He quotes a
former fighter:

The movement fought against corruption […] But when the movement was
exposed to all different kinds of goods and this city life, when we joined with the
AFRC, the corruption increased […] So they [some of the RUF commanders]
talked one thing, but did the other (Peters, 2011a: 151).

However, what this quote underlines is the pervasive RUF notion of the urban centres as
corrupt and rotten, and an idealised notion of the RUF enclaves as pure and unadulterated.
It was precisely the commitment of rebel cadres and commanders to this ideology, rather
than its absence, that can be seen as instrumental in promoting atrocities in towns and the
capital. Through its isolation in the bush, the RUF had come to view the outside world as a
‘dead zone’, and civilian society as rotten. The urban centres were the very home of the
despised and wicked parasitic politicians; they were infested with the ungrateful civilian
enemies of the RUF, who had the audacity to judge RUF violence as morally wrong. Given
the extent to which the RUF dehumanised civilians and used the language of disgust in
calling for a purging of the societal disease of rottenness, the murderous mayhem it
unleashed on the capital city – the heart of the rotten system – begins to make more sense
as an outworking, rather than breakdown, of its ideology and training. In short, violence
may not have resulted because the RUF was corrupted by the city, but because the RUF
viewed the city as corrupted.

5.4.2 The Threat of Infiltration and the Immune System of Violence

The emotion of disgust is strongly linked to a fear of infection, pollution and contamination.
Violence in the Sierra Leonean conflict was often shaped by fears and paranoia over
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infiltration and infection by the enemy, whether physically – through spies and collaborators
- or socially – through conflicting moral codes. In the theory of sympathetic magic, proposed
by social anthropologist James Frazer, the ‘Law of Contagion’ states: ‘things which have
once been in contact with each other continue to act on each other at a distance after the
physical contact has been severed’ (Frazer, 1890/2009: 36). This concept is central to
understanding how individuals may view certain things, or people, as contaminated, and
thus disgusting, through their brief association or contact with disgusting stimuli (Rozin et
al., 1986). Throughout Sierra Leone’s civil war, contamination by contact or association was
an important factor in shaping disgust-threats and violent responses.

From the beginning, the RUF appeared as a virus, spreading from the war-infected state of
neighbouring Liberia to quickly infect the vulnerable southern and eastern reaches of Sierra
Leone (see Keen, 2005: 38). Precise information on the exact size and nature of the threat
was often hard to come by. In Freetown, remote from the ‘up-country’ war in 1991,
rumours substituted for fact, yet even in the villages in areas attacked by the RUF, much of
the group remained unseen. By using lesser known bush paths in thick jungle, conducting
surprise attacks, laying ambushes and moving stealthily in small groups, the RUF projected a
terrifying threat of a dangerous yet invisible enemy that could spread with impunity.
Rumours of RUF powers of invisibility added to this sense of unseen danger. Importantly, as
Kathleen Taylor observes, part of what makes disgust ‘suitable as a social weapon is that
disgust-threats are invisible’ (Taylor, 2009: 197). Disgust responds to risk of infection by
invisible viruses, bacteria and unseen poisons. Its targets are the carriers of the unseen
threats, and through contagion by contact and association, communities visited by the RUF
were often seen by the SLA, and later the CDF, as having become infected. A former RUF
combatant described experiencing this problem when still a civilian in Bomaru in 1991:

The government troops came with an armoured car. Lots of troops. The rebels
ran away, the civilians ran away. We escaped to a village in Liberia, close to here
[Bomaru]. After one month, we came back – we came back with the rebels when
they had pushed the soldiers back. At that time if the soldiers saw you they said
you were a conniver, a collaborator. (RUF combatant E)
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A villager in Bunumbu recalled:

When the RUF were here, they set-up checkpoints and recruited the civilians by
force to man the checkpoints. We were told that if the soldiers were coming we
should inform them. So when the soldiers took over the town, they asked about
the people manning the checkpoints. They rounded them up and said they were
going to question them. They said that if they didn’t get answers from them,
they would be killed. Those who were arrested and put in a prison - the next
morning they should have been questioned. But during the night the RUF came
and attacked. So the soldiers repelled the RUF and afterwards they told the
captives ‘These are your brothers. They came to free you, so now we are going
to kill you.’ They dug a very big hole, after the college. There were more than
forty prisoners, and they killed them all. They shot them. (Bunumbu villager A)

Civilians too, were known to have treated suspected rebel sympathisers and surrendering
fighters with similar brutality, treating them as dangerous rebel-infected ‘others' within
their communities, as Paul Richards notes:

Abducted children attempting to flee the movement [were] being executed by
the army, sometimes apparently at the request of villagers. Local reasoning was
that the RUF was a new kind of sodality. Once children had been initiated they
could never be recovered by their natal communities. They were 'witch
children', to be dealt with only by elimination’ (Richards, 2006a: 658).

Adding to the fear of the RUF as a social infection was the belief that it was composed of
criminals and social drop-outs. These youths were already a distrusted out-group within
society, and with the arrival of the war, they became all the more distrusted. In some
instances, disaffected local youths did indeed act as spies for planned rebel attacks, or
joined the group to carry out their own acts of revenge on local big men:

Some of the rebels that came to our village, some of them were from the village.
They were the ones that gave the rebels information that my father was helping a
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soldier. A guy by the name of [name]. I don’t know if he’s alive or he’s dead now.
He was showing them. There was another guy who just didn’t care about what he
was doing. He was in the ghetto. When they came to our village, he was showing
them - these people, these people, that house, that house. (RUF combatant C)

Perpetuating a fear and distrust of the young was the propensity of the RUF to send many of
its youngest members, as well as the elderly or infirm, to scout out communities in advance
of an attack. Check-points manned by CDF and military personnel were especially wary of
outsiders, since RUF spies often posed as refugees to explain their presence. An abductee
told Peters and Richards of the danger he faced upon escape, underlining the role of
contagion and dehumanisation in the conflict: ‘[…] One military man stopped me, stripped
me naked and said I was a rebel spy, threatening to kill me. Once you have become a ‘bush
creature’ people run away from you’ (Peters & Richards, 1998a: 207).

As the CDF became a significant force in the country, in large part a response to the brutal
treatment of civilians by the military supposed to be protecting them, the torture and
execution of suspected rebels and rebel-sympathisers became frequent. Communities close
to the frontlines or that had been within RUF territory were regarded as having contracted
the deadly rebel infection, and their inhabitants were targeted for cleansing violence. An
RUF commander described to Peters a CDF attack on territory deep within ‘peaceful’ rebel
territory: ‘[…] They attacked the civilians who were staying with the RUF. They burned the
houses down and amputated civilians. After that the kamajors told their government that
they had killed rebels’ (Peters, 2011a: 149).

Among numerous stories of CDF, SLA and ECOMOG atrocities against suspected rebel
collaborators, witnesses and ex-combatants described how individuals were often targeted
for having rebel-like hairstyles, clothing, and in one case, physical marks believed to have
been left by firing a rebel gun:

The fighting [in Freetown, 1998] was tense – they [ECOMOG/CDF] fought and
fought. They were pushing the rebels out, killing some who are rebels, some
who or not. If you have a black mark under your finger they will say that you are
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a rebel. At that time we were fighting we had a mark there, from using the
trigger when we were shooting. But even if you have it from something else,
they don’t care. Some people had it from tapping palm wine - they would get
the mark from using a cutlass. Most of them died because they [ECOMOG/CDF]
didn’t care. (RUF combatant C)

Describing a CDF attack on the RUF in Tongo in 1999, another former combatant claimed
the kamajors were specifically targeting non-Mendes:

They were killing civilians. The kamajors were asking people in Mende– that’s
one way of knowing if you are a rebel or not – ‘Are you here on your own?’ But
they asked it in such a tricky way that if you don’t know Mende well, you can’t
answer correctly in the Mende, you wouldn’t understand. If you don’t answer
the right way, then you die. Some people were not Mende but they knew how
to answer. If you are not a Mende, they killed you. They were killing the other
tribes, especially the Temnes. (RUF junior commander B)

If the civilians, military and CDF followed a logic of violent purging in weeding out the rebel
infection, then this was surpassed by the rebels themselves. The RUF had begun its
campaign with the targeted purging of local elites, relatives of soldiers and suspected
enemy sympathisers, but became increasingly indiscriminate in its violence as it became
suspicious of civilian society as a whole. Towards late 1993, as the group retreated into the
bush, it sought to insulate itself from the rotten society it had supposedly come to liberate,
believing, in its own words, that ‘infiltration almost destroyed our ranks’ (RUF/SL, 1995).
Entrenched in its jungle enclave, the RUF became paranoid over the threat of external
infiltration, heightened because the CDF was now also a dangerous unseen enemy, adept at
using bush paths and launching ambushes, and supported by civilians across the country.
This paranoia intensified in late 1996 when CDF forces, working with South African
mercenaries, attacked and destroyed rebel headquarters, Camp Zogoda (Peters, 2011a: 148149). For Paul Richards, this was a turning point for the RUF, when the group ‘lapsed into a
deranged fatalism and apocalyptic violence of a kind associated with the dying days of
sectarian sieges’ (Richards, 2006a: 658). However, another dimension to the rebel response
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can be detected; namely, one shaped by disgust. Military reversals had reinforced the RUF
world-view, confirming that Sierra Leone society was rotten to the core, and that only
within the confines of its enclave could it be safe and free from infection. This safety
depended on stemming the threat of infiltration and stamping out the spread of civilian CDF
support. Villages surrounding RUF bases must thus be violently purged of the CDF infection;
the threat must be eliminated.

The RUF established a protective barrier around its own bush camps by depopulating
surrounding villagers, effectively creating a cordon sanitaire that placed the world beyond in
quarantine. A former commander explained that ‘Where the RUF based [itself] they would
burn villages on all sides’ (RUF commander I). Another former commander described to
Peters a ‘dead zone’; the ‘border around our camps where there were no civilians’ (Peters,
2011a: 149). Rebels would launch raids beyond the dead-zone and systematically purge
areas of CDF and their civilian hosts. There was a clear strategic logic to these attacks, in
which atrocities played a part as a tactic of terror. Yet the capacity for rebel fighters to
perpetrate the particularly brutal and cruel forms of violence entailed cannot be understood
without an appreciation of the role of dehumanisation, and the associated emotion of
disgust that fuelled a desire to cleanse and destroy. In many instances, these raids were
marked by an almost casual and routine slaughter of victims.86 A former combatant
described his capture by the RUF in 1997, during one such raid on the mining village of
Bomboma:

Early in the morning, around seven o’clock, we heard the sound of gunshots…
we opened the door at the back, hoping to escape to the bush, but we met three
rebels… They tied our hands to the back of a tree. They told us ‘we are coming
to kill you, wait for us.’ They left us there and went to another location. There
was firing and firing. All the people were crying. And then the ceasefire.
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This should not be taken as evidencing the absence of emotions in the performance of violence. Rather,
disgust-driven responses are often characterised by precisely such callousness. Disgust can differ
significantly from other emotions such as fear and anger in being physiologically de-arousing and causing a
reduction in heart-rate (Rozin et al., 1999a: 430; Taylor, 2009: 283). It may also, however, interact and
coincide with a wide range of emotions prompting ‘rash’ or passionate responses (Miller, 1997: Ch. 2).
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Then they came back to us and said ‘here are the other bastard pikin [children].’
They untied us and brought us to the street. There were others there, men,
women, old people. They divided the women and the men. The women were
taken to another location. There were female RUF. They took the women to one
side of the street. The men were brought to the other side of the street, out of
view, so we never knew what happened to the women. … They lined us up,
single file. We had our tops off, naked torsos… They came and took two men.
They said ‘Let’s escort these two.’ And when they said let’s escort these two
first, that means they are going to take them and kill them. Four of the rebels
were spread out at the corners to stop people from escaping. They said ‘Let’s do
it quickly before the enemies arrive.’

Some in the line were crying and they were hit. They beat them saying ‘What are
you crying for?’ They accused most of us of being kamajors. And indeed there
were some kamajors among us. … Two civilians had already been ‘escorted’ –
they had been taken out of sight. We heard the shots. They were finished. The
rebels who escorted them came back and said ‘we have escorted those two,
where are the others?’ They took two again, this time from the rear. (RUF junior
commander B)

The former fighter recounted how he was taken from the line by one of the rebels after
lying about where had come from. By coincidence, it was an area close to the home village
of the fighter; he was offered ‘one last smoke’ of marijuana:

…The other fighters saw me smoking with the rebel on the veranda. They asked
‘who took that bastard over there, sitting in the veranda smoking?’ The fighter
who gave me the smoke said ‘This is my younger brother, from the same father
and mother.’ He lied to save me. He said to me ‘Come let’s go now – this line,
they are going to be executed, all of them will be killed.’ So when we got up,
everybody was watching me. There was a big mango tree nearby at the back of
the house. I sat under that mango tree. They killed them all. I heard it. The
fighter, he was known as ‘No Retreat’. He was advising me while we were under
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the mango tree. He said most of those people we are killing are betrayers.
Sometimes they will come among us, get information, pass it to the kamajors.
That’s why we are going to kill every one of them. (RUF junior commander B)

The fact that the combatant recalling these events was shown mercy by a rebel shows that
disgust and dehumanisation cannot be said to have always applied to all victims and
perpetrators to the same extent, or that it could not be reduced or overcome. In this
instance, a factor may have been the humanising recognition by the rebel combatant of a
common origin. Furthermore, by smoking with the fighter and talking to him about his
home area as he did so, the captive was able to build some level of rapport to counteract
the in-group-out-group divide. Where civilians were able to portray themselves as similar to
rebels, or as sufficiently on the side of those who had been victimised by the rotten state,
they may have stood a greater chance of survival. As Keen argues, those colluding (or
appearing to collude) in the RUF’s ‘perverse world-view – whether from inside or outside a
rebel group – stood some chance of surviving it’ (Keen, 2005; 241).

5.4.3 Shame: The Dangerous Social Contaminant

Territorial infiltration by spies, enemies and enemy sympathisers was a major threat of
infection to the RUF, but another enemy may be seen as having posed a dangerous social
threat to the RUF; the enemy of shame. This threat too may have invoked a violent disgustreaction from Sierra Leone’s rebels. This would accord with the observation that shame and
disgust are strongly linked. For instance, Miller states: ‘The emotions that constitute our
experience of being lower or lowered – shame and humiliation – exist in a rough economy
with those passions which are the experience of reacting to the lowly, failed, and
contaminating – disgust and contempt.(Miller, 1997: viii)

Psychiatrist James Gilligan’s analysis of shame, as Cramer has observed, is couched in the
‘imagery of disease and emotional immunology’ (Cramer, 2006: 96). Gilligan proposes a
‘germ theory’ of violence, in which ‘the pathogens under the microscope are not
microogranisms but emotions’ (Gilligan, 2000a: 104). Shame is identified as the most
dangerous of pathogens, the spread of which is likened to that of a contaminant in a water
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supply, where the water is a social system (Gilligan, 2000a: 104). Viewing shame as a
dangerous social pathogen, we can draw on the work of neuroscientist Kathleen Taylor to
understand how it may have interacted with disgust-violence in Sierra Leone:

If disgust is indeed involved in atrocities, then the language of hygiene used by
many perpetrators is no coincidence. Rather, they may actually see themselves
as the immune system of a wider ‘body politic’ which must be defended from
dangerous social pathogens. (Taylor, 2007: 601)

The threat posed by shame, as discussed in Chapter Four, was in many respects related to
RUF combatants’ perceptions of self-worth. It called into doubt the righteousness of their
actions and the pride and status attached to their fearsome identities as warriors and ‘big
men’. In this way, according to Gilligan, it may have been seen by some as an especially
potent threat, thus provoking greater levels of disgust, since ‘people feel incomparably
more alarmed by a threat to the psyche or the soul or the self than they are by a threat to
the body. The death of the self is of far greater concern than the death of the body’ (Gillian,
2000a: 96).

Within the RUF enclave, social dynamics and cohesion revolved around a reversal of what
was considered shameful in civilian society. The training of brutal fighters, and the securing
of their loyalty to the group and individual commanders, was linked to the rewarding of
brutal violence and the punishment of moral doubt over killing. Thus the RUF enclave was in
many respects, as Keen has argued, a ‘shame-free zone’ (Keen, 2005: 230). Within this zone,
what was shameful was often shame itself. Those exhibiting the symptoms of this
dangerous social pathogen, such as tears, regret or reluctance or hesitancy in killing, risked
being killed themselves. When outside of the enclave, a similar logic applied; combatants
refusing orders to kill civilians, or conceding to civilian requests for mercy, were viewed as
having being infected by a civilian morality which threatened the very social foundations of
the RUF. Treating civilians as deserving of moral treatment was to humanise them, and by
recognising some form of common entitlement to moral treatment, to call into question the
entire violent history of the RUF’s war. Following the logic of sympathetic magic, those
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fighters exhibiting these symptoms were often killed to prevent contagion, or subjected to
extreme corrective violence. Kathleen Taylor’s insights on disgust again appear relevant:

Those contaminated themselves become contagious, making them disgusting,
dangerous and socially unacceptable. The consequent loss of group support, and
the risk of hostility, aggression or expulsion by other members, makes social
contamination threats extremely serious. (Taylor, 2007: 601)

Atrocities against those civilians perceived as judging or challenging RUF behaviour can
therefore be understood as shaped by more than anger over shaming. By posing a shaming
threat, civilians were presenting themselves as objects of moral and social disgust to RUF
combatants. Their reaction can be understood then, in part, as often a disgust-response that
encouraged the violent elimination of the disgusting object, whether through specifically
targeting the shaming eyes and mouths of civilians – which transmitted the pathogen - or
killing civilians as the carriers of the pathogen. Again, this may help in understanding why
the RUF was so brutal during its encounters with towns and the capital, Freetown. These
areas were populated by civilians associated with the disgusting shaming-threat; atrocities
may have been just as much shaped by the emotion of disgust as they were by combatant’s
sensitivities to moral shaming and loss of status.

5.4.4 Sustaining the Threat: Atrocities and World-Shaping

The process of otherisation in the Sierra Leone conflict, and the emotion of disgust
perpetuating and responding to it, appears useful in seeking to understand acts of brutal
extermination and cleansing. However, to what extent can it shed light on those acts of
violence that were anything but clinical and tactically efficient? Those acts of violence, for
instance, that involved the use of blunt machetes, maximising the suffering of victims but
requiring more time at a point when a military enemy was dangerously close (see Gberie,
2005: 137). Atrocities in which, as Kathleen Taylor observes, ‘The additional pain inflicted is
gratuitous, in that it is not required as part of the killing process; there are other, easier,
quicker ways to kill’ (Taylor, 2009: 53). In the latter chapter, shame was shown to be one
emotion that may explain why combatants killed gratuitously and beyond the needs of
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strategy, but can disgust provide any further insight? One potential avenue of explanation
already explored relates to a view of shame itself as disgusting; this may explain nonstrategic and ‘messy’ acts of atrocity, where the body parts associated with this disgustthreat – eyes that look, mouths that judge – were brutally targeted. But another important
aspect to the violence of rebel combatants, linked to disgust, may also provide some light on
these forms of atrocity. This is the notion of ‘world-shaping’, in which the RUF used violence
to expose their victims as the disgusting beings it held them to be, or in many cases, to make
their victims the disgusting beings they were supposed to be.87 In some respects, this was a
dynamic that can again be usefully linked to the theory of cognitive dissonance in that the
RUF, at a collective and individual level, sought to force the world into alignment with their
own beliefs and self-perceptions.

A number of strategic uses of world-shaping by the RUF and its commanders can be
identified. In order to desensitise fighters to the use of extreme violence, and to facilitate
moral disengagement in targeting of non-combatants, it was essential that the outside
world matched its depiction as a rotten and corrupted wasteland. Enemies and their
sympathisers must similarly fit their depictions as treacherous, rotten and vile. In ensuring
that the world beyond the rebel enclave was indeed the ruined ‘dead-zone’ rebels so
feared, the RUF could reinforce this deterrent to desertion, reinforce in-group cohesion and
reinforce binding collective fears of infiltration of the RUF body. Violence that ruined and
terrorised the world beyond the RUF enclave perpetuated combatant’s mental division of
Sierra Leone between safe-zones and rotten zones and accelerated polarisation. For those
commanders using conflict as a means to pursue a variety of rational agendas, including
those of economic predation, polarisation may have been deemed an effective way of
sustaining war.

If world-shaping through violence served rational strategies of RUF commanders, it may
nevertheless have also reflected psychological and emotional needs of rebel leaders. A
notable theme of interviews with former RUF commanders was their commitment to beliefs
that civilians had indeed been rotten, ungrateful and treacherous, and that perversely, the
87

The concept of world-shaping in this context is derived from Kathleen Taylor’s analysis of disgust (Taylor,
2009: 161-162).
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RUF had been victimised and ultimately derailed not by its own flaws, but because of the
machinations of wicked politicians, the CDF, and the corrupting influence of towns and the
AFRC on the rank-and-file. Whether such views reflected genuine belief may be impossible
to ascertain, but they can nonetheless be seen as attempts to overcome cognitive
dissonance, justifying the violence and abuses of the RUF so as to avoid shame and preserve
a sense of a morally good self. Precisely the same psychology may have applied during the
conflict itself, where these entrenched beliefs provided justification for a horrifying array of
atrocities. They were beliefs that were crucial to justifying the movement to the outside
world, to its own members, and perhaps in many cases, to the rebel leaders. Thus as
Kathleen Taylor observes: ‘The stronger a belief, the greater the motivation to keep it as is
and alter other beliefs – or the world – instead’ (Taylor, 2009: 163).

The RUF employed brutal violence in various ways to alter the world, attempting to render
or expose society as disgusting and enemies as inhuman or sub-rebel. The cruel forms of
torture, sexual abuse and execution to which captives were subjected may be seen as
exemplary, intended to demonstrate to the wider group that victims were indeed a
disgusting other. The cutting, amputation and mutilation of limbs of captive civilians and
military enemies can be seen in this light. For as Miller argues, ‘There are few things that are
more unnerving and disgust evoking than our partibility. Consider the horror motif of
severed hands, ears, heads, gouged eyes’ (Miller, 1997: 27). One former combatant
described another routine practice which dehumanised captives and rendered them
disgusting: ‘At Giema we had a prison. It was a big pit, covered with sticks on top. Whoever
was caught, we put them there. When we wanted to piss, we would piss on the prisoners’
(RUF combatant D).

Rebel attacks on villages and towns, and the particularly cruel and extreme forms of
associated violence, appeared to follow a similar logic. Through the physical destruction of
homes and bodies, the RUF ensured that the world beyond its enclave was close to the
ruined, rotten ‘dead zone’ it was meant to be. As Peters observes, for the RUF the ‘outside
world represented death and suffering – mainly inflicted by RUF cadres themselves, in what
was to become a self-fulfilling prophecy’ (Peters, 2011a: 89). That the country was a wreck,
Richards similarly notes, ‘exemplified the truth of the movement’s claims’ (Richards, 1999:
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440). Writing earlier in 1996, Richards argued ‘…the rebels in Sierra Leone have reduced a
country they presumed rotten to the core to ruins. Through their actions, the country has
become in reality the wasteland they always supposed it to be’ (cited in Keen, 2005: 63).88
Taylor observes that in seeking to shape the world ‘a person’s expectations about how
reality should be will affect the way in which they try to change it’ (Taylor, 2009: 165). The
expectation of many RUF combatants was that the world beyond their bases should be
rotten and crumbling, and that its inhabitants should be the treacherous, ungrateful
supporters of parasitic and self-serving politicians. We can perhaps then view the cruel
tricks employed by combatants during their attacks as part of this world-shaping. In the
preceding chapter, one such example was provided in testimony given to Human Rights
Watch, when civilians expressed their support for ECOMOG soldiers, who were actually
disguised rebels. Revealing themselves, the rebels responded ‘so it's ECOMOG you want.
We've really caught you now’, and proceeded to systematically execute the entire group of
men, women and children (HRW, 1999: IV). The deception led the civilians to show their
true colours, and to expose them, in RUF eyes, as the disgusting traitors they were believed
to be.

When victims failed to conform to their ascribed disgusting-characters, they can be
understood as having posed a threat of humanisation to combatants. As Taylor argues,
‘people labelled as weak, treacherous, selfish or disgusting ‘others’ are most threatening
when they challenge those stereotypes’ (Taylor, 2009: 165). Such challenges may have been
a troubling source of cognitive dissonance for perpetrators of violence, linked to the threat
of shame. A number of those interviewed described occasional incidents when victims failed
to fit their dehumanised status, usually because they resembled or had a connection to
themselves, friends or family. A former combatant described his unease when Commander
Mosquito attacked an entertainer-turned kamajor, whose act he had loved as a boy in
Kenema:
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From Richards, Paul (1996) ‘Violence as Cultural Creativity: Social exclusion and environmental damage in
Sierra Leone’, mimeo; cited in Keen (2005: 63). As Keen notes, there is similarity here with the work of
Hannah Arendt on action-as-propaganda (Arendt: 1973).
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We found the house of [name], the kamajor. We knocked on his door
pretending to be kamajors. We asked ‘Is [he] there?’ He answered from inside
the house, asking ‘What happened?’ We said ‘There has been an attack – the
rebels have attacked us so please come outside, command us what we should
do.’ He said ‘Wait for me to dress.’ He was putting on his kamajor dressing… [He]
opened the door – he was not completely dressed yet, only socks on his feet. As
soon as he opened the door he saw that we were rebels – he tried to shut the
door but we pulled him out by force… So they took pistols and beat him –
Mosquito was cussing him, saying ‘The way that you killed my sister, I’m going to
kill you. The day of judgement will decide it.’

The way he died I was not happy about it. Before the war I knew [him] as a
dancer, and I liked his dancing. The way he died, I felt very bad. I didn’t beat him
myself. We were plenty in number so I didn’t have to. There was a crowd, I
stepped back. If I had the power, more than Mosquito, I would have
commanded that we leave that man alone. I felt very sorry for him… Mosquito
said [he] killed his sister. Me, I didn’t believe that. (RUF junior commander B)

In many other cases, removing oneself from the situation –a disgust reaction – was not an
available option for combatants. In these instances, combatants were faced with either
accepting the shaming belief that their actions were unjust and cruel, or finding a way to
justify them. Alongside moral abdication – blaming abuses on the orders of others – one
response may have been to simply reinforce the belief that victims were in fact disgusting.
Taylor again provides insight by noting that strong beliefs will be defended strongly, and
‘When the belief involves disgust, and that perception is challenged, human beings […] can
respond with lethal and hideous savagery’ (Taylor, 2009: 169). To illustrate this dynamic,
Taylor draws on a graphic account featured in the work of Holocaust scholar Lawrence
Langer of an SS officer dismembering a one-year-old infant when its mother refused to hand
him the child: ‘She refused to surrender it, so he seized the baby by its ankles and tore the
body in two before the mother’s eyes’ (Langer, 1999: 3). According to Taylor:
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Such behaviour is normally interpreted as gratuitous savagery – the SS man
could, after all, simply have broken the baby’s neck. However, the social
contamination hypothesis suggests an alternative explanation. By tearing the
child apart, the SS man transformed it from a human infant not into a dead baby
– still clearly human and thus deserving of grief and sympathy – but into a
dismembered corpse, evoking revulsion, thereby reinforcing the ‘correct’ Nazi
attitude to victims. (Taylor, 2007: 613; see also Taylor, 2009: 165-166)

Among a range of motives for extreme violence in Sierra Leone, the same brutal logic of
world-shaping may have informed some of the most seemingly inexplicable, bizarre and
wanton acts of atrocity, which included the mutilation of infants and pregnant mothers.
Where victims made assertions of humanity, such as by pleading for mercy, RUF combatants
may have violently affirmed their sub-human (or sub-rebel) status through the performance
of violence designed to render them disgusting. Forcing individuals to commit degrading
acts of atrocity on others may have simultaneously made victims objects of disgust whilst
inflicting those forced to carry out abuses with ‘the shame of being forced to do something
disgusting’ (Miller, 1997: 148). Disturbing accounts of forced incest may make sense in this
light, since as Haidt and colleagues note, ‘Gore and dismemberment of the human body
often elicits disgust, as does a range of sexual acts, especially incest’ (Haidt et al., 1994:
702). Whilst acts of sexual abuse and rape were clearly linked to the intent to assert power,
terrorise, humiliate and shame victims (itself invoking moral disgust), the connection to
disgust was sometimes explicit. Testimony given to Human Rights Watch concerning RUF
abuse of nine female captives in January 1999 provides one such example:

… I begged him [the commander] to leave me as I had my three-month-old
infant in my arms but he tore the baby from my arms and threw him against a
wall. The other rebels formed a circle around us and got out their pistols and
machetes. He then ordered another rebel to sprinkle kerosene on us and
threatened to burn us. That rebel then gathered up our clothes and set them on
fire in the corner of the room. The one with the machete circled around us,
threatening to cut off our hands. The commander then took out a flashlight and
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inspected our private parts slowly, one after the other making crude comments
about how ugly, dirty, and disgusting we were. (HRW, 1999: IV)

5.5 Strengths and Limitations of the Disgust Argument
5.5.1 Strengths

As a powerful emotion that demands action to eradicate social contaminants, disgust proves
useful for understanding the interaction of processes of otherisation and dehumanisation in
Sierra Leone with extremes of violence that often went beyond the requirements of military
strategy. From the beginning of the conflict, disgust allows us to view the brutal atrocities
committed against those associated with the ruling elites – those considered rotten and
infected with a societal disease – as shaped not only by a political logic but by a powerful
emotional revulsion and desire to cleanse. The systematic dehumanisation of the RUF’s
enemies, often through forced atrocities during training and the dispensation of
dehumanising drugs, combined with a group propaganda which established non-rebels as
inferior and disgusting, led to violence that was often intrinsically shaped by the emotion of
disgust, rather than consideration of rational aims. As RUF atrocities rendered the group
deeply unpopular, it increasingly relied on forced conscription to sustain itself, further
polarising society and deepening in-group-out-group divisions – the ‘us’ versus ‘them’
mentality. This mentality was reinforced as the CDF grew to threaten the rebel group,
leading it to become an isolated enclave and sect-like movement. Consequently, violence
was increasingly shaped by a paranoid fear of infiltration and infection from the outside
world, and civilians became targeted for purging violence as they became viewed as
sympathisers and connivers with the CDF. If politicians and military enemies had been
likened to animals and parasites, then one of the most dangerous and disgusting creatures
for the RUF was now the treacherous civilian. Disgust-fuelled violence followed.

Disgust is an emotion often associated with shame, and in this respect it also provides a
means of understanding extreme violence of RUF fighters that went beyond clinical and
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efficient killing but remains difficult to explain purely as a tactic of terror. Alongside the
moral disgust of combatants over the perceived rottenness of treacherous civilians, disgust
may have been focused on shame as a kind of dangerous social pathogen and contaminant.
In order to prevent its spread, rebels used brutal violence to eliminate shaming threats and
the carriers of the infection, often by execution or the targeting body parts associated with
shaming.

Another potential explanation for the use of extreme violence shaped by disgust, rather
than by strategies of terror or political and economic goals, relates to world-shaping. The
RUF and its fighters can be understood as having used atrocities to expose civilians as
disgusting, or to render them such, so as to bring the world into alignment with how they
supposed it to be. This allowed perpetrators to remove cognitive dissonance when a threat
of humanisation arose and to overcome moral prohibitions on killing. By inflicting
mutilation, amputation, rape, torture and a disturbing array of atrocities, combatants
sought to demonstrate that their victims were indeed disgusting, thus deserving of brutal
treatment. By subjecting the world beyond the rebel enclave to destructive and decimating
violence, the RUF ensured that wider society became the ruined ‘dead zone’ they supposed
it to be, affirming their dehumanising beliefs that justified abuses and sustained their
movement.

In common with an analysis of shame, understanding the role of disgust in violence brings to
the fore the interaction of the emotion with rational strategies and aims of RUF
commanders. Disgust played an instrumental role in the otherisation of the RUF’s enemies,
and this polarisation served to consolidate RUF in-group cohesion, deter desertion, and
facilitate the training of recruits capable of committing extreme violence. Through the use
of propaganda, forced atrocities, and the dispensation of drugs, RUF commanders actively
manipulated combatants to view their enemies, including civilians, as subhuman objects of
disgust. By encouraging combatants to take pride in their status as fearsome fighters, to
locate a sense of power through violence, and by dispensing fear-inhibiting drugs, RUF
commanders also encouraged recruits to view the ‘rebel’ as almost superhuman. This had
the military benefit of nurturing fearless and ruthless fighters; it also established a view of
civilians as pathetically weak, inferior and disgusting.
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As the RUF became an enclave movement in late 1993, commanders actively perpetuated
fears of infiltration and infection from the outside world, which they portrayed as a dead
and rotten wasteland, so as to deter desertion and reinforce group identity. This further
encouraged violence based on a disgust-response, with combatants committing atrocities to
stem the spread of the CDF infection and treating rotten society in accordance with its
disgusting nature. At a juncture when the RUF faced potential defeat, polarisation of
society served to reinforce fears of a powerful enemy and to sustain combatant’s motives
for fighting. For those commanders who found conflict a more conducive environment than
peace in which to pursue a range of rational aims, including accumulating power, status and
wealth, this manipulation of dehumanisation and disgust proved valuable.

In as much as disgust performed a useful function for the strategies of commanders, these
strategies were also often shaped by disgust themselves. This point underlines that dividing
motives of actors between rational and irrational can present a misleading impression that
misses their complex interaction. The political aims for which commanders found disgust a
useful tool were themselves informed by real moral disgust over the perceived abuses of
the APC and political elites. Although commanders may have found the dehumanisation of
their enemies to be strategically useful, many nonetheless do appear to have believed that
their enemies were rotten and vile creatures that must be purged from the country. In
short, although it proved useful for the RUF to dehumanise their enemies and portray
society as rotten, this did not mean that its leaders did not believe their own propaganda.
Dehumanisation and disgust may have been perpetuated and increased by intentional RUF
strategies, as well as the inherently polarising dynamics of conflict itself, but they were
effective from the outset because they spoke to long-standing social enmities and divisions.
The brutality of the earliest atrocities against local elites and ‘big men’ can be seen as partly
testifying to this.

Finally, disgust may also enhance our understanding of patterns of violence and atrocities
during Sierra Leone’s civil war. As noted in Chapter Three, Krijn Peters has observed that the
deployment of RUF fighters away from their home villages and communities ‘increased the
risk of their behaving harshly towards local civilians’ (Peters, 2011a: 162). We may now
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better understand this dynamic as it relates to the process of otherisation. Where
combatants were stationed close to their own communities, the view of civilians as a reviled
other would have been lessened by their own familial ties and intimacy with the locale.
Away from these areas, combatants were in alien territory and had no connections with
local communities; it was thus more likely that civilians would be viewed as other, and thus
more likely that disgust-fuelled violence would result. Peters understands the relocation of
recruits to unfamiliar areas as an intentional RUF strategy aimed at reducing risks of
desertion (Peters, 2011a: 162). It may also be understood as an intentional strategy aimed
at increasing in-group-out-group divisions, and thus, a facilitator of disgust-motives for
violence.

Another pattern of violence in the conflict was the rise in atrocities from 1997, which Peters
notes may have been connected to the RUF’s collaboration with the AFRC, its move into
urban centres, and a failure to instil its ideology into the minds of new recruits (Peters,
2011a: 152). However, following the disgust argument, this increase may actually be
explained by the RUF’s ideology and its portrayal of urban areas. Within the enclaves of its
bush bases, the movement had come to view the outside world and its society as rotten and
corrupted. Urban centres in particular, were infested with corrupt and rotten politicians and
treacherous civilians; according to the RUF’s own ideology, only brutal violence could uproot
these rotten elements from the country. In this way, the RUF actively primed its combatants
to behave brutally when entering the world beyond its enclaves, and in particular, when
entering towns and the capital where disgust-threats were rife. That RUF combatants
claimed cities had a corrupting effect on their fighters serves to highlight the rebel belief
that populated urban areas were inherently rotten, and that the disease of rottenness was
contagious (see Peters, 2011a: 152-152). The atrocities and violence unleashed during
‘Operation No Living Thing’ can thus be understood as strongly shaped by disgust. They may
not have been the result of a pollution or breakdown of RUF ideology or discipline; rather,
they may have been a direct consequence of RUF ideology and discipline.

5.5.2 Limitations
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One aspect to Sierra Leone’s conflict that may appear to contradict the notion that violence
was shaped by social otherisation was the collusion of rebels with their supposed military
opponents (see Keen, 2005). The RUF’s collaboration with the AFRC military junta in 1997
epitomised this behaviour. It begs the question: if the RUF truly viewed the world beyond its
enclave as rotten, and its military enemies as watchdogs of a rotten state, how could it have
come to join with the AFRC? At least two answers can be suggested. First, the soldiers of
Sierra Leone’s armed forces harboured many of the same grievances against politicians and
civilians as the RUF. In 1997, the AFRC faction of the military seized power at a time when its
members resented and distrusted the CDF, politicians and ‘ungrateful’ civilians almost as
much as the rebels. In sharing a common enemy, the RUF and the AFRC became strategically
aligned, and to some extent, the ideological and social barrier between them was lifted. The
CDF, on the other hand, remained a vehemently despised opponent of the RUF, and there
was little, if any, collaboration or collusion on this front. Disgust remained a factor in
violence against the CDF and their supporters.

Second, despite sharing enemies, there was never an easy alliance between the RUF and
AFRC. Rebels expressed contempt towards their new military colleagues in 1997, and
remained extremely distrustful of their former enemies, a sentiment often shared by their
AFRC counterparts. One former combatant expressed an attitude common at the time:

In ’97 we left the bush and we came from Pendembu, Daru, Kenema, Bo. We
moved directly to Freetown. I came with [Commander] Superman (aka Dennis
Mingo). The [AFRC], we lived with them but I didn’t deceive myself. I didn’t trust
them (RUF combatant E).
Another combatant based in Peyama89 near the mining town of Tongo, recalled:

Mosquito sent a message to us. He said we should listen to whatever Sankoh
says, but he warned us that Jonny Paul Koroma was a military man, a soldier,
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Peyama was the site of the RUF’s ‘Cuba Base’. This appears to be the ‘Peyeima’ mentioned by Peters (2011a:
2). The TRC (2004: 3A, Ch. 1) and the Special Court, among others, use the ‘Peyama’ spelling.
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and that we should be careful so that he should not catch us off-guard (RUF
junior commander A).

The uneasy relationship between the RUF and AFRC quickly unravelled after the junta were
pushed from Freetown, to the extent that AFRC leader Jonny Paul Koroma and his wife were
placed under arrest in Kailahun by the RUF’s notorious Mosquito and subjected to physical
abuse (Keen, 2005: 294). This development underlines that although tactical and strategic
reasons may have brought the AFRC and rebels together, underlying enmity and disgust
made it a broken marriage of convenience.

Another potential problem with the disgust argument, related to the above, is that one
might reasonably expect a conflict shaped by pronounced social divisions to result in a
peace reflecting those divides. However, post-conflict Sierra Leone appears to be
remarkably free of significant tensions between former factions, or indeed between civilians
and those who once tormented them. Former RUF and CDF combatants interviewed for this
study often had strong friendships with those who had once been their enemies, as well as
with those who had been victims of rebel violence. Could this be taken as evidence that
dehumanisation and disgust were not such significant factors during the conflict? There are
a number of reasons not to take this view. First, despite present-day appearances, there
were in fact significant tensions between former RUF and their former enemies after peace
in 2002. Former rebels continued to clash with former CDF forces after the official
declaration of peace, particularly in disputes over access to mining areas (see Fanthorpe &
Maconachie, 2010: 264-265). The International Crisis Group reported in 2003 that the
kamajors ‘still see themselves as a distinct group in society’ (ICG, 2003: 13). In 2010, a
former RUF combatant described his challenges in bridging the RUF-CDF divide:

My elder brother was a kamajor and I was RUF. When I was taken by the RUF he
brought up my two children. After the war, I came back but we could not share
the house. He was a kamajor, I was RUF. He loved my two children, but he didn’t
like me. (RUF combatant E)
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Communities that suffered at the hands of rebels have often proved willing to accept and
forgive those wishing to return, though many ex-combatants remain afraid to do so. Thus,
what superficially appears as successful reintegration and reconciliation in Sierra Leone
often masks an avoidance of reconciliation and the fact the many ex-combatants have not
re-integrated into their former communities. Instead, they have chosen to remain in the big
towns or mining areas where they can be ‘youth’ rather than former fighters (see Mitton,
2010). The shame and stigma attached to past abuses is certainly an important factor in this
decision, but so too is the long-term effects of past socialisation into the rebel world. For
those who have attempted to return home, adjusting from their former rebel identities to
become civilians once more has often been a long and difficult process. A former child
soldier described how years of counselling by a local pastor had helped him to become less
‘troublesome’ and to move on from war-time enmities. These had been difficult to shake
following demobilisation:

When we disarmed my people [family] called me. Even when I went back to my
house my mother was afraid of me. [She] said because I am used to the war I
could kill them. Even if I shouted at my mother she was just scared and gave me
whatever thing I wanted. My father was around but he never talked with me. He
was angry with me because I told my mother when I disarmed that if I see my
father, I will kill him. I said it because I still didn’t have confidence in my father
that he was innocent [of being a Kamajor] (RUF combatant G).

A second reason why Sierra Leone may have been less likely to see a continuation of wartime social cleavages within peace-time relates to the fact that many of the in-group-outgroup divides were endogenous to the conflict. The RUF and its military enemies were not
divided by significant pre-existing ethnic, tribal or religious differences; in social composition
the CDF, military and RUF were broadly similar.90 The political grievances with which the
RUF justified its invasion were also shared by many civilians and those fighting for the CDF
and military. Disillusionment and disgust with corrupt political elites, particularly among
socially marginalised and so-called ‘lumpen’ youths, was certainly not a product of war, but
90

The CDF can be understood as having recruited along tribal and regional identities, but those identities were
shared by many RUF members.
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these attitudes were not what divided the RUF from wider society. Rather, it was the
identity of ‘otherness’ the group forged through war itself, and the way in which the RUF
increasingly viewed civilians as part of the problem of ‘rottenness’ when it failed to win their
support. As Stathis Kalyvas has observed: ‘the universalization of the distinction between
friend and enemy is often a consequence of the war, a by-product of its violence’ (Kalyvas,
2006: 83). This dynamic, Kalyvas notes, is consistent with the frequent observation that ‘the
outbreak of violence and war takes people by surprise, that polarization is abrupt and
unexpected, and that violence appears totally baffling to them, more like a natural
phenomenon […]’(Kalyvas, 2006: 81). Indeed, the Sierra Leonean conflict was regularly
described by perpetrators and victims of violence as being a kind of madness that suddenly
descended upon the country. In much the same way, the speed with which the RUF
effectively disintegrated after the war, both as a fighting force and a social group, can
appear baffling.91 Yet if social polarisation was strongly tied to dynamics of conflict that no
longer pertained in peacetime, this development makes sense. In the absence of the war
that served to define CDF and RUF enmity, former fighters of both factions found that they
had much in common in their attempts to return to civilian life. One former combatant
recalled from his time in a demobilisation camp near Kenema:

There were lots of kamajors and lots of rebels, but we couldn’t tell which was
which. We had discussions with some who were kamajors. Some were
regretting, saying ‘Why were we fighting ourselves? We are the same.’ Some
were saying ‘We were just fighting among ourselves.’ We told them ‘This war
would have ended a long time ago if the kamajors hadn’t become involved.’ The
kamajors said ‘We wanted to end this war peacefully. When God showed us the
means to protect ourselves, we took it upon ourselves.’ It was in this camp that I
met and made friends with [a former kamajor]. (RUF junior commander B)
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In 2003 the International Crisis Group reported that the RUF was fragmented and ‘obsolete’ as a fighting
force (ICG, 2003: 15). Numerous factors explain the rapid demise of the RUF, not least of which are the
arrest and prosecution of its senior leadership and the desire of rank-and-file to put the war behind them
(see Mitton, 2009).
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Another former combatant explained: ‘The kamajors now, no matter what anyone says,
they are my brothers. But in the first instance I didn’t like them. I hated them because they
were against us’ (RUF combatant G).

Finally, where perpetrators of atrocity appeared to find gratification and entertainment in
their violence, this may seem difficult to reconcile with disgust, an emotion that should
invoke revulsion and a desire to eliminate or avoid. In such instances dehumanisation
certainly appears to play a role, but where is disgust? At least two possible ways in which
disgust may have related to atrocities-as-entertainment can be discerned. First, the extent
to which disgust invokes action to eliminate or remove an offending stimulus is strongly
related to a perception of threat. Where that which is disgusting is encountered in a safe
setting, this threat is reduced, but a thrill of being close to it may yet result. As William
Miller argues, in ‘certain restrictive settings’ disgust can be ‘indulged playfully for rather low
stakes’ (Miller, 1997: 117). Rozin and colleagues similarly note that ‘Disgust can be amusing
when it is not personally threatening’ (Rozin et al, 2008: 769). This dynamic may be seen in
the appeal of gory films (Miller, 1997: 118). For RUF combatants, wielding power over
insect-like and rotten enemies may have provided perverse pleasure, which they savoured
in slow and cruel torture or execution. Rendering their victims disgusting through mutilation
and disembowelment, combatants may have indulged the ‘fascination and curiosity’ which
Miller argues ‘we evince towards the disgusting’ (Miller, 1997: 118). For disgust, according
to Miller, ‘may perversely at times delight in the stenches it uncovers, in the imperfections
and decay it discerns’ (Miller, 1997: 33). Furthermore, overcoming disgust may have played
a part perpetrators demonstrating power to their peers; treating atrocities and suffering
victims as amusing may have been related to this status-building (Taylor, 2009: 296, n.8.40;
Rozin et al, 2008: 769).

Second, the emotion of contempt appears suited to those instances in which perpetrators
were reported to have laughed when committing atrocities. Contempt is described by social
theorist Warren Ten Houten as a mixture of disgust and anger (TenHouten, 1997: 82). Miller
describes contempt as a ‘close cousin’ of disgust but draws important distinctions between
the two (Miller, 1997: 8; see also Rozin et al., 1999). Contempt similarly involves a negative
evaluation of others and reflects a self-perception of superior social or moral ranking (Rozin
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et al., 1999: 575; Miller, 1997: 32). But, according to Miller, the experience of superiority
differs depending on the emotion: ‘We can enjoy our feelings of contempt, mingled as they
often are with pride and self-congratulation. […] Whereas disgust finds its object repulsive,
contempt can find its object amusing’ (Miller, 1997: 32). Where combatants felt less directly
threatened by their victims and saw them as weak and pathetic, contrasting with their own
sense of power as fearsome rebels, contempt, rather than disgust, may have played the
active role. Combatants used violence to render their victims laughable, rather than
revolting. Contempt may also further explain instances where rebels showed mercy or
kindness towards non-combatants, since according to Miller, it can result in a
condescending form of pity, particularly where the objects of pity are viewed as especially
inferior (Miller, 1997: 32). This agrees with accounts given to Keen in which the sick or the
crazy (or those feigning dim-wittedness) could obtain pity or protection from RUF fighters
(Keen, 2005: 241). However, contempt may have transformed into disgust where a greater
sense of threat existed, such as through civilian shaming or an assertive CDF. Miller states:
‘Once the low rattle their chains or are granted political equality the high's complacent
contempt gives way to a disgust prompted by a horror of the low’ (Miller 1997: 21). In many
respects, civilian shaming and the rise of the CDF represented to the RUF the horror of the
‘low’.

This present analysis seeks to further our understanding of the emotional and psychological
dimensions to extreme violence in Sierra Leone’s civil war, which have not been well
captured within a rationalistic framework. In doing so it is important to stress that a
multitude of emotional and psychological factors shaped violence at any given time which
may have often superseded disgust. Shame, for instance, may allow us to understand the
gratification perpetrator’s felt in cruel violence where it allowed them to exorcise their own
feelings of humiliation and powerless by inflicting them on others. Their enjoyment may
have stemmed from revelling in the sensation of power and control felt over victims.
Through an association of cruel violence with positive rewards such as social status and
respect, violence may have become intrinsically rewarding to many combatants. Alongside
desensitisation and routinisation of violence, laughter may also have played an important
role in dehumanising victims, reinforcing combatant group-bonds and eliminating shame
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(Taylor, 2009: 227). These various factors behind sadistic cruelty are considered in Chapter
Six.

5.6 Conclusion
In seeking to move beyond the reductive conclusions of New Barbarism and breakdown
explanations for Sierra Leone’s civil war violence, yet without over-stating the extent to
which violence was rationally motivated and perpetrated, an analysis of the emotion of
disgust represents significant progress. It complements and enhances a view of extreme
violence offered through the lens of shame, providing explanations for atrocity which
removal of shame alone cannot. Combining insights from a burgeoning literature on the
neglected relationship between disgust and violence with interviews with former
perpetrators of atrocity, this chapter has shown that disgust was an important element
driving both dehumanisation and violence against the dehumanised. In doing so, further
light is given to patterns of atrocity through Sierra Leone’s conflict. From the outset,
targeted violence against elites perceived as ‘rotten’ can be seen as strongly shaped by
disgust. As the conflict progressed, the rise of the CDF and the transformation of the RUF
into an enclave movement from 1994 compounded a process of polarisation which
increasingly led rebel fighters to view civilians as a dehumanised enemy. Rebel fears of
infiltration by enemies, physically and socially, led to ‘cleansing’ violence beyond their own
bush camps as a means to insulate the group from external threats and to simultaneously
brutally uproot the rottenness that the RUF perceived as infecting wider society. The rebel
world-view of towns and the capital city as the home of corrupt and rotten elites and their
treacherous civilian sympathisers may thus help to explain why the group behaved so
brutally during its deployment in populated areas from 1997. Contradicting the derailment
and political arguments, what may partly explain RUF atrocities in Freetown in 1999 is
precisely the ideology of the group, and the manner in which it led combatants to treat
inhabitants of the city with violent disgust.

Motives and shaping factors behind the particularly cruel and often bizarre nature of
atrocities in Sierra Leone may also be partly illuminated by disgust, where other rationalistic
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explanations appear insufficient. The rebel’s fear of shame as a dangerous social
contaminant can help explain RUF reactions to shaming threats. Where civilians were
perceived as challenging or judging rebel behaviour, they were subjected to atrocity as a
means to eliminate or prevent the spread of the dangerous contaminant, often by targeting
the means of transmission of the pathogen – judging eyes, ears and mouths. A view of
shame as a dangerous infection-threat can also shed light on why populated areas, where
the threat was most pronounced, were more likely to be subject to especially brutal forms
of violence. As a process of world-shaping or avoiding cognitive dissonance, the RUF and its
fighters may also have used violence to render Sierra Leone the ruined and broken society
they always held it to be, and to similarly render victims of violence as ‘disgusting’, forcing
the world to align with RUF ideology that justified atrocities as acts of cleansing and
correction. In these ways, extreme violence can be viewed as having often been shaped by
the emotional and psychological dispositions of perpetrators, rather than their rational
consideration of economic, political, or military goals. Nevertheless, as in the previous
analysis of shame, investigating the role of disgust uncovers its links with the strategies of
RUF commanders who sought to provoke and manipulate dehumanisation and disgust for
their own ends. Through likening enemies to rotten or treacherous objects of disgust, the
RUF was able to remove the moral shame of killing, a factor aiding the training of ruthless
fighters. Portraying the world outside the RUF camps as a dead-zone also helped to deter
desertions and consolidate group cohesion, as did intentionally stoking fears of infiltration
and infection by dangerous ‘others’. Yet if rational strategies manipulated disgust, they were
also informed by it, again underlining that rational and irrational motives behind violence
interact and should not be viewed as mutually exclusive. For instance, the political ideology
of the RUF that dehumanised its enemies may have done so precisely because of the disgust
that RUF commanders felt towards Sierra Leone’s political leaders. Therefore, where
violence was used instrumentally to ‘cleanse’, disgust was important in motivating both the
strategies of purging and the forms of violence which resulted.

The interaction of irrational violence with rational agendas forms the central focus of the
next chapter, where analysis of the role of breakdown, rational strategies, and the emotions
of shame and disgust, are brought together to understand how violence in the Sierra Leone
conflict was often perpetrated beyond the requirements of those strategies that nurtured it.
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Chapter Six accordingly includes an examination of hitherto unexplored psychological and
emotional factors which may also have been crucial in promoting violence for its own sake,
including the roles of desensitisation and routinisation. Combing this analysis with present
findings, this offers a comprehensive treatment of atrocities in Sierra Leone’s conflict,
accounting for the irrational forms of violence missed by the rational-actor framework
without resorting to the reductive conclusions of the breakdown thesis.
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6.
Systematic Brutalisation
The commanders would train us to be more ruthless than them. If we were
more ruthless, they liked it because they knew that we would do whatever they
told us to do. (RUF combatant D)

6.1. Introduction
The RUF has often been described as a shambolic and chaotic armed group, composed of
criminals and opportunists. During the conflict it was widely held by outsiders that a small
but well equipped counter-insurgency effort could quickly remove the rebel threat with
little trouble (Peters, 2011a: 87; Richards, 1996: xvii). However, such perceptions failed to
grasp the extent to which, despite many weaknesses in military coordination and discipline,
the RUF was yet highly effective in sustaining its social and military cohesion. To achieve
this, the group relied on a strategy of coercive recruitment and brutalisation, targeting the
youngest of Sierra Leonean society in particular.

This chapter provides particular focus to the strategies employed by the RUF to habituate its
recruits to violence. The term ‘brutalisation’ is used to describe the various factors and
dynamics that comprised this process. In this regard it draws together analysis of previous
chapters where the role of such factors as moral disengagement, dehumanisation and
systematic rewarding of violence were found to be instrumental in shaping RUF recruits’
emotional and psychological proclivities toward atrocity. Building on findings thus far, this
chapter addresses two aspects that have yet to be examined in detail. First, the extent to
which the repetition of violence – whether motivated by rational strategies or irrational
emotions – may have led to violence that was ultimately performed as routine and habitual.
Second, the extent to which atrocities were perpetrated because violence became, to some,
gratifying in itself.
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Discussion is divided into four main sections. The first briefly addresses important questions
concerning the origins and evolution of the system of brutalisation. For instance, why did
the RUF use this technique of warfare, what functions did it serve, and when was it first
implemented? This leads to a second section that outlines the various stages and elements
that can be viewed as comprising a system of brutalisation. The third section considers the
specific forms of irrational or non-instrumental violence promoted by this system, leading to
a final fourth section that investigates how this violence was unleashed and might help to
explain patterns of violence throughout Sierra Leone’s conflict.

6.2 The Evolution of Systematic Brutalisation
Before outlining some of the key brutalising elements of the rebel world, it is first necessary
to address the important question as to where the various practices that comprised the
system originated. Why did the RUF employ tactics of abduction and forced atrocities? What
led the rebel group to pursue this destructive, and perhaps self-destructive, means of
recruiting and training its cadres?

A number of studies note that the mobilisation of youths for violence has long been a
feature of Sierra Leone’s political history (Murphy, 2003; Denov, 2010: 114-119; Abdullah &
Rashid, 2004; Abdullah, 2004: 41-65). In this regard the RUF has been viewed as drawing
upon and reproducing ‘existing militarized structures and systems’ (Denov, 2010: 114).
Similarly, a comparison has frequently been made between the traditional practices of
Sierra Leone’s secret societies and the RUF’s brutal abduction and social initiation of youth
(Shepler, 2004; Richards, 1996; Peters, 2011a; Jackson, 2004; in application to Liberia, see
Ellis, 1999). By mimicking Poro and Sande rites of passage, in which youths are seized from
villages and taken into isolated bush areas for initiation, the rebels have been viewed as
utilising a known and established ‘societal template’ (Peters, 2011a: 85). Whilst these
comparisons are informative, there are two good reasons for exercising caution when
relating them the RUF’s behaviour. First, secret society initiation practices are deeply linked
to preserving traditional forms of social cohesion; they incorporate inductees into
established social and moral values. The RUF, however, was in many respects an intentional
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breach of traditional social practice and values. There is considerable difference between
the rebel’s atrocity-laden abductions which targeted communities and were an aberration
of normal life, and the traditional secret society abductions that were an integral part of
normal community life. The same can be said to some extent for the differences between
mobilisation for war and recruitment for local political violence. Second, and perhaps more
importantly, regardless of existing cultural ‘templates’, the practice of coercive recruitment
and brutalisation was a tactic that was strongly determined by the military requirements of
the RUF. This is evidenced by the performance of similar tactics in numerous other conflicts
(see Ozerdem & Podder, 2011; Honwana, 2006; Kassimeris, 2006a; Wessells, 2006; Brett &
Specht, 2004). Abduction and brutalisation may draw on local cultural contexts but should
not be viewed as caused by them.

Why the RUF chose to forcibly conscript and brutalise recruits, rather than rely on other
means to sustain itself, can be linked to at least two key reasons. Both relate to the
involvement of Liberian NPFL combatants in the initial invasion of Sierra Leone. First, the
RUF was strongly influenced militarily by the NPFL. Foday Sankoh met Charles Taylor in a
Libyan training camp and senior RUF commanders, such as Abu Kanu, Rashid Mansaray and
Sam Bockarie (a junior member in 1991), fought with the NPFL in Liberia prior to invading
Sierra Leone (TRC, 2004: 3A, 101). Liberian fighters, known as Special Forces, formed the
main contingent of the initial RUF invasion and their senior commanders remained in Sierra
Leone at least until mid-1992, even apparently attempting to seize control of the rebel
group from their Sierra Leonean counterparts (Peters, 2011a: 143). Forced recruitment and
abduction was a strategy frequently used by all factions in Liberia’s conflict (Bøås & Hatløy,
2008), and consequently, as Peters observes, ‘Liberian forces in Sierra Leone knew how to
use forced conscription to quickly increase the number of fighters’ (Peters, 2011a: 85). A
former fighter recalled being conscripted in Bomaru in 1992:

I was at home in the daytime. I was sitting on the veranda with my pa. This small
boy said ‘What are you doing here?’ I said ‘I am sitting here with my pa.’ My pa
told him I couldn’t go to the base with them. This small Liberian boy – even the
gun he was carrying, he was dragging it on the ground. He slapped my pa in the
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face. Then he shot in front of me, between my legs and said ‘You fight or we kill
you.’ (RUF combatant E)

Second, if the Liberians brought with them their tactics of recruitment, they also brought an
array of atrocities that severely limited the RUF’s capacity to appeal for popular support
(Keen, 2005: 38; Peters, 2011a: 140). In the words of the TRC, the involvement of the NPFL
had thus been ‘a terrible strategic miscalculation’ (TRC, 2004: 3A, 119). Considerable
discontent among Sierra Leonean commanders over the abuses of Liberian Special Forces
was an important factor leading to an expulsion of NPFL elements by 1993, as a former
senior commander explained:
The NPFL left in 1992. We fought them, we in the First Battalion.92 Because they
did not have any ideology. There were a lot of differences between the RUF and
the NPFL. The first vanguards were properly indoctrinated and ideologically
trained, but the NPFL were just fighters. They started doing things that were
contrary to the laws of the revolution. There were laws, a code of conduct and
other things. There were laws against raping. Laws against looting. But
everything changed. They started attacking our people, making forced labour,
raping. (RUF commander V)

However, despite these various laws and regulations, RUF abuses continued after the
expulsion of the NPFL, underlining that Liberians were not solely responsible for the
mistreatment of civilians. The atrocities that had rendered the RUF deeply unpopular
included those of Sierra Leoneans, aimed at reversing humiliations, settling local scores, and
exercising cruel and shaming power over civilians. Acts of violence were also shaped by the
enmity of the RUF’s dehumanising rhetoric, in which combatants began to purge and
cleanse villages of their supposed rotten elements. It may also simply have been that in the
early stages of advancing in which time was of the essence, some fighters found that
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The First Battalion was deployed in the southern Pujehun District, in a base known as ‘Libya’. The Second
Battalion was deployed in eastern Kailahun District, in a base known as ‘Burkina’. Charles Taylor recalled his
forces in early 1992, which according to interviewed Commanders F, S, T and V, followed a complaint from
Sankoh (see also Keen, 2005: 38; Peters, 2011a:143-144 ). However, some refused to leave, and were thus
dealt with directly by the RUF.
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appealing to civilian’s political sympathies was a more time-consuming and difficult means
of gaining their compliance than the expedient use of fear and terror tactics. Thus, the early
abuses of the Liberian contingent cannot be viewed as the only reason for the RUF’s
unpopularity. Even after Liberian combatants had largely been expelled, Foday Sankoh
failed to heed calls for an end to abuses from senior RUF commanders. Instead, in August
1992, Sankoh had one of them, Abu Kanu, executed, followed by another, Rashid Mansaray,
in late 1993 (Abdullah, 2004: 61; TRC, 2004: 3A, 126).93 These developments ensured that
rebel abuses continued unabated, and by extension, meant the RUF could not sustain itself
by reliance on volunteers. The utilisation of the abduction tactics of the NPFL therefore
became a military necessity.

The use of forced recruitment brought presented a number of challenges for the RUF. It
meant they could not rely on conscripts to willingly engage in violence, particularly atrocities
against civilians, nor could they rely on their loyalty and obedience. This meant that training
and indoctrination had to be designed in such a way as to promote violence among those
disinclined to it, and to bind them to the rebel group. In this regard, abducting young
recruits was particularly attractive to the RUF. Not only were they much easier to physically
control, they may have been open to manipulation and more likely to form strong bonds of
attachment to commanders, peers and the wider group (Gberie, 2005: 150; 2010; ZackWilliams, 2001: 79). This is not to say that they were as blank-slates lacking agency94; many
young conscripts attempted escape, and some were successful. Nevertheless, they were
decidedly easier to control and convert than older combatants, and where that conversion
was most effective, they were often decidedly more brutal.

93

According to Commander F, Sankoh had Mansaray executed, as well as John Kargbo, because they were
suspected of plotting to kill him and lead the RUF to Guinea. Describing Mansaray’s motives for this alleged
plot, he commented: ‘Rashid was trying to convince his guys to overthrow Sankoh and kill him and cross to
Guinea. He gave up – he couldn’t stand it. Not everybody can stand fighting. He wanted to leave the whole
damn thing’ (RUF commander F).
94
On the early cognitive, moral and emotional development of many children see Boyden (2004).
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6.3 The System of Brutalisation
6.3.1 Abduction and Moral Disengagement

An important step in habituating conscripts to performing violence was dislocating them
from their moral and social world. From this point, they could be instilled with new moral
and social values which legitimised and celebrated violence. This process began with
conscription, when recruits were often witness to brutal violence against family members
and neighbours, an event which represented a traumatic aberration of moral and social
order. One former combatant described how he was immediately ‘adopted’ into the RUF
around late 1993, aged 13:

I had just come from taking a bath. I was dressing in the room when I heard the
firing of shots. We wanted to go outside but the soldiers shouted that we should
stay indoors. So during the battle, the soldiers fled from [the village]. After the
ceasefire, me and my pa, we came out of the house. We were trying to escape.
There were three rebels that stopped us. Two men were big men, one was a
bobo [young boy], about 14 years old. They wore soldier combats and soldier
boots and they had green bandanas on their head … When we were halted, my
pa tried to run away. They chased him, and when they realised they couldn’t
catch him, they shot him. He fell down and died. I attempted to run but they
caught me. They didn’t kill me because I was young. A man said ‘This now me
own bobo.’ [my own child]. His war name was Bush Commander. He was a CO.
As I was crying CO Bush handed me over to one of his bodyguards and said ‘Take
care of this young man, don’t let him escape.’ … The bodyguard was encouraging
me, telling me, ‘Don’t worry, although you have lost your father, you will get
another father when you get back to the camp.’ (RUF junior commander A)

Another recruit, who witnessed the execution of fellow villagers, was also encouraged by a
fighter. He was told not to think of his family, but to be brave – a tactic of survival and
solution to emotional pain that signalled the beginning of self-brutalisation:
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He encouraged me. He said ‘There is no mama here, no papa. You have to be
brave in order to survive.’ After the killing was done … he told the commander
he was going to take care of me. The commander said ‘No problem. We need
more manpower.’ He asked ‘Can you walk?’ I said even if I am not able, today I
will, since I have been saved. So he said ‘Come let’s go. Don’t be afraid. Be brave.
They are watching you. Maybe you can be more brave than me.’ We were going.
I was afraid. I was thinking of escaping, but if I had tried, they would have killed
me. (RUF junior commander B)

Following capture recruits were typically taken to bush camps. In the early phases of the
conflict it appears that many were not immediately trained as fighters. Captives were used
as labour on farms and diamond mines, and as porters and as cooks. However, conditions
were sufficiently brutal to provide strong incentives for becoming a fighter and acquiring a
greater degree of welfare and security. The harsh treatment of captives can thus be seen as
an integral element in compelling recruits to ‘volunteer’ to fight, reinforcing a selfbrutalising dynamic. In the later stages of the conflict, particularly following the rise of the
CDF in the mid-1990s, the RUF appeared more likely to rush captives into its fighting ranks
due to shortages of manpower. However, this increased risks that they were not sufficiently
acculturated into rebel society and may attempt to escape. Brutal treatment of attempted
escapees was therefore a critical tactic in preserving RUF cohesion and discipline. A senior
RUF instructor responsible for training female recruits from the very beginning of the
conflict described the various ‘choices’ that these ‘volunteers’ had in terms of roleassignment. When asked what would happen if they wished to leave the RUF, she
commented:

[If] they want to fight they can fight. Or there’s the medical unit. Or cooking.
Everyone can do what he wants, to his skills. But if they tried to leave they were
captured, or we killed them’ (RUF training instructor P).

On rare occasions escapees were spared execution, though they were usually subjected to
public beatings. On one occasion, a captive attempting to escape was spared by the
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intervention of a senior combatant, an act that seemed to be one of mercy. However, it was
also informed by recognition of the value of child soldiers, and the manner in which they
could be manipulated by encouragement just as much by fear:

At one time I attempted to escape. We were sent to gather cassava. I asked if I
could go to the toilet – the fighter told me ‘I’m watching you.’ There was a big
tree – I hid myself behind it. There was a shallow stream nearby with a bridge,
so I hid under the bridge in the water. I was under the bridge and they started
firing, cussing me, searching for me. While I was hiding, a wasp came and stung
me on the head. I made a noise and they heard me. They came and said ‘If you
don’t come out from there, we’ll shoot you.’ I came out and they kicked me,
beat me very badly. ... One of the other rebels, called ‘Until Death’, said ‘Leave
this bobo [small boy]. Encourage him! This one will be a good bobo. He could be
one of the best fighters.’ He said ‘If you train these young ones, they fear
nothing! It is better to train these younger ones than the older ones.’ (RUF
combatant D)

Learning within the RUF was inherently tied to brutality. ‘They were rough. You make a
mistake, you get slapped. That is learning’ (RUF combatant E). Accordingly, physical training
of RUF recruits was typically a brutal and gruelling affair, but was often counter-balanced by
an improvement in other aspects of welfare:

Some of us were afraid thinking ‘These people will kill us.’ After three days of
rest we began training. When we trained we were normally beaten. But after
the training, when we came back to our places, nobody touched us. They were
encouraging us not to run away, not to hide from them.
(RUF junior commander A)

We trained until two o’clock, jogging then crawling. They made us crawl and roll.
Some of the exercises were easy, some were very hard. They kicked us, they got
rubber and whipped us to make us jog fast. They beat me. If you wanted to be
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lazy, they beat you up. They beat us very hard, but only during the training,
because when you come to the camp, it’s against the rules to beat anyone.
We came to the Burkina base for training … At any time we were finished with
the training, they would give us medicine. Some Panadol … there were some
that I did not know. I was not afraid of the training, it was after the training that
they would send us to the war front, and that was what was bothering me.
(RUF junior commander B)

Captives were often housed separately to others during training, and their interaction with
those who had experienced similar traumatic abductions served to create strong peer
bonds. This was an important dynamic in RUF socialisation:

They had a special place, a house, where they kept new captives. There were six
of us and there we met another fifty-five captured. We shared our stories –
where we were captured, what they [the RUF] did, if they killed your father. I
can remember many of these stories. We lived more than three years together,
so I knew them very well. (RUF junior commander A)

When freedom to mix with other fighters was allowed, peer-dynamics further reinforced
socialisation and indoctrination:

I walked around the camp, befriending the others. The junior boys were advising
me to be courageous and hope and pray that my mission would be successful so
that at the end I will meet my parents. They were friendly. There were some
who said that they joined the revolution voluntarily, and some said they were
captured during attacks. Some said the youths were suffering in the country, so
they were fighting so that the youths would stop suffering. At first I didn’t know
the ideology, but after being captured and lectured by the others, I started to
believe them that it was necessary to fight. (RUF junior commander B)

The instilling of ideology was an important element in training, and key to brutalisation
through its use as tool of demonising and dehumanising RUF enemies.
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As combatants completed training, they were given positive group-feedback for
demonstrations of skill in shooting-practice, or for enthusiasm in physical exercises.
Conversely, those lacking enthusiasm and the requisite ferocity were singled out for public
shaming and flogging. The systematic rewarding of bravery and skill in killing, and punishing
of signs of weakness such as timidity or fear, was a fundamental element of brutalisation
that was most epitomised in those instances were trainees were forced to kill captives. 95 A
former abductee described his experience during training:

The first time I shot it was an old mother. I shot her unconsciously, not by my
way. Because it was a command given to me that if I don’t do it in three counts, I
will lose my life. So I needed to do it. I did it. (RUF combatant G)

Later during the war, the same fighter became one of those forcing new recruits to kill in
training:

We would just tie their face [with a blindfold] and say ‘shoot’. They would shoot.
... If we captured somebody like a kamajor, we would ask them [forced recruits]
to kill him. We would say after three counts, if you don’t shoot that man - there
will be a [rebel] man behind you - if we count three and you don’t shoot, he will
kill you. (RUF combatant G)

When asked why recruits were forced to kill captured civilians, soldiers and kamajors, the
same fighter simply responded: ‘To make them used to it’. In Denov’s study, a girl recalled:

Immediately following my abduction, I was trained to use a gun and fire. After
the training with the guns, they would bring [a civilian] for us to kill. Each one of
us was forced to kill … Soon after, I was injected with drugs … I don’t remember
much after that, just going into action. (Denov, 2010: 98)

95

This is a brutalisation tactic seen in many other conflicts (see for example Dodge & Raundalen, 1991; McKay
& Mazurana, 2004; Kassimeris, 2006a; Ozerdem & Podder, 2011).
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This first act of killing represented a critical moment in the moral disengagement of
conscripts from fatal violence. As a deeply shaming act, it may have pushed some beyond a
‘point of no return’, which Martens and colleagues have argued can encourage a logic of
further voluntary killing so as to justify the initial abuse and eliminate shame (Martens et al.,
2010). It was also the beginning of systematic repetition of atrocities, a factor that as shall
become clear, served to desensitise perpetrators to violence and open the way for extremes
of non-instrumental cruelty.

Drugs played an important role in desensitisation to violence. Following recruitment and
during training, RUF commanders plied combatants with cocaine, marijuana and other
narcotics, often surreptitiously. After becoming fighters, many continued to drug
themselves prior to attacks. The effects reported were varied, but a common assertion that
confirmed findings of previous studies was that drugs facilitated violence and made
perpetrators feel disoriented:

I saw them put gunpowder in our food. Later, we ourselves would do it. When
you eat any food with the powder it makes you brave, you will not be afraid of
anything, it keeps your heart strong. (RUF junior commander B)

After [first day of training] they started to use drugs on us, because we were
afraid. They used marijuana, which is jamba, I was 11 years of age, smoking like
a very big man. … Whenever they were cooking food, they put drugs in it, a
powder. After we ate that food – hah! We were very wicked. We never knew
what we were doing. We were high. We talked to people whenever we wanted
to talk to them. Did whatever we wanted to do

… The [drugged] food we ate every day. It made us feel dizzy. … I didn’t know
what I was doing. I could see you but I will never know that you are my friend. …
But later, it was not that the commander will come and say ‘I want you to smoke
this.’ No, it had become a part of us. When the commander gives you the drugs,
it’s just the starting point. After you get used to it you take it yourself.
(RUF combatant C)
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The culmination of training typically involved assignment to guard duties or manning
checkpoints, before leading to recruits’ first attacks (Zack-Williams, 2001: 80). These were
instances in which combatants experienced the rewards of status and respect among peers,
promotions for showing bravery, and simultaneously learned to supress emotions of fear
and shame through drugs and violence itself.

By 5 am we had lined up, one line on the left, one line on the right, on the
highway into Levuma. When we were very close to the [kamajor] checkpoint we
changed our path. Being afraid wasn’t an option. I said to myself ‘Either you live
or you die.’ And I had a bold heart, from the cocaine. I didn’t fear nothing. …
After launching the RPG [rocket-propelled grenade] we opened fire and
advanced inside the town. They had told me, ‘Anyone you meet, whether it be
soldier or kamajor or civilian, you just fire.’ … We fought for around three hours
… I killed people. I didn’t count. I killed enough. I was just firing until the
commander said to stop. I was seeing them, the casualties. Men, women,
children, beaucoup.

I wasn’t afraid. One of the others who trained with me told me that at the
warfront you shouldn’t be afraid. If you are afraid, you will die. Some others
were afraid, some wanted to escape. Most of the ones I trained with wanted to
slip back when we advanced, but there was no way because there was another
group of fifteen rebels at the back. … They were captured and brought in front
of us. The CO shot one and he died instantly. After killing him, the CO showed us
the corpse and said ‘Here’s an example.’ The other one, they broke his feet, legs
and arms, and left him there. They said he should tell the kamajors and soldiers
that it was the RUF that came here and they have gone back. I felt sorry for
them. We should have taken them to the camp and given them another
punishment, but the commander said that was the procedure.
(RUF junior commander B)
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Some of the first attacks conducted by recruits were carried out against their own
communities. Others had been forced to commit atrocities against family and neighbours
during conscription. As a strategy of divorcing combatants from the civilian social and moral
world, this proved highly effective. As Dutton and colleagues note, a key element in the
desensitisation strategies of many armed groups for ‘training a normally socialized and
nonviolent person to kill’ is the use of forced atrocities against their own communities
(Dutton et al, 2005: 466).96 The shame instilled in perpetrators reinforced their commitment
to the RUF, with many viewing the rebel group as their only home, believing their former
homes to now be irretrievably lost. The violence itself marked another step along the path
of becoming inured to violence, and emphatically sealed their initiation into the upside
down world of the RUF.

6.3.2 The Perpetuation of Brutalisation

The brutalisation of combatants was not a short-term process pertaining only to initial
induction into the RUF. Rather, it was an unending and often gradual dynamic of life in the
rebel world (see Denov, 2010: 120, 126). In this respect, as a means of maintaining group
cohesion and the effectiveness of recruits, brutalisation provided an on-going motive for the
RUF to perpetrate atrocities, regardless of other strategies. The nature of the rebel world
was such that combatants were immersed in a society in which violence was fact of day-today life, whether performed in attacks or simply as shaping interpersonal interactions. To a
great extent, this led to the routinisation of violence, and accordingly, habituation to its
performance. It also meant the RUF world was an exceptionally terrifying society to inhabit
for many, where lack of brutality or displays of emotional weakness could be violently
punished. This was a crucial factor in encouraging combatants to obliterate their feelings of
fear and powerlessness through atrocities against civilians.

96

In Rwanda, for example, militia forced young boys to kill fellow villagers (Dutton et al, 2005: 466; Waller,
2002). In Mozambique, De Waal comments: ‘RENAMO training socialized its recruits into extreme violence.
They were brutalized, and compelled to participate in acts of atrocity such as killing defenseless people, or
other recruits who failed to obey orders. Once they had become stained with blood, as they saw it, the soldiers
felt dehumanized, unfit for normal human society, and worthy only of the company of their new peer group –
other killers’ (De Waal, 1997: 318).
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Before considering how brutalisation resulted in various forms of violence that are typically
neglected by rational-actor approaches, the following section briefly outlines various means
by which brutalisation was perpetuated after recruitment, allowing us to understand how
violence became for some an end in itself.

There is a wealth of literature on the manner in which ordinary individuals can, in certain
circumstances, be led to conduct the most extreme acts of violence (Arendt, 1963;
Browning, 1992; Cohen, 2001; Dutton et al, 2005: 466; Fletcher & Weinstein, 2002; Waller,
2002). Much of this literature focusses on the role that both routinisation (Crelinsten, 2003;
Kelman & Hamilton, 1989; Kelman, 1995) and obedience (or conformity) (Asch, 1951;
Bandura et al, 1975; Haney et al, 1973; Milgram, 1974; Zimbardo, 1970) play in enabling
perpetrators to commit ever greater extremes of cruelty. These were both important factors
within the RUF’s system of brutalisation.

Routinisation

The routinisation of violence within the RUF was partly achieved through the repetition of
violent attacks and the creation of a culture in which violence was so pervasive it came to be
viewed as mundane. Rebel commanders systemically rewarded brutality, as outlined in
Chapter Four, and punished those showing shame, fear and reluctance towards violence. In
this way killing not only became a behavioural norm but also a moral norm. Not killing
became socially and morally transgressive. This aspect of routinisation has been well
captured in Denov’s analysis, where she notes that many of her respondents ‘came to view
participation in killing as a simply a normative act, whose senselessness they had learned
not to question’ (Denov, 2010: 126). A former boy soldier states: ‘As time went on and the
killing happened every day, we all became used to it. After some time, the violence became
a part of me.’ (Denov, 2010: 121). The notion that conscripts had become used to violence
was a common theme in interviews for this study, as was the role played by the routine use
of fear and shame-inhibiting drugs:

The very day I did it [killed a civilian], for the rest of the day I was not happy. The
next morning I had that [different] mind, because they had made me used to it,
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they had given me some drugs to become more violent than them. If even they
say we are going to attack this village, I will be the first person to volunteer for
that thing, because I have become used to it. I have become used to the
violence. (RUF combatant G)

Another aspect to the routinisation of violence in Sierra Leone was the manner in which the
RUF encouraged combatants to take pride in their skill as fighters or fierce warriors. In many
respects this represented the ‘professionalisation’ of violence in which perpetrators come to
see atrocity as part of their ‘job’ (Crelinsten, 2003; Kelman, 1995; Denov, 2010: 126).

Obedience and Conformity

Crelinsten observes that part of professionalisation and routinisation involves ‘the
supplanting of conventional moral values with those of obedience to authority’ as well as
the introduction of ‘a system of rewards and punishments […] to condition the torturer to
continue in his work’ (Crelinsten, 2003: 301). The experiments of Milgram and Zimbardo
have famously demonstrated the power of obedience to authority and peer-dynamics in
moving individuals to perform acts of cruelty (Haney et al, 1973; Milgram, 1974; Zimbardo,
1970). Within the RUF, as Chapter Four has shown, pressure to conform was powerfully
shaped by threats of shame attached to reluctance to partake in abuses. Conversely, the
positive rewarding of violence, such as through promotions or the praise and affection of
commanders, led combatants to equate status with brutality. In this way, gaining peerrespect and admiration became a powerful incentive for performing violence. The enclosed
nature of the rebel world, and the strong bonds that combatants formed with fellow
abductees and parent-like commanders, made resisting the brutalising peer dynamics of the
group extremely difficult.

Those breaking rules within the RUF were liable to be brutally punished or executed.
Crucially, punishments often stemmed from an adherence to rebel regulations and laws that
former RUF commanders argued were intended to instil discipline and prevent atrocities.
For Krijn Peters, the RUF’s increasing inability to enforce rules and codes of conduct as the
war evolved may partly explain why the movement committed abuses (Peters, 2011a). Yet
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where rules were implemented by commanders, punishments were often of such extreme
forms that they reinforced among RUF cadres a view of cruelty and dehumanising violence
as normative. In one example, a combatant recounted how a fighter had been caught
committing adultery with the ‘wife’ of another rebel. He explained: ‘We had a strict law that
fighters should not commit adultery among themselves. If you are caught with a wife or a
lover of another fighter, the punishment is death by plastic droppings. They light the plastic’
(RUF junior commander B). He described in graphic detail the manner in which the senior
commander gathered the entire base together to witness the punishment:

He called all of us to assemble at the airfield [near Tongo] … Plastic was tied
around the fighter’s body. They brought some batá drums and people were
playing, some of us were singing. They sprinkled fuel on the plastic then lit a
match. Whilst the man was in agony, jumping in pain, we were singing. We sang
and played the drums until the man died. Then they brought the woman. The CO
said ‘Before killing this woman, I need ten men to rape her.’ … He said [to her]
‘Since you were captured, you were treated rightly but you were not satisfied.
You liked sex more than your life. So today we are going to satisfy you with sex.’
Ten men raped her one by one, openly on the field in front of everybody. … Then
[the commander] asked her ‘Is the sex enough for you now? Are you satisfied?’
He called one small RUF boy and said ‘Never mind that this is an old person. This
stick here, you must put this up her until she dies.’ The boy put the stick in her
vagina and forced it until the woman screamed out. The stick came out of the
side of her stomach and the woman died. (RUF junior commander B)

The codes of conduct that shaped rebel behaviour were thus themselves inherently
brutalising. Rather than atrocities stemming from a breakdown in the implementation of
rules and codes of conduct, it seems clear that in many respects these very codes were an
important part of brutalisation and the promotion of cruel violence.

If the threat of severe punishment meant many combatants could claim to have had little
choice in committing abuses, this may also have afforded them a degree of moral
abdication. By viewing themselves as not morally responsible for their actions, they may
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have been more capable of extremes of cruelty; cruelty that by repetition gradually led to
their inurement to violence for which orders were no longer required. This dynamic will be
examined in due course.

The systematic brutalisation of recruits enabled the RUF to train an effective and fearsome
fighting force, loyal to the group and capable of conducting extreme violence. This violence
served a range of rational strategies for rebel commanders, not least of which was the use
of atrocity as a terror tactic. However, we can also raise the question as to what extent this
brutalisation also established motives for violence that were not born from consideration of
the strategic aims of the group. Simply put, in what ways might brutalisation explain
seemingly senseless and irrational atrocities? It is to this question we now turn.

6.4 The Irrational Violence of the Brutalised

Preceding chapters identified how violence may frequently have been motivated by the
emotional and psychological predispositions of perpetrators, rather than purely rational
deliberation. These dispositions were often forged by the systematic brutalisation imposed
on recruits. An important aspect for understanding some of the most cruel and extreme
atrocities of Sierra Leone’s war is the degree to which brutalisation led perpetrators to find
violence gratifying or enjoyable. Shame and disgust have been linked to this process, but
another hitherto uncovered dynamic is the way in which brutalisation led to violence that
was ultimately divorced from the various rational strategies or emotions that initially
rendered it rewarding.

In an interesting discussion of the role of sadism in atrocities, Kathleen Taylor remarks:
‘Sadists emerge because cruelty can be fun’ (Taylor, 2009: 214). Taylor argues that in order
for cruel violence to become enjoyable, three developments must take place. First, callous
cruelty must become legitimised. This may happen through various processes of
dehumanisation or otherisation in which violence is judged to be not only a necessary
response to enemies, but a morally justified response. In this respect cruelty is likely to be
rewarded. It is also legitimised when it is internalised as ‘part of the perpetrator’s self, their
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warrior toughness or firm authority’ (Taylor, 2009: 219). The second step is that suffering
inflicted on victims must become more than a consequence of perpetrator’s attempts to
achieve their goals; it must become a means to achieve them. Taylor argues that when
‘suffering becomes instrumentalized in this way, perpetrators arrive at the rationale of
terrorism’ (Taylor, 2009: 219). Such violence intentionally inflicts suffering as a punishment
or deterrent against targeted individuals and populations. Third and finally, cruel and callous
violence can lead to sadism, according to Taylor, when perpetrators locate rewards in the
suffering caused (Taylor, 2009: 220). Through association of the suffering of victims with
rewards – a process of conditioning – perpetrators come to find it rewarding in itself (Taylor,
2009: 222-223). Thus, where the agonies of victims were previously useful, ‘eliciting those
agonies [now] becomes a priority, irrespective of other goals’ (Taylor, 2009: 220).

Taylor’s analysis provides a useful framework for understanding how the RUF’s system of
brutalisation may have encouraged fighters to find pleasure in violence, leading to some of
the most cruel, bizarre and seemingly senseless instances of atrocity in the war. Each of the
three steps leading to sadistic violence can be identified accordingly. First, through the
RUF’s dehumanising and otherising propaganda, cruel violence was legitimised as a means
to combat a rotten and reviled enemy. Forced atrocities contributed to this process, as did
the promotion of the view that Sierra Leone’s ruling elites had inflicted humiliation and
suffering on the country’s youth, necessitating a violent uprising. Through the routinisation
of violence, the rebel’s systematic brutalisation of recruits led them to view cruelty against
enemies as a norm. A system of rewards and punishments further legitimised cruelty, and
professionalisation of killing led combatants to take pride in their skills of violence and
fearsome (or fearless) warrior identities.

Second, from the outset the RUF encouraged combatants to view the suffering of victims as
a means to achieve various goals. As Chapter Two discussed, rebel commanders frequently
utilised cruel and horrifying atrocities as a tactic of terror. The suffering of victims was
intended to deter civilians from supporting the government, SLA, and CDF, or to punish
them for doing so. Terror was used for various political strategies, such as discouraging
civilians from voting in elections (Richards, 1996; Peters, 2011a), as well as economic
agendas, such as gaining access to diamond mining sites (Gberie, 2005; Keen, 1997).
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Third, rebel fighters reaped various material, social, emotional and psychological rewards
through the infliction of cruel violence, all of which related to incentives for brutalisation
established by the RUF. Before summarising these, it should be noted that some studies
have argued that the performance of violence, and associated suffering of victims, may be
innately gratifying to some individuals, meaning they may not require an association of
violence with other rewards in order to become sadistic perpetrators (Dutton et al., 2005:
465-466; Zimbardo, 1970). Such arguments are complex and extremely difficult to validate.
Baumeister and Campbell, for example, draw on the ‘Opponent-Process Theory’ of physical
homeostasis (see Solomon & Corbit, 1974). This theory holds that for each process (known
as the ‘A process’) that moves the body from its normal, resting state, an internal process
(the ‘B process’) occurs to return the body back. Initially, the A process will be strongest, but
gradually over time, the B process will come to dominate. Applied to violence, Baumeister
and Campbell argue that the A process can be viewed as the initial emotional and
psychological distress caused to the perpetrator (Baumeister & Campbell, 1999: 214). The B
process is thus a feeling of pleasure that arises in the perpetrator when committing violence
to counter the distress. Gradually, Baumeister and Campbell argue, this comes to dominate,
and violence thus elicits for the perpetrator ‘something approaching euphoria’ (Baumeister
& Campbell, 1999: 214). The perpetrator may then ‘gradually indulge in escalating acts of
cruelty to activate the full power of his or her B response in the quest for euphoria or
satisfaction’ (Baumeister & Campbell, 1999: 214). However, Baumeister and Campbell argue
that only a minority of individuals ultimately become sadists because most individuals will
experience guilt that prevents them from accepting or recognising the pleasure (Baumeister
& Campbell, 1999: 219). However, in the context of the RUF’s brutalisation of recruits, and
drawing on Keen’s arguments of Chapter Four concerning shamelessness, it can be argued
that guilt over killing had effectively been removed for many rebel perpetrators. This may
then be one way to understand their sadistic violence.

Another argument based on the physiological reaction to violence comes from Taylor, who
suggests that when an individual commits actions for which they have previously been
conditioned to expect punishment, they will experience euphoria when no punishment
results. Committing atrocity ‘triggers the release of stress hormones’, but the surprise and
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relief of not being punished is experienced as ‘intensely pleasurable’ and the effects of the
stress hormones become ‘euphoric rather than unpleasant’ (Taylor, 2006: 240). This rush,
according to Taylor, can even become addictive and an incentive to commit further acts of
atrocity. Another neuropsychological analysis of sadism speculates that ‘the gratifications of
perpetrators’ could be ‘dopaminergic and fuelled by opioid release’ (Nell, 2006: 220).
However, although providing an interesting scientific approach to violence, what many of
these arguments neglect are the more obvious positive rewards that violence accrues for
perpetrators, and how these by association may serve to render violence pleasurable in
itself. Furthermore, by reducing motives for cruelty to innate physiological traits, they risk
portraying individuals as essentially prone to atrocity; a biologically-deterministic reworking
of a Hobbesian conception of human nature.97 For this reason it proves instructive to return
to Taylor’s tripartite framework for understanding sadistic cruelty and briefly outline the
various rewards combatants associated with violence.

Within the RUF, a number of physical or material rewards could be accrued through brutal
violence. Promotions were awarded to those who demonstrated ruthlessness and ferocity.
Promotions resulted in greater levels of welfare, physical comfort and security for
combatants. Furthermore, as Denov notes, ‘Engaging in extreme forms of violence during
the conflict brought privileges such as better access to food and looted goods’ (Denov, 2010:
112). Performance of cruel violence was also linked to social rewards within the RUF. As part
of the system of brutalisation, brutality brought respect, admiration from peers, elevated
group status (including promotions), and public recognition from commanders. These social
benefits were interlinked with various psychological and emotional rewards. They instilled
combatants with a sense of pride and self-respect, as well as a feeling of security connected
to improvements in physical welfare associated with climbing the rebel hierarchy. Violence
was also linked to psychological gratification through the elimination of threats, including
military threats and shame or disgust threats, and the empowering displacement of feelings
of powerlessness and humiliation. Furthermore, since violence was promoted as a moral
virtue in the upside down rebel world, its performance may also have provided combatants
with a sense of moral self-worth and pride.
97

This may be the intention, but for the reasons established in Chapter Two, this explanation for civil war
violence tends to raise more questions than it answers.
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Through an understanding of the various rewards that were associated with cruelty and
violence, we may be able to understand, following Taylor’s argument, how these led RUF
combatants to find violence pleasurable in itself. Perpetrators may have initially perpetrated
cruel violence in relation to the various associated benefits, but through repetition and
routinisation, these benefits may have conditioned combatants to experience suffering and
violence as an inherent source of gratification and pleasure. From this angle, we can return
to look at some of the most perplexing forms of atrocity committed by rebel fighters, where
neither rational strategies nor deep emotional sensitivities to shame and disgust are easily
detected. These are precisely the forms of violence which have fuelled New Barbarism. In
Chapter Three, an example of atrocity was provided in which a kamajor encountered rebels
during the January 1999 attack on Freetown:

He came across a group of three rebels who were forcing a family out of their
house. One of the rebels, dressed in army trousers and a stained T-shirt with a
white bandana around his head, was holding up a baby by its legs in one hand and
holding a machete in the other. As if he was slicing meat off a stick, the rebel swung
the machete and decapitated the baby. My friend shot the rebel dead and another
who was standing by watching this gruesome act with a grin on his face. (Penfold,
2012: 115)

Though such violence remains exceptionally difficult to understand and may involve many
aspects already covered, such as dehumanisation or terror tactics, the apparent delight
inscribed on the rebel watching the decapitation of an infant may be an instance of the
conditioned sadistic enjoyment of violence. The same conditioning may explain the
comments of a former child soldier in Chapter Five, who had been exposed to the full extent
of systematic brutalisation from around the age of twelve: ‘I was hating the kamajors
because since I had become used to the war, I didn’t need peace. I was wanting the atrocity,
to be killing people - I just loved that’ (RUF combatant G). Another ex-combatant
commented: ‘Since I’d started to take drugs, I was troublesome. There were other people
that were violent more than me. When you are a rebel, when you are fighting, people will
look at you and create a name for you. And I was violent. At that time I liked to fight’ (RUF
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combatant C). Understanding perpetrator’s relationship to and enjoyment of violence, to
the limited extent it can be understood, is a complex endeavour reflecting the complexity of
the subject. Nevertheless, many incidents recalled by former fighters remain difficult to
understand without recourse to notions of desensitisation, brutalisation and conditioned
enjoyment of cruelty. From Chapter Two:

In some villages, when we went there we saw a pregnant woman. There could
be two of us. We can be just be arguing within ourselves. If I say now that child
in that woman’s womb is a male, and you say it’s a female, to prove ourselves
wrong we can hold that woman and split the womb. Then we look at the child. If
it is male we throw it into the sky and we separate it into two … Everybody was
doing it, so many people during the war. (RUF combatant G)

The manner in which the violence of young combatants in particular took on the likeness of
child’s play can be linked to the extent to which the RUF systematically abducted and
brutalised youth as part of its military strategy. Having been desensitised to violence, these
combatants performed many atrocities as though routine, or as though taking pride in the
particularly inventive and playful forms of cruelty they concocted.

6.5 Irrational Violence Unleashed
An understanding of the interaction of systematic brutalisation with the perpetration of
violence in the Sierra Leonean civil war sheds further light on patterns of violence in the
conflict. The following analysis examines how, having been exposed to brutalisation in the
confines of the rebel world, the brutalised were then exposed to wider society to
devastating effect. In explaining this development, we can return to elements of the
breakdown thesis, and the ‘Derailment Argument’ of Krijn Peters as discussed in Chapter
Three. To some extent analysis of systematic brutalisation enables us to fill in some of the
important gaps inherent in these approaches, providing insight into why, when restraints on
behaviour were removed, brutal violence followed. Rather than viewing this violence as the
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unleashing of innately violent natures, it becomes possible to instead view it as the
unleashing of systematically brutalised natures.
As discussed in Chapter Two, brutalisation is difficult to apply as an explanation for firstgeneration violence. To understand many of the non-strategic and seemingly senseless acts
of atrocity that were perpetrated in the first days, weeks and months of Sierra Leone’s war,
the previous chapters analysis of the role of rational strategies of terror, emotions and
psychological dispositions, appear more useful. However, an interesting point for
consideration is the argument of many former RUF members that the Liberian NPFL
contingents were responsible for the vast majority of the earliest abuses. Why were these
Liberian Special Forces so violent? A range of factors can be identified, including many of
those discerned in previous chapters as shaping the atrocities of Sierra Leonean fighters.98
However, the violence committed by the Liberians, and the numerous reports of the
apparent gratification they derived from it, strongly suggests they had similarly been
affected by processes of brutalisation and desensitisation during their time with the NPFL.
Indeed, Sierra Leone’s war bore many similarities to that of Liberia in respect to forms and
techniques of violence, a feature partly related to the interaction of RUF vanguards with
Charles Taylor’s rebel group. If systematic brutalisation in Sierra Leone led some RUF
combatants to commit non-instrumental and irrational violence, it is reasonable to assume
that similar processes in Liberia shaped the behaviour of NPFL members in similar ways. It is
notable that, according to Ellis, in vowing Sierra Leoneans would ‘taste the bitterness of
war’, Taylor dispatched ‘some of the toughest units of his armed forces’ to support the RUF
in 1991 (Ellis, 1999: 93). Observing that Special Forces were responsible for the majority of
abuses in the first year of conflict, Krijn Peters comments: ‘This is perhaps not surprising,
since they had been brutalised (and perhaps traumatised) by more than a year of heavy
fighting in Liberia’ (Peters, 2011a: 146). Therefore, although an analysis of systematic
brutalisation may not be relevant to many of the earliest abuses by Sierra Leoneans, it may
nevertheless help us in seeking to understand the early abuses of the NPFL, and perhaps
some of those RUF vanguards who had fought with them prior to 1991. For the first RUF
cadres then, the callous and brutal behaviour of their Liberian allies may have offered a
98

The degree to which factors such as disgust and shame may be relevant to NPFL abuses in Sierra Leone is
touched-upon in the next concluding chapter.
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portentous foreshadowing of their movement’s future, a disturbing example of what the
group would become through the systematic brutalisation of its recruits.

The routine abduction and brutalisation of recruits was a feature of war in Sierra Leone from
its inception. In this regard it cannot be considered as a military tactic introduced at some
later stage by the RUF, once it had suffered military setbacks and failed to garner popular
support. Rather, as Gberie notes, ‘the recruitment of child soldiers was a deliberate and
even necessary part of the RUF’s military campaign’ (Gberie, 2005: 150). A consequence of
employing this strategy early in the war was that many conscripts were exposed to the
brutalising rebel world for almost a decade. Peters observes that ‘a considerable number’ of
those demobilising as adults had actually ‘grown up’ in the RUF (Peters, 2011b: 80). Precise
figures on the number of forced conscripts within the RUF are difficult to determine. Gberie
notes that almost half of the 18,354 RUF combatants demobilised by January 2002 were
children, with the remainder comprised of many youths and those who had grown up within
rebel ranks (Gberie, 2005: 149). In 2004, the total number of rebel fighters demobilised was
reported as 24, 352 (NCDDR, 2004). However, not all fighters entered the official DDR
programme, and some of those who did may have been non-combatants (Peters, 2011a:
162-163). According to Peters’ estimates, over 70 percent of the RUF was composed of
fighters under the age of twenty-five, and the number of child recruits may have been as
high as fifty percent (Peters, 2011b: 80). In a quantitative survey by Humphreys and
Weinstein involving 367 former RUF combatants, 87 percent claimed to have been abducted
into the group (Humphreys & Weinstein, 2004: 25). Extrapolating from this figure, it may
well be that there were over 10,000 forced recruits in the RUF. Such estimates are far from
exact, but it is safe to say that forced recruits, and those subjected to systematic
brutalisation, represented a major and significant proportion of the RUF’s fighting force.

As Gberie has noted, the sheer number of child conscripts within the RUF’s ranks may
provide insight into some of the most irrational and cruel forms of atrocity perpetrated in
the war (Gberie, 2005: 149).99 By understanding the effects of brutalisation, we can
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Whilst there is strong agreement in this study with Gberie’s observations on the role and origins of the
brutalisation of child soldiers, Gberie differs in seeing the need for this strategy as related to the fact the
RUF was never a serious political movement but rather a band of mercenaries. This neglects the role of
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understand that the violence of these recruits was always likely to be brutal, not least
because for some, its performance came to be inherently rewarding. As early as 1993,
evidence of these effects was apparent to Dr Edward Nahim, a psychiatrist based in
Freetown working with demobilised combatants. According to Gberie, Dr Nahim attributed
many atrocities of the RUF, ‘particularly of the playful, random types’, to the group’s
systematic abduction and brutalisation of children (Gberie, 2005: 149-150). As much as the
capacity of brutalised recruits for violence had been utilised for rational strategies of terror,
they had also performed numerous acts of atrocity that served no discernible rational end.
Rather, violence appeared as if routine, fuelled by drugs, and devoid of purpose beyond the
inherent gratification found in its performance. Two main ways in which the violence of the
brutalised was increasingly unleashed and decoupled from rational strategies can be
identified.

First, regardless of the extent to which commanders may have sought to exercise control
over their fighters, the reality was that in the chaotic periods during and following attacks,
this was not always possible. In his analysis of the various weaknesses undermining RUF
mechanisms to enforce rules against abuses, Peters notes that monitors tasked with
reporting them were constrained by the fact they ‘could not be everywhere in the
battlefield at once’ (Peters, 2011a; 158). The same was true of commanders, meaning that
combatants were often able to commit violence without fear of repercussions from seniors.
Moreover, they frequently exercised a significant degree of agency during combat, and
violence was thus shaped by their own brutalised proclivities. One former fighter explained:

Most of the time our commander would not be going with us, but [junior
commander] Bullet would be like a commander for us. But when we went to the
heart, to the scene of fighting, Bullet was not a commander. Everyone was a
commander for himself in the field of fighting. Everyone was a commander for
himself. (RUF combatant C)

shame and disgust-related violence, strongly connected to political grievances and enmities.
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The same ex-combatant recalled how even on those rare occasions when the senior
commander ordered his subordinates to refrain from abuses, the brutal desires of some
surpassed their fear of punishment:
He would sit and call a meeting and say ‘I don’t want anyone to attack anyone in
this village. No stealing, no beating, no rape, no killing. Nothing like that.’ And if
you do something like that, then he’s going to take his action. Sometimes
people went against the orders because they just wanted to be violent. (RUF
combatant C)

As the RUF increasingly filled its ranks with abducted and brutalised recruits, and as the
length of time these recruits spent in the brutalising rebel world became measured in years
rather than months, their tendency to perform violence beyond the strategic aims or
control of commanders likewise increased.

A second way in which irrational violence, born from brutalisation, was unleashed and
decoupled from rational strategies relates to the manner in which brutalisation itself
encouraged the most brutal to rise to the top. Here we can return to the Derailment
Argument as outlined in Chapter Three, and Peters’ observation that violence was
perpetuated due to ‘a system in which promotion was based upon success in the frontline
by whatever means necessary’, a system which meant ‘clearly favouring young and reckless
combatants’ (Peters, 2011a: 166). For Peters this meant the ‘system was fundamentally
flawed as an incentive structure’, but by understanding the manner in which promoting the
‘young and reckless’ was an integral part of the RUF’s military strategy of brutalisation, it
can instead be argued that the incentive structure worked exactly as it had been intended
(Peters, 2011a: 166). The consequence of the rise to the top of those who had been
brutalised was that strategy and decisions were now shaped by those who committed
violence as routine, who dehumanised civilians, saw ferocity as part of their identity, and in
some cases, had been conditioned to find cruelty inherently rewarding. In this way,
determined by the systematic rewarding of brutality with promotions, an inherent
consequence of the RUF’s strategy of brutalisation was the brutalisation of RUF strategy.
Through seeking to transform its forced recruits into violent and ruthless fighters, the RUF
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ultimately transformed itself in the same vein. Not only did this embed impunity for cruel
and non-instrumental abuses within the culture of the RUF, but to some extent it made such
abuses normative, meaning as one former fighter explained: ‘Anything I wanted to do, I
could do. Doing bad things? That was the order of the day when you were a rebel’ (RUF
combatant D).

By 1997, many of the RUF’s combatants had been in the group for over five years, and many
of their most brutal number had risen to positions of commander. After the arrest of Foday
Sankoh in February of that year, deputy leader of the RUF and Battlefield Commander, Sam
Bockarie – notorious for his violent proclivities – took control of the movement. According
to the Derailment Argument, this development preceded another important change which
unleashed non-strategic atrocities; the collaboration with AFRC military junta which seized
power in May 1997. According to Peters, and many of the former RUF commanders
interviewed for this study, the movement of RUF cadres to the towns and capital city of
Sierra Leone led to a deterioration in discipline and command-and-control capacity,
unleashing an array of non-instrumental violence (Peters, 2011a: 152). However, where
Peters views this lack of discipline itself, or a decrease in ideological commitment among
fighters, as partly responsible for these atrocities, a different view is offered through an
understanding of the effects of systematic brutalisation. As Chapter Two argued, to
understand the unleashing of violence, a breakdown in military discipline or organisational
coherence alone is not sufficiently informative. Rather, if we are to avoid demeaning
descriptions of naturally brutal human natures, we must look beyond breakdown to
understand what was unleashed. As the RUF moved into urban areas, it was the various
attitudes and emotional sensitivities, shaped by the brutal rebel world, which contributed to
the brutal treatment inflicted on the civilian population. Rebel fighters acting according to
their indoctrination with dehumanising and disgust eliciting views of civilian society; they
sought to violently cleanse, eradicate, or render disgusting, those they saw as treacherous
and rotten. Primed by the rebel world to view civilians as a dangerous shaming threat, and
to revel in the status afforded their identities as fearsome and brutal warriors, violence was
also shaped by a desire to humiliate, eliminate shame, and demonstrate power. This was
not just a factor shaping the behaviour of the rank-and-file, for the most brutal had risen to
the most senior positions of command. Furthermore, drawing on the insights of this
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chapter, we can now see that the interaction of brutalised rebels with towns led to the
unleashing of other forms of irrational violence, less shaped by powerful emotions than by
routinisation and desensitisation. Combatants killed as though chopping meat, or as though
engaging in casual play. Those who derived entertainment from the suffering of their victims
can be seen as having done so due to the manner in which brutalisation, by associating
violence with positive rewards, conditioned them to view violence as gratifying.

When the various forms of violence promoted by systematic brutalisation are considered,
the relevance of this system to the atrocities of the attack on Freetown in January 1999
becomes clear. Far from being the result of a loss of ideological commitment or military
discipline, this violence can be viewed as the outworking of the rebel’s own dehumanising
propaganda and military strategy of brutalisation. Taking into account the RUF’s tactic of
abduction, Gberie notes, ‘the mass amputations in Freetown in 1999 – by most eye-witness
accounts committed largely by child combatants high on drugs – become quite
comprehensible’ (Gberie, 2005: 151). Importantly, by this stage in the war, many of those
who fought, whether young or old, had been exposed to the violence-inuring dynamics of
the RUF for over half a decade. In some respects then, the system of brutalisation had
reached its maturity, and the wanton destruction unleashed on Freetown was the
devastating proof.

6.6 Conclusion
From the earliest phase of the war, the RUF instituted a process of systematic brutalisation
whereby it routinely recruited through coercion and employed a range of methods to
desensitise its conscripts to violence. This strategy was neither accidental nor an expedient
measure introduced at some later stage following military reversals. Rather, the
unpopularity of the RUF from the outset, perpetuated by abuses from both Liberian and
Sierra Leonean combatants, undermined any prospect of the group relying on voluntary
recruits. In forcing individuals to join its ranks, the RUF sought to ensure their compliance,
loyalty and brutality through a range of measures, including the routinisation of violence
and pressure to conform to brutal rebel norms. Through an association of cruel violence
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with various rewards, many combatants may have come to view its performance as
inherently gratifying. Thus the violence of the RUF was marked not only by tactics of terror
or emotions of shame and disgust, but by atrocities performed as their own reward, often as
if child’s play.

As a large number of brutalised conscripts grew up within the rebel world, their influence on
the nature of conflict was clear. Many of their number rose to positions of command, a fact
related to the brutalising tactic of rewarding violence, and as such the employment of
violence from the very top was determined not only by consideration of strategic aims, but
by ruthless psychological dispositions. Where the RUF was unable to exercise control over
its rank-and-file, irrational and non-instrumental abuses proliferated. But this was not the
result of the unleashing of innate violent natures; rather, it was the unleashing of natures
shaped by the RUF’s own military strategy of recruitment and training. By 1999, many
within the rebel group had been exposed to years of brutalisation; when they were exposed
to the capital of Freetown, it was therefore not surprising that they subjected its population
to brutal violence. Some of the most callous and seemingly mindless atrocities of this attack,
and indeed the war more generally, may thus be explained by the effects of brutalisation.
Through the nature of the system designed to nurture it, irrational violence was ultimately
released from the bounds of rational strategy.
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7.
Conclusion

7.1 From Anarchy to Order
In seeking to address the difficult question of motivations and shaping factors behind
irrational or seemingly senseless violence, this study has identified fundamental limitations
in two dominant trends in analysis of Sierra Leone’s war; those that focus on conflict as
breakdown and violence as anarchic, and those that focus on conflict as ordered and
violence as rational.

Chapter Two examined New Barbarism, one of the first responses to the brutal and
seemingly senseless nature of much of Sierra Leone’s civil war violence, built upon the
tenets of breakdown explanations of civil wars. Under this lens, atrocity was portrayed as
the natural outcome of a removal of restraints on violent behaviour. Civil war was seen to
involve the collapse of social and moral controls, the breakdown of military discipline among
war-actors, and the psychological breakdown of combatants, particularly through drug-use.
At the heart of this explanation was a fundamental conception of human nature as
intrinsically prone to violence, since it held that all that was required for atrocities to unfold
in Sierra Leone was the removal of behavioural restraints. However, contained within its
own arguments were clues to two fundamental flaws. First, explicit in the unleashing of
supposed violent natures was not so much breakdown through the pervasion of anarchy as
breakdown through the imposition of various rational strategies and ordered processes. The
collapse of social and moral constraints on violence were clearly tied to the machinations of
those seeking to benefit from it; for instance, moral disengagement over acts of killing was
often achieved through an RUF strategy of forced atrocity, poorly understood as random or
the result of anarchy. In many respects therefore, breakdown theories such as New
Barbarism confused a description of violence as chaotic with an explanation of its cause.
Second, the notion that violence stemmed from innate violent proclivities was contradicted
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by the various ways in which combatants were rendered brutal, whether through emotional
manipulation, psychological conditioning, or the related imposition of new social and moral
orders.

A key implication of the shortcomings in breakdown theories is that to better understand
atrocity in Sierra Leone, it is necessary to examine what was introduced to shape and
perpetuate violence, rather than what was removed. Accordingly, Chapter Three considered
a second major trend of analysis, partly motivated as a response to New Barbarism. The
underlying logic of this approach can be summed up in questions posed by David Keen’s
1997 article, A Rational Kind of Madness: ‘What use is violence? What functions does it
assure? In what strategies is it integrated?’ (Keen, 1997: 68). This approach makes an
invaluable contribution in countering misleading descriptions of Sierra Leone’s conflict as a
descent into mindless chaos, highlighting the various rational strategies that instigated,
utilised and sought to benefit from violence and the apparent anarchy of war. From Chapter
Three’s analysis, it is clear that many atrocities that may superficially have seemed irrational
and senseless were in fact intended as acts of terror, whether as simple military tactics, to
send political messages, or to prolong a conflict judged more profitable than peace.
However, rational actor explanations of violence in Sierra Leone only take us so far. They are
ill-equipped to account for the anger, fear and psychology that often shaped instrumental
violence. Furthermore, many atrocities are difficult to relate to the achievement of military,
economic or political aims and the exigencies of rational strategies. In some of the most
influential analysis of Sierra Leone’s war, violence as a tactic of terror risks becoming
something of a catch-all explanation which serves to obscure more than it uncovers (see for
example Richards, 1996; Collier, 2000). In seeking to counter New Barbarism’s portrayal of
violence as essentially anarchic, these approaches have frequently moved too far in the
opposite extreme by describing all violence as essentially rational. Such analysis invariable
ignores, or at worst, mischaracterises those acts of atrocity defined by rash emotions or the
seeming sadistic enjoyment of violence by perpetrators. To this extent, by focussing almost
exclusively on violence as the result of a calculation of self-interest or strategic aims,
rational-actor approaches fail to address those various cruel and perplexing forms of
atrocity which have fuelled New Barbarism.
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In rare instances in which the question of non-instrumental violence has been addressed
within rationalistic approaches, analysis has come remarkably close to reinforcing the
unhelpful arguments of New Barbarism. For instance, where some have traced the RUF’s
brutality to its criminal or ‘lumpen’ social composition, we are given little insight into why
criminal or ‘lumpen’ individuals are apparently innately disposed to violence (see Abdullah,
2004; Kandeh, 2005; Gberie, 2005). Similarly, where violence has been explained in terms of
the derailment of the RUF, whether through the rise to power of its most brutal members or
the breakdown of its discipline and codes of conduct, what is lacking is an investigation of
why individuals were so brutal in the first place, and what shaped the violence unleashed by
their indiscipline (see Peters, 2011a). If we are to avoid conceptions of Sierra Leonean
fighters as innately disposed to violence, the need to address the various psychological and
emotional factors behind brutalisation is clear. To do this, it is necessary to move beyond
the confines of the rational actor framework.

7.2 An Irrational Violence Framework
Through a broad inter-disciplinary approach, drawing on literature from the fields of
sociology, criminology, psychology, social psychology and neuroscience, this study has
sought to address the question of irrational violence in Sierra Leone’s war. Importantly,
through extensive fieldwork it has included the perspectives and accounts of atrocity from
perpetrators themselves. David Keen has recognised the need to move beyond the rational
violence framework to capture the anger and fear manifest in extreme violence in Sierra
Leone (Keen, 2002: 4). Through an investigation of the role played by the emotions of
shame, disgust, and various interrelated processes of brutalisation, this study provides a
framework for understanding such irrational violence. This compliments, rather than
supersedes the rational-actor framework. In fact, as the conclusions outlined below
demonstrate, we cannot understand the irrational violence of Sierra Leone’s war without an
understanding of rational motives and strategies. In many instances, painting violence or
strategy as exclusively rational or irrational is to fail to recognise their interaction and the
complexity of motives behind human behaviour.
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This study provides a number of solutions to the problems encountered in existing analysis
of Sierra Leone’s conflict. It offers a means of addressing the complex and difficult questions
of how, why and when irrational violence was perpetrated. Three broad areas in which this
study has offered answers are identified. First, it can help to make sense of various forms of
irrational violence often regarded as particularly senseless, including those targeting
innocent civilians. Second, it helps to make sense of patterns of irrational violence
throughout Sierra Leone’s conflict, providing further insight into why certain periods and
locations of the war were marked by cruel and extreme atrocities. Third, avoiding both the
reductive conclusions of New Barbarism and the neglect of emotional and non-instrumental
violence within rational-actor explanations, this study exposes the interaction of rational
strategies and irrational violence and the various ways in which they shaped one another.

7.2.1 Forms of Irrational Violence

The Violence of Shame

Building on the work of David Keen in examining the under-researched role of shame in
Sierra Leone’s violence, and drawing on a range of contributions from sociology and the
behavioural sciences, Chapter Four demonstrated that the emotion provides valuable
insight into many forms of atrocity. Throughout the conflict, many combatants sought to
obliterate or reverse experiences of shame and humiliation by inflicting shaming and
humiliating violence on others. Violence proved seductively empowering to the powerless,
and became a means to achieve status and build pride. This can help us to understand some
of the cruellest and brutal forms of violence in at least four main ways.

First, from the outset, recruits to the RUF targeted those perceived as having marginalised,
neglected and humiliated them. Violence against village elders, chiefs, and those associated
with the APC establishment, was shaped by the vengeful rage of supressed shame and a
desire to humiliate, reverse power-relationships, and instil a fear in onlookers which
perpetrators took for a kind of respect. Violence thus took degrading and publically
humiliating forms, whether through execution, torture, rape and sexual abuse, or the
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forcing of victims and witnesses to dance, laugh and sing. Crucially, those accused of
neglecting or shaming combatants were not always the victims of retribution. Through a
process of displacement, the civilian provided a close-to-hand substitute. As Whittington
notes, when perpetrators seek to reverse shame, ‘Revenge becomes an end in itself, a need
for discharge, upon whom it does not matter’ (Whittington, 2007: 328). Such forms of
violence are poorly explained purely in terms of rational political strategy.

Importantly, Chapter Four also demonstrated that pre-existing experiences of shame and
humiliation were not necessary for RUF recruits to perform violence motivated by sensitivity
to shame. Rather, the RUF was a source of shame itself, humiliating captives through
abduction, forcing them to commit shaming violence against their own communities, and
subjecting them to a sense of powerlessness and insecurity. Atrocities offered forced
recruits a feeling of power and control in this context.

Second, the RUF systematically conditioned its recruits to locate their pride and self-worth
in violence, to feel shame in reluctance to engage in violence, and to mask this shame with
brutality. Combatants were ruthlessly punished for demonstrating weaknesses such as
crying, fear, guilt, and doubt or lack of ferocity in battle. As such, atrocities were often
shaped by combatants need to mask feelings of shame over their doubt or guilt – the shame
of being ashamed (Gilligan, 2000a: 111; Lewis, 1971). To do this, violence had to
demonstrate the appropriate level of brutality and shamelessness. This may also have been
an act of self-persuasion; a recognition that to be shameless was critical to survival, and that
this could be achieved by acting shamelessly. Combined with punishments, the RUF also
systematically rewarded violence and brutality. Combatants were inducted into a world in
which violence could win them various material benefits, promotions to positions of
command, peer-respect, and the praise and favour of commanders. In this way
fearsomeness and brutality became a source of pride, and combatants took on war-names
to emphasise these attributes. To gain various psychological and social rewards of violence,
and to maintain and build identities as fearsome warriors, the violence of combatants
needed to be especially fear-inducing. Power and strength had to be demonstrated through
violence which contrasted with the powerlessness and weakness of victims. Hence, many
atrocities can be understood as attempts to build pride and reputation within the upside
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down moral world of the RUF. This may help to make sense of atrocities that were
particularly cruel beyond the needs of strategy, or where perpetrators publically revelled in
their cruelty and even engaged in competitive violence with other fighters.

Third, by understanding how combatants came to locate their self-worth and pride in their
brutal personas and performance of violence, we can understand how the RUF world
primed combatants to react violently to a range of perceived threats of shame (Keen, 2005:
77). The accounts of perpetrators presented in Chapter Four supported Keen’s argument
that combatants were liable to detect threats of moral shaming in the behaviour of civilians.
This was sometimes direct, on occasions when victims or witnesses challenged combatants’
behaviour, questioning why they were targeting them for abuses, or outright condemning
them. Less directly, it appears combatants also often found the pleas for mercy and tears of
their victims as shaming, suggestive that a crime and something deeply wrong was being
committed. However, it also seems that civilians need not act in order to be deemed a
shaming-threat. Combatants understood, correctly in most cases, that beyond their rebel
world, wider society viewed them as shameful ‘rebels’. Thus, civilians were automatically a
shaming threat, and were accordingly targeted for violence aimed at eliminating shame.
This violence could take the form of emotionally-charged and rash killing of victims
perceived as threatening shame, but Keen and psychiatrist James Gilligan also provide us
with valuable insight into other forms of associated violence. Combatants frequently
targeted body parts associated with the act of judging - ‘Eyes that look and judge, tongues
that laugh or tell tales’ (Keen, 2005: 78; Gilligan, 2006a: 142-144). In inflicting shame on
their victims as a means of reversal, combatants also targeted body parts associated with
pride and honour, such as genitals. In this way we may able to make more sense of some of
the cruel and gruesome mutilations perpetrated during Sierra Leone’s conflict, difficult to
capture within the rational framework. Further evidence was found in Chapter Four to
support Keen’s argument that the bizarre instances in which combatants forced victims to
laugh, clap, dance and sing, were related to their compulsion to eliminate shame and force
moral approval or respect. A similar logic appears to have been at work when combatants
threatened to execute those shedding tears or brutally padlocked shut the mouths of
victims of torture. By understanding the role of the powerful threat of shame, we can move
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beyond a description of these aspects to violence as predicated solely on the needs of
tactics of terror.

Moral shaming was not the only the threat liable to elicit a violent response from rebel
combatants. Any behaviour perceived as a challenge to their status and socially-critical
fearsome identities also led to acts of atrocity, rash and infused with anger, and intended to
reassert fearsomeness and authority. Interviews with perpetrators show that when civilians
referred to young combatants as small boys, this was perceived as shaming disrespect, and
violence was a brutal demonstration that they considered themselves ‘big men’. Pleas for
mercy and challenges to behaviour were also often perceived as an attempt to give fighters
orders, or as questioning their fearsomeness. They were often met with cruel violence as an
assertion of ferocity, authority and control.

The brutal treatment inflicted on captive CDF fighters, and those associated with supporting
them, can also be understood as relating to shame. The kamajors, and later the broader
CDF force, represented to RUF combatants their rejection and betrayal by civilians.
Furthermore, CDF military defeats inflicted upon the RUF were a direct challenge to rebels’
self-perceptions as unassailable warriors. They also risked the defeat of the RUF, and
presented the shaming threat of peace – an environment in which rebel identities
associated with pride would become associated with shame. As the CDF became a major
player in the conflict, revenge came to strongly shape the violence of the RUF. Captive
kamajors were subjected to humiliating and cruel violence as a means of reversing
humiliations and re-asserting the supremacy of the RUF. However, civilians too suffered
from this development. The RUF came to view wider society as treacherously sympathetic
to the CDF and providing them with support and intelligence. Communities hosting CDF
fighters, or located near CDF zones of operation, were guilty by association, and thus
targeted for devastating retribution. This was not purely violence of rational strategy, but
atrocity infused with anger and fear related to the shaming ‘treachery’ of a population
‘ungrateful’ for the RUF’s efforts to ‘liberate’ them.

Fourth and finally, an understanding of shame enables us to identify and better understand
various forms of self-perpetuating violence. Where combatants invested their sense of self294

worth in their fearsome identities, intimately linked to prospects of promotion and social
status, they were inclined to protect, maintain, and promote these identities through the
regular performance of ruthless violence. Thus, individual rebel combatants and
commanders habitually committed brutal atrocities regardless of wider group strategies and
rational aims. Another dynamic of self-perpetuating violence related to combatants’
attempts to eliminate their own inner moral doubts and shame over abuses. Where such
doubts arose, we can invoke the theories of Leon Festinger to understand how they became
troubling sources of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957). Due to the nature of the rebel
world, ceasing to engage in abuses was not a viable option for many. An alternative solution
was to attempt to alter the moral beliefs which made such abuses so troubling. Here we can
also find the work of Martens and colleagues relevant, whose research suggests
perpetrators of violence may pass a ‘point of no return’ beyond which they find it too
psychologically damaging to view killing as shameful (Martens et al., 2010: 268). As a means
of self-persuasion to justify initial acts of violence, they then commit further acts of
violence, often to greater degrees of intensity. Importantly, this may explain how those
initially forced to commit violence came to perform atrocities of their own volition (Martens
et al., 2007; Martens et al., 2010; Martens & Kosloff, 2012).

In these four main ways, Chapter Four demonstrated that irrational violence of the Sierra
Leonean civil war, and many of its various cruel extremities, can be understood as related to
the emotion of shame. It supports Keen’s assertion that to a great extent, we can explain
some of the most perplexing acts of violence as the consequence of ‘a shameless
community encountering a threat of shame’ (Keen, 2005: 64).

The Violence of Disgust

A major implication of the analysis of shame in violence is that many of the most extreme
acts of atrocity were related, somewhat perversely, to perpetrator’s perceptions of a threat.
This is especially true when considering the role of another important emotion in violence,
that of disgust. Within the behavioural sciences, disgust is an emerging but greatly underresearched area of interest. It has therefore rarely been applied to explanations of violence
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in civil wars, if at all, and with regard to conflict has typically only been drawn upon to
describe the atrocities of genocide (see Chirot & McCauley, 2006). The analysis of Chapter
Five may thus offer a useful contribution in this respect.

Disgust is a particularly powerful base emotion related to threats of contamination; those
experiencing disgust are moved to either remove the offending stimulus, or remove
themselves from its presence. Where individuals or social groups are described as disgusting
contaminants, the emotion can both perpetuate their dehumanisation or ‘otherisation’ and
promote action to eradicate or ‘cleanse’ them from society. In this way, Chapter Five has
shown how disgust can help to explain various forms of irrational violence in Sierra Leone’s
conflict in a further three ways.

First, rebel propaganda was combined with forced atrocities to dehumanise the enemies of
the RUF, portraying them as ‘rotten’ and parasitic; associated disgust promoted violent
forms of purging and cleansing. ‘Washing’ became a euphemism for killing, and first among
those targeted were the agents and supporters of the ‘rotten’ state. This violence was not
only determined by rational political strategy, but by combatants’ powerful revulsion
towards their enemies and an associated compulsion to cleanse and eradicate. As RUF
abuses quickly alienated the group, society was further polarised and an ‘us’ versus ‘them’
mentality became entrenched within the rebel world. ‘Them’ increasingly included civilian
society, a factor that was exacerbated by the growth of the CDF. Civilians were portrayed as
treacherous connivers, and through a logic of contagion by association, they were deemed
infected with the CDF virus. If politicians had been seen as vile ‘leeches’ and ‘parasites’, the
civilian now came to represent one of the most dangerous creatures beyond the rebel bush
camps. Further otherising the civilian was the RUF’s ‘superhumanisation’ of its fighters;
many rebels regarded themselves as powerful, almost supernatural, warriors. By contrast,
weak and pitiful non-rebels were of a lower order. As the RUF came to view the world
outside its own enclaves as a hostile wasteland, and its inhabitants as rotten, violence was
increasingly used to cleanse and destroy. Through understanding the role of disgust, this
may help us to understand those atrocities characterised by extreme callousness and almost
casual slaughter and extermination. Furthermore, it sheds further light on instances of mass
atrocity that appeared to serve little use for military, political or economic strategies. For
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instance, atrocities as the cleansing of a rotten system and its dehumanised and infected
sympathisers provides another way to address the mass violence inflicted on Freetown in
January 1999, the cruelty and callousness of which rationalistic explanations are unsuited to
explain.

A second way in which disgust can be discerned in the irrational violence of the Sierra
Leonean conflict relates to rebel responses to perceived threats of infiltration and infection.
Fear over territorial infiltration by spies, enemies, and their sympathisers, led to violence
against supposedly infected communities aimed at preserving the integrity of the RUF’s
bush camps. This violence was strongly shaped by fear, paranoia and disgust, which saw
atrocity as the best defence against the threat of infiltration from the polluted outside
world. In addition to physical threats, we can understand acts of atrocity as a response to
perceived threats of social and moral contamination. The most dangerous and disgusting
social contaminant was shame. In order to avoid infection, and to preserve the purity of the
shameless rebel world, brutal violence was used to eliminate shaming threats and carriers
of the dangerous pathogen. Those carriers, as analysis of Chapter Four showed, were
civilians, and thus to rebel minds, villages and towns were hostile shame-infested
environments. Where civilians were seen to shame, they became objects of disgust. Those
showing signs of condemnation were violently prevented from communicating their moral
disease, to the extent that its modes of transmission – eyes that look, tongues that tell tales
– were callously mutilated, amputated or destroyed.

Third, we can understand forms of irrational violence as constituting acts of ‘world-shaping’,
through which combatants used violence to expose or render victims as the rotten and
disgusting beings they held them to be. This dynamic can again be usefully linked to the
theory of cognitive dissonance in that the RUF, at a collective and individual level, sought to
force the world into alignment with the beliefs and perceptions that justified their abuses.
Building on the insights of Kathleen Taylor, this may help us to understand some of the most
senseless and cruel atrocities of Sierra Leone’s civil war, including the merciless mutilation
of infants and pregnant mothers (Taylor, 2009: 165-166). When civilians pleaded for mercy
or shed tears, they presented a threat of humanisation to the RUF. To avoid the shame and
moral doubt of viewing their victims as anything less than deserving of violent cleansing or
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eradication, combatants violently reaffirmed their sub-human (or sub-rebel) status by
making them disgusting. Bloody amputations, disembowelment and mutilation were all acts
of atrocity that achieved this aim; disfigurement of the human form dehumanised, and gore
and dismemberment invoked the appropriate, violence-justifying emotion of disgust (Haidt
et al., 1994: 702; Miller, 1997: 27). This brutal shame-related dynamic provides another way
of addressing acts of forced atrocity, particularly those that appeared especially sickening
and perverse. By forcing their victims to commit degrading acts on others, RUF combatants
simultaneously made both victim and forced-perpetrator objects of disgust. Disturbing
accounts of forced incest may make sense in this light (Haidt et al., 1994: 702).

The Violence of Systematic Brutalisation

The manipulation of shame and disgust was an inherent part of RUF strategies of
desensitising recruits and encouraging them to commit atrocities. As such they contributed
to what can be seen as an overall system of brutalisation. This system began at the outset,
with the RUF abducting young conscripts and acculturating them to the brutalising social
and moral norms of its world. Beyond inherently rash emotion-fuelled violence, an
understanding of the effects of this system enables us to understand dispassionate irrational
atrocities that were committed as if by habit, and even as a form of entertainment and
gratification. Chapter Six outlined three forms of such violence.

First, within the RUF violence and atrocity became routinised. This was partly achieved
through the sheer repetition of these acts, whether by rational choice, coercion or due to
the various driving emotional factors as outlined above. The rebel world, being what Keen
has described as a ‘shame-free zone’, was in many respects a culture of violence within
which brutality and cruelty became habitual and almost mundane. Through a system of
rewards and punishments, violence became a moral virtue, and reluctance to commit
violence became socially and morally transgressive. In this way, many acts of violence
committed by RUF combatants can be viewed as performed without recourse to wider warstrategies of the rebel group, but in accordance with their moral obligations and as a
behavioural habit.
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Second, and related to routinisation, RUF combatants came to view committing violence as
part of their role as brutal and fearsome fighters. To some extent violence was
professionalised, and atrocities were part of combatants simply ‘doing their job’. Combined
with routinisation, this attitude towards violence can help to explain especially
dispassionate and callous atrocities in which perpetrators, particularly those youngest
recruits who had been subject to brutalisation for many years, acted beyond consideration
of strategic objectives.

Third, systematic brutalisation allows us to further understand a particularly challenging and
disturbing aspect of atrocity; the apparent pleasure and gratification it gave to many
fighters. By connecting the performance of violence – and the associated suffering of victims
– with various material, social, and psychological rewards, ranging from gaining status and
promotions to sensations of power and eliminating threats, the RUF gradually conditioned
its fighters to find cruel violence itself innately rewarding. Drawing on Kathleen Taylor’s
insights on sadism, this helps us to make more sense of instances in which fighters revelled
and delighted in their abuses, even seeking out inventive new forms of cruelty and suffering
(Taylor, 2009: 222-223). It provides another means to address the various perplexing and
horrifying atrocities of the January 1999 attack on Freetown, in which perpetrators often
toyed with their victims and appeared to maximise their suffering far beyond the
requirements of tactics of terror.

7.2.2 Patterns of Irrational Violence

The study’s analysis of the various forms of irrational atrocities in Sierra Leone’s conflict also
provides a means of understanding the evolution of the conflict, which when combined with
that provided by consideration of various rational political and economic aims, gives a much
more comprehensive picture of patterns of war-violence. The various stages of conflict and
their attendant violence can be roughly divided into three broad phases as follows.
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1991-1993

As Chapter Six has shown, the RUF implemented a strategy of routinely abducting and
brutalising recruits from the very beginning of conflict. Motives for this military decision can
be partly linked to the influence of Liberian NPFL combatants, who brought with them this
very strategy, as well as the tactics of terror and a range of abuses that made reliance on
popular support exceedingly difficult. However, it would be a mistake to lay blame for the
first atrocities of Sierra Leone’s conflict exclusively at the door of these Special Forces
fighters. For from the outset, the emotions of shame and disgust intrinsically shaped abuses
against the civilian population that were committed by Sierra Leoneans themselves. The
political ideology promoted by the RUF contained not only promises of governmental
reform, free education and a redistribution of wealth, it also contained a dehumanising and
otherising portrayal of a ‘rotten’ state and its ‘parasitic’ supporters. If this ideology in itself
perpetuated violence shaped by disgust, it also captured the genuine grievances and
outrage felt by many over the perceived corruption and malpractices of the ruling APC and
those in authority. Thus, the earliest abuses of Sierra Leone were shaped not only by a
political logic; a disgust-infused purging and cleansing logic was also at play. So too was the
logic of shame. Rebel recruits seized the opportunity offered by the RUF to reverse
humiliations, inflict shame on those blamed for their marginalisation, and obliterate a sense
of powerlessness through the performance of fear-inducing atrocity. Violence moulded by
emotions and psychological dispositions were a feature of Sierra Leone’s conflict from the
beginning, underlining the limitation of viewing atrocity solely through a rational-actor
framework.

The abuses of the Liberian Special Forces can also be addressed in precisely the same
respect, avoiding a view that they were somehow innately more brutal than their
neighbours. Their violence was characterised by its humiliating and cruel forms, seemingly
intended to demonstrate their power as warriors and to inflict revenge on those perceived
as having shamed them. In its final report, the TRC noted the ‘words spoken in anger by the
NPFL aggressors’ as they carried out violence:
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They would repeatedly bemoan the reception they were given in local
communities, abusing the residents for being ‘ungrateful’ for their purported
acts of ‘liberation’. They also harboured a vengeful grudge against Foday Sankoh
in particular, whom they believed had betrayed them with his reports back to
Taylor about their misdemeanours. (TRC, 2004: 3A, 172)

Disgust, too, was also evident in NPFL abuses, and in many instances of sexual abuse,
including acts of forced incest, it appears the intention was to render victims disgusting. A
victim told the TRC:

We were here when the rebels entered this country in 1991. They met me on
the road with one girl… They captured us and they asked us to show them where
we were going. We told them that they sent us for food for prayer… … When
they asked me about my relationship with [the girl], I told them that she was my
sister. They said I must have sex with her by force. After the sex they threw
plenty of dirty water on us and they allowed us to go… (TRC, 2004: 3B, 171)

The attitude of NPFL fighters towards Sierra Leonean civilians, and their rebel counterparts,
can be understood as partly relating to the degree to which they saw them as distant
‘others’. Far from their own communities and bases, they were in a foreign territory in
which they viewed most inhabitants as the enemy. Moreover, the brutality of the Liberian
combatants may also relate to their brutalisation. As Chapter Six described, they were some
of the most hardened veterans of Liberia’s conflict, and appear to have already come to
know violence as routine and often gratifying.

By 1993, when much of the Liberian contingent had been removed from Sierra Leone, the
effects of systematic brutalisation on RUF recruits had already been felt. Child soldiers
engaged in brutal and excessively cruel violence, often as though child’s play (Gberie, 2005:
149-150).
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1994-1996

As conflict approached its middle phase, a number of developments served to perpetuate
extreme and irrational violence. One of these was the retreat of the RUF in late 1993 to its
jungle enclaves, where it became an isolated and even sect-like movement (Richards, 1999:
436; 2006a: 658; Peters, 2011a: 89). This acted to entrench the RUF’s system of
brutalisation, making escape from the group even more difficult and the brutalising social
and moral codes of its ‘shame-free zone’ all the more encompassing. Furthermore, it
perpetuated polarisation, reinforcing a view of the world beyond the rebel enclaves as
rotten and further distancing civilians as a disgusting non-rebel ‘other’. Violence driven by
the need to purge and cleanse was perpetuated, and the group increasingly conducted
devastating and brutal attacks on villages close to its bases as a means to provide a physical,
social and moral cordon sanitaire against infiltration and infection from the world without.

As the CDF grew in strength and military influence in 1994-1995, the RUF’s view of civilians
as a treacherous and unsupportive enemy likewise grew. Much of the violence against
captured CDF fighters, and communities deemed as having been infected by this threat,
took the form of revenge and purging. Not only was this the outworking of a strategic
military response to the CDF then, but also the outworking of the emotions of shame and
disgust.

In 1996, Sierra Leone held elections that were vehemently opposed by the RUF. This
presented a great shaming threat to rebel fighters, who understood they would not win any
such ballot, and saw voting as a rejection and betrayal of their campaign. Furthermore it
raised the prospect of peace negotiations, and the threat of a peace in which fighters knew
their abuses and rebel identities would be sources of shame rather than pride. Alongside
the tactics of terror designed to deter civilians from voting, we can thus identify the
emotions of anger and shame in amputations and atrocities inflicted on the disgusting and
‘ungrateful’ sympathisers of the rotten state. Even within the rational tactics of terror, those
ordered to perpetrate these abuses were the brutalised, many of whom by now had been in
the RUF for almost five years. Irrational violence was unleashed for rational ends, as if to
punish society for its betrayal by exposing it to wanton destruction.
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1997-2002

By 1997, some of the most brutalised combatants of the rebel group had risen to positions
of power and authority. Following the arrest of Foday Sankoh, the notoriously brutal Sam
Bockarie – known as Mosquito – assumed control of the group. Rebel violence was
increasingly shaped by a desire to inflict revenge on CDF enemies and to assert a sense of
moral impunity.

In May 1997, the AFRC military junta seized power and invited the RUF to join them in
government. This collaboration brought the rebels to the heart of the ‘rotten’ state and into
the midst of a population which viewed their behaviour and identities as deeply shameful.
As the AFRC and RUF were pushed from Freetown in March 1998, combatants of both
groups inflicted an array of violent abuses upon civilians as they made their retreat. Many of
these atrocities can be linked to anger over a perceived shaming rejection by civilians and
society, a feeling that was to prove devastatingly destructive in the following months. In
1998, Commander Mosquito announced ‘Operation No Living Thing’, the enactment of
which involved the purging of those shaming and disgusting civilian traitors from the
country, and the infliction of various cruel forms of revenge. In January 1999, the RUF and
their AFRC allies returned to Freetown and unleashed on the city a staggering scale and
intensity of cruel violence. Those deemed to have humiliated the combatants were now
subjected to humiliation. The power and supremacy of the RUF, and its self-justifying moral
codes, were brutally reasserted. And rather than purging figures of authority or enemy
sympathisers, since Freetown had proved itself to rebel minds as rotten to the core and
beyond reform, mass atrocities involved the systematic and callously organised execution of
hundreds, if not thousands, of civilians (see HRW, 1999). Added to this dispassionate
violence were the various cruel forms of atrocity enacted by some of the most brutalised of
RUF recruits. For many had, by 1999, been in the group for over seven years. This may help
us to understand, in as much as this can ever be possible, numerous accounts in which
perpetrators appeared to commit violence as though a game. They evinced feelings of
pleasure in their cruelty, taking time to maximise suffering even when to do so was
strategically unwise in the face of approaching soldiers (Gberie, 2005: 137; see also Taylor,
2009: 53).
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Finally, understanding the various irrational motives behind violence adds another
dimension to explanations as to why some combatants were so reluctant do disarm and
demobilise. Alongside various economic incentives for continuing war, combatants based in
the diamond-rich areas of Kono and Tongo recalled during interviews that peace in itself
was a shaming threat. Many feared the stigma that would follow them for their violent past,
and understood that the abuses and rebel identities that were a source of pride within the
RUF would become a source of shame in peacetime. More simply, some of those most
acculturated into the brutalising rebel world expressed an addiction to empowering
violence and a reluctance to return to the relegated status of ‘youth’ and civilian. Thus acts
of violence towards the end of Sierra Leone’s war may be linked to an urge to prolong it,
motivated not solely by tactical considerations but also by powerful emotional and
psychological sensitivities

7.2.3 The Interaction of Rational Strategy and Irrational Violence

A major implication of this study is that irrational atrocity in Sierra Leone, far from being
unleashed by the anarchy of conflict and resulting from innate proclivities to violence, was
provoked and utilised for a variety of rational ends. However, these strategic goals were
themselves strongly shaped by the emotions of shame and disgust, and born from an
environment of systematic brutalisation. Combatants acted both rationally and irrationally,
with powerful emotional and psychological compulsions to commit violence often vying or
interacting with rational calculations of self-interest. In some instances, portraying rational
and irrational motives as intrinsically distinct and separate provides a misleading
simplification of highly complex human behaviour.

The RUF campaign in Sierra Leone has often been portrayed as beginning as a political
insurgency, utilising a range of violent military methods to achieve its goals. As the war
evolved, so the argument goes, the political and ideological aims of the group were derailed
and the movement slipped into patterns of ever-more abusive behaviour and noninstrumental violence (see Richards, 2006a; Peters, 2011a; ). However, what these
arguments invariably neglect is the manner in which the initial political aims and military
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strategies of the RUF were intimately linked and shaped by various powerful emotional and
psychological dispositions. Some have raised the question as to what might have been had
less brutal commanders – perhaps the likes of Abu Kanu and Rashid Mansaray – taken
command of the RUF, rather than Foday Sankoh and junior members such as Sam Bockarie
(see for example Peters, 2011a; Richards, 2006b). Arguably Mansaray may have been more
willing to engage in a negotiated settlement earlier in the conflict, and more serious efforts
to deter abuses and atrocities may have been implemented. However, it is too simplistic to
locate the RUF’s violent nature in the influence of a handful of individuals, not least because
the RUF was infused from birth with an ideology and anger focused on the perceived
humiliations and abuses of the ‘rotten’ APC state. Regardless of military considerations over
the practical value of violence as terror, it is clear that many joined the RUF in order to seek
violent revenge against communities and their elites, and to purge Sierra Leone of those
they reviled. It would be exceedingly difficult to argue that such abuses would not have
been committed under different leadership, or that the likes of Mansaray would have been
any more capable of reigning in the violent anger of those marginalised and aggrieved
youths to which the RUF appealed. From the beginning then, we can see that the rational
political and military aims of the RUF were shaped by powerful emotions, and these led to
violence that was often far from rational.

The interaction of rational aims with irrational violence is most clearly seen in the manner
the RUF systematically instituted a process of brutalisation. From the earliest phase of the
conflict, the group routinely abducted recruits and exposed them to violence and social
processes intended to render them violent. Strategically, brutalisation helped to improve
group cohesion and the loyalty of recruits, provide unhesitant and fierce fighters, and
perpetuate a conflict which for some provided numerous benefits, including those of
material profit and social status.

The RUF carefully manipulated fighters’ sensitivities towards pride and shame. Forcing
recruits to commit shameful atrocities against their own communities tied them to the
group and led them to locate their sense of self-worth within the shameless rebel world.
Once within the rebel bases, the RUF became a potent source of shame and humiliation for
captives, simultaneously offering them a way to reverse humiliations, avoid abuses, and
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achieve status and respect by becoming a fighter. As such the group systematically
provoked shame and became its solution. Through both appealing to existing grievances
and through indoctrination, the rebels encouraged its fighters to view civilian society as a
source of shame, humiliation and disgust. Dehumanising was further achieved through
forced atrocities during training, removing prohibitive shame from killing and rendering
victims as disgusting. The systematic rewarding of violence within the rebel world was no
accident. Commanders actively manipulated young recruits’ need for parental bonds and
positive encouragement, understanding how this would help to secure their loyalty and
mould them as fierce and fearless fighters. This encouraged combatants to take pride in
their identities as warriors and to locate a sense of power through violence.

Polarisation of Sierra Leonean society became entrenched as the RUF became an isolated
enclave movement. This process was actively pursued by the RUF, who manipulated
combatants’ fears of being shamed should they attempt to leave the group to deter
desertion. Commanders encouraged a view of the world beyond the rebel camps as
inherently rotten and ruined, further discouraging incentives to escape and reinforcing the
RUF’s internal cohesion and moral universe. As the group faced possible defeat in 1993, this
disgust-invoking tactic became an essential means of military survival.

If commanders frequently manipulated combatants to perform irrational violence for their
own rational or strategic ends, they themselves were often heavily influenced by the same
emotions and psychology with which this was achieved. Commanders too sought to build
status and eliminate threats of shame. We can place the various economic and political
agendas of RUF commanders within this context; accumulation of wealth or political power
can be linked to attempts to establish identities as ‘big men’ and gain respect. The fear
induced by terrorising violence appears to have been taken as a form of respect by
commanders such as Sam Bockarie. This study has also shown that the accumulation of loyal
young fighters was a source of pride for RUF commanders, and that their combatants’
reputation for brutality and ferocity was seen as extension of building their own reputation
and status.
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The political aims for which commanders found disgust a useful tool can also be seen as
originating in real moral disgust over the perceived malpractices of the APC and associated
elites. To some extent, many RUF commanders appear to have begun the conflict with the
firm impression of their enemies as rotten and vile parasites that must be violently purged.
In this regard it is important to understand how strategies of dehumanisation may have
been particularly effective because considerable disgust towards rebel enemies already
existed. Hence the political strategies of the RUF were shaped not only by rational aims but
by this powerful, violence-facilitating emotion.

Perhaps the most obvious way in which irrational violence came to shape rational RUF
strategies was through the promotion of the most brutalised to positions of power. This had
the effect of giving control over decision-making and on-the-ground tactics to those who
had been conditioned to commit violence routinely, who saw ferocity as a fundamental
element of their identity, saw civilians as less than human (or at least sub-rebel), and in
some cases, found cruelty to be inherently rewarding. In this way, as Chapter Six argues, the
RUF’s strategy of brutalisation led to the brutalisation of RUF strategy.

Through understanding the various ways in which rational and irrational motives and
agendas interacted with and informed one another, we can view some of the most
destructive and devastating tactical decisions of RUF commanders as shaped both by
strategic and emotional concerns. The rebel invasion of Freetown in 1999, for instance,
appears to evidence both.

7.3 Variations in Violent Behaviour
This study has suggested various ways in which we may better understand instances of
irrational violence in Sierra Leone’s civil war. Additionally, it may also help us to draw some
conclusions regarding those instances in which combatants did not behave brutally, but in
fact refrained from violence or even showed mercy. For although the focus of preceding
chapters has necessarily been upon the performance of violence, it is important to
acknowledge that not all combatants engaged in the same forms of violence, nor did all
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combatants commit atrocities each and every day, or to the same degree or intensity.100
Interviews for this study confirmed that many RUF recruits tried to escape from the group,
demonstrating that individual agency and resistance was not utterly eliminated by
brutalisation. Some were successful in escaping but most, it appears, were killed. Accounts
also showed that some combatants lost their lives bravely questioning orders or refusing to
commit abuses.

The following analysis briefly considers a number of ways in which we may understand
instances in which combatants showed mercy, and how forms of irrational violence were
not always an inevitable outcome of their interaction with civilian society.

First, in considering relationships and vulnerabilities to violence, there is an element of
individual variation in terms of personality, background, and some would even argue, of
genetics, which is exceedingly difficult to capture empirically.101 However, it may be possible
to view age as one important factor, if it is held that the youngest of RUF recruits were most
vulnerable to the brutalising appeal of its world (see for example Gberie, 2005: 149-150).
Older combatants may be deemed as having been more capable of recognising the RUF’s
attempts at manipulation, and therefore more able to marshal their mental defences
against them. However, to draw any definitive conclusion requires an expansive quantitative
study – yet to be undertaken – that compares ages of RUF combatants during the conflict
with their levels of engagement in violence, an inherently difficult measurement to obtain
and one likely to prove unreliable. Furthermore, accounts provided during fieldwork for this
study show that it was not only the young who committed violence, and in many cases,
older commanders exceeded their younger charges in terms of cruelty and ferocity.

A second way in which variations in violent behaviour might be explained is in regards to the
length of time combatants were exposed to the brutalising rebel world. Those immersed
within the rebel world for many years may be seen as more likely to have fully converted to
100

See Peters (2011a: 162-162 ) for an interesting and insightful analysis of casualty figures and RUF force size,
which suggests that in terms of reported fatalities (though not non-fatal atrocities), many fighters had little
involvement in killing. However, caution must be exercised in any analysis of reported figures, whether of
fatalities or RUF membership, since these are far from exact measures.
101
See Taylor (2009: 8) for an analysis which examines genetic background as linked to otherisation and
violence.
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its upside down moral codes, to have been more desensitised, and perhaps more likely to
find violence inherently rewarding. As David Keen remarks: ‘Prolonged exposure to this
perverse universe must have profoundly messed with the rebels’ sense of what was right
and wrong and shameful, particularly since so many were children’ (Keen, 2005: 76).
Lansana Gberie has also made this argument with regard to understanding much of the
violence of January 1999 (Gberie, 2005: 149-150). There is good reason to agree with this
argument, but we must be careful to avoid a simplistic analysis which sees brutalisation as
always having had the same effect on all individuals, or that provides the misleading
conclusion that limited exposure to the RUF meant less brutalisation. It is clear, for instance,
that some of those interviewed for this study who had spent only a few years in the RUF had
been decidedly more brutal than some of those who had been in the group since 1991.
Nevertheless, duration of exposure to the group can certainly be seen as an important
factor in shaping relationships to violence, if at least not the sole factor.

A third way of understanding why some combatants may have been less likely to engage in
cruel and non-instrumental violence might be to consider the extent to which they
committed to the RUF’s ideology and codes of conduct (see for example Peters, 2011a).
However, here again we run into problems since this ideology was infused with disgustinfusing anti-establishment rhetoric, and codes of conduct were enforced by violence that
was itself brutalising. Thus the kind of political commitment is centrally important. In
instances where combatants were focussed on achieving political reforms, rather than
purging, this may be more instructive. However, it appears that many of these individuals
abandoned the RUF in its earliest days as the group committed abuses against the
population. Others, such as Abu Kanu and Rashid Mansaray, as has been noted, were
executed by the RUF. For those who remained in the RUF, it may well have been that they
engaged in less irrational, or more instrumental, forms of violence. This is difficult to
determine, not least because many such individuals interviewed for this study – including
former senior commanders – were implicated during the conflict in abuses that are difficult
to explain in terms of rational strategy. They may be more likely to interpret their violence
in terms of political aims, but it is also likely that their involvement in the rebel group for
almost a decade meant any political commitment was also shaped by brutalising violence
and the emotions of shame and disgust.
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A fourth way of understanding variations in proclivities to commit violence, and one which
appears more instructive, relates to geographical and territorial variation. As Krijn Peters
has observed, front-lines were the site of regular fighting and villages were contested
territory, but relationships with communities deep within RUF territory or close to its bases
could be more peaceful (Peters, 2011a: 162, 170). This related in part to the rebels reliance
on some villages for the provision of food. Strategic considerations of survival outweighed
and overrode other inclinations towards committing abuses. In this respect, showing mercy
served a useful function, and where reliance on support was likely to be long-term, building
rapport with local community leaders was perhaps more useful than instilling compliance
through fear. This may have served to lessen the view of inhabitants of such villages as
dangerous and disgusting ‘others’. Where communities were sufficiently within rebel
territory to be considered free of CDF infection, this may also have lessened prospects of
disgust and shame-fuelled violence.

Another aspect of territorial variation in violent behaviour relates to individual combatant’s
relationships to proximate communities. Where fighters were sent far from their homes, an
intentional strategy according to Peters, this served to facilitate the otherisation of nearby
civilians. However, where they remained based close to their home villages, they may have
been less likely to engage in abuses against those they recognised as family and friends, and
as inherently more human. However, this was certainly not always the case, and in some
instances described in this study, combatants actually targeted their own communities for
abuse, seeking revenge against those perceived as having shamed them, or in some cases,
targeting family members who had joined the kamajors. Thus the kinds of relationships
individuals had with their own communities was an important factor determining variations
in violence.

A fifth potential explanation for variations in violence, and one which may usefully explain
instances of mercy or compassion, was the extent to which individuals or communities were
able to show the RUF the respect they desired, or to ‘humanise’ themselves in rebel eyes.
Where civilians referred to young combatants as ‘sir’, applauded and cheered RUF
combatants as they entered towns, and generally demonstrated support and even
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admiration, they may have been able to lessen their perceived shaming-threat. This was a
strategy often employed and one documented by David Keen as sometimes successful
(Keen, 2012a: 224-225). By showing respect, individuals and communities may have been
able to establish some form of rapport, which can be seen to have lessened the divides of
otherisation and to some extent, re-humanised them. In these ways, we may understand
instances of compassion or mercy shown by combatants, where emotions of shame and
disgust were counteracted by shows of respect and common humanity.

A sixth potential explanation for variations in the performance of irrational violence, and
another that may shed light on acts of mercy, is connected to the manner in which much of
the shame and disgust-related violence of combatants was strongly determined by
perceptions of threat. In situations where the threat presented by enemies was lessened,
particularly with regard to unarmed civilians and captives, these emotions were less likely to
violently surface. In these instances, disgust may have been replaced by its less violent
cousin, contempt. Here we can return to Chapter Five’s discussion of the work of William
Miller, who argues that ‘When the high are securely high the low are objects of contempt or
pity’, and that ‘Pity and contempt go hand in hand, whereas disgust overwhelms pity’
(Miller, 1997: 21, 32). Where civilians were perceived as especially weak and unthreatening,
combatants’ sense of superiority may have led to instances of mercy and pity, a dynamic
that may be discerned in Keen’s description of the kinder treatment shown by rebel fighters
to the sick, slow-witted (often feigned) and crazy (Keen, 2005: 241). Furthermore, contempt
may help us to understand instances in which combatants found their victims amusing, and
in doing so, allowed them to live. This may well have fuelled their sense of power and
omniscience, but can also be related to contempt, since as Miller observes: ‘Whereas
disgust finds its object repulsive, contempt can find its object amusing’ (Miller, 1997: 32).
This may be relevant to the following incident:

We did long-sleeve short-sleeve [amputations] many, many times. One time we
captured a civilian, an old man, and we asked him – ‘what do you want, shortsleeve or long-sleeve, or short pants or long pants? Which one do you want?’
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The old man replied ‘I don’t know. You are the tailors. You decide what is best
for me.’ We just laughed and we left him. (RUF combatant D)102

Finally, an important factor affecting variations in violent behaviour was the existence of
many other motives beyond those of shame, disgust, or psychological dispositions instilled
by brutalisation. Not least of these were the rational strategies and tactics of the RUF, and
at various points, combatants may have understood these as being of more import than
other motives. Where they were able to keep their emotions under control, they may have
done so to further the objectives of the group, including as noted, sparing villages supplying
food from abusive treatment.

7.4 Research Implications
This thesis has sought to examine the perpetration of atrocities in Sierra Leone’s civil war,
and to shed much needed light on some of the most perplexing forms of atrocity. It has
highlighted a significant shortcoming in existing literature when it comes to addressing
those forms of violence that are difficult to conceptualise within a rational-actor framework.
Through an analysis of shame, disgust and systematic brutalisation, and by outlining the
manner in which irrational violence and rational strategies are frequently intertwined, this
study represents one contribution towards meeting this shortcoming.

In broaching the role of disgust in civil war violence, this thesis highlights an important
aspect shaping behaviour that merits further sustained investigation and research. As a
relatively young field of study, much is yet to be learned, but the findings of this analysis of
Sierra Leone’s conflict suggest that a better understanding of the links between disgust and
violence will enhance our overall understanding of violent conflict. More generally,
discussion within these pages has highlighted the valuable contribution that the study of
emotions and psychology can make to political science. If we are to provide more
comprehensive, and ultimately more convincing, analyses of the various motivations and
dynamics behind conflict violence, a greater level of inter-disciplinary research is essential.
102

It is possible that another related humanising factor was that this combatant’s own father was a tailor.
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There is simply no prospect of coming to terms with complex forms of violence in civil wars
with making this undertaking.

Another area in which this study suggests further research may reap significant rewards is in
regards to the collection of perpetrator testimony. There are considerable difficulties
inherent in this venture, not least of which is the danger of seeming to give abusers a voice
with which to justify or excuse their abuses. However, without considering what
perpetrators of atrocity have to say, no matter how unconvincing their accounts may be, we
are left with a limited and deeply inadequate understanding of their often confounding
actions. The accounts presented in this thesis underline that collection and interpretation of
such material may offer useful insights when attempting to address some of the most
perplexing aspects to conflict.

In providing a framework for understanding irrational violence, this study has reiterated that
atrocities in Sierra Leone’s civil war are poorly described solely as the unleashing of innately
brutal natures by the outbreak of anarchy, or as the devilishly well-calculated exigencies of
strategy. Rather, it has sought to demonstrate the fundamental interaction of both rational
and irrational motives for violence in Sierra Leone’s conflict. This is a key lesson which may
be usefully applied to other instances of war. It acts as a caution against pursuing the kind of
policy prescriptions promoted by New Barbarism, in which atrocity is deemed inevitable and
conflict is thus best left alone. Likewise, it highlights the danger of following policies
encouraged by rationalistic economic-centred explanations of conflict, in which targeting of
resources and the means of waging war is conceived as a means to end war. What such an
approach neglects are the various emotional and psychological processes driving violence,
which may well continue to do so even after political grievances or economic ‘spoilers’ have
been addressed. This points to another fundamental lesson of this study. Causes of conflict
are not necessarily one and the same as causes of conflict-violence. As conflict evolves, so
too does violence, and many of the factors encouraging extreme violence may well relate to
processes endogenous to conflict, such as polarisation and otherisation. These dynamics are
missed by interventions aimed solely at addressing causes of war. In this regard it is hoped
analysis offered by this study may be usefully applied to those on-going conflicts
characterised by systematic forced recruitment and brutalisation of combatants. By
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providing greater understanding how this system works, and how factors such as fear of
shame can act to bind combatants to their groups, this study may assist efforts to mitigate
the effects of brutalisation and bring conflict to an end. There are many reasons to be
positive about Sierra Leone’s future, but as the country recovers, others remain in the grip
of violent civil war. Learning lessons from Sierra Leone may help others to avoid, or at the
very least address, the perpetration of similarly horrifying forms of brutality. This would go
some way to achieving the common wish expressed by so many victims and perpetrators
interviewed for this study; that the violence of Sierra Leone’s conflict, whether rational or
otherwise, will never be relived.
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Annex I: Recorded Interviews
Meetings and interviews took place with informants on a regular basis over long periods of
time, in some cases almost daily. This list reflects only those occasions on which interviews
were recorded with some of these individuals. All interviews took place in person, in Sierra
Leone. To protect anonymity, locations of interviews and recruitment/disarmament have
been omitted where necessary.
Interviewee

Date of Interview/s

Volunteer (V)
Conscript (C)

EX-COMBATANTS
RUF junior commander A

2010: 30, 31
March.

C

RUF junior commander B

2010: 27, 28, 29
March.

C

RUF combatant C

2009: 21 May, 24
July, 13 May.
2010: 23 March.

C

RUF combatant D

2010: 1 April.

C

RUF combatant E

2010: 10 April.

C

RUF commander F

2010: 2 April.
2012: 11, 12 April.

V

Notes*
*Some details
omitted by request.
Forcibly recruited in
1993/94, aged
13/14.
Promoted to junior
commander in 1995
– given 25 young
soldiers to
command.
Formally disarmed in
1999.
Forcibly recruited in
1997/98, aged 1618.
Promoted to junior
commander in 1999
– given four
personal
bodyguards.
Formally disarmed in
2001.
Forcibly recruited in
1996, aged 11.
Self-demobilised in
1998.
Conscripted in 1991,
aged 10.
Formally disarmed
2002.
Forcibly recruited in
1992 – aged 20-25.
Remained with RUF
until end of war.
Top-level
commander, key
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figure in RUF
vanguard. Joined in
Liberia pre-1991,
aged 25-35.
Held position in
AFRC/RUF
government.
Arrested and
imprisoned by
government in
Freetown, 2000.
RUF combatant G

2009: 28 July.
2010: 2 April.

C

RUF combatant H
RUF commander I

2009: 28 July.
2009: 26 Feb.

C
V

RUF combatant J

2009: 27 Feb.

V

RUF combatant M

2009: 8 March, 18
March, 25 March,
13 May, 30 July.
2010: 2, 3 April.

V

NPFL/RUF combatant N

2009: 28 July
2010: 9 April

C

Forcibly recruited in
1998, aged 13.
Formally disarmed in
2000.
Volunteered in
1991, aged 30-35.
Volunteered in
1991, aged 20.
Describes self as a
volunteer, but was
volunteered (along
with other youths)
by village elders,
who were said to be
supportive of RUF.
Joined in 1992/1993,
aged 18.
Became member of
Foday Sankoh’s
personal bodyguard.
Remained with RUF
until dissolution of
group.
Conscripted into
NPFL small boys unit
in Liberia, 1990,
aged 14-16.
Member of NPFL
‘Special Forces’ in
1991 invasion force.
Also said to have
been member of
Charles Taylor’s
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RUF combatant O

2010: 30 March.

V

RUF training instructor P

2009: 28 March

C

RUF commander Q

2009: 28 March

V

RUF commander S

2012: 11 April.

V

RUF commander T

2012: 11 April.

V

personal bodyguard
– this remains to be
independently
verified.
Joined RUF in 1991,
aged 18.
Self-demobilised in
2000.
Captured by Foday
Sankoh in Liberia in
1990, aged 25-26.
Became senior
female member of
RUF responsible for
training female
recruits.
Remained with RUF
until dissolution of
the group.
Recruited by Foday
Sankoh in Liberia,
1990.
Held various
positions, including
public relations
officer.
Remained with the
RUF until dissolution
of the group.
Senior battlefield
commander in the
RUF vanguard.
Member of NPFL,
trained first RUF
recruits and became
senior Battlegroup
Commander,
remaining with RUF.
Age unknown.
Held position on
AFRC/RUF Supreme
Council.
Arrested and
imprisoned by
government in
Freetown, 2000.
342

RUF commander U

2012: 11 April.

V

Senior battlefield
commander.
Arrested by NPFL in
Liberia in 1990 and
joined RUF. Age
unknown.
Intelligence officer
in charge of
ideological training
and frontline
commander.
Arrested and
imprisoned by
government in
Freetown, 2000.
Forcibly recruited in
1991, aged 16-17.
Formally disarmed in
1998.

RUF commander V

2012: 11 April.

V

RUF combatant W

2010: 11 April.

C

Kamajor A

2009: 26 Feb.

V

Joined kamajors in
1995, aged 40-42.
Formally disarmed in
2001.

Kamajor B

2008: 13, 14 Sept.
2009: 28 July.

V

Joined in 1996, aged
17. Describes self as
volunteer, was
volunteered (along
with 49 others) by
community elders.
Formally disarmed in
2002.

Kamajor and RUF Group

2009: 27, 28 July

C/V

Four exCDF/kamajors
(volunteers), three
ex-RUF (two
conscripts, one
volunteer).
Aged 13-18 at time
of joining.

Kamajor commander C

2008: 12 Sept.

V

Chief and kamajor
initiator.
Became influential
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local political figure
after the war.
Kamajor D
CDF combatant E

2010: 10 April.
2009: 30 July.

V
V

AFRC commander A

2010: 24,25 March.
2012: 18, 19 April.

V

AFRC/WSB commander B

2012: 12 April.

V

SLA combatant A
SLA combatant B

2009: 8 March.
2008: 9, 10 Sept.
2009: 3 June.
2010: 4 April.

V
V

SLA combatant C

2008: 10 Sept.

V

SLA combatant D

2008: 15 Sept.

C

NPRC commander

2012: 19 April.

V

Joined CDF in
Western Area, 19971998, as part of local
militia (nonkamajor).
Aged 30-35 in 1991.
Long-serving SLA
officer, right-hand
man of senior NPRC
leaders, joined
AFRC.
Former senior
commander in AFRC
and West Side Boys
(WSB).
Joined aged 18-20.
Joined in 1998, aged
21. Rose to rank of
Major. Remained in
active service.
Became military
intelligence officer.
Remained in active
service.
Conscripted aged
10-12 to act as spy.
NPRC former head
of state.

OTHER
Amputee A

2009: 14 May, 7
July.

Amputee B

2009: 14 May.

Amputee C

2009: 18 July.

Hands amputated by
RUF in Freetown,
January 1999, aged
40-45.
Restaurant owner,
hands and leg
amputated by
RUF/AFRC in
Freetown, January
1999, aged 35-40.
Hands amputated in
Kono by RUF using
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Amputee Group

2009: 7 July.

Bunumbu villager A

2010: 30 March.

Bunumbu villager B
Fobgo villager
Fogbo community

2010: 30 March.
2009: 30 July
2009: 30 July

Head of reconciliation NGO

2009: 11 May.

Members of Parliament

2010: 26, 27 March

Paramount Chief A
Paramount Chief B
Section Chief C
Section Chief D
Stephen Rapp

2008: 16 Sept.
2010: 30 March
2010: 30 March
2008: 23 Sept.
2008: 17 Dec.

UN peacekeeping officer
UNDP Disarmament
Programme Officer
Youth/Ex-combatant NGO

2008: 18 Dec.
2008: 2 Dec
2009: 29 Jan

burning plastic, aged
12.
General discussion
with seven amputee
victims.

Aged over 80 years.
Group interview on
experience of war,
particularly during
AFRC/RUF retreats
from Freetown in
1998 and 1999.
Co-founder of NGO
specialising in
community
reconciliation.
Members of SLPP,
PMDC and APC.

Chief Prosecutor for
the Special Court,
2007-2009.
Chief UN official.

Interviews with
various staff and
youth-workers.
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Annex II: Map of Sierra Leone
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